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Foreword 
Two-thirds of these essays have appeared previously, but often in out-of-the-way places and 
in languages other than English; all have been to a greater or lesser extent amended or 
extended. They are brought together now (along with chapters 1, 4, 9, 10, 12 and 15, which 
appear here in print for the first time) to make them accessible to a more general English- 
speaking readership, at a time when interest in matters Czech and Slovak is once again 
growing. 
The essays fall broadly into two groups: those concerning aspects of the Czech and Slovak 
languages as such, with particular concentration on the verb (Chapters 7, 9-12), and those 
concerning many different aspects of the languages in use, chiefly through analysis and 
discussion of individual writers’ individual works (Chapters 1-8, 17). The focus may be on 
grammar, register or theme. 
Some of the chapters may by their nature interest a more general reader, for whom 
expressions quoted are provided with English translations; others, however, require beyond 
question that the reader have more than a passing familiarity with the language discussed, 
which then renders translation superfluous, even, in many cases, uninformative or intrusive. 
David Short Windsor, December 1995 

1 
JAN HUS AS A GENERAL LINGUIST, WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO 
CESKA NEDELNIPOSTILA 
The aim of the Hussite movement was to make 
available to all Czechs the truths and precepts of the 
Christian religion in a language they could understand. 
Robert Auty1 
The above quotation, which applies as much to Hus in particular as to the Hussites in 
general, is perhaps all that is needed to justify discussion of Hus the linguist in the context 
of heresy.21 further take as axiomatic that no specific proof is required that Hus was indeed 
a linguist, any more than proof that he was a theologian; his theoretical works on language 
have been adequately discussed in all the standard histories. However, a closer look at the 
various linguistic utterances that appear in the Postila could be of some additional interest. 
While the Postila is ‘just’ a set of sermons based on individual interpretations of the 
best known parables and other NT readings, the author’s linguistic persona is never far away. 
Hus leaves us with the impression that ‘once a linguist, always a linguist’, and that his 
interest in language is more than merely subordinated to the needs of exegesis. That need 
must be the underlying and dominant impulse, but if we were to include semantics within 
linguistics, then the text is primarily linguistic; however, to do so would detract and distract 
from the theological content per se and so no such line is adopted here. Yet there are 
occasions where a momentarily dominant linguistic (not necessarily semantic) aspect can lead 
the author astray, though not necessarily any more so than his predecessors, so that — from 
the modem perspective — any contingent theological point becomes diluted if not spurious. 
The totality of relevant data (individual utterances) contained in the Postila reveals 
its author’s linguistic views, or behaviour patterns as a linguist, explicitly or implicitly, on 
a wide range of levels: above all, he comes across as a lexicologist, then as translation 
1 ‘Czech’ in A.M. Schenker and E. Stankiewicz (eds): The Slavic Literary Languages: 
Formation and Development, New Haven, 1980, p.167. 
2 This chapter is adapted from a paper given in 1994 at a conference on heresy, held as 
part of the research plan of the Department of East European Languages and Literature of 
the School of Slavonic and East European Studies, University of London. 
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2 Jan Hus as Linguist 
theorist and/or linguistic comparativist, onomast, etymologist, linguistic encyclopedist, trans¬ 
formationalist sui generis, speech therapist and even an unconscious aspectologist. (He can 
also be found using forms which would today smack of sociolinguistic ‘political correctness’, 
although he uses them to avoid possible ambiguity.)I * 3 What barely comes through at all, 
though it is present in other works, is his self-appointed role as a linguistic purist given to 
‘rectifying’ Czech or ridding it of Germanisms. Indeed there are even hints of an opposing 
trend, whereby a Germanism may figure as explicans to a less transparent explicandum. 
Metalinguistically the Postila is not very instructive, and the terminological apparatus 
used applies as much to theological as linguistic explication. Let it be merely pointed out that 
the devices used include the verb poloziti for ‘use’, ‘say’, ‘express as’; vyloziti ‘expound’, 
‘define’; vznieti for ‘be expressed as’, ‘mean’; znamenati si ‘be meant’; died for ‘say , 
‘call’, ‘mean’; sluti ‘be called’, ‘mean’; smysl or rozum for ‘meaning’; the imperative form 
to viz for ‘understand as’ or ‘NB’; slovce or slovo for ‘word’; and a wide variety of 
constructions to express ‘in such and such a language’: adverbs: latini and cesky ‘in Latin , 
‘in Czech’, adverbialized prepositional phrases: po nimecku ‘in German’, v reci fecke ‘in 
Greek’, and adverbialized instrumental case: feii syrsku ‘in Syrian’. 
1. Hus the lexicologist 
Hus’s knowledge of the contemporary Czech lexicon is put to effect in one much-used way, 
namely in the provision of synonyms, which may sometimes look like common-or-garden, 
(semi-)redundant synonym pairs, triples or even longer lists. Usually, however, he uses this 
device to expand on or explain words which are obsolescent, high-style (from the biblical text 
with which he is operating) or in one way or another alien, or simply ambiguous. In any 
event the overriding motive is to make the text being expounded easier of access to the 
hearer or reader. There are some thirty to forty synonym pairs based on nouns, half a dozen 
or so adjectival pairings, about fifteen verbal, five pronominal, five prepositional, over thirty 
syntactic of one kind and another, and two morphological. Some occur more than once. The 
devices used all indicate that the intention is to explain (use of neb ‘or’, t. or to jest ‘that is 
and similar, or inclusion of the would-be explanatory synonym in brackets after that which 
it explains, the method used almost exclusively in the pericopes). Very few cases, if any, are 
purely decorative, that is, synonym pairing as an artistic device. 
The examples which follow are a by no means exhaustive list. 
I refer here to the sentence: To die svaty Pavel, ne prikazuje, ale radu davaje tim, 
ktefiz a kteri nechtie stdti v panensU nebo ve vdovski iistoti (93/i20-121). In fact it reveals 
a clear awareness that the plural oblique cases of pronouns are not gender-specific, while the 
nominative and accusative are. Here we see Hus the morphologist. 
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a. Nouns: 
cecflcovi nebo prsi 158/16S4 
divy ( zneunenie neb z&zraky) 160/2-3 
z ulamkdv (neb otruskdv neb zbytkov) 331/u [this in the pericope; the text 
proper has ostatky 332/28ff] 
v obecnici, to jest v dbecnem domku [overt contrast with hospoda] 82/48-49 
dietd (t. pachoiek neb siuha) 97/io [adds precision] 
komennych studvi (neb kadi, Zberov, vZdr neb lahvi) 90/8 [pericope; in the text 
it becomes the subject of a discussion of Holy Land realia, see below] 
ruhavec, to jest kacief 137/205 
chvoStiSti (neb metlami) 154-55/27-8 
do hrddku (mgstedka) 191/2; also: v hrddek, to jest v mdsto 379/32; and hrddek - 
maid mdstedko ohrazene 195/138 [this in a discussion on a distinction ultimately 
seen as semantically irrelevant: whether Emaus was a hrddek, mdstedko or ves] 
davu (boiesti, jLi ma, davieci s£) 226/is [for disambiguation] 
drevo (§t&p) 334/6 [ditto] 
„ndspemu, to jest plotem nasutym prsti 348/39 [explaining a technical term] 
lupezm'ci (neb lap£ci, dradi, braii) 355/6-7 
„vrazedlnfky“ neb mordefe 416/70 [using a more familiar, though German, word 
as explicans] 
centuridna, rytiefe pohanskeho 420/39 [expounding a loan-word] 
„spehere<‘ neb zpytdky 432/56 [isolated touch of purism?] 
„zlost“ neb nepravost 434/107 [possibly disambiguation] 
b. Morphological: 
blahoslavene bficho (neb -ny b?±ch), jenz td nosilo (nosii; 155/33-4 [displays 
knowledge of free gender variants] 
chlebmi (neb chieby) 331/s [Hus’s knowledge of morphological instability or 
evolution and possible free variation] 
c. Adjectives: 
v temnosti zevnitfnie (pekeine) 97/22-3 [explains‘outer darkness’] 
svrchovane dobre, to jest najlepsie dobre 406/122-23 
„blazen(“ neb blahoslavem 459/332 
d. verbs: 
velebd (chvile) 132/18 
4 Forms are quoted in imitation of the style employed in the edited source text, namely 
Jiff Dafthelka (ed.): Magistri lohannis Hus Opera omnia, Prague, 1992. Numbers in the form 
88/88 refer to page/line. 
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„budu dokondny .., to jest budu naplniny 133/si 
sta rozmluvala (neb baia sobS) 191/5 [preference for simpler, non-derived verb] 
srdce ndse hofelo jest (radosti s£ zapaiovaio) 192/34-35 [avoids any literal 
interpretation of horeti] 
otvieral (vykiadai) 192/35-36 [more everyday, non-metaphorical word] 
ustanu (neb zhynu) 331/5 [commoner word] 
vzhdru vzhled (neb vzevfev vzhoru) 367/21 [more central morphological type] 
vldsti (neb viadafit) 339/5-6 [transparent item replacing opaque one] 
e. pronouns: 
ta viechna (neb ty vgechny vZc±) 140/i6 [interesting pi. of sg. pronominal use 
not normally pluralizable; influenced by original?] 
Jenz (neb a on) 149/6 \jenz here not rel. pron.] 
pres Sidon k mofi galileiskemu. ienz. (neb ktereito mgsto sidon) 360/2-3 
[resolves ambiguity; there is at least one other similar occurrence] 
f. prepositional phrases: 
upadl jest v lotry (mezi lotry) 367/23 [archaism replaced by current usage] 
„ve jmeno“ neb jmenem „pana nas'eho Jezukrista... 456/241-2 
...psdny su skrze proroky (neb od prorokov) 132/3-4 [apparent clarification of 
expression of agent in passive] 
Related to the lexical synonyms of various kinds, and used for the same purposes, are 
Hus’s methods of updating the texts he is quoting by the use of a wide range of syntactic 
synonyms, the area in which one might sometimes be tempted to see Hus the 
transformationalist. Examples: 
den slavny ziddv (neb Udovsky) 160/6 [gen.pl. > adj.; eliminates ambiguity] 
dvu stupen&z chlebove (za dvg st& penez chieba) nestadie jim I6O/11 [attribute 
in genitive replaced by prepositional qualifier to produce more familiar syntax] 
Abraham umreljest iproroci (t. zemfeii su) I68/14-15 [avoids possible ambiguity 
after preceding singular verb] 
a vzSed (to v$z kdy jest vzegio) 126/8 [transgressive phrase transformed into full 
clause] 
kdyz si postil (nic nejeda ani piv) 140/2-3 [opposite solution to previous] 
vody vi'nem uiinine (vina z vody udingneho) 90/14 [inversion of (deep) subject 
and predicate] 
Dcerka md zle si od ddbla trdpf (neb dcerku mu zle d'abel trap!) 149/6 
[version of ‘passive > active’ transformation with FSP preserved] 
...ze diete Belzebubem vymietati mi (t. ie vymietam) ddbly 154/i 1-2 
[transformation from opaque accusative-I-infinitive construction to clause] 
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horsich sebe (neb nei jest on) 155/29 [archaic to progressive comparative 
construction] 
pro bdzeh ziddv (pro strach, aby jim neudinili jako mlstru) 206/2-3 
[disambiguates genitive] 
mij mi vymluvena (t. vymiuv mg, pros za mg boha) 294/io [archaic short 
accusative in passive participle replaced by more modem, active construction] 
deset uzdraveni SU (neb uzdraveno jich) adevfokdejsu (neb jich jest)? 
378/10-12 [ancient v. modem patterns of numeral syntax] 
vy male viery (t. jeni jste mai§ viery) 383/i8-i9 [overrules constraint against 
genitive phrase qualifying pronoun] 
vM.. .jest chleba 397/2 > viel.. .jiesti chleba 397-8/27-28 [supine replaced by 
infinitive] 
dieky uiini (chvaiu bohu vzdai) 160/18 [general made specific; obsolescent aorist 
replaced by progressive past tense] 
chvdla md nic nema (totisto jest marni) 168/9 [explication] 
lupeze jeho (ktereZ on lupeiem dr21) 154/20 [resolves polysemy] 
rdny vlozivse (to jest ranivge) 367/24 [univerbization] 
And there are yet other types, especially involving conjunctions and interjections. 
2. Hus the onomast 
Hus takes great pains over the handling of place-names in particular. Linguistically, the 
problems are threefold: 1. what a particular place-name means (or is said to mean), but 
especially if this has some particular bearing on the parable being expounded; sometimes 
mere etymology suffices; 2. whether or not it declines (or could decline) in Czech; and 3. 
how to relate first occurrences that are adjectival derivates of a base noun. For the first we 
have, for example: 
Nazaret slove ktvud. A ktery kvit viece v ctnosti kvetl nez Jeztf? 137/186-7 
„ Galilea, “ die svaty Rehor, „prestupenie vyklddd si. Neb jiz vykupitel nd$ od trpenie 
k z mrtvych vstdm, od smrti k zivotu, od muky k oslavi prestupil jest. 187/95ff 
... v Kafamaum, t. v rozkosi; neb Kafamaum vyklddd si pole tuinosti, v nlzto ilovik 
pasa si, jest nemocen idsto, ne toliko na du$i, ale i na tile... 422/i3iff 
Jeruzalem vyklddd si vidinie pokoje ... 364/285 
Jericho vyklddd si neustaviinost neb mininie neb promina 374/287 
and others. 
When he attempts actual etymologies, Hus may be on safe ground: 
... mista Tiberias, kterezto jest ... ustaveno ke cti ciesare, jenz jest slid Tiberius 
161/55-56 
or on much less safe ground: 
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Tu vdz vedle rozumu duchovnieho, ze Genezaret jezero znamend neustavidnost tohoto 
bydla v svdtd, v ndmz, jako na mofi, jednak jest vzdvihnutie vdtrem pychy, jednak 
doldv spadnutie psotu. Protoz dobre slove Genezaret, to jest podatek urozenie; neb 
ihned v bride matky podind sd tato psota. Take smrdi jako more... 320/siff 
When it comes to declining place-names — and other biblical proper names — Hus 
generally adopts the policy of not forcing them into declensional patterns that would be less 
than certainly ideal and instead uses, especially in the pericopes, a relevant Czech genus 
proximum which he can then put in the case required. Hence: 
do Kafamaum (toho mgsta) 97h 
V Kano galilejske (v tom m£ste&ku te krajinky) 90/1-2 
V Israel (v iidovskem lidu) 97/19 
k Jericho (mgstedku) 132/9 
do Jericho (do toho mSsta) 367/22 
Even where a place-name is declined, its status is indicated to the Czech reader in the same 
way: 
mezi Soman (tu zemu) a mezi Galilei (tu zemu) 378/i-2 
And the same general method is also applied to indicate what place (as a noun) is referred 
to when Hus is forced first to use adjectives derived from them: 
tiberiadske (toho m&sta Tiberias) 160/2 
do krajin tyrskych (Tyru toho mdsta) 149/2 
z krajin tyrskych (toho mgsta Tyrus) 360/i 
mezi krajinami dekapolskymi (viasti Dekapoiis ledene) 360/3 
Personal names are sometimes treated similarly, as in: 
tfetie Anna..., jenz jest byla dcera Fanuel tak redeneho. muze, jenz jest posel z 
pokolenie Asser tak fedeneho ... 83/ioi-02 
...Syrty Zebedei (toho, jeni slul Zebedeus) 319/18-19 
The one major excursion in the realm of proper names concerns Doubting Thomas: 
Tomas...jenz slove u viefe pochybujici.. . Tu vez, ze v latinskem cteni stoji 
„didymusu. To vyklddaji jedni: u viefe pochybujici, jakoz jest tak, ze viece jest nez 
ktery z svatych apostolov o vzkriesenlKristovdpochyboval; druzl vyklddaji„didymus ", 
to jest bliznec, pro to, ze by byl z pokolenie Beniamin, ze slul je bliznec 213/276ff 
[concerning the double interpretation of ‘didymus’, as ‘of two minds’ or ‘twin’] 
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3. Hus the general lexicographer and etymologist 
Hus is much given to providing actual definitions (some effectively among the synonym pairs 
quoted earlier) of many terms used, either in the sources he is quoting, or by himself. Some 
are quite straighforward, such as: 
zemov osliii — ji'mz osel neb oslice mele obile — ... 326/io6 [millstone] 
Pfieteli vzieti krddez jest, kostel Istiti svatokrddezstvie jest. 268/1is [theft, sacrilege] 
obzil jest. Co jest: obzil jest? Byv na tile mrtev, jiz ziv jest a jiz neumre 189/isi-2 
[come to life] 
najemnik neb namezdnik jest ten, kteryz pro iasnu neb pro tilestnu potrebu sluzi 
nikomu, aby od niho vzal. A tak slove ndjemnfk, ze na ndjmu sluzi, neb ndmezdnik, 
ze ze mzdy tilestne sluzi. 217/63ff [hireling] 
bliznec slove ten, ktery si sdm druhy neb sdm treti urodi pojednu od jedne matky 
213/281-2 [twin, triplet] 
mfstfi a zakonnici: mi'stri sluli su ti, jenz su zdkon boil vyklddali lidu, kterak maji 
rozumiti. Ale zakonnici sluli ti, ktefiz, nad obec vytrhse si zvldStntm obydejem, i 
rucho su mili zvldstnie i obydejne jine 323/23-25 [scribes and pharisees] 
Sometimes he adds etymologies to his definitions, based typically on decomposition...: 
vsetky zivocichy, to jest vsecky vici, jenz su zive a maji iich, ji'mz mohu diti, jako su 
ryby, ptaci, hovada, psi a tak i jine s iichy vici 181/154-56 [animals] 
A iesky slove dobre malomocenstvie a od niho ilovik malomocny; nebo malo mdz 
ilovik, dokud jest v hfieie smrtedlnem... Protoz nimecky dobfe slove aussecik, to jest 
ven vysazeny z svate obce. 98/47ff [leprosy] (note here the combination of 
etymology, theology and the praise of German for the theological fitness to 
metaphorical use of its word for leprosy) 
... though more often than not the outcome is such as must raise a smile on more modem 
lips: 
„Dnu trpi'cieho “ polozil sem, ze mi si lepe zdd nez dnu zldmaniho; neb neviem, byl-li 
jest zlaman, ale viem, ze jest trpil. A druzi Cechove fekli by pokostnieho neb 
pokostnfka od pokostnice te nemoci, jiz riekaji pokostnice, ze po kostech si tluie; a 
obecni slove dna. 412/33 [gout; palsy] 
ilovik jeden vodnotelny (t. maje tu nemoc, jen2 slove vodn6 tele) 397/4 
[dropsy] (this quotation is followed, p.398/56ff, by an almost encyclopedic account 
of dropsy; Hus as encyclopedist would be another topic for discussion) 
Rceme ji [lucemi] iesky svitlnice, pro to, ze v ni vietr svitlu nice neb nic neuSkodi 
307/i96 (the particular use of the imperative rceme must indicate that this is more 
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‘composition’ than decomposition, and therefore Hus’s own invention — is this 
evidence of a sense of humour?) 
Equally mixed are the results of Hus’s etymologizing where foreign expressions are 
concerned. He can rely on his Latin well enough, as in: 
prichod (Kristuv): riekajice Cechove advent po latinske redi; nebo latind adventus 
desky slove prichod neb navstievenie... A tak jiz vesken ten das nazyvaji advent... 
61/2iff [advent] 
or 
I co sd to mieni, ze ihned skoro po procesi na msi dteme pasiji, to jest umudenie neb 
o umudeni; neb passio latind desky jest umudenie I8O/106-08 [passion] 
but where a Latin form is already spurious — in the following example a misconstruction of 
the Greek — Hus’s Czech explanation is also inevitably flawed: 
„A predbdh, vstupil jest na drevo fXkove. “ Latind stoji, ze vstupil jest na drevo neb 
na Mp „sykomorumu. A jest slovo vzate z redi recke; neb recke sykos redeno jest fik; 
i fiekaji tomu dfevu bldznivy fik, latindfikus fatua. 445/i3iff [sycomore as fig-tree, 
based on a misinterpretation of the second half of the word, where moron = black 
mulberry] 
There are other infelicities at points where Latin meets Czech, as in: 
lucifer.. .udinil sd jiz jest luciper [a Czech form], to jest byv jasny, jest v temnostech 
128/66-67 [to explain Lucifer as a fallen angel]. 
Hus’s few definitions or explanations (not etymologies proper) of Hebrew expressions 
are equally mixed. The first, though in essence accurate, would give the impression that 
Hebrew is capable of considerable density of meaning in a mere three syllables: 
A oboji su volali rkuce: „ Osanna “ zidovsky, to jest: „ Oj, prosime, spas ny skrze syna 
Davidova, pozehnany, jenz pfisel jest ve jmeno bozie!u 180/126-28 [Hosanna] 
while the second seeks to account for an item that is inevitably uncertain, but takes Hus, at 
second-hand from St Augustin, deep into the realm of comparative paralanguage or body 
language: 
Tu vdz, ze rdcha, jakoz die svaty Jeronym, zidovske jest slovo a tolik jest redeno z 
hndvu, jako by fekl bezmozky. Ale svaty Augustin die, ze rdcha jest znamenie, jimz 
dlovdk ukdze hndv srdedny. Jako odi mrdnutie, nosu ukrivenie neb list ukfivenie. A 
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tak, kdyz kto hniv ukazuje, fka bu neb rnrhau neb kterak koliv&k jinak, neb odima 
ukdze, neb jazyk vyplazi, usta ukrivf, neb pipek, jini riekajf cfbek proti komu udint, 
ten svemu bratru fiekd rdcha a jest hoden odsuzenie. 327/146 [Mat. 5/22: Raca] 
Most of these problems are aspects of Hus’s translating work. 
4. Hus the practising translator 
Even without resorting to etymologies, Hus makes great use of the Latin or Greek of his 
source texts either to justify his own Czech wording or to explain why no particular Czech 
wording can be deemed either accurate or adequate. Most widespread is the use of Latin 
synonyms (usually bracketed) to Czech expressions, used in the same manner as the Czech 
pairings described earlier. Or the Czech may follow the Latin. For example: 
jednostajne penieze (singuios denarios - neb rovne penieze) [they received 
every man a penny] 117/is 
tajemstvie (mysterium) 126/11 
A kdyz vzroste zelina (herba, id est zelina neb v tomto dteni herba 
pSenidne osenie) 110/s [when the blade was sprung up] 
v zkazem - in vastitate 348/61 
drze hrdlese - strangulabat 427/137-8 
tu figuru, to jest to podobenstvie... 281/294 
Just occasionally, German is the language of reference: 
na radnici, po nimecku fkuce na rathauze 114/157 
which leads to an assumption of the greater familiarity of the German word, which Hus may 
be implicitly seeking to replace. 
We also find ad hoc uses of Czech words with equally ad hoc definitions, as in: 
vlddari! ...vlddare svatby, jenz od Rekdv slove architriclinus 93/97-99 
dtveroviddie, to jest dtyrkrdt vdddie, latini „quadruplumu i.e. a caique translation 
447/209 [fourfold] 
Sometimes Hus allows for more than one Czech interpretation of a Latin word: 
nepravost...jenz lati'nd slove „nequicia“, a dies-li zlost, neshfeUs 434/no-n 
[wickedness] 
10 Jan Hus as Linguist 
Perhaps more important than Hus’s problems with single words are his tribulations 
over expressions that require either more than one word in Czech (to one only in Latin), or 
cases where it is grammar, rather than lexis that causes him difficulties as translator. The 
main example of the former is how to cope with ‘publicans’, which he elects consistently to 
translate as zjevnf hrieJnfci, but which then stands awkwardly in the recurrent ‘publicans and 
sinners’ — zjevnf hfieinfci a hfiesnfci. The nub of the problem is in his efforts at calquing 
{zjevnf hfiesnfci = approx, ‘public sinners’), so any publicly visible sinner falls under this 
head, not merely tax-gatherers, toll-gate keepers and other public servants. Another example 
is ‘tribute money’ — peniez platny, which is quoted in Latin from Matthew and Luke, then 
given a Czech definition: 
svaty Matus ted' die „numisma“ a svaty Lukas die „denarius u, a to jest peniez, jejz 
su mili davati kazde leto ciesafi, na nimz byl jest obraz ciesafdv a napsanie... 
434/i27ff 
The big problem on the grammatical front is that of the Latin passive and how to 
translate it into Czech. The example is a familiar one, often quoted to illustrate the re- 
evaluation that has taken place between the present and past passive forms in Czech, the 
notorious ambiguity of the Czech reflexive passive — even in Hus’s day — and the lack of 
formal equivalence between the Latin and Czech repertoires for the expression of the passive: 
nesudie ho ... latfni tu stojf „non iudicatur“ a toho slova desky jedniem slovem 
podobni k rozumu nemohu vyloziti. Neb fekl-li bych non iudicatur: nesudf si, to slovo 
tdhne k jinemu rozumu. Pakli bych fekl: nenie suzen, to jest: non est iudicatus. 1 
zddlo mi si lepe feci, ze, ktoz viff, „nesudie ho“. Pakli komu si lepe co zdd neb 
vyklad nahodf, chvdla bohu, rdd sem tomu. 262/88ff 
There is one point where Hus the translator offers a linguistic comment about Czech, 
but pointing to a Latin source, which perhaps entitles us to see even Hus the phonetician. 
This is in the simple 
„vstupila sta“ latfni vznf: vzhdru sta sla [they went up] 356/37ff 
While the sense of ‘up’ is given due theological justification, why mention the linguistic form 
of the Czech at all? I would suggest that the reason is that the Czech prefix meaning ‘up’, 
namely vz-, which occurs much more widely throughout the text than it does in modem 
Czech, would, in ‘vzstupila’, produce a verb sounding indistinguishable from vstupila 
(allowing for z/s assimilation). The inference is that the former is not useful, while the latter 
is ambiguous, hence the addition of the literal translation of the (unquoted) Latin. 
More importantly, and more frequently, Hus digresses where his, or another’s, 
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translation is open to dispute. In most cases it is a matter of his defending his particular 
solution to a passage. Thus others may be simply in error, as in: 
Bud' iist. Latin# stoji mundare a mniji nedouieni, to slovo by tolik v tom miest# 
vznilo jako oiistiti; ale nemd tak byti vylozeno. 99/69-71 [‘Thou canst make me 
clean’] 
Or a change of conjunction, or tense, may simply make better sense in Czech, as Hus claims 
in: 
„Pane, dcera md nynie umrela jest. Protoz pod’, vloz ruku na ni a budef ziva. “ Tu 
viz, zet’ latini stoji „sed veni", a to slovce „sed“ desky vzni jako to slovo „ale“, a 
vsak v tomto miest# lepe prilezi, aby bylo reieno iesky „protoz pod“. „ Protoz, “ to 
viz, ze jest nynie umrela, „pod’ a vloz ruku na ni. “ Pakli chce$ feci „aleu, tehdy 
musiestakto viece dorozumiti: „Pane, dcerka md nynie umrela jest, “ ale, doslyi: tob# 
ufam jedne, „pod\ vloz ruku na ni, a budef ziva. “ 438/26ff [Mat. 9/18 ‘but’] 
or: 
„I poslali sii jemu. “ Latin# stoji „mittunt“, to jest posielajf, ale ze iesky nedobfe 
slusie a pravda jest, ze su poslali jemu uiedlniky svi, protoz bez ujmy polozil sem „i 
poslali su“. 432/43ff [they sent out] 
Or again there might be awkward polysemy in a source language, hence (using St Jerome 
as his authority) Hus says: 
Die vyklad: „Sluziti zbozi jest boha zaprieti." A viz ze v latinskem cteni stoji 
„mammone “. Die svaty Jeronym, ze feiisyrsku mammona jest zbozie a take Mammon 
jest d’abel, ten, kteryz zbozim lidi vede v hriech. I zda mi si, ze sem mil poloziti ve 
iteni: Nemozete sluziti bohu a mammone a neb zbozi. 387/i39ff 
Several of Hus’s problems with translation are connected, as has been implicit in one 
or two of the previous examples, with alien realia. This is an area where the lexicologist and 
translator becomes encyclopedist. We find him discussing: 
i) the physical geography of the Holy Land: 
„... prisel jest do Nazaret... “Latini vzni, ze „sstupil jest“pro to, ze Jeruzalim vyie 
sedi nez Nazaret. 88/iuff 
which at the same time shows his awareness of the slight freedom (in fact modernization) of 
the text in his rendering; 
v hlubokosti morske 306/107 [‘in the depth of the sea’] 
12 Jan Hus as Linguist 
This passage, concerning where sinners, with millstones round their necks, should be 
deposited, is duly translated, but it also shows Hus again at his humorous best, largely 
because my more nemdme; if the Czechs were to drown all their sinners, millstones and all, 
by throwing them in the only available waters, streams, there would be serious blockages and 
lakes would form. 326/i 12 
ii) domestic utensils in the Holy Land and the weights and measures associated with them: 
„Biese tu sest studvic“ neb kddt neb iberov; jisteho jmena neviem. Neb latinnlci vzeli 
su to slovo ydria od Rekdv; a slove ydria orudie k vodi pripravene. A tak tich sest 
orud( bud'te studvy, kddi, sudove, iberove, vidra, kbellkove, lahvice neb ban#. 
92/68f f [waterpots] 
In the discussion that follows Hus goes on to confess his ignorance of the weights and 
measures in use in the Holy Land (metreta jest slovo recke a v jedne vlasti su jine miery a 
v druhe jine), concluding that it does not matter anyway, since: My v dechdch nesjednavame 
si v mirdch, nebrz v jednom misti v Praze jina mifice jest na Novem Misti a jina na Male 
Strani (92/siff). 
Also: ...rojzhla by svitlo. Latini „lucemau stojl a slove orudie kozi neb pldtnem neb jinu 
vid obleiene, v nimz svitlo od vitra nemoz. byti uhaseno. Rceme ji iesky svitlnice, 
pro to, ze v n( vietr svitlu nice neb nic neuSkodi. 307/mff 
Similarly, in a quotation from St Gregory: Jisti svitlnice svitlo v obleii — in testa — jest 
(3O8/211-12). 
iii) Levantine units of currency: 
„ deset tislcdv hriven. “ Tu viz, ze latfni stojl talentum a znamend v penizlch najviicl 
rdz, jenz vedle rozliinych zeml jinak a jinak si mienl. Protoz ja iesky neumiem lepe 
fici talentum nez hrivna. A ta si hned mienl v Cechdch. 426/71 
iv) Oriental fabrics: 
To viz, ze polozil sem „zlatohlav“. Latini stojl purpura, jenz, jako die svaty Beda, 
jest rucho barveni rybi krvl... A ze v (Cechdch nebyva, neumieme ho prdve 
jmenovati.... [similarly on biele platno for bissus — only made from white Egyptian 
linen — Czech, German and Latin are all driven to use loan-words or ad hoc 
translations] 284/63ff 
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v) the flora of Palestine and elsewhere: 
Tu viz, ze latini stoji „znamenajte lilia. “ desky neumieme lilium jmenovati, jeni jest 
kvit velmi biely, jehoz bilosti nemohl jest Salomun na svim ruie dosdhnuti. A zdd mi 
si, ze skrz lilium mieni Kristus kvietie rozliini; protoz fekl jest „liliau, t. mnohd 
kvietie, jakozto lilium, rdzi, fiolu a jini pikni kvietie. Protoz die svaty Augustin: 
„Ktere hedvdbie, kterd krdlovd purpura, kteri zmalovdnie tkadlnic mdl si kvieti 
prirovnati? Co si tak iervend jako rdze? Co si tak bili jako lilium? A fiolu kterd 
presdha purpura?" 3 89/229ff 
vi) the Passover (and specifically the need for its not being confused with Easter): 
„A biese blizky berdnka den slavny. “ Ve iteni latinskem stoji „pa$ka“ a to slovo ani 
jest latinske, ani recke, ani zidovske, nez vzato jest nikterak z reii zidovski. A tolik 
si die „paska“ iesky „p?estupenie“. Proto, ze ziddm pdn bdh pfikdzal, vyved je z 
ejipske zemi z pohanskeho ndsile pies more, aby berdnka jedli a slavny hod mili. 
A na tom hodu berdnka jest tedf zmienka. A nezdd mi si, by „palka “ v tomto iteni 
iesky dobre bylo vylozeno velikonoini hod; neb velikonoini hod v ten ias jeiti nebyl. 
A bychom take znamenali, ze velika noc slove noc, v niz jest veliku vie uiinil veliky 
Kristus, z mrtvych vstav, tehdy bychom rozumili, ze „paska “ v tom miesti neslove 
velika noc, ale hod berdnka, jakoz sem iekl. 161-62/60ff. 
Another reason, not given by Hus, but identified by Robert Pynsent,5 why paSka has had 
to be expounded, rather than inappropriately translated or left as a loan-word, is the existence 
at the time of a homonym in the meaning ‘hammer’, ‘smith’. 
Finally to return to two less apparent aspects of Hus as a linguist in the broadest 
sense: 
4. Hus the (theoretical) speech therapist 
This is a minor matter and relates to the sermon on Jesus’s restoration of speech to the deaf- 
mute. What it does reveal, however, is Hus’s understanding of the relationship between 
hearing and speech: 
A ze kazdy od prirozenie hluchy jest nimy — neb pohavadz. nemdz slyieti ihned od 
narozenie, take nemdz si nauiiti mluviti, a tak po chluchosti vleie si nimota .... tak 
dluho bude [ilovik] nimy, kterak dliiho bude hluchy 362/64ff 
5 In the discussion at the conference where this paper was presented. 
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5. Hus the nascent aspectologist 
Hus is writing at a time when the change of the Czech verbal system with a basis in tense 
to one based unequivocally on aspect was not yet complete. It is not here suggested that he 
understood exactly how the evolving aspectual opposition worked, but it was already 
assertive enough to show through in two main ways. 
First, as part of the general tendency of the sermons to be written in straightforward 
Czech — a Czech more immediately accessible to his readers and listeners than the starchy, 
archaizing biblical texts from which he is quoting — Hus uses in his discourse almost 
exclusively Czech past-tense forms of the type which we would recognize today, dispensing 
very largely with the aorist and imperfect. The simplicity of the past tense is that one formal 
type can convey adequately either aspect. 
And secondly, there are scattered points where, without further comment, Hus 
suggests an alternative reading to a passage in which the alternant is the same verb, but in 
what we would now recognize as the opposite aspect to the one quoted, or the one merely 
predictable from the Latin by one-to-one equivalences. Thus in: 
A kdyz prijde, nalezna jej chvostisti (neb metiami) vydiMn a okraslen, i jde a 
prijimd (assumit neb p fii me) jinych sedm duchov ... 154/27ff 
assumit is an unmarked present-tense form, and so is prijima, yet in the verbs that have gone 
before there is a recognisable use of the non-topical, or ‘perfective’, present, which in 
twentieth-century Czech (and clearly too in Hus’s day) would predict the ‘perfective present’ 
form which he suggests in the brackets. In another example, he takes the bull by the horns 
and goes straight for a perfective present, vzlozt, pointing out only secondarily that the Latin 
would appear to predict the choice of the ‘actual’ present vkladd: 
„A kdyz ji nalezne, vzlozt ji," latin£ stoji „imponit“, t. vkladd „na ramene sve. “ 
305/i Hff 
No less telling is Hus’s suggestion that ‘rendering unto Caesar that which is Caesar’s’ 
etc. should be a matter of principle (conveyed in Czech by the imperfective imperative), 
rather than a one-off event (perfective); the suggestion is, however, merely implicit in his 
insertion of the iterative imperfective form in the middle of the quotation, which itself uses 
the perfective: 
„dajte“ neb ddvajte „ciesafi ty v$ci, ktere su ciesafovy a here su bozie, bohuu 
432/36f 
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Thus Hus’s sensitivity to aspectual distinctions works both ways. There is one final 
snippet of evidence pointing in the same general direction in the passage: 
drze hrdlese — strangulabat — neb hrdlovdSe neb nuziese neb dusiese 427/137-8 
in which Hus suggests the synonym hrdlovdse (3rd sg. imperfect of hrdlovati ‘strangle’) 
following the quoted hrdlise (the equivalent form of hrdliti). Gebauer6 treats the former as 
both imperfective and iterative of the latter, which he also describes as imperfective 
However, the same formal relationship (suffixes -ovati and -iti) later become a common 
representation of the core aspectual opposition. Thus Hus may already have felt hrdTovaii 
(unconsciously and obviously not in these terms) to be more ‘imperfective’ and therefore 
more appropriate to use in the still surviving imperfect tense than the shorter hrdliti, which, 
as perhaps more ‘perfective-like’, was less appropriate to use in that tense. At the very least 
it is safe to say that Hus is using hrdlovdse purely and simply as imperfective, as befits the 
(Latin imperfect) context. 
Conclusion 
There was never any question whether Hus was or was not a linguist. The evidence of this 
text is that he was one body and soul, even if the prime motivation was not derived from any 
linguistic theory as such, beyond a view that might be shared by our own campaigners for 
plain English. Moreover, if we look aside from such fanciful items as the motivation for, 
say, svMnice, we would have to conclude that he was a linguist of considerable breadth and 
even, for his time, sophistication. 
6 Slovnik starodesky, Prague, 1970, pp.490-91. 
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THE LANGUAGE OF CAPEK-CHOD’S TURBINA:1 
The impulse for the following analysis of one of the best-known works of Karel Mat£j 
Capek-Chod (1860-1927), the novel Turbina (1916), was Miroslav Petff6ek’s afterword to 
the 1969 edition, in which he says: 
Deeply marked by the genre-Realist and Naturalist trends of the end of the 
19th century, the work of Capek-Chod stands out amid the post-war artistic 
ferment as something bizarrely non-homogeneous alongside the searching for 
ideas and the forays into new forms that we find in the prose of the day, he 
gives the impression of being out-of-date, clumsy, odd-man-outish. What is 
remarkable, however, is that despite being orientated basically towards the 
past, his work is not felt, in the literary context, as something definitely pass£ 
(unlike that of, say, Ruzena Jesenska [1863-1940], V.K. JeMbek [1859-1946] 
and other contemporaries of Capek-Chod). It is capable of maintaining contact 
with the literature of the present, albeit in an almost eccentrically original 
sense.2 (My italics) 
If one reads Turbina concentrating on the language, one concludes that anything 
‘bizarrely non-homogeneous’, ‘out-of-date’ or ‘eccentrically original’ must lie in the 
language, since neither the plot nor the ideas that come out of it are so extreme as to merit 
such labels. 
V 
As with another of Capek-Chod’s major works, Antonin Vondrejc (1917-18), so too 
with Turbina there is a great wealth of linguistic variety. External to Czech there is the 
English of Mr Mour (far more correctly reproduced than is commonly the case with Czech 
writers, though it seems unlikely that Mour would really address young Nezmara as 
1 Reprinted with amendments from R. B.Pynsent (ed.): Karel Matty Capek-Chod: A 
Symposium, London, 1985, pp.242-59. The volume, a major English-language resource on 
a major Czech writer who may be said to have been long overdue for extended critical 
appraisal, will be referred to below as ‘Pynsent: A Symposium’. 
2 Miroslav Peth'dek: ‘O autorovi Turbina', in Turbina, 12th edn, Prague, 1969, p.383. 
This is the edition from which all the following examples and quotations are taken. 
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‘darling’, p.346), there is the Prague German of Frau Maynau, there is the similar European 
Jewish German of Leib Blumenduft with its admixture of Hebrew or Yiddish lexical items, 
and there is a snatch of French in a quotation from La Fontaine (the variety of non-Czech 
insertions in Antonin Vondrejc is greater still). Within the Czech used there is also 
considerable internal variety of dialect and register, from the inner-city urban Czech of the 
riverside proletariat, through teenage slang, various permutations of colloquial Czech to the 
high-style literary Czech of the educated and would-be educated, and from neutral discourse 
through the language of business, the language of the gossip columnist to the language of 
formal lectures. Almost any of these is then further enriched by the import of specialist 
vocabulary from a whole variety of fields: music, astronomy, technology, philosophy or 
architecture. Rarely is this additional input at all forced, i.e. it sits naturally in the narrative 
or dialogue in which it occurs, but if taken too far, as in the case of Zouplna’s ‘lecture’ to 
Maria on Jupiter, what is parody may appear didactic. It is doubtless because of passages like 
that that Capek-Chod is sometimes accused of an inability to shed his journalistic alter ego, 
and why Naughton accuses some of his characters of preaching.3 
Reading the novel, one is inevitably struck by the signals Capek-Chod gives to 
indicate that he is departing from an essentially constant, neutral usage. This relates in 
particular to utterances in direct speech, which, generally speaking, is in a language which 
shares most or all of the features which characterize the narrative outside inverted commas. 
Those utterances which conspicuously depart from what is the norm for the book are 
frequently annotated metalinguistically by such glosses as pobrezni destina ‘the Czech of the 
embankment’ (p. 14), smis prazski nimdiny s opovrzenym zargonem ‘a mixture of Prague 
High German and abominated slang’ (p. 9), zavulgarisovala si Tynda ‘Tynda said, going 
common’ (p.180), nejpuvodngjsi prazStina ‘earthiest Pragois’ (p. 207), sportovni hantyrka 
‘sporting slang’ (p. 46), etc. And if a character has been speaking in German, which the 
reader might have forgotten because the speech is actually transmitted in Czech, then this 
will be restated. This reminder then also serves as a signal for that section of the text to be 
ignored in any analysis such as the present; it is masquerading as a translation and therefore 
need not be subject to the rules which govern the rest of the text. While it is unlikely that 
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Capek-Chod imagined that anyone might sit down to analyse his language, it does seem 
appropriate, with someone of his sensitivity and appreciation of language, to point up those 
sections which represent a departure from what he takes to be his norm. 
To begin to establish what that norm is, and to try to say a little more than that 
Capek-Chod is ‘orientated basically towards the past’, it seems not unreasonable to attempt 
a description of the grammar and lexis in toto. Some instructive work on the latter has 
3 J.D. Naughton: ‘Psychology and determinism in Jindrovt’ in Pynsent: A Symposium, 
pp. 161-69, especially p. 166. 
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already been undertaken, notably by Vdclav Kffstek4 5 and more recently by Jiff Pavelka," 
but both were concerned primarily with lexical form and inventory as contributors to style 
variations. It can however be shown that, taken in conjunction with grammatical features, 
vocabulary is handled by Capek-Chod consistently, irrespective of style and largely 
irrespective of register; in the latter case, however, some lexical items may be the only 
markers of certain narrower, especially technical, registers. In fact there is some register- 
mixing, perhaps another version of Pynsent’s ‘fusion of incompatibles’.6 
Any ‘grammar’ of the Czech of Turbina would have to include a considerable amount 
of redundant and not particularly illuminating information, i.e. there would be vast areas of 
overlap between it and any conventional grammar of the language. Thus instead of attempting 
such a grammar this essay seeks to pinpoint those areas which are either absent from, or 
marginal to, the normal scope of a standard grammar, or those which, though thoroughly 
standard, nevertheless may have some special relevance. The traditional ordering of the 
description is adhered to as the simplest. 
Since this analysis concerns a written text, nothing can be said about phonology, 
except in the area of those sections of direct speech which are signalled, either in the 
transcriptions or by one of the author’s metalinguistic glosses, and it is proposed to ignore 
those for the reasons suggested. 
In the morphology of the noun there is little of note. In the dative singular of hard 
masculine nouns the almost universally used form is -ovi, but there are occasional uses of 
-u, even where the noun in question is not part of a multiple noun phrase, e.g. projektantu, 
Presidentu (p. 317). In the light of one of the conclusions below this imbalance is a little 
odd, and more so if one realises that in standard grammars of the period immediately before7 
and considerably after8 the writing of Turbina, -u and -ovi in a single noun were implicitly 
4 E.g. ‘N&kolik pozndmek k adjektivu K.M. Capka-Choda’, Listy filologicke, 73, 1949, 
pp. 191-97, 259-63; ‘O nSkterych rozsahovych novotach K.M. Capka-Choda’, Slovo a 
slovesnost, 12, 1950, pp. 160-66. 
5 ‘A comparison of the prose works of K.M. Capek-Chod and Vladislav Vandura’ in 
Pynsent: A Symposium, pp. 150-60. 
6 See his ‘Capek-Chod and the grotesque’, ibid., pp. 181-215. 
7 E.g. Jan Gebauer: Mluvnice deskd pro skoly a ustavy uditelskd, 4th rev. edn, Prague, 
1905, pp.48-49. 
8 E.g. Frantisek Travnfdek (ed.): Gebauerova pfirudni mluvnice jazyka deskeho pro 
uditele a studium soukrome, 5th edn, Prague, 1936, pp.97-99. 
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in free variation. More striking formal variation in a nominal category is the alternation in 
the use of the suffixes -ovic, -ova and -ovd in feminine surname formation. There is some 
observance of register difference here, with -ovd always used after sledna, and with some 
partial acknowledgement of the married/unmarried distinction in the distribution of -ova/-ova, 
but generally the three possibilities are in free variation; the dialectal -ovic version does not 
have dialect status (cf. Stich’s discussion of lebeti ‘skull’ in Kaspar Len, mstitel9), and its 
incidence is enhanced by its second use as a family-membership marker, not confined just 
to surnames, as in doktorovic (p. 363). Not a question of variation, but rather one of 
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exploiting potential forms otherwise rarely resorted to is Capek-Chod’s use of such genitive 
plurals as tern ‘darknesses’ or set ‘hundreds’, the latter functioning as a noun, not a numeral. 
Among the adjectives, the most striking feature is the high incidence of short forms, 
of which more under syntax. Among the pronouns the following points can be made: the 
accusative singular masculine personal pronoun is almost universally jej (with jejz to jenz). 
The exceptions {ho, jeho) in the pages inspected in closer detail10 occur in quasi-direct 
speech (p. 13, but this is Blumenduft and therefore part of the text which I believe should be 
ignored in the present type of description), indirect direct speech (p.365, an account of Vena 
Nezmara’s thoughts), and just once in narrative (p.372, a rare exception to the standard jej). 
After a preposition both -h (nan, e.g. p.369) and ndho (e.g. p.365) occur, though the latter 
seems reserved for the more colloquial registers. The third-person plural possessive pronoun 
is consistently jich (with jichz in relative clauses), jejich being confined to direct speech (e.g. 
pp.179, 367). The reflexive pronoun occurs in the short form after a preposition (pred se, 
p. 13). The pronoun ‘all’ is generally expressed by vsecek with an isolated vsechen on p. 186; 
it is replaced by cely only in the expression celd Praha. With other pronouns formal variety 
is fully exploited, hence touz and tutez, and touz and toutez as accusative and instrumental 
feminine singular of (ten-)tyz, and ktery or kteryz as forms of the relative pronoun, both 
further alternating with jenz. This last seems to be one of the most far-reaching cases of free 
variation. Statistically, jenz occurs approximately as frequently as ktery and kteryz taken 
together, but around the middle of the book ktery becomes the preferred alternative. All three 
can occur in the narrative and in direct speech. Jaky is also quite frequent, but in this case 
jakyt is only a rare alternative; no conclusion need be drawn from this in isolation, however, 
since it should probably be analysed in terms of the use of the -z suffix, widespread with 
many other words in the same general class, e.g. odkudz, kdez, kdoz, od dehoz etc., which 
mostly occur as alternatives to forms without -z. 
9 In his essay, ‘The Czech Naturalist revenge and its relationship to the literary tradition: 
Kalpar Ldn, mstitel' in Pynsent: A Symposium, pp.82-99, especially p.87. 
10 These are pp.7-21, 178-92 and 358-72 in the edition referred to in Note 2. Most 
examples and inferences are drawn from here, but many of the items quoted occur elsewhere 
in the book. All the data would eventually need verifying from the first edition. 
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It would be unusual to include reference to non-inflecting word classes in a discussion 
of morphological matters. However, kdez/kde etc. have now been mentioned, and it should 
have become clear by now that I believe the writer is deliberately playing with variation, 
whether morphological or formal. The non-inflecting word classes do show similar maximum 
variation, wherever possible. 
The extent to which each member of a pair or set of alternatives is used may vary 
from case to case, from near parity in the case of, for example, -krdt/-krdte or krom/kromi 
or to statistical dominance of one over another, as with ani/ni (the case of ktery/kteryz), to 
the one isolated, single occurrence of one member, the other being nearly universal, as with 
(this state of affairs also applies to kys/jakysi). Formal variation of this kind is closely 
associated with lexical variation among non-inflected classes, and one area here which would 
require more detailed study is the relationship between -td/-f, -nebot and totiz ‘for’, and 
between nebot' ‘because’, jezto (the preferred member), pondvadz and protoze (isolated); 
curiously jelikoz is absent. Other instances of formal and lexical variation exploited in 
Turbina include: taky/take/taktez ‘also’, ano/ba ‘indeed’, zdali/zda ‘whether’, jak/kterak 
‘how’, by/aby ‘in order to’, -li/jestlize ‘if, velmi/tuze ‘very’, and -ndct/-ndcte ‘-teen’ (in 
numerals). 
In the realm of the verb two features immediately strike the reader of Turbina: the 
variation between the long and short forms of the infinitive, and the frequency of the use of 
the transgressives. The former is akin to the general exploitation of variation in non-infecting 
word classes, but being so widespread, thanks to the very frequency of infinitive 
constructions, it does permit of some fairly general conclusions. Thus the short form 
dominates, not surprisingly, in direct speech, but the long form is by no means unknown 
there, and in various speakers. The long form dominates after modal verbs (except in direct 
speech), but in bylo slyset(i) and bylo viddt(i) ‘one could hear/see’, the two forms occur 
roughly equally frequently. Infinitives in -sti and -ci appear only in those forms, with the 
exception ofpredist ‘to read’ (p.366) and one or two occurrences of fie' ‘to say/tell’ in direct 
speech. What may perhaps prove instructive on Capek-Chod’s method of work is the fact that 
at the beginning of the book the ratio of long to short infinitives is approximately 3:1, 
whereas later on they appear to be much closer to 1:1.11 
V 
Capek-Chod’s use of the transgressives is conventional in the sense that there are no 
abuses of the rules of agreement or of the choice between present or past. Present 
11 Any such figures can only be provisional given the partial nature of the present 
analysis. Variation may be to do with the state of the plot or changes in the direct/indirect 
speech ratio, but they could also reflect the writer’s lack of concentration on the task in hand, 
the possible nature of which is suggested in the concluding paragraphs. 
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(imperfective) transgressives are by far the most frequent, in an overall ratio to past 
transgressives of about 2:1. All classes of verbs are represented and it is undoubtedly the 
occurrence of such past (perfective) items from consonant-stem verbs as veiled ‘having 
entered’ (masc. sg.) or nalezHi ‘having found’ (fern, sg.) that contribute, at the morphological 
level, to the ‘orientation towards the past’ of Capek-Chod’s language as conceived of by 
Petfi£ek in the quotation earlier. Nevertheless, the transgressive, at the time of writing, was 
V 
essentially alive and well and available for use. What is more typical of Capek-Chod is his 
resort to the occasional transgressive forms that cut across the common aspectual distribution 
of present and imperfective, past and perfective. These include zuriv ‘raging’ (past 
imperfective) andpozdvihna ‘having lifted’ andpohledna ‘having looked’ (present perfective 
in the function of past transgressives); only the former type is countenanced by the grammars 
of the day (see notes 7 and 8). Not surprisingly, transgressives are practically confined to the 
narrative, the only exception being an occurrence of the adverbialized, syntactically 
independentpodttajic ‘counting’ (p. 181, Tynda speaking). Other changed-status, lexicalized 
transgressives, such as vyjma ‘except(-ing)’ are also fairly frequent. Passive transgressive 
constructions are of a similar frequency to the active ones, but here there is more scope for 
variation (formal, not merely morphological), namely in the presence or, more usually, 
absence of an auxiliary to support the short passive participle, cf. ... sam ulehl, stizen jsa 
pozoruhodnou nehodou ‘he took to his bed alone, being afflicted with a remarkable 
mischance’ (p.371) and jeden z jinochu, ustknut lekci Ameridanovou ‘one of the youths, 
stung by the American’s lesson’ (p.187). 
Related to the well-domesticated transgressives in Capek-Chod’s use of verb forms 
are the past active participles derived from them. They are far less frequent, not more than 
a dozen in the whole work, and include pohlednuvst ‘having looked’, predstavivsi ‘having 
presented’, selhavSi ‘having failed’, sestoupivitf ‘having descended’, and dodavsi ‘having 
added’.12 As with zufiv among the transgressives, there is also a case of an imperfective 
past active participle, lovivsi ‘having hunted’ (p.372). 
Within the morphology of the verb two other small items remain to be mentioned. 
The existence of both je and jest as third-person singular of byt ‘to be’ provides the author 
with another occasion to exploit nominally free variation; both forms occur inside and outside 
direct speech. And there is, in the morphology of tense, one (?) occurrence of a true 
pluperfect: Odpamdtneho odpuldne, kdy bylpfijal tuto druhou poctu, uz se neukazal ‘since 
12 Turbina also contains one or two adjectivalized forms of the past tense in the same 
function, another case of the author’s availing himself of a derivational potential beyond the 
extent to which the language commonly goes. His zavlddly ‘having taken over’ (p.95) is a 
case in point (T. OrloS in ‘Language-types in Capek-Chod’s prose’ quotes others; see 
Pynsent: A Symposium, pp.234-41), though it is also used by Simddek (see Slovnik 
spisovniho jazyka deskeho [557C]). 
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the memorable afternoon on which he had received this second honour he had not 
reappeared’ (p.192). The formally related past conditional is very frequent and seems to be 
used constantly in line with the rules which traditionally govern it. Even here, however, there 
is some variation of form in the presence or absence of the redundant ‘second auxiliary’ 
byval. 
Discussion of the verb brings us to the verb phrase as the heart of syntax. First it is 
to be noted that the case taken by the object of a verb is almost invariably the more 
conservative of the possibilities where there is a choice, hence napadnout ‘occur to’ takes 
the dative, vzpomfnat ‘remember’ and setrit ‘spare’ take the genitive. Other verbs with 
specific syntactic peculiarities include brdnit ‘prevent’, followed by aby ne-, and doufat 
‘hope’, which in Turbina may take an infinitive as an alternative to a clause with ze. 
Predicates consisting of a copula and adjective or past participle are another area 
calling for much more detailed study. In the case of past participles it is always the short 
form that is used, whether the entire predicate is a passive phrase proper or a true copula 
with a past participle describing a resultant state, or ‘perfect passive’ construction, as in jsme 
objednani ‘we have an appointment’ (p. 190). The short form also occurs in the ‘perfect’ type 
of construction with m(t, but in direct speech: mdm ... narizeno ‘I have... been ordered’ 
(p.188), and occasionally with verbs other than byt in the role of the copula: zddny hfbet 
nezustal neohnut ‘no back remained unbent’. In the context of the true passive there are some 
occasionally quite striking occurrences which, as with some of the features described earlier, 
amount to exploiting a possibility that is more theoretical than likely, cf. byl osyknut ‘he was 
hissed down’ (p.219), [si. Tynda] mohla jmina byti za nevistu ‘[Miss Tynda] could have been 
taken for a bride’ (p.221). 
Short adjectives with the copula are extremely common, in all genders and both 
numbers. They include not only those which are still in use, such as zdrdva, zvidava, jisto, 
dluzen, laskav, mocen (slova),13 etc., but many others, including platno, mozna, zarliv, 
ndpadno, (ne)znatelno,14 etc., many of which, in the neuter form, may have the function 
of true predicative adjectives or that of predicatives of the teplo ‘(it is) warm’, obsazeno ‘(it 
is) occupied’, etc., type. Just occasionally we find short forms in the accusative agreeing 
with an existing object, as in (zaprisahala jej), aby ji nechal odjeti samotnu ‘(she made him 
swear) to let her leave alone’. In both functions we also find long adjectives, though it is true 
that some do not readily lend themselves to use in the short form: dulezitd, dokonald, marny, 
plnd, ozdobny, rumind,15 etc., in the nominative, and, for the accusative type: (stary 
13 ‘healthy, curious, sure, indebted, kind, capable [of saying a word]’. 
14 ‘valid, possible, jealous, conspicuous, [im-]perceptible’. 
15 ‘important, perfect, pointless, full, decorative, rosy-cheeked’. 
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Nezmara myslel), ze syna nedoveze domu ziveho ‘(old Nezmara thought) he wouldn’t get his 
son home alive’ (precisely Capek-Chod could well have used ziva here). The distribution of 
long and short forms in adjectives in the predicate seems to be governed only partially by 
V 
semantic considerations, and certainly partially by formal constraints (not even Capek-Chod 
would use, for example, maren, or might he?), so in effect he is here too operating with the 
two possibilities as (nearly) free variants. The same would appear to apply in the case of the 
varying form of the entire predicate phrase, i.e. whether the copula is omitted or not. 
Countless clauses with a short passive participle occur with the copula deleted, and there is 
at least one instance of the same with a predicative: jak u pravych kodek napadno ‘as is 
conspicuous with real cats’ (p.12). A cursory inspection suggests that there is no specific 
semantic, syntactic, rhythmical or other reason for the copula to be retained or deleted. 
As short adjectives show a high incidence in the predicate, so does the instrumental 
case of a predicate noun. However, the usage seems, in the absence of more detailed 
analysis, to be consistent with the still valid norm, and, as we might expect, it competes with 
the nominative in analogous sentence types: erotika jest nejvdtsi'm nepfttelem studujid zeny 
‘the erotic is the woman student’s worst enemy’ (p.77), but: podvest svateho muze jest hrich 
vSech hnchu ‘to deceive a holy man is the sin of sins’ (p. 10). The instrumental is also used, 
however, as a third possibility with a predicative adjective, e.g. aby Urn patrndjsi'm byl kruty 
vtippfirody ‘so that the cruel joke of nature was all the more obvious’, which we again find, 
though less unusually, where the finite verb is not byt, as in ... spolednost..., kterd sama 
sebe nazyvala vznesenou ‘a society which calls itself refined’ (p.9). 
Another fairly common predicate type, obsolescent but exploited quite deliberately, 
is the debitive dative and infinitive construction: mudednictvl, jez mu bylo podnikati ‘the 
martyrdom which he was to undergo’ (p. 10), bylo mu [Venovi] uzasnouti nad zprdvou 
‘[V6na] had to be amazed at the news’ (p.301), prod Boud'ovi bylo kapitdnu pouzi'd veskere 
autority ‘the captain had to exercise all his authority against Boud’a’ (p.154). Capek-Chod 
is perhaps at his creative best in his use of the old related construction zivu byti ‘to be alive’: 
nowadays the short adjective in the dative is unmotivated, the phrase has become an idiom, 
but obsolete (though SSJC still quotes it thanks to an occurrence in Macha); but in Mana’s 
vrdtfS se ke sve nejvznesenijsi' lasce..., bez niz ti nelze zivu byti ‘you will go back to your 
supreme love ..., without which you cannot live’, the motivation is returned through the 
‘need’ for dative agreement with ti. The phrase is given extra vitality by being placed, for 
whatever reasons, in direct speech. 
A common feature of Capek-Chod’s syntax is the use of the genitive case after a 
negative. It is used most widely after negative forms of m(t and byt and with nouns of 
various semantic classes: nemil potuchy ‘he had no idea’ (p.364), nebyla by byvala nideho 
mila ‘she would have had nothing’ (p. 182), nebylo odkladu (here:) ‘there could be no putting 
things off (p.10), nenf ani drozky ‘not a hackney or hansom in sight’ (p.359), te (tobolky) 
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... nebylo ‘the pouch was not there’ (p.367), nebylo tu nikoho ‘there was nobody here’ (p.8), 
but the stylistic or register contrast with the competing nominative or accusative is not widely 
discernible, though cf. nemtl odvahy ‘he had not the courage’ (p.8) and the synonymous 
nemil kurdz (p. 10). Otherwise it is also widely used after practically any negative verb, with 
or without a supporting, intensifying ani: sdm j( o tom nideho nerekl ‘he said nothing about 
it to her himself (p. 191), pro inzenyra nezbylo m(sta ‘there was no room left for the 
engineer’ (p.187), nebylo mozno predstaviti si slidnijSl hlavy ‘a prettier head you could not 
imagine’ (p. 19), zdali nevzali skody ‘whether they had (not) suffered any damage’ (p.9), 
nenalezla klidu ‘she could find no peace’ (p.363), nedostala ze sebe ani jedineho tdnu ‘she 
could not produce a single note’ (p.358). Again, this use of the negative is in free variation 
with a competing alternative, the accusative, thus nevynechal ani jedinou Tyndinu scenu ‘he 
did not miss a single one of Tynda’s scenes’, which immediately precedes the last example 
quoted with the genitive form (p.358), and the combined usage in nevi nic, ani toho 
nejmensi'ho ‘he knows nothing, not the slightest thing’ (p.363). A refinement of the 
construction with the genitive after a negative, where the negation is expressed by a device 
other than ne-, comes in: zivot muj (by) bez me vMy ... prestal mitpro mnepuvabu ‘my life, 
without my science, (would) cease to have any attraction for me’. The plural puvabu 
(literally ‘charms’) here suggests that this is indeed genitive after a negative (implied), rather 
than the partitive genitive which the singular might have suggested. 
At the level of clauses it is worth mentioning the very high incidence of the equivalent 
of WHIZ-deletion in English, i.e. relative clauses, defining and non-defining, expressed by 
the appropriate participle. The frequency with which Capek-Chod resorts to this type of 
condensing device16 (not unrelated to the condensation achieved by the use of transgressives; 
the method can, however, lead him into unusually long and clumsy sentences, as Appendix 
2 shows) may be another reason for the charge raised against him that he cannot shake free 
from his journalistic practices. However, as we have seen, if Capek-Chod can exploit a 
formal variation, irrespective of style or register, he will, and in this case it is a fourth 
device (in addition to the relative pronouns ktery, kteryz and jenz mentioned above) 
competing for relative clause formation. 
We have already seen some of the variety available among Czech subordinating 
V 
conjunctions, and used by Capek-Chod. And we have seen how even the most marginal, 
obsolete feature is found a slot (the case of zivu byti). A subordinating conjunction of the 
same marginality is an, which is duly employed, just once, and in a very suitable context, 
laden with old-fashioned sentimentality.17 It could of course be seen, yet again, as merely 
16 Such condensation is not always an unqualified success since it can lead to such depths 
of embedded clauses that the author has to help himself (and the reader) by resorting to the 
essentially redundant graphic device of the dash; see Appendix 1. 
17 See Appendix 3. 
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an exploited alternative to some more conventional conjunction, such as jak or kdyz.. 
Still among the conjunctions, there is a case in Turbina not of a variety of items 
serving the same function, but of a single item serving a number of distinct functions. This 
concerns Capek-Chod’s uses of the conjunction aniz. In the majority of instances he uses it 
in its modem function (equivalent to English ‘without -ing’), e.g. doprovodil ji jesti ... k 
doktorovic bytu, aniz si toho vsimla ‘then he saw her to Mclha’s flat without her even 
noticing’ (p.363). But there are also sporadic instances of an Old Czech usage (equivalent 
to English ‘nor’), e.g. tato slova ...nezalekla Ameridana, aniz jej jinak zneklidnila ‘these 
words did not frighten the American, nor did they cause him any other disquiet’, and one 
occurrence of a hybrid usage between these two and the two parts of the ani-ani ‘neither-nor’ 
construction (note that this quotation follows a full-stop, not a comma): Aniz padlo mezi 
obima daUi ntyake slovo, aniz se tomu jeden di druhy podivil ‘And not a word more passed 
between them, nor was either one of them surprised thereby’ (p.382). 
Other features of the grammar of Turbina which could be mentioned18 all point in 
the same direction as those already described. Either they are apparently residual archaisms 
which Capek-Chod was employing while they were still in the linguistic memory of speakers 
of Czech, or they are deliberately exploited alternations of essentially synonymous 
possibilities, sometimes ancient and modem side by side, their frequency partly determined 
by their relative obsolescence, sometimes straightforward free variants on the same 
synchronic plane. One whole area left aside here, namely word order,19 might lead to 
similar conclusions. 
It is tempting to suggest that, linguistically at least, this is an experimental novel (how 
far it is consistent with other Capek-Chod works remains open to question), and that the core 
of the experiment lies in the conscious exploitation of all, or nearly all, the variety of 
grammatical form and function that the language offered the author at the time. The same 
18 E.g. variety in the constructions accompanying the comparative (with the preposition 
nad ‘above’ or the conjunctions nezli or nez ‘than’); the unique occurrence, comparable to 
that of zivu byti or an, of the last tenuously surviving aorist form in Czech, vece ‘he said’; 
or such syntactic quirks of agreement as znenadam tak ndhleho ‘so suddenly’ or kazdou 
pulhodiny ‘every half-hour’, based on the analytical treatment of compound words. 
19 The particular issues here would include an investigation of adjective-noun/pronoun 
inversion, the ordering of adverb-adjective-noun phrases, the discernible tendency for adverbs 
to be placed at the end of the sentence or clause, the strong tendency for verb forms to do 
likewise, and in particular the position of enclitics; in the last case a direct comparison with 
the situation in Old Czech, laid out in greatest detail in FrantiSek Travnf6ek: Historicka 
mluvnice deskd III: skladba, Prague, 1956 pp.l47ff., would probably be illuminating. Even 
this would not reveal one apparent word-order rule in Turbina, namely that pry regularly 
precedes all other enclitics. 
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applies to the lexical aspect, where we find not only contemporary vocabulary, but also: 
obsolescent items of which the Czechs would still be subliminally aware, as with the rarer 
grammatical features described; dialect items, chiefly from southern Bohemia and Moravia, 
most of them also occurring in other late nineteenth-century and early twentieth-century 
writers; lexical variation of various kinds, similar to the variation described in morphology 
and syntax, e.g. zustaviti/nechati ‘leave’, svatebdane/svatebnfci ‘wedding-party’; and of 
V 
course the many, especially noun, types derived or rehabilitated by Capek-Chod, as described 
by Kffstek (see Note 4) and others. It is even tempting to see in the opening pages a clue to 
the fact that this might indeed be the intention: between pages 7 and 13 there are no less then 
five variants used to express one and the same idea, which is never to return in the novel 
later. This is the flourish of hair adorning the sides of the orthodox Jewish face. First we 
have it as pejsesy (p.7), a masculine plural noun (revealed through the genitive plural 
pejsesu); then it is described by the translation paraphrase ritualnl kadere (p.7); next comes 
pajesy (p.8), then pejsy (p.10), alternative forms of which the former is certainly masculine; 
and finally pejsesy, in fact as bez pejses (p.13), now either a feminine noun or an undeclined 
noun of indeterminate gender. 
All in all, the language of Turbina reminds one of a gemstone in the hands of a fairly 
talented jewel-cutter: it is resilient, it is essentially of great antiquity, but shapable in the 
cutter’s hands, which are able to reveal its many aspects according to the number of facets 
which he cares to give it, and it is potentially a thing of beauty through the play of light and 
colour, i.e. variety, which it displays according to how it is handled (note, incidentally, the 
range of light and colour terms appearing in the work, from black and white, through the 
primaries and many of their shades and derivatives, to the douzkuji'd ‘iridescent’ eyes of 
Armin Frey’s Persian cat). But the perfect gemstone, as with perfect beauty of any kind, 
while it may have a calculable market value, is rather less fascinating (actually ‘banal’ to use 
Capek-Chod’s term) than one which has a flaw, a distortion, which arrests the observer, 
causing him to take a second look. So too the Czech of Capek-Chod in Turbina. 
syntactically, and also lexically, it does have some occasional striking distortions, but I would 
like to see in them more than the negligence (jazykovd ledabylost ‘linguistic sloppiness’, 
Petridek) of a slapdash writer; rather indeed the occasional slip of the jewel-cutter’s hand. 
Postscript 
If any case at all has been made here for Capek-Chod as an author of experimental prose, 
then this would be some grounds for comparing him with two later Czech writers, Vladislav 
Vandura (1891-1942)20 and Vladimir P&ral (1932- ).21 One narrower topic for investigation 
20 Discussed! at the London Capek-Chod symposium by Jiff Pavelka, see Note 5. 
21 See D. Short, ‘The translation of a Czech experimental novel: a case-study in problems 
in translation’ in Peter Fawcett and Owen Heathcote (eds): Translation in Performance, 
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which immediately suggests itself is how they use the transgressives, a verbal category which 
refuses to die and one which the modem writer Paral succeeds in using in ways that, in 
stylistic terms, cannot be replaced by their more normal, less condensed alternatives.22 This 
is one major contrast with Capek-Chod in Turbina, where the underlying motives and the 
lack of any previous experimental tradition in prose go against any such refinement. Even 
without such a tradition behind him, the experiment which Capek-Chod can be argued to be 
conducting does in fact work: this is why Turbina, and probably other works too, continues 
to be read, why it ‘is not felt ... as something passe’, to return to Pethcek. Turbina is its 
own turbine, generating and regenerating the power to sustain a readership. 
Bradford Occasional Papers, No. 10, Bradford, 1990, pp.86-103, on Paral’s short novel 
Veletrh splndnychprdni. On Paral generally, see R.B.Pynsent, Sex under Socialism: an Essay 
on the Works of Vladimir Pdral, SSEES Occasional Papers, No.25, London, 1994; there 
Veletrh spMnych prdni is discussed on pp.9-11. 
22 Cf. V.Podhom2: ‘ Vyrazn6 jazykove prostredky v poslednfch prdzach Vladirmra 
Pdrala’, Jazykovidnd aktuality, 19, 1982, pp.29-30. 
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Appendix 1 
Pfijal kUd od Blumendufta, blysknuv po ndm v temnu bdliznou svych pronikavych od, a z jeho 
pohledu i z nepatmeho usmdvu, prozrazendho sotva znalym, pohybem do tenka navoStdnych, 
tykadlovitych knirii tohoto tarakana, zijfcflio ve svd tdsnd dkvife, ani petrolejkou nikdy 
neosvdtlene — poznal Blumenduft, ze krdmdfi neuslo, ze si Blumenduft ustrihlpejsesy. (p. 12) 
‘He took the key from Blumenduft, flashing the whites of his piercing eyes at him in the 
darkness, and from his expression and the hint of a smile, betrayed by a scarcely perceptible 
movement of the antenna-like moustaches, waxed into points, of this cockroach, living in his 
tight cranny, unlit even by an oil-lamp, Blumenduft could tell that the publican had not failed 
to notice that Blumenduft had cut off his side-whiskers.’ 
Appendix 2 
Nebof kdyz do sdlu vstoupili, mlady muz, hledfrt z okna prdvd naproti dvertm, rychle se 
otodil, a trebaze ukdzal proti svdtlu jen svou nadisto jemnou siluetu, Tynda podle rzivdho 
pnsvitu, hraji'ciho v ndke jeho kstici, stojid jak pazitka, okamzitd poznala Seredu Rudolfa 
Vazku, autora “Tria v F dur pro klavir, cello a housle, slednd Tyndd Ullikovd v hluboke ucti 
a obdivu vdnovaneho”, vyznamenaneho cenou Akademie a ohromujidm polibkem sledny 
Tyndy. (p. 192) 
‘For when they entered the room, the young man gazing out of the window just opposite the 
door quickly turned round, and although he revealed against the light only his clear-cut 
delicate silhouette, Tynda, from the russet half-tone playing in his sparse hair, standing up 
like spikes, instantly recognized the ugly duckling Rudolf V£zka, author of the “Trio in F 
major for piano, cello and violin, dedicated in profound respect and admiration to Miss 
Tynda Ullik”, awarded a prize by the academy and a stunning kiss by Miss Tynda. ’ 
Condensation carried to excess is of course not the only shortcoming of such sentences. 
Appendix 3 
Ovsem to byl vi'tr, ktery ve stromech hudel, ale maly Vena mdl raddji za to, ze tak stromy 
samy, jakoz dobre vdddl i o cvrdclch v korundch stromu hudoudch, a prece jich jemhoudky 
cvrkot mdl raddji za ukolebavku, kterou mu pdjl stromy, an lezi v zddi dlunu, dfvaje se do 
hvdzd, zatim co tank protrdsd vrs s notnou kletbou. (p.264) 
‘It was of course the wind, which was sighing in the trees, but Vena junior preferred to think 
it was the trees themselves, just as he knew about the crickets making music in the treetops, 
and yet he preferred to think of their delicate trilling as a lullaby sung to him by the trees 
as he lay in the stem of the boat, gazing up at the stars, while his father shook out his net 
with a mighty imprecation.’ 
In a sense, this one sentence typifies the entire novel. From its syntactic and lexical 
inventories and contrasts, its clause structure and word order it is easy to see why Capek- 
Chod was labelled ‘bizarrely non-homogeneous’ and ‘eccentrically original’. 

3 
LINGUISTIC AUTHENTICITY IN 
KAREL PAPER’S CONVERSATIONS WITH TGM4 
The following remarks were inspired by consideration of the possibility that Karel Capek’s 
Hovory s TGM (Conversations with TGM)1 2 were a different kind of compilation from that 
as which they are presented, namely a record of more or less off-the-cuff personal, political, 
historical and philosophical discourses by Masaryk, elicited in the course of conversation by 
Karel Capek, friend and adviser of the President, and very much a member of the inter wai 
Czechoslovak establishment. 
There is no strong native Czech tradition of ‘conversations’ in this sense as a genre 
outside journalism, where in any case the term hovory is not widely used, yet the expression 
has acquired the status of a literary genre label for a series of interviews.3 In this respect the 
work is inconsistent to the extent that Parts I and II, ‘V6k mladosti’ (The Age of Youth) and 
‘Zivot a prace’ (Life and Work), look at first sight like a confession, whereas Part III, 
‘MySlenf a zivot’ (Thought and Life), does at least have interpolated questions, promptings 
or asides from the ‘interviewer’, Capek. Hovory s TGM is in fact in the literary tradition 
which goes back to Plato, in whose works philosophical ideas are conveyed pre-eminently 
through conversation or dialogue. A specific parallel with Plato on other grounds would 
undoubtedly be attractive to the Czechoslovak establishment: in their different ways Plato and 
1 Originally published in Harry Hanak (ed.): T.G. Masaryk (1850-1937), Volume 3: 
Statesman and Cultural Force, London, 1989, pp. 178-99. Reproduced here with minor 
revisions. 
2 The translation of the title is mine, as are all other translations in this essay. Other 
translations do exist, notably (a) President Masaryk Tells his Story. Recounted by Karel 
Capek (London, 1934), translated by ‘DR’, 302 pp.; and (b) Masaryk on Thought and Life: 
Conversations with Karel Capek (London, 1938), translated by M. and R. Weatherall, 
214 pp. The former consists of Parts I and II, originally published in Czech in 1928 and 
1931, while the later translation consists of Part III, first published in Czech in 1935. 
3 See in particular the entry ‘Interview’ in St£pan Vla§m (ed.): Slovnfk literdmf teorie, 
Prague, 1984, pp. 156-57. Close reading of the entry reveals Hovory s TGM to be a hybrid 
of almost all the subgenres currently recognized by the Czechs, but pre-eminently, from what 
we know of the work’s genesis, a set of ‘authorized interviews’, which should itself 
guarantee ‘authenticity’ in one sense. 
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Masaryk were both authors of a republic; Plato founded his Academy and then taught there 
for the rest of his life and Masaryk also taught at a number of academic institutions; and 
Plato’s aim in founding the Academy was to train a new type of politician, the philosopher- 
ruler, the virtues of whom are spelled out in The Republic; in Masaryk Czechoslovakia had 
a ruler who was, and is, widely acclaimed as a philosopher. A more recent and very 
probable literary model for the Hovory s TGM is Goethe’s Gesprtiche mit Eckertnann, or 
more correctly Eckermann’s Gesprtiche mit Goethe (1836); the roles of Eckermann and 
V 
Goethe are similar in many respects to those of Capek and Masaryk, though in the former 
case Goethe ‘deliberately employed Johann Peter Eckermann (1792-1834) as a friend who 
would converse with him and record his spoken words for posterity’.4 5 Eckermann ‘is always 
anxious to identify himself with his master’s opinions’ and there is evidence to show ‘how 
cautious we must be in accepting all that Eckermann tells us as the poet’s ipsissitna verba * 
V 
a point worth bearing in mind in the context of Capek and Masaryk. 
From what we know of the genesis of Hovory s TGM we have to consider it also a 
biography, since it arose, according to £apek, in response to a request, addressed to Capek 
by a German publisher, for a biography of Masaryk. Capek was already friendly with 
Masaryk when this happened (they were staying at Topol’iianky together), and although he 
was loath to undertake a biography as such, he did have Masaryk’s agreement to co-operate 
in giving a biographical slant to Capek’s intended record of their conversations.6 
Without access to the entire manuscript of Hovory s TGM it is impossible to say how 
far Masaryk did contribute to the text, but some indication can be gained from the 
reproduction of the opening of ‘Na udenf’ (Apprenticed) given in the posthumous collection 
£teni o T. G. Masarykovi (Readings on T. G. Masaryk).7 
4 R. Gray: Goethe, a Critical Introduction, Cambridge, 1967, p.97. 
5 J. G. Robertson: The Life and Work of Goethe 1749-1832, London, 1932, p.282. 
6 Their alleged dialogue on the subject is reported in ‘MICcnf s T. (J Masarykem’ 
(Silences with TGM), incorporated in the combined edition of Hovory s TGM (Prague, 
1937), p.321. All page references will be to this edition of Hovory s TGM. The equivalent 
passage is missing from the English editions. 
7 Ctenl o T. G. Masarykovi, Prague, 1969; facsimile inserted between pp. 144 and 145. 
This passage is on pp.32-33 of the 1937 edition of Hovory s TGM, and its equivalent on 
pp.55-57 of the English translation. (It is absent from the 1938 translation.) While 
acknowledging in full the limited utility of such a small sample, I include in the Appendices 
a transcript of: 1: Capek’s typescript before Masaryk’s amendments; 2: ditto with Masaryk’s 
corrections and additions inserted; and 3: the version as published after an unspeciliable 
number of revisions by Masaryk or Capek himself. Gaps are left in anticipation of the later 
material added, dots indicate later omissions, progressive additions are in italics, and later 
re-wordings are underlined in the next later version. 
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In this brief extract we have about 250 words of Capek’s typescript, with a number 
of amendments in Masaryk’s hand in the margin; the ‘margin’ is almost the entire left-hand 
half of the page, so Capek was clearly expecting and hoping that Masaryk’s adjustments 
would be considerable. Masaryk’s amendments in fact amount to sixty-six new words of text, 
a reduction of one phrase from three words to two — jeji ddvde slo ‘her girl went’ becomes 
sestfenice sla ‘my cousin went’ — the re-inversion of an inverted adjective-noun phrase 
(proutek zelezny to zelezny proutek ‘iron rod’), and the replacement of one preposition 
meaning ‘to’ by another {do Cejde becomes na Cejd). 
V 
The change of preposition suggests perhaps that Capek had misquoted Masaryk in 
opting for the more neutral preposition do as used with place-names instead of Masaryk’s 
own preferred use of na\ na could reflect either local usage,8 or, since the general context 
of Cejd is that of Masaryk’s father’s place of employment as a coachman, na would be the 
appropriate preposition if Cejd is used synechdocically for the local estate. Whatever the 
case, Masaryk as overseer of the text or Capek as its editor (he is plainly more than the 
nominal author) is inconsistent, since elsewhere the expression is generally do Cejde.9 
The reinversion of proutek zelezny to zelezny proutek amounts to a tidying-up of the 
text, there being no conventional reason for the inversion in the first place: proutek zelezny 
is not a technical term from any taxonomy, nor is there any contrastive or emphatic force 
in the rod’s being precisely of iron. What may have happened is that the specification zelezny 
had genuinely been given by Masaryk as an afterthought and had stayed in that post-position 
V 
either as an echo in Capek’s memory, or indeed in his notes, if this was an occasion on 
which he made some; we know, by implication,10 that much subsidiary detail on Masaryk’s 
life had to be obtained by direct questioning to supplement his apparently generally 
unprompted monologues on major issues. Alternatively, the inversion of adjective and noun 
could be a residue of the nineteenth-century fashion for such inversions, but twentieth-century 
published editions of Masaryk’s works do not reveal any general trend for it to survive into 
print. 
The replacement of jeji divde ‘her girl/lass’ by sestfenice ‘(female) cousin’ is another 
8 This is quite a common phenomenon: for example, the village of Novy Hradek near 
Nachod is up in the hills and it is quite in the spirit of Czech for the expression of location 
used with its name to be na. Indeed natives will always say na Hrddek/na Hrddku ‘to/at 
Hradek’. Czech speakers from further afield will use do Noveho Hrddku/v Novem Hrddku. 
For a brief discussion of the phenomenon see Alena Polivkova, Na$e mistni jmdna a jak jich 
uzivat, Prague, 1985, pp.39-40. 
9 For example, Hovory s TGM, p.8. 
10 Ibid., p.321. 
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instance of tidying-up, since it eliminates a possible ambiguity between ddvde in the senses 
of ‘daughter’ and ‘housemaid’. It is quite likely that jeji ddvde was actually said, being the 
kind of informal usage which Masaryk appears frequently to use in parts of the text dealing 
with his private self. 
All Masaryk’s actual additions to this part of the text amount to explanations — of 
why he developed a liking for the blacksmith’s trade (it was the craft he had most frequently 
seen practised), why it had never occurred to him he might one day rise above his station in 
the village, and what led his parents to send him to Vienna to study metalwork until he was 
old enough to start teacher-training. 
With only minor further alterations11 all these amendments are incorporated in the 
published version of the conversations, which are to that extent authentically Masaryk’s, or 
met with his approval, in the unamended parts, as potentially his. 
In the process of the work’s genesis this was not the final stage: ‘Full of joy over his 
material, the writer processed it again. And again he took it for verification. After a suitable 
time he got it back. With new additions, details and reminiscences.’12 This, then, accounts 
for all the further differences between the amended typescript reproduced in &em o 
V 
T. G. Masarykovi and the printed version, though there is no saying how many times Capek 
tendered it for verification. In the sample, we do have available in three versions evidence 
that Masaryk’s interventions almost double the length of the text, from 250 to 478 words. 
V 
Small wonder that Capek began to question the propriety of keeping any monies accruing for 
the book to himself: 
V 
‘It won’t do,’ [the writer = Capek] protested, ‘you’ve got almost more work 
with it than I have! ’ 
‘What of it?’ said the President. 
‘But how am I to accept the fee?’ the writer demurred, weighing the enlarged 
manuscript in his hand. ‘It ought to be at least fifty-fifty, share and share 
alike.’13 
11 Later alterations include the conversion of the compound sentence: byl jsem na handl 
u tety a sestfenice sla za to k ndm ‘I went to stay with my aunt and my cousin came in return 
to us’, to the paratactic version, replacing a ‘and’ by a comma; the conversion of the 
conjoined ven a nad ten okruh ‘out and above that circle’ to an appositional construction, 
again by deleting a; and a restructuring of the final sentence both in word-order and in the 
selection of more specific adverbials: stale ‘all the time’ becomes kazdy veder ‘every 
evening’, and svdtem ‘through the world’ becomes po celem svdtd ‘all over the world’. 
12 Hovory s TGM, ‘Jak vznikaly „Hovory“’, p.322. 
13 Ibid., p.323. 
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In the course of the conversations, Masaryk treats a large number of topics and it is 
therefore not surprising that the substance of some passages, if not a verbatim rendering, may 
be found elsewhere in his writings on the same topics. Any close similarities could be 
explained in at least three ways. Either the President was prone to repeat certain anecdotal 
utterances so frequently that they took on the mere repetitiveness of an elderly man; or he 
had spoken or written on the same topic sufficiently frequently for a pattern to have been set 
V 
in the exposition and Capek, familiar with and sympathetic to the President’s views, may 
V 
have reproduced an authentic version almost subliminally; or Capek may have resorted to 
Masaryk’s published texts to supplement the points at which his memory failed him. We 
know from Capek himself in both ‘Jak vznikaly „Hovory“?’ (How did the ‘Conversations’ 
come about?)14 and in a manuscript memoir published posthumously in &enl o T. G. 
Masarykovi,15 that he was bad at keeping records either on paper or in his head. That is not 
V 
used to defend any resort to Masaryk’s works by Capek to help himself out with his text, but 
merely to defend the absence of strict chronology in his writings on Masaryk. While direct 
quotation — strictly speaking, a form of plagiarism, had it taken place — does not appear 
to have been resorted to in fact, there are in Hovory s TGM at least some passages where 
either of my first two explanations might apply, if not the third. 
I quote one main example: In Sv&tovd revoluce (World Revolution) Masaryk 
writes:16 
Po vypuknutf valky prisel [Bene§] a 
V 
hlasil se za volontera v ‘Case’; tu jsme 
se vidali casteji. Jednoho dne mne 
navstfvil v byt£ pred dennf poradou v 
V 
‘Case’; patme mel neco vaznejsfho. A 
mel: podle jeho rozpoznanf se nemuze- 
me na valku divat pasivn£, musime neco 
d£lat; nem& pokoje, cht61 by byt 5innym. 
Na to ja: Ano, j£ uz d£lam! Dal jsem 
mu zpravu a dohodli jsme se hned na 
14 Ibid., p.319. 
15 Ctem o T.G. Masarykovi, p.16. 
16 Svdtovd revoluce za vdlky a ve vdlce 1914-1918: vzpomind a uvazuje T. G. Masaryk, 
Prague, 1925, pp. 37-38. The work appeared in English as The Making of a State: Memories 
and Observations 1914-1918. An English version, arranged and prepared with an 
Introduction by Henry Wickham Steed, London, 1927; the relevant passage is on pp.44-45. 
I am grateful to Dr James D. Naughton of Oxford for this particularly good illustration of 
the problem. 
After the outbreak of war BeneS came 
and offered himself as an improver at 
Time; there we met more often. One day 
he visited me at my flat before the daily 
conference at Time; something seemed 
on his mind. And it was: as he saw it we 
could not look on the war passively, we 
had to do something; he was restless, he 
wanted to be active. To which I: Yes, I 
am doing something! I gave him a report 
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cestS do ‘Casu’ pres Letnou. 
Vzpomfndm si sceny, kdyz jsme do§li 
nad sestup k Eli§5inu mostu: zastavil 
jsem se, opfel o drev&nd zabradlf a 
zadfval na Prahu — myslenky o na§f 
budoucnosti tdhly mi hlavou. Libu§ino 
proroctvf — ale zaddtek politicke akce 
jsou penfze! Dr Bene§ si pfepodftal sve 
jm6nf a slfbil hned nSkolik tisfc korun. 
and we at once reached agreement on the 
way to Time across Letnd. I recall the 
scene as we reached the descent to 
Eli Ska’s Bridge: I stopped, leaned on the 
wooden railing and gazed upon Prague 
— ideas about our future passed through 
my mind. LibuSe’s prophesy — but the 
beginning of a political action is money! 
Dr BeneS calculated his assets and at 
once promised several thousand crowns. 
The same incident is ‘retold’ by Masaryk to Capek in a conversation conducted 
probably about a year after Svdtovd revoluce appeared, and reproduced in the second part of 
Hovory s TGM;17 it was first published in 1931: 
BeneSe jsem znal z Prahy jako kolegu z 
university. ZaSatkem valky priSel do 
redakce ‘Casu’ jako volonter, ze chce 
pracovat novinarsky; videl jsem, ze bere 
vSci za prakticky konec. Jednou za mnou 
§el do bytu — tehdy jsem bydlel proti 
Chotkovym sadum — ale nedosel, 
potkali jsme se, jd jsem uz §el do 
redakce ‘Casu’; povid3, ze ho tla£f 
svSdomf: ze bychom m£li nSco dSlat. 
Rekl jsem mu: ja uz d6Mm. Tehdy jsem 
se vrdtil z prve cesty do Holandska. Pak 
jsme §li spolu do redakce a cestou jsem 
mu fekl vSechno, co jsem dosud delal a 
co jsem m£l na srdci. Pamatuju se jako 
dnes, kdyz jsme sestupovali z Letn6, 
tarn, co je vidSt skoro celou Prahu, mn6 
zatanulo na mysli to Libu§ino proroctvf 
... Prvnf starost byly ovSem penfze, 
shbil hned, ze jich n6co zaopatrf. A 
pfinesl. 
I knew Benes from Prague as a universi¬ 
ty colleague. At the start of the war he 
came to the Time office as an improver, 
wanting to work in journalism; I saw he 
was going about things practically. Once 
he was coming to see me at the flat — at 
the time I lived opposite Chotkovy sady 
— but he did not arrive, we met, I was 
already on my way to the Time office; 
he said his conscience was plaguing him: 
that we ought to be doing something. I 
told him: I already am. I was just back 
from my first trip to Holland. Then we 
walked to the office together and on the 
way I told him all I had done so far and 
what lay in my heart. I remember as if 
it were only today how, as we decended 
from Letnd, at the spot where you can 
see almost the whole of Prague, Libuse’s 
prophesy came to my mind... The first 
concern was obviously money; he 
promised at once that he would provide 
some. And he brought it. 
The two passages are unquestionably alike, which would seem fitting for an anecdote 
17 Hovory s TGM, pp. 149-50. See also the 1934 translation, pp.243-44. 
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of which the President might reasonably have been fond. The version ‘told’ to Capek does, 
however, contain information not in the earlier one, such as that the meeting did not actually 
occur at Masaryk’s flat, though that was where Bene§ had been going;18 the mere ‘report’ 
of the early version is related in the conversation to Masaryk’s recent return from Holland; 
and Benes’s aim in becoming an improver, an unpaid trainee, is given a transparently, rather 
than merely possibly political motivation. As a minor detail, it is perhaps also worth noting 
that the cohesion in the Bene§-Masaryk dialogue is greatly strengthened in the Capek version 
by the reduction of the distance between ddat ‘to be doing’ and dildm ‘I am doing’ in the 
middle of the quotation, without the intervention of the, albeit synonymous, byt dinnym ‘to 
be active’ of Masaryk’s own text. 
Without access to the manuscript of Hovory s TGM, it is not possible to verify how 
much of the similarity between the two versions is attributable to Masaryk’s own 
amendments and how much Capek might here, and probably elsewhere, have resorted to 
previously published accounts of events. In other words, it is impossible to separate the 
second-hand Masaryk quoted from conversation, the second-hand Masaryk adapted from his 
18 That the meeting was not at the flat is asserted in another, much briefer account of the 
event in ‘Zprava Ministerske rad£’ (Report to the Council of Ministers) of 1918. While not 
published until 1933, i.e. too late for it to have been seen in print by Capek and therefore 
not necessarily likely to have had an influence on the Hovory, it had existed in transcription 
from a stenographic record taken at the time, and it is possible that Capek had access to it. 
The published version appeared in Cesta demokracie: Souborprojevu za republiky (The Road 
to Democracy: Addresses given during the Republic), Vol. I, Prague, 1933, pp.28-29: 
Bylo to po me prvm holandske cestd, kdyz se mi prihldsil. Jednou ju do mista, potkdm 
Benese. On je skromny dlovdk. Mezi nami byl spise pomdr profesora a zdka. Stdli jsme nad 
Prahou; napred ddlal okolky a pak z ndho vylezlo, ze se mu zdd, ze bychom se mili politicky 
ddt do prdce. Ja jsem rekl, ze uz jsem zadal a vyprdvd mu o Holandsku. On pak zaopatfil 
ty penize. To byl ndS prvni politicky kapital. 
‘It was after my first trip to Holland that he presented himself. Once, I was on my way to 
town, I met Bene§. He is a modest man. Our relationship was more like that of a teacher and 
pupil. We stood there above Prague; first he beat about the bush, then he said he thought that 
we ought to be getting to work politically. I told him I had already started and explained to 
him about Holland. He then secured the money. That was our first political capital.’ 
The demonstrative pronoun ty qualifyingpemze ‘money’ refers back to the opening sentences 
of the paragraph preceding this, in which Masaryk describes all the early fund-raising efforts: 
Mustm se hned zmmit o nasich finandch. Kdyz jsem sel za hranice, byl jsem bez pendz. 
BeneS ndco nasel, nevi'm uz kolik, ndkolik tisfc franku, a s tdmi jsem mdl zadt rebelii. 
‘I must first mention our finances. When I went abroad I had no money. Bene§ got hold of 
something, I don’t remember how much, several thousand francs, and with that I was 
supposed to start a rebellion. ’ 
Other differences apart, Bene§ is here said to have provided francs, while in Svdovd revoluce 
the reference is to crowns; possible awareness of this minor contradiction in the sources 
V 
could have led Capek to refrain from naming the currency at all in Hovory s TGM. 
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own works, and the first-hand Masaryk of any amendments to Capek’s typescript. 
To take another, less transparent example: the final section of Hovory s TGM, ‘Narod 
(Nation) and ‘Ldska k ndrodu’ (Love for one’s Nation), reveals a great deal of similarity of 
content and range of vocabulary to Part II, ‘Ndrodnostnf princip’ (The Nationality Principle), 
of Novd Evropa (The New Europe).19 Both contain references to the importance of 
languages in facilitating communication among nations; both, though in slightly different 
contexts, stress the need for scientifically conducted demographic studies; both are concerned 
with the factors that shape a nation and give it individuality; both speak of the inevitability 
of the formation of pacts grouping nation-states together, as opposed to the recent pattern of 
large multi-national unit-states. In both we find almost automatic co-occurrences of such 
ideas as religion and morality, anthropology and ethnology, spiritual and physical,20 not to 
mention some of the same idiosyncratic vocabulary of Masaryk or the period,21 and some 
very close similarities in the rendering of even core ideas of minimal textual length.22 
Again it would be difficult, if not unwise, to be categorical about the parts played by 
19 Novd Evropa, Prague, 1920. Page references here are to the second, undated edition. 
The work was preceded by its English version, The New Europe, Washington, 1918, ‘for 
private circulation’. ‘The Principle of Nationality’ is on pp.l6ff. 
20 For instance, ‘ndbozenstvf a mravnost’, Hovory s TGM, p.310; ‘nabozenstvi, mravy’, 
Novd Evropa, p.67, ‘mravnost a ndbozenstvf, ibid., p.100; ‘anthropologickd a ethnologicke 
poznatky’, Hovory s TGM, p.311, ‘anthropologove a ethnologov6’, Novd Evropa, pp.68 and 
69; ‘ndrodovd majf svuj charakter duchovm a tSlovy’ (nations have their own spiritual and 
physical character), Hovory s TGM, pp.310-11, ‘ndrodovd...majf zvlastnf spoleine a fysicke 
a duchovm vlastnosti’ (nations...have particular common physical and spiritual attributes), 
Novd Evropa, p.68. 
21 Notably, in this section, the words tZlovy ‘physical’ (for the more usual telesny) and 
plemeno ‘breed, stock’ (here meaning a sub-component of a nation). 
22 See the last example in Note 21; also, for example: ‘te tak zvane „£iste krve“ nenf 
(there’s none of that so-called ‘pure blood’), Hovory s TGM, p.310; ‘krve docela ciste nenf’ 
(there is no quite pure blood), Novd Evropa, p.68; ‘ndrodnost a mezindrodnost se nevylucujf 
(nationism and internationalism are not mutually exclusive), Hovory s TGM, p.308; ‘Princip 
ndrodnosti neodporuje vyvoji mezindrodnosti’ (The principle of nationism is not at variance 
with the development of internationalism), Novd Evropa, p.12 (this is a chapter summary in 
the Contents), or (from the chapter in question): ‘narodnostm princip plati soucasne s 
principem mezindrodmm’ (the nation principle applies alongside the international principle), 
P-91, and ‘mezi ndrodnostf a mezindrodnosti nenf protivy’ (between nationism and 
internationalism there is no contradiction), ibid. The problem with translating narodnost is 
that it is specifically not ‘nationalism’ as conventionally understood, though the English text 
does use the latter. If the word were more readily available, nation-ness (and with it 
intemational-ness) would almost be better. 
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the two men in the final section of Hovory s TGM and thus about the precise nature, or 
measure, of its authenticity. What it is probably safe to suggest is that the eventual 
community of spirit between them was such (Capek’s early attitude having been rather less 
unequivocal)23 that any textual coincidence is actually less than surprising. 
The layout of the third section as an interview does give an aura of authenticity, even 
if, here too, it is impossible, without the manuscript, to assess the extent to which both 
speakers’ words are reproduced faithfully. At best we have probably an equally well, or 
badly, remembered reproduction, at worst the kind of interview to which a spurious 
authenticity is lent by the artificial, ex post facto, insertion of the interviewer’s potential 
questions or comments. The first two sections amount to the kind of journalistic 
reconstruction of an interview that conveys something of the ambiance in which it was 
conducted, portraying the interviewee and freely recording paraphrases of his main ideas with 
the interpolated questions dropped altogether. A degree of linguistic authenticity is, however, 
sustained through a variety of devices, and this applies equally well to all three sections and, 
as far as it is possible to judge, to all other direct quotations ascribed to Masaryk elsewhere 
in Capek’s writings about the president. 
The major contribution to the aura of authenticity is the retention of Masaryk’s 
vocabulary throughout (as opposed to the short-range ‘mimicry’, governed contextually, as 
in the ‘Narod’/TVovd Evropa case). On the whole, where they can be pinpointed, there are 
words which may well be used by other writers, but they appear not to be widely used by 
V 
Capek in his own writings. They include, for example, dorostly, a morphologically well- 
formed but rare synonym for dospgly ‘adult’; Jezisstvi, a key word in Masaryk’s theology, 
based on Jezis ‘Jesus’ and specifically distinct from Christianity; po mem rozumu, a 
Germanism or Russianism in place of the more usual podle meho ndzoru ‘as I see it, to my 
mind’; dusledivost for the more usual duslednost ‘consequentially, consistency’. On the 
negative side, there is at least one typical Masarykian usage to be found passim in many of 
his original works, which either he genuinely happened not to use in conversation with 
Capek, or which Capek missed the opportunity to use as another linguistic item typifying the 
speaker and so enhancing the authenticity of the work. This refers to the construction byt si 
jasny v nddem ‘to be clear about something’, which appears to conflate two similar phrases, 
byt si jist nidi'm and mit jasno v nidem, which Masaryk in general does not use. The 
vocabulary of Masaryk’s dialect background, combined with a number of the true Slovakisms 
which tend to predominate when Slovakia is his theme, is another area which lends linguistic 
authenticity. Some are undoubtedly conditioned by context, whether Masaryk actually used 
V 
them or whether Capek inserted them for background colour, others may be an effect of the 
situational context if we recall that the Conversations took place in TopoKianky. They 
include the ubiquitous toz, in a variety of functions (= so, well, ah, but then, or simply an 
23 Ctenf o T. G. Masarykovi, p.16. 
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essentially untranslatable affective particle);24 the less common ja in some similar functions; 
the conjunction aji and its variants baji and ba aji ‘and also, and even’; the universal slunko 
‘sun’; the isolated form dul (past tense of dti ‘to guess, sense, hear’, p. 169);palestra (a stick 
used in children’s games), and na mrskut chodit (the Easter Monday custom whereby the 
boys whip the girls with a plaited wand to obtain Easter eggs, usually chodit na pomlazku; 
both expressions are on p.21, where Masaryk is speaking of his childhood); pohrablo (for 
pohrabdd, ‘poker’, p.23); lipeft (for lipan ‘grayling’, p.122, for which Capek is the only 
source quoted in the authoritative four-volume dictionary, Slovmk spisovneho jazyka deskeho; 
V 
if this is the occurrence the lexicographers recorded, the ascription to Capek is at least 
dubious); Olomuc (for Olomouc, the ancient city in North Moravia, p. \22)\jafury ‘bilberries’ 
(p. 120) and pekande (a sort of dough-cake made of leftover dough and baked with the rest 
of the bread, p.23), both of which are sufficiently un-Bohemian as to require explanation in 
the text; and possibly such items as blafkat ‘to bark’ (p. 121); svakrova ‘sister-in-law’ (p.45); 
vSechni ‘all, everyone’ (p.180); oresisko (here: a hard nut to crack, p.158) and nazvisko 
‘name, label’ (p.105), both of which employ an augmentative suffix more widely used in the 
east of the Czech-Slovak language area. It is conceivable that one or two oddities of 
morphology are to be explained likewise as a product of dialect interference, revealing the 
speaker’s uncertainty as to the appropriate form and his consequent falling short of any 
Standard Czech, local Moravian or Slovak form, notably in the case of protestante 
‘protestants’ (an anomalous nominative plural, p.130) and konventikle ‘conventicles’ (an 
anomalous, or regional, variant of the standard plural konventikly, assigning the word to the 
wrong declension, p.167). Both are admittedly peripheral word types. 
The resort to regionalisms is one area of the kind of authenticity which comes out of 
the reproduction of informal conversation. Another is the use of almost the entire range of 
informal vocabulary rooted in German, probably entirely natural to a man of Masaryk’s 
generation with a background in pre-war Austria. Many of the forms are to be found 
V 
elsewhere in Capek and most survive to the present, though the stylistic glosses given them 
in more recent dictionaries accord them a generally ‘lower’ standing than they would have 
had immediately after World War I. These are so frequent in Hovory s TGM that I dispense 
here with page references and include spitdl ‘hospital’, student, studovat ‘to study’, kumst 
‘art, skill, knack’, maSina ‘machine’ (used as a metaphor for ‘man’), kseft ‘shop, business’, 
zfantasirovat ‘fantasize’ (but used transitively, p.148), komandyrovat ‘to order’, ofidr 
‘officer’, rekrutyrka ‘conscription’, kvartyrmajstr ‘quartermaster’, docfrovat ‘to teach as a 
Dozent’, Sproch ‘rumour’, Spekulovat ‘to speculate’, ancvaj or an cvaj (i.e. ein zwei, 
24 Toz, a fairly widespread Moravian particle, was and is so strongly associated with 
Masaryk’s speech that any would-be accurate representation of his spoken style, let alone any 
satirical rendering, will carry it as a matter of course; it is probable that Capek yielded to 
the same trend. On the other hand, he has certainly contributed to the survived of the toz 
‘legend’ through his Conversations, which not only continue to be widely read, but are 
probably now the source for most Czech readers’ awareness of how Masaryk spoke. 
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‘straightaway’), and partaj ‘party’. With these go colloquialisms of other kinds, further 
underlining the informality and enhancing the impression of authenticity. These would 
include such verbs as docentovat ‘to teach as a Dozenf or lajddkovat ‘to be slovenly, idle’, 
kurdz ‘spirit, courage’, na mol ‘totally drunk’, Amerikdn (usually reserved for Czech- 
Americans, but here used of Americans generally), mudrdk ‘wise-guy’, and the whimsical 
dasopejsek (a frivolous diminutive of dasopis ‘periodical’). The colloquial tone of many 
passages is upheld by reproduction of appropriate morphological or syntactic features, though 
here, perhaps more than in other areas where one seeks authenticity, the colloquiality is not 
as completely sustained as it might be. (One could not speak here of its being consistently 
sustained, since the colloquial tenor is in every respect inconsistent, which is a different sign 
of authenticity, insofar as the conversations did take place at different times, the participants 
were undoubtedly in varying moods, and the topics covered were by no means of the same 
gravity.) Colloquial features include the use of jak for, among others, jakmile ‘as soon as’ 
and the widespread, though far from universal use in even the more obviously informal 
passages, of co as the general relative pronoun: for kdo ‘who’, ktery ‘who, which’, and — 
the extreme case — odkud ‘whence’ (p.150). Note also the use of the redundant pronoun 
subject ono as in: ale ono si nebylo co vybrat ‘there was no choice’ (p.163). In the area of 
V 
morphology there are nominatives plural in -i for -e (Zidi ‘Jews’, p.66; realisti, p.125; 
socialisti, p.lll), the totally haphazard use of colloquial -uju alongside literary -uji in the 
first person of -ovat verbs, the exclusive use of vemte instead of vezmdte as the imperative 
of vzi't ‘to take’, the widespread use of essentially redundant pronominal subjects and the 
fairly widespread concomitant omission of the auxiliary verb in the past tense. Both the last- 
named features and the apparently random distribution of accusative, md/mne, and dative, 
mi/mnd, of the first-person singular pronoun might have a variety of explanations, not solely 
V 
to do with informality or colloquiality. One alternative account would suggest that Capek 
may have superimposed, inadvertently, something of his own practice on his reproduction 
V 
of Masaryk, for an inspection of Capek texts of the period reveals a similar pattern. It is to 
be regretted that in texts most intimately connected with Hovory s TGM and particularly 
personal in a similar vein, and therefore most theoretically likely to contain a goodly 
repertoire of expressions of the first person, Capek rather irritatingly uses only the third 
person, referring to himself as pisatel ‘the writer’. 
The kind of inadvertent superimposition of his own linguistic practice may embrace 
not only the first-person pronouns, as conjectured here and in the earlier reference to do 
Cejde (admittedly a less individual matter), but perhaps also the isolated use of dosud 
‘hitherto, so far’ (p.171), where otherwise in the conversations Masaryk uses only posud, 
and the equally isolated long infinitve pori'diti ‘supply, provide’, all other infinitives being 
quoted without the final -i. 
Perhaps the two major syntactic devices which mark the text of Hovory s TGM are 
the widespread use of the genitive case (of the most varied range of semantic classes of 
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nouns) after negative verbs (again of considerable variety), and the free-standing subject, that 
is, an isolated noun or sometimes an entire clause, suspended at the head of the sentence, to 
which the actual grammatical subject becomes to (that). The sheer frequency of 
negative -I- genitive constructions is at least an authentic portrayal of Masaryk’s usage 
generally, and perhaps he did also use it so frequently in spoken discourse. In the case of to 
replacing another subject, as in pfdtelstvi, to je pro mladeho dovdca stejn$ silny cit jako 
Idska ‘friendship, that for a young man is just as strong an emotion as love’ (p.49); ti 
mudedntci, to byli katoUci utracenf za anglicke reformace ‘those martyrs, they were Catholics 
done to death during the English Reformation’ (p.37); or, the more complex version, the 
difference in punctuation being immaterial: Co jsem se nadetl a napremyslel o Rusku — 
ziskalo mn# to styky s Rusy i dost vdhy mezi nimi ‘All I’d been reading and thinking about 
Russia — that gained me contacts with the Russians and quite some esteem among them’ 
(p.137), we have a device indicative of unprepared and, eo ipso, authentic utterances. The 
uses of demonstrative pronouns generally, and the many uses of to in particular, in 
Hovory s TGM could be interpreted as being overdone, that is, in seeking to lend authenticity 
V 
by their inclusion, as a common marker of informal discourse, Capek may have in fact 
produced a non-authentic rendering. 
One of the main functions of demonstrative pronouns is to appeal to the addressee and 
his or her assumed knowledge. If one looks for devices that authenticate Hovory s TGM as 
hovory, then one must identify appeals to the interlocutor, more or less phatic, contact¬ 
making devices. In ‘V£k mladosti’ and ‘Zivot a prace’ there are many points where Capek’s 
unrecorded questions would stand. They include repetitions of the missing question, as in: 
Rdd? ‘Glad?’ (p.83); answers to missing questions, as in: To ano, od ddtstvt az dodnes jsem 
nenasytny dtendf ‘Why yes, ever since I was a child I’ve been an insatiable reader’ (p.60); 
or: To ne, pokrokovou nebo, jak se nkalo, realistickou partaj jsem nezaklddal ‘Oh no, I 
wasn’t trying to set up a progressive, or as they used to say, a realist party’ (p. 125); direct 
involvement of his interlocutor by a switch to the first-person plural (for which of course 
there could be other, stylistic, explanations), as in: Kdyz uz mluvtme o drkvi ‘While we’re 
on the subject of the church’ (p. 131); numerous instances of similar involvement by resort 
to such near empty phrases as: to vUe ‘you know’, or to se rozumi ‘that goes without saying’, 
or more specific appeals such as: Jd nemdm takove od jako vy ‘My eyes aren’t as good as 
yours’ (p. 123), jen si vzpomerfte na zaddtky republiky ‘just think back to the early days of 
the Republic’ (p. 178), or the interpolated question: jak bych vdm to fekl ‘how should I put 
it’ (p.171). The full range of contact devices with which the work is larded is typologically 
quite broad and includes interjections of the typespane/panddcu approximately: ‘I say’; boze 
muj/muj ty boze ‘gracious, good heavens’, or prosim vas or proboha vas prosim 
approximately ‘surely’ (more literally: ‘I entreat you’); redundant imperatives such as ted 
si vemte approximately: ‘just consider’, immediacy enhancers such as tu mds in: Toz jsem 
se rozjel do Ruska. Ale tu md$, jen jsem dojel — Miljukov podal demisi ‘So I set off for 
Russia. And what do you know, the minute I arrived — Milyukov handed in his resignation’ 
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(p. 159), or the rhetorical question as in: Jak pak bych je mohl komandyrovat, kdyby viddli, 
ze mdm strach? ‘How could I command them if they saw I was afraid?’ (p. 163), or the ethic 
dative as in jd jsem vdm byl jako natazeny stroj ‘you know, I was all wound up like a 
machine’ (p. 145). Note also the impersonal second person in v tom mdte tu radikdlnt ndladu 
mladodeskou ‘that’s where you get that radical vein of the Young Czech Party’ (p.126), and 
the personal or impersonal use in occurrences of chcete-li (parenthetical ‘if you will’). 
While the emphasis here has been on the lexical authenticity and the grammatical, 
lexical and other devices which contribute directly to the work’s aura of authenticity as a 
record of ‘conversations’, which do, however, look more like interviews, whole areas which 
would contribute to an overall assessment of authenticity have been left untouched. These 
include a wide range of linguistic devices from outside the informal register: the use of 
transgressives; technical terminology; passive constructions with the auxiliary deleted; 
Masaryk’s uses of individual synsemantic words such as sic ‘though’ or ved ‘in which’, or 
vocabulary from the higher stylistic levels. On the other hand, further inspection might reveal 
that, perhaps in line with the authentic variation of mood, style and subject over time, other 
eminently describable features could also contribute to the work’s partial authenticity. An 
attempt might be made to establish when the written rendering of the conversations would 
be more (and when less) likely to show leanings away from the literary standard (as between 
ty/ta leta byly/byla ‘those years were’). It could also be illuminating to discover whether it 
is Masaryk’s idiolect or the overall content of a passage which produces periodic bursts of 
frequentative verbs, of which there is an impressive range. These include, for the record: 
chodivat and jezdi'vat ‘to go’ (on foot and by means of transport respectively), jfdat and 
ji'ddvat ‘to eat’, mivat ‘to have’ and zddvat se ‘to seem’, schdzi'vat se ‘to come together’, 
vraci'vat se ‘to return’, myli'vat se ‘be mistaken’, vdrivat ‘to believe’ and stfdivat ‘to shoot’. 
If the answer to this and other possible questions could be proved to be idiolect, then these 
are other pointers to linguistic authenticity. Capek’s own comments on Masaryk and his 
language, in ‘Mldenf s TGM’,25 which refer, inter alia, to his use of set phrases, synonym 
pairs, a bluntness of expression and a degree of rough-edgedness to many a sentence, are 
borne out by the text, but as the words of Capek on Capek’s Masaryk they are 
epistemologically nugatory. 
25 Hovory s TGM, pp.325-26. 
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To matka vymohla, ze jsem §el na §koly, abych se pry nemusil tak dh't jako oni (rodi£e); 
kdyz m£ na visitaci pochvdlil sam pan d£kan, dali m£ §tudovat. Matka byla z Hustopece, toz 
m£ tarn poslali na n£meckou redlku; byl jsem tam na handl u tety a jejf d£v£e §lo za to k 
ndm. Jd na to nemyslil, £fm bych cht£l byt; lfbila se mi jeden 6as, kdyz u nas v dome nam 
§il krej£f, krejdovina, libilo se mi kovdfstvf; 
je zvldStnf, jd byl tak pobozny, ale nikdy m£ nenapadlo byt pandckem. 
Po dvou tffdach redlky jsem m£l jit na u£itelskou preparandu; ale tam prijfmali hochy 
teprve od §estndcti let, 
nadez m£ rodice dali 
do Vidn£ na Kunstschlosserei, snad proto, ze jsem umel kreslit. Tam m£ 
mistr postavil k stroji na d£ldni podkuvek k botdm; to se dal do stroje proutek zelezny, 
zatdhlo se za pdku a vypadla ohnutd podkova. Kdyz jsem to delal den, dva dny, nu dobra; 
ale kdyz jsem to d£lal tyden, dva tydny, tri tydny — za tfi tydny jsem utekl domu. Vzdycky 
jsem rdd pracoval, ale ta pordd stejnd prdce v tovdm£, pordd ten jeden nebo dva pohyby, to 
jsem nemohl vydrzet. Snad bych i byl je§t£ vydrzel, ale jeden spoluu£ednik mi ukradl me 
knizky z redlky; vzdycky po prdci jsem ty kmzky popadl a £etl v nich. Kdyz jsem o n£ 
pfi§el, bylo mn£ tak teskno, ze jsem utekl domu do Cej£e. Obzvla§t£ mn£ bylo tezko bez 
atlasu, na n£mz jsem stdle sv£tem cestoval. 
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It was my mother who managed to get me sent to school, so that I wouldn’t have to drudge 
as they (my parents) had; when the dean himself came on an inspection and praised me, they 
sent me to high school. My mother was from Hustopede, so they sent me to the German 
Realschule there; I went to stay with my aunt on an exchange basis and her girl came to us 
in return. I gave no thought to what I’d like to become; there was a time, when we had a 
tailor working in the house, that I fancied tailoring, I fancied the blacksmith’s trade; 
it’s odd, I was always so religious, but it never 
occurred to me to go into the priesthood. 
After two years at the Realschule I was to do teacher-training; but you had to be at 
least sixteen, 
whereupon my 
parents sent me away to Vienna to do metalwork possibly because I was good at 
drawing. My master put me on a machine for making heel-tips; you put a rod of iron it, 
pulled a lever and out fell a curved heel-tip. When I’d been doing it for a day or two, all 
well and good; but when I’d been doing it for a week, two weeks, three weeks — after three 
weeks I ran away home. I’d always been a willing worker, but that same old job in the 
works, the same one or two actions, I couldn’t stand it. I might have stood it a bit longer, 
but one of the other apprentices stole the books I had from school; after work I would always 
grab the books to read. After I lost them I felt so lonely that I fled home to Cejd. It was 
particularly hard to be without my atlas, on which I travelled the world all the time. - 
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To matka vymohla, ze jsem §el na §koly, abych se pry nemusil tak dot jako oni (rodice); 
kdyz md na visitaci pochvilil sim pan ddkan, dali md studovat. Matka byla z Hustopede, toz 
md tam poslali na ndmeckou reilku; byl jsem tam na handl u tety a sestrenice26 sla za to 
k nim. Ja na to nemyslil, dim bych chtel byt; lfbila se mi jeden das, kdyz u nas v dome nam 
§il krejdf, krejdovina, lfbilo se mi kovarstvf, to jsem nejdastdji ze vsech remesel mohl v praci 
sledovat21; je zvl£§tnf, ji byl tak pobozny, ale nikdy md nenapadlo byt panadkem. Hoch v 
zapadle vesnici nemd mnoho zivych vzoru, kter( by mu ukazovali ven a nad okruh 
zemiddlsky a femeslny — uditel, kaplan a dekan, doktor, pani na statku a jejich sluzebnictvo, 
kupec. Otdzka, dim kluk bude, se vaznd nepretrasd. 
Po dvou tndach redlky jsem mdl jit na uditelskou preparandu; ale tam prijimali hochy 
teprve od Sestndcti let, a proto vznikl problem, co se mnou mezi ti'm? Potloukal jsem se, 
lajddkoval ndkolik mdsku; proto md rodide dali na 
femeslo, do Vfdnd na Kunstschlosserei, .... proto, ze jsem umel trochu kreslit. Tam md mistr 
postavil k stroji na ddldnf podkuvek k botam; to se dal do stroje zeleznv proutek. zatahlo se 
za pdku a vypadla ohnutd podkova. Kdyz jsem to delal den, dva dny, nu dobra; ale kdyz 
jsem to ddlal tyden, dva tydny, tri tydny — za tri tydny jsem utekl domu. Vzdycky jsem rad 
pracoval, ale ta porad stejnd prace v tov<imd, pordd ten jeden nebo dva pohyby, to jsem 
nemohl vydrzet. Snad bych i byl jeste vydrzel, ale jeden spoluucednfk mi ukradl me knfzky 
z redlky; vzdycky po prdci jsem ty knfzky popadl a cetl v nich. Kdyz jsem o nd prisel, bylo 
mnd tak teskno, ze jsem utekl domu na Cejd. ObzvldStd mnd bylo tdzko bez atlasu, na ndmz 
jsem stile svdtem cestoval. 
26 An intermediate change in Masaryk’s hand has here jejt dcerka. 
27 The first version of this insertion has sledovat v prdci. 
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It was my mother who managed to get me sent to school, so that I wouldn’t have to drudge 
as they (my parents) had; when the dean himself came on an inspection and praised me, they 
sent me to high school. My mother was from Hustopede, so they sent me to the German 
Realschule there; I went to stay with my aunt on an exchange basis and mv cousin came to 
us in return. I gave no thought to what I’d like to become; there was a time, when we had 
a tailor working in the house, that I fancied tailoring, I fancied the blacksmith’s trade, that 
was the craft I had most chance to watch; it’s odd, I was always so religious, but it never 
occurred to me to go into the priesthood. A boy in a remote village doesn’t have many live 
models to show him the way out and above that circle of farmers and artisans — the teacher, 
the curate and the dean, the doctor, the squire’s family and their servants, the 
shopkeeper. The matter of what a lad is to be isn ’t properly discussed. 
After two years at the Realschule I was to do teacher-training; but you had to be at 
least sixteen, and so the problem arose of what to do with me meantime. / knocked about, 
idled away several months; so my 
parents sent me away to learn a craft, to Vienna to do metalwork ... since I was fairly good 
at drawing. My master put me on a machine for making heel-tips; you put an iron rod in it, 
pulled a lever and out fell a curved heel-tip. When I’d been doing it for a day or two, all 
well and good; but when I’d been doing it for a week, two weeks, three weeks — after three 
weeks I ran away home. I’d always been a willing worker, but that same old job in the 
works, the same one or two actions, I couldn’t stand it. I might have stood it a bit longer, 
but one of the other apprentices stole the books I had from school; after work I would always 
grab the books to read. After I lost them I felt so lonely that I fled home to Cej£. It was 
particularly hard to be without my atlas, on which I travelled the world all the time. - 
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To matka vymohla, ze jsem §el na §koly, abych se pry nemusil tak dot jako oni (rodi5e); 
kdy£ m& na visitaci pochvdlil sdm pan d6kan, dali m6 Studovat. Matka byla z Hustopede, toz 
m£ tam poslali na nSmeckou redlku; byl jsem tam na handl u tetyA .. sestrenice §la za to k 
ndm. Jd na to nemyslil, 6fm bych chtSl byt; libila se mi jeden 6as, kdyz u nas v dom£ nam 
§il krejdf, krejdovina, lfbilo se mi kovdrstvi, to jsem nejdastfeji ze vsech femesel mohl v praci 
sledovat; je zvldStnf, ja byl tak pobozny, ale nikdy me nenapadlo byt panackem. Hoch v 
zapadld vesnici nemd mnoho zivych vzoru, kten by mu ukazovali vena .. nad ten okruh 
zem6d£lsky a femeslny — uditel, kaplan a dekan, doktor, pani na statku a jejich sluzebnictvo, 
V 
nebo jeiti kupec.Cfm kluk bude, o tom nerozhoduif tak vlohv iako spfs ta neiblizsf 
pfflezitost. 
Redlku v Hustopeii vedli otcove piaristi; vzpommam si na rektora, to byl takovy 
tilnaty, hezky, staritf muz, a na profesora Vaiateho — to byl bratr mladoieskeho poslance 
Valateho, pikny mlady ilovik, pySny na ten feholni hdbit s iemym pasem — i diviata ho 
rdda vidila. Toho Valateho jsem tuze miloval; byl to prvnl Cech z kralovstvi, ktereho jsem 
poznal, a toz mi zaji'mal; o ledaiems se mnou hovoril. Zvldsf jeho chuzi mam dosud zivi v 
pamiti. 
Uiil jsem se dobre; velmi mi poutala fysika, totiz mechanika. Jeiti dnes si 
vzpomfndm, jakjsem uzasl, kdyz ndm profesor vyklddal, ze obyiejny trakaf je jednoramenna 
pdka a kolo a ze odpovldd tim theoretickym mechanickym formuli'm. To mni zrovna otevrelo 
novy pohled na prakticky zivot — jd mil vzdycky zdlibu vidit theorii v pfirodnim i 
spoleienskem din( a v denni prdci a najft v nich obecne pravidlo; tehdy to bylo pro mne jako 
prvi zjevent 
Po dvou tndach redlky jsem mSl jft na uditelskou preparandu; ale tam prijimali hochy 
teprve od Sestndcti let, a proto vznikl problem, co se mnou zatim? Potloukal jsem se a 
lajddkoval n&jakv 6as — to bylo v Hodonlni; proto m£ rodi£e dali na radu mych byvalych 
pdnu na femeslo, do VfdnS na Kunstschlosserei, protoze isem umel trochu kreslit. Tam me 
mistr postavil k stroji na d£lanf podkuvek k botam; to se dal do stroiku zelezny proutek, 
zatdhlo se za pdku a vypadla ohnutd podkova. Kdyz jsem to d£lal den, dva dny, nu dobra; 
ale kdyz jsem to d£lal tyden, dva tydny, tri tydny — za tri tydny jsem utekl domu. Vzdycky 
jsem rdd pracoval, ale ta porad stejnd prace v tovam£, porad ten jeden nebo dva pohyby, to 
jsem nevvdrzel. Snad bych i byl je§t£ vydrzel, ale jeden spoluucednik mi ukradl me krnzky 
z redlky; vzdycky po prdci jsem ty krnzky popadl a 6etl v nich. Kdyz jsem o n£ priSel, bylo 
mn6 tak teskno, ze jsem utekl domu na Cej£. ZvldSt* mn£ bylo tezko bez atlasu: na nem isem 
kazdy veder cestoval po celem svfetfe. 
V 
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It was my mother who managed to get me sent to school, so that I wouldn’t have to drudge 
as they (my parents) had; when the dean himself came on an inspection and praised me, they 
sent me to high school. My mother was from Hustopede, so they sent me to the German 
Realschule there; I went to stay with my aunt on an exchange basis, .. my cousin came to 
us in return. I gave no thought to what I’d like to become; there was a time, when we had 
a tailor working in the house, that I fancied tailoring, I fancied the blacksmith’s trade, that 
was the craft I had most chance to watch; it’s odd, I was always so religious, but it never 
occurred to me to go into the priesthood. A boy in a remote village doesn’t have many live 
models to show him the way out*.. above that circle of farmers and artisans — the teacher, 
the curate and the dean, the doctor, the squire’s family and their servants, or perhaps the 
shopkeeper.What a lad is to be, that’s not determined so much by his talents as by 
the nearest opportunity. 
The Realschule at Hustopede was run by Piarist fathers; I remember the rector, he 
was a well-built, good-looking elderly man, and Fr Vasaty — he was the brother of VaSaty, 
the Young Czech Party MP, a fine young man, proud of his monk's outfit with its black belt 
— the girls fancied him too. I was terribly fond of Vasaty; he was the first Bohemian Czech 
I had known, and, well, he interested me; he talked about all manner of things to me. I 
remember the way he walked particularly well. 
I was a good pupil; I was very attracted to physics, I mean mechanics. 1 can still 
remember how amazed 1 was when the teacher explained to us that an ordinary barrow is just 
a one-armed lever and a wheel and that it matches all those formulae in theoretical 
mechanics. That really did give me a new view of the practical life — I’d always had a 
predilection for seeing the theoretical in natural and social events and in daily work and for 
finding the general rule in them; that occasion was like a first revelation for me. 
After two years at the Realschule I was to do teacher-training; but you had to be at 
least sixteen, and so the problem arose of what to do with me till then. I knocked about and 
idled away some time — that was in Hodonln; so, on the advice of my former masters, my 
parents sent me away to learn a craft, to Vienna to do metalwork since I was fairly good at 
drawing. My master put me on a little machine for making heel-tips; you put an iron rod in 
it, pulled a lever and out fell a curved heel-tip. When I’d been doing it for a day or two, all 
well and good; but when I’d been doing it for a week, two weeks, three weeks — after three 
weeks I ran away home. I’d always been a willing worker, but that same old job in the 
works, the same one or two actions, I had to give up. I might have stood it a bit longer, but 
one of the other apprentices stole the books I had from school; after work I would always 
grab the books to read. After I lost them I felt so lonely that I fled home to Cejd. It was 




DREAM-DRAMA OF THE WHETTED KNIFE: 
ALENA VOSTRA’S NA OSTRI NOZE1 
... Come thick night 
And pall thee in the dunnest smoke of hell, 
That my keen knife see not the wound it makes 
Nor heaven peep through the blanket of the dark, 
To cry, ‘Hold, hold!’ 
Macbeth, Act I, Scene 5 
Alena Vostra was bom in 1938 in Prague, where she also attended grammar school. Her 
university studies seem to have begun with a false start — two years of land-surveying, 
followed by a switch to the drama faculty at AMU, where she first did puppet theatre and 
then literary management (dramaturgic), graduating in 1963. Since then, up to her suicide 
in 1992, she was a writer full-time. Her earliest published work was in children’s literature, 
which appeared in such children’s magazines as Matendouska and Ohnicek and was broadcast 
on children’s radio programmes. Her adult prose appeared in Plamen and her dramatic texts 
in Divadlo. Some of her longer prose (Buh z reklamy, Vlaznd vlna) were published in book 
form. She became a mainstay of the Prague experimental theatre Cinohemy klub, for which 
she wrote and which took her plays abroad, including to London. When new and topical, 
some of her works were translated and/or performed in a number of European languages 
(Danish, Swedish, Finnish, Hungarian, Polish, Dutch); the attraction lay in the period 
avantgarde, adventurous and anti-establishment tenor of the plays in particular (and of the 
Cinohemy klub itself), which were great crowd-pullers and ultimately contributed, as in the 
case of many young writers of her generation, to the difficulties she experienced after 1969 
(for a time she could not publish). The problems of her generation also afflicted the journal 
V 
Plamen and the Cinohemy klub. 
Na ostri noze (On a Knife-edge) is categorized by the author not as a ‘play’ (or 
‘comedy’, ‘drama’ or whatever), but as a ‘reve-veritd’, although it has all the formal 
1 The text of the play was published in Divadlo, 1968, 10, pp.85-107. This essay is 
adapted from a paper given in 1993 as part of the ‘Women’s Literature’ seminar series at the 
School of Slavonic and East European Studies, University of London. 
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attributes of a play, was performed as one and will be so treated here. However, this neatly 
paradoxical label already says a great deal about the terms in which one might seek to 
interpret its ‘message’ (were one to look for one). 
The scene, constant throughout, but changed to enhance its alternating sub-locations 
by the use of lighting, is a cross-section through a number of flats, adjacent on both the 
vertical and horizontal planes, along with the relevant linking stairways and corridors. It has 
to be a cross-section so that we can see inside each flat or room, so the impression is of a 
set of rabbit hutches (of the kind to be seen behind many houses in Czech villages, where 
the rabbits are kept, not as pets, but for their skins and meat). This rabbit-hutch impression 
is actually stated, not entirely superfluously, in the stage directions (which an audience does 
not read, so this is in part a text intended at least as much to be read as to be performed). 
It should go without saying that the rabbit-hutch image, with its connotations of the restraint 
of free spirits, is very much an image of the period; the ‘Prague Spring’ would have been 
well under way as Vostrd was writing. She would have sympathized with the student 
demonstrations that called for more (literal and figurative) light (this play makes much use 
of lighting, as indicated). She was herself not long out of college, where, it should be 
remembered, she had also studied puppet theatre, which is necessarily to do with the restraint 
and control of humanoid figures in a confined space. 
In addition to the setting (with the role that lighting plays) and the characters, an 
important feature is that of background sounds. The flats are built insensitively close to a 
railway marshalling yard and the inmates of the house have to put up with instructions to 
shunters bellowed through a loudspeaker mounted on an adjacent building and so within all 
too easy earshot, as well as the consequent to-ing and fro-ing of shunting engines and the odd 
whole trundling train. Ignoring the period, one might see in this merely a representation of 
the kind of unfortunate town planning of which any society might occasionally be found 
guilty, where the powers that be allow the general good (the functioning of a railway 
distribution system as part of the economy) outweigh the interests of the individual citizen 
(the right to a quiet home).2 But given the period when the play was written and first 
performed, it is easy to see in this noisy intrusion (based in part on commands) and its large, 
wheeled, inanimate agencies (the trains) an allegory of the unwanted Warsaw Pact armies, 
which at this period had been conducting large-scale manoeuvres in Czechoslovakia, with all 
the attendant practical upheaval, a general concern that the armies might forget to go home,3 
2 Responsibility for this particular insensitivity does not lie at the door of the regime of 
the day, since the house is described as a dinzdk ‘tenement block’, and so probably dates 
from pre-war Austria or the inter-war First Czechoslovak Republic. 
3 The manoeuvres were eventually ended, the armies did leave Czechoslovakia, but the 
concerns proved not unfounded when they returned as occupiers on the night of 20-21 August 
1968, some nine weeks or so before this play appeared in Divadlo. 
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and various emotions ranging from scorn through helplessness and frustration to a passive 
indifference or resignation (it is the last-named which comes across finally in the play). 
There is a mix of characters in the play, which, if nothing else, offers some reflection 
of the post-war Czechoslovak housing policy: confiscated tenement blocks were filled, like 
the tower blocks on the new peripheral estates, with a broad spectrum of tenants, which cut 
right across any class boundaries; in these circumstances a professor could easily have a 
refuse collector as a neighbour. The characters are: Mr and Mrs Hrdina and their daughter 
Bibi, a student; their two lodgers Kili&n and Pinta, also students; Miss Nekvindovd, a 
somewhat dim secondary-school teacher; a Dr Demartini and his sister, Gdbinka, who is 
effectively also his housekeeper; inzenyr Vladyka, a loopy inventor; and Dzafar Ajmut, ‘a 
musician of unknown nationality’, as he is described. Each in their own way is a type, or, 
more properly, a parody of a type. 
Of their names, let it be said that they are almost uniformly bizarre in one way or 
another. Most strikingly this applies to the utterly un-hrdina-\ikt (unheroic) Hrdina. ‘Kilidn’, 
with no obvious appropriateness, carried, at the time, an echo of the donkey in a then 
popular film, DMedek, Kilidn a jd. ‘Pinta’ is a ‘pint’ (and the word is used in the course of 
the play as student slang for a bottle of wine); the artificial ‘Nekvindovd’ suggests, if 
anything, a limpet-like quality, being based on the negative nekvinde of kvinde as in ddt 
n#komu/n#demu kvinde ‘give someone the boot’, ‘have done with someone/something’; 
‘Demartini’ is probably more to do with the Martini-drinking (i.e. privileged) class than with 
any Italian origin; while ‘Vladyka’ has connotations of authority or power. ‘Dzafar Ajmut’ 
is merely foreign, but probably Middle-Eastern; as such, he would have been, at the time, 
a target of the interest of young Czech females, as is precisely the case here, with Bibi. At 
the surface level, the fact that he is a musician is no more than a structural device, in that 
he can use his instrument (a decrepit harmonium) to give signals to Bibi. However, it also 
gives a more ‘natural’, more ‘human’ function to sound, in contrast to the trains. The two 
ranges of sound are actually placed in competition and contrast even before the first word 
is spoken. 
All the non-student characters are marked as in some way or other ‘indefinite’. We 
never find out what Hrdina’s job is; Demartini is eventually asked what his doctorate is in 
(as we, the readers have also been wondering)4, but ‘has forgotten’; Vladyka works as an 
inventor, even getting into the newspapers, yet there is no indication of who he works for 
(his name is probably sufficient indication; see below); we are told that Gdbina is Demartini’s 
sister, but her role as housekeeper is much the stronger; Nekvindovd simply never seems to 
know whether she is coming or going; she has some of the common-sense attitudes of the 
4 In fact a living audience would have no other evidence for his doctoral status than the 
cast list in the programme. 
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secondary teacher, while being apparently infatuated by Vladyka; Mrs Hrdinovd alone seems 
to have her head screwed on in a down-to-earth way — this is perhaps to do with her job as 
a cashier or similar. Dzafar Ajmut is basically just an alien element, in whom the choice of 
harmonium as an instrument is plainly bizarre. 
Not only are they characters with indefinite contours, they are, superficially, mostly 
more or less (apparently) crazy. Gubina’s life centres round dieting — not perhaps crazy in 
itself, but her system of one food item per day is — and obituary columns; Demartini lives 
by what his nose tells him, which Gubina sometimes throws back at him (as when he cannot 
find his socks: ‘Use your nose,’ she says); Mrs Hrdinova is prone to exaggerate minor 
domestic problems, such as the disappearance or misuse of her best kitchen knife; Dzafar 
composes for the harmonium,5 though his own is actually not much good for anything but 
signalling to Bibi; and Vladyka’s invention, for which he completes the technical drawings 
in the course of the play, puts him on another planet: it is for the construction of a set of 
eight inflatable flats which can be set up anywhere, under water or attached to a cliff face. 
Society at large is just as crazy, given that it is for this design of futuristic dwellings that he 
appears in the press, and both Nekvindovd (by personal acquaintance with his work) and 
Gdbina (through the newspaper reports) are thoroughly impressed. Hrdina is superficially 
crazy in that his single dynamic act, and the linchpin of the play, is to stab himself through 
the crown of the head with the missing kitchen knife. 
Hrdina, the central character, while being no-one in particular, is interpretable in a 
way as everyman, but an everyman frustrated in life, knowing he knows nothing, living 
almost despite himself, and signally failing to die because of himself; the knife (somewhat 
improbably) misses the vital parts of the brain. His self-inflicted injury resolves nothing — 
and he obviously had no clear idea of what he intended to achieve by it anyway; it simply 
seemed a good idea at the time, as one might put it, though undoubtedly it is also the act of 
an individual whom one might objectively deem crazy. If he is everyman, and if everyman 
is crazy, so society is crazy. Society is both amorphous and fragmentary; society is going 
nowhere except round and round in circles. Indeed the play, after Hrdina’s adventure with 
the knife, effectively settles down into something like an ordinary routine, each of the 
characters back in their own flats or rooms continuing basically with what have become 
known to be their main cares or interests (such as they are). 
And what we have in the characters is a society of sorts. They all know each other, 
and there is even that unseen network by which news travels: Bibi’s affair with Dzafar, quite 
contrary to her belief, is common knowledge almost throughout the house, except to her 
5 Composing for the harmonium direct seems to be practically unknown, since its main 
function is as a cheap substitute for other instruments; however, some of Dvorak’s (!) 
Bagatelles (!) are scored for two violins, cello and harmonium. 
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parents; even they have some of the evidence, but cannot interpret it. This society is a 
microcosm, a very Czech microcosm, indeed a semi-surreal microcosm of 1968. An allegory 
for 1968. I have already hinted at some relevant factors here. 
How then to interpret it in this light? Vostrd calls the work a reve-vdritd. The vdritd 
part is in the way the students revise for and then celebrate their exams; in the persistent 
escape into coffee-making; in the running of households; in the superficiality of neighbour¬ 
hood acquaintance. The dream, or ‘unreality’ part is in the literal dream which is Tableau 
2, in the semantics of ‘sand’ — the sand which Mrs Hrdina pours all over Mr Hrdina at the 
end of Tableau 2, in the sand which is one of Mr Hrdina’s eternally bewildering puzzles; 
‘sand’ in Czech idiom is to do with concealment, mystification, having things seem ‘other’ 
(cf. hdzet ntkomu pisek do odi ‘to throw sand in someone’s eyes’); very obviously, unreality 
is in the recurrent references to sen ‘dream/sleep’ and zddt se ‘seem’ which represent one 
of the overt semantic threads running through the play, surrounding sundry real and half- 
forgotten imaginings and actual and half-forgotten dreams that various characters have had; 
and, at the allegorical level, the whole thing is perhaps to be seen as portraying Vostrd’s 
conception of the wild (insubstantial?) dream of the Czechoslovaks that something could be 
achieved to alter their lot as citizens of a Soviet satellite: as a body they, represented by 
every man hrdina (now a thoroughly ironic name), had voluntarily embarked in the ‘Prague 
Spring’ upon something as crazy, self-inflicted and uncertain of any positive outcome as 
Hrdina’s gesture with the knife. The uncertainties are conveyed in the play by the grotesque 
carryings-on of Hrdina with the knife in his head. Not only does he seek to conceal the real 
nature of what he has done by wearing a top-hat (and making the others look ridiculous by 
having them all wear hats, unsuitable ones at that), but he then seeks to avoid being seen by 
anyone and having to explain the nature and purpose of his disguise; some, like Gdbina, 
know the knife is there, but are incapable of putting an interpretation on it. In terms of the 
allegory, many ordinary people simply did not understand the nature and purpose of the 
reforms of 1968. 
The social and political changes to which so many aspired in 1968 needed more 
thought-out lines of action, more community of intent, but if this allegory is to be accepted 
there is no common tongue among the members of the society. A common language is a sine 
qua non of ordered progress, yet in the play there are countless instances of non¬ 
communication, dialogues that are circular, dialogues based, rather impressively, on 
aneinandervorbeireden, dialogues centred on trivia. Not only is the social fabric, as so 
interpreted, disintegrated and fragmentary, the actual physical fabric of the microcosm is 
breaking up. With every train that passes the house shakes, the windows rattle, and it is once 
stated that it must soon collapse, with more than a hint that that would not be a bad thing. 
Clearly if it did, and if we then interpret this, according to the allegory, as the then oft- 
repeated wish to see the Soviet empire and its substructures collapse, it leaves us with a very 
clear indication that there is no substantial alternative to put in its place. The only hint lies 
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in the literal vzduSnt zdmJcy, the ‘castles in the air’ of Vladyka’s designs. (We remember that 
these castles in the air, the inflatable houses, patently unrealizable constructs, originate from 
a person whose name is associated with authority; in this interpretation the reforming regime 
is, to put it crudely, embarked on a crazy mission.) This would make Vostrd’s sympathies 
for the reforms appear highly conditional. This interpretation would also make her less than 
wholehearted in any sympathies she might have had with the student contribution to the 
events of 1968. Consider what the students here are like: Bibi’s main concern is not her 
physics, but her affair with the exotic alien; her failure to understand how the waves that 
cause sand to dance can be neutralized by the waves from a tuning fork (i.e. how political 
dreaming can be quashed by real external forces) does not much matter to her; in the exam 
she merely uses a crib; she is shallow and dishonest. If Dzafar represents any foreigner (not 
just, superficially, the Middle-Eastern), then Bibi’s fascination is the average Czech 
fascination with all things foreign; it is perhaps interesting that one of the few character 
changes in the play is in Bibi, insofar as at the end she begins to ignore Dzafar’s signals. 
Then Kilidn and Pinta: Kilidn studies forensic medicine and Pinta quantum physics and 
mathematics. Kilidn is the more important dramatically, since his knowledge of anatomy 
enables him to remove the knife safely from Hrdina’s head and carry out the necessary first- 
aid. He has failed his exam in autopsy techniques once, because he had not been able to 
define ‘sudden death’, but he passes the second time. In allegorical terms, he could be seen 
as the younger generation serving to act as a corrective to the follies of society as a whole 
(putting Hrdina to rights); he necessarily has a finer understanding of knife-work and so, 
perhaps, for a more surgical approach to society’s ills. I suspect that this line, unavoidably 
interpretable as compromise, is perhaps where Vostrd’s own sympathies lie. Pinta acts as a 
sort of generational side-kick to Kilidn and the evidence that life can still be enjoyed in spite 
of the prevailing hassles of exams, disintegrating society, rolling tanks or whatever. He it 
is who at one point says: Kdtyt si Zlov&k mitze vybrat, tak to furt eM jde ‘If you have a 
choice, then things are still pretty OK’ (85/2). 
So much for a basic interpretation of the play. It must not be thought, however, to 
be merely a run-of-the-mill, however experimental, political parody of the age. No less 
important than the creation of an allegorical construct is Vostrd’s use of language. And she 
reveals a glorious linguistic joie de vivre of which the elements are almost too numerous to 
mention. There are little, simple details such as Demartini’s mistranslation of some snippets 
of Italian, which he says is Finnish; or, in the midst of one of the conversations that go 
nowhere he suddenly asks what the English for syredek ‘(various types of smelly) cheese’ is 
(105/3) — it is completely irrelevant, but at least in harmony with his overdeveloped 
olfactory sense; or, again, there is the neat observation of foreigner’s Czech, when Dzafar 
curses his harmonium6 in just the two words: Kurva kram ‘bloody junk’; or again Kilidn’s 
6 At this point, after so much allegorizing, we can perhaps see an additional reason why 
‘abroad’, represented by Dzafar, might seek (and fail) in its attempts to offer a new vision 
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claim to speak ‘DzugaSvahili’ (a delightful hybrid between Stalin’s surname and Swahili). 
Then there are dialogues that go nowhere, except up and down the scale of the 
bizarre, grotesque and slapstick; some are quite long, others quite brief and dense, such as 
the following: 
Vladyka: Mdte to, £eho jste nepoz- 
byla? 
Nekvindovd: Prosfm? 
Vladyka: Mdte to, 5eho jste nepoz- 
byla? 
Nekvind.: ... Mim. 
Vladyka: A mdte kly? 
Nekvind.: MnS n£kdo ukrad ruku... 
(86/1) 
The quotations from the various physics and autopsy textbooks are not original, but 
what Vostrd does with them is. We have mentioned the Hopkins effect experiment with the 
sand (which is enhanced by the ignorant Mrs Hrdina’s interpretation of the facts: Hopkinsuv, 
tak to hopkd ‘Hopkins’s, so it hops’. This is further enhanced by the ludicrous suggestion 
that Tatmek to vysvMi' ‘Daddy will explain’; ludicrous, but readers with children will perhaps 
recognize a situational cliche). One sample of textbook-ese must suffice: 
Kilidn: (odrikavd z knihy): 
... v rane mohou byt ulomky ndstroju, 
ktere je mozno rentgenovdmm bezpednS 
zjistit. Cizf, z rdny vyfiate predmSty je 
nutno MdnS popsati a pe£liv£ uschovati 
jako cenne corpus delicti. Po pitv6 budiz 
mrtvola pe£liv6 se§ita, o£i§t6na a uvedena 
v takovy stav, v jakem by la pred pitvou 
prijata. Oblidej i ostatnf viditelne 5dsti 
t61a bud’tez co nejvfc setreny a 
nenarezavany nebo jinak zohaveny. 
Nep^knS a trapnS pusobf, nebyla-li po 
pitvS mrtvola pe£liv£ za§ita, takze z 
lebky nebo z dutiny bri§m vytekajf 
krvave a jind ldtky, je-li v oblideji 
... a wound may contain fragments of 
instruments, which can be safely revealed by 
x-ray. Foreign bodies removed from the 
wound must be properly described and 
carefully set aside as valuable material 
evidence. After an autopsy, a corpse should 
be carefully sewn up, cleaned and returned 
to the condition in which it was received 
before the autopsy. The face and other 
visible parts should be spared as much as 
possible, without incisions or other 
disfigurations. It looks nasty and awkward if 
a corpse has not been carefully sewn up after 
autopsy so that bloody or other substances 
Do you have what you haven’t lost? 
Sorry? 
Do you have what you haven’t lost? 
... yes. 
And have you got tusks? 
Someone’s stolen my hand... 
of social ‘harmony’ through the choice of this particular instrument. He is regularly abused 
(except by Hrdina, who defends him) for the noise he makes. 
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zakrvdcena a podobnS. (Zivd, zalistuje 
jinam) Lebka se otvir& fezem za boltcem 
a pfes temeno. Nej drive odloudfme 
m£kk6 ddsti az na kost a ruinfkem 
odloupneme predm lalok pfes delo... 
(88/2) 
ooze out of the skull or the abdominal 
cavity, if the face is covered in blood, and 
so forth. (Yawns, finds another page) The 
skull is opened by an incision behind the ear 
and across the crown. First we separate the 
soft parts down to the bone and then, using 
a towel, peel back the front fold over the 
forehead... 
These sections are obviously selected for a mixture of their humorous (ridiculous) 
effect and the oblique internal relevance to the play (knives, brains, etc.). In individual 
quotations the ridiculous aspect predominates absolutely, such as the instructions for mailing 
organs to the lab, or the general advice, read by Pinta from Kilian’s book: 
Pri pitv£ je nutno predem zjistiti, ze At an autopsy it is necessary to ascertain 
pitvdme mrtvolu toho, koho vskutku beforehand that we are dissecting the corpse 
mdme pitvati. (89/2)7 of the person whom we are supposed to be 
dissecting. 
The most ridiculous version is the parody of the textbook in Vladyka’s contribution 
to the dream scene (Tableau 2, scene 5), or the unconscious parody of her subject in 
P&iokd’s notes, which Pinta has borrowed (96/3). 
The play contains numerous instances of a kind of stand-up repartee, as: 
Gdbina: NesedfS mi na pilnfku? Aren’t you sitting on my nail-file? 
Demartini: Ne, na prdeli. (88/3) No, on my arse. 
or 
Demartini: Tatfnek je? Dad’s in? 
Bibi: Tatmek nenf. Dad isn’t. 
Demartini: Vode§el? He’s gone off? 
Bibi: Vode§el. He’s gone off. 
Demartini: Navzdy? For ever? 
Bibi: Na chvfli. For a moment. 
Demartini: Proklat£. Two-faced prat. 
Bibi: Pro chleba. (102/1) To fetch bread. 
7 This type of text has another period resonance for me; as a student at the time, I 
would be regaled with some of the pearls contained in the Czechoslovak People’s Army 
manual, which students on military service rejoiced in recounting. While I cannot quote them 
authentically, they included such items as: Wet hand-grenades should not be dried out on a 
hot stove; or: The horse should be harnessed to the wagon with its head facing forward. 
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Much of the wordplay — punning (passim), rhyming (especially in Hrdina’s dream 
ditty [92/1]), anagramizing (for example, in the combined eulogy on Hrdina, 97/3) — is 
highly inventive and often has an extra loading, though perhaps the cheapest is the extended 
play on mi't n$co v hlavi ‘have something in one’s head’ (i.e. literally, or ‘between the ears’) 
and various other idioms involving hlava ‘head’, which culminates in Hrdina’s second ditty 
(98/1) and the mixture of conscious and unconscious, idiomatic and literal, head references 
from almost all the characters after Hrdina has spiked his head. 
Student word-play also figures here, in Kilidn’s exam questions, which we first hear 
of as smrditka and pacvisky (98/1);8 while they have the air of authenticity, they are 
nevertheless strongly reminiscent of the kind of word-play used in the Spejbl and Hurvmek 
puppet-plays;9 the impression is enhanced by the description of Kilidn’s teacher’s stafecky 
medivy hlas (doddery bleating voice). 
Games with the language are at their most creative in the dream Tableau. Scene 1 
opens to a whispered chanting of Ba-$i-bo-zu-ku,10 said to be like a quietly puffing 
locomotive. After a moment’s silence, and against a ‘dreamy’ light, Kilidn and Pinta conduct 
an apparently meaningless dialogue in words from some alien language, with an uncompre¬ 
hending Hrdina, whose own utterances are snatches from his daughter’s textbook. Scene 2 
consists largely of a monologue from Nekvindova, with just monosyllabic intrusions from 
Hrdina. Nekvindova’s speech is conducted in grammatically flawless Czech, built up into 
semantically incongruous sentences (91/1-3), rather reminiscent of the type of un-sentences 
quoted in the linguistics of the day (of the type: The furious wastepaper baskets sleep 
greenly). In the third scene, Gdbina is seen to be speaking while no sounds issue forth, 
Hrdina offering another bout of nonsense plus anagramizing. Scene 4 is on the one hand a 
distortion of body language, together with a solipsistic, schizophrenic ditty from Hrdina 
(solipsistic because it is based cleverly on first-person forms of phrases not usually so 
occurring, and schizophrenic because it is his voice singing, but not him, and he tries vainly 
to shake it off). The fifth scene is Vladyka’s nonsense version of the type of things we have 
seen in Kilian’s textbook. 
8 ‘Smrditka’ and ‘pacvisky’ are near-nonsense words suggesting ‘stinky-things’ and 
perhaps some kind of small animal, but in fact are distortions of smrt ditka ‘death of a child’ 
and pad z vysky ‘a fall from a height’. 
9 In particular the one about how Hurvmek had eaten uzovky ‘grass snakes’ (u Zovky 
‘at Sophie’s’). 
10 In effect the vocative case of ‘bashi-bazouk’, a wild Turkish irregular soldier; the 
word is also used metaphorically for a brawler — suitable connotations for an allegory where 
the trains stand for the Red Army, invited into the country behind the back of the 
government. 
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In this Tableau we have in effect an illustration of two statements made at different 
points in the play, namely that Slovo je mocne ‘The word is mighty’ (which may well be 
meant ironically, especially since it comes from Vladyka, 100/2), and the claim that N&kdy 
je skoro lep$( ... kdyz dlovgk nic nevi ... o druhem ‘It’s sometimes perhaps better when 
onedoesn’t know anything about another’ (this doesn’t appear in quite this form, but arises 
out of the fragments of a dialogue between Nekvindovd and Vladyka; it is probably no less 
ironic). 
Ignoring the special uses to which language is put, it should be mentioned that all the 
characters use versions of Common or Colloquial Czech; it is probably not an accident that 
the most uncouth version is that used by Demartini. 
To conclude, this play, like so many performed after August 1968, has numerous 
topical references. On top of the humour — of comedy of situation, slapstick, the grotesque, 
and the language play — its appeal surely lay in the allegorical quality and the sense of 
forbidden fruit it contains. This undoubtedly resulted in a raising of public spirits, though it 
could easily be taken as a profoundly pessimistic work, not least for the way light — shining 
at the end on the whole house — is overtaken by darkness. 
There is nothing in the play that marks the author out as a woman. 
5 
CZECH WITH A SENSE OF INSECURITY: 
VIT STUCIILY’S MESIC JDE NAHORU1 
The foreigner engaged in Czech studies may often be a victim of some uncertainty when he 
is required to explain the essence of the opposition between ‘Standard Czech’ and ‘Common 
Czech’. The fact that they co-exist in time and place, along with yet other more or less 
definable versions of the language, is the outcome of the elemental linguistic evolution that 
has produced Common Czech and the sociolinguistic activities of several generations of 
codifiers who have given form to the standard language. That coexistence creates a 
permanent tension — not to say a measure of near-schizophrenia — in speakers and writers 
of the language. It is not therefore surprising that the two key forms of the language interfere 
to an extent one upon the other, and that neither variant of the language has permanently 
valid, immutable norms. 
As far as the content of the standard language is concerned, Czech linguists confirmed 
by the late 1970s their observation that the centre of gravity of the standard language had 
shifted from the literary register to the registers of technical and journalistic writing.2 On 
the question of the norms at different levels of analysis of Czech, the same source makes the 
point — to be repeated with increasing insistence in the early 1990s — that upward pressure 
from the ‘lower’ registers demanded a measure of liberalization (a ‘loosening up’) of the 
standard language, whereby many forms previously described as sub-standard should be 
admitted into the codified standard.3 
Certain articles of the period published in the leading linguistic journal, Slovo a 
1 Revised version of a paper originally presented at a seminar of the Czech Writers’ 
Union in Dobn§ and published in Literdmt misfdnfk, 12, 1983, 4, pp. 141-43. 
2 ‘styl odbomy a publicisticky’, see the Foreword to Slovnfk spisovni destiny pro Skolu 
a vefejnost, Prague, 1978 (hereafter SSC), p.5. This statement survives in the otherwise 
revised Foreword to the second edition of the dictionary (Prague, 1994), p.5. 
3 Recent relevant promotions of such upwardly mobile forms are recapitulated in Section 
3 of the ‘Zdsady zpracovdnf of SSC, pp.784ff. The equivalent section in the second revised 
edition of the dictionary (pp.642-43) is much more modest in the detail, but expands the 
section on personal pronouns. 
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slovesnost, whose remit is, inter alia, precisely to follow and describe the changing state of 
the language, give clear expression to the same pressures, which some authors obviously felt 
particularly strongly.4 
Thus while Standard Czech has its codified norms, although they may (be) change(d) 
from time to time, the issue of the content and forms of Common Czech is more fraught. 
Linguists, teachers or lexicographers may confirm that this or that form is or is not part of 
(appropriate in) Common Czech, but until recently there was little in the way of guidance 
as to the overall structures and content of Common Czech as a linguistic entity separate from 
Standard Czech. Jin Hronek’s Obecna destina5 came closest to it, but even that failed to 
capture some of the features discussed below. A recent attempt at a description of a closely 
related version of the language is Charles Townsend’s A Description of Prague Spoken 
Czech.6 
In literatures for which a codified, or at least tacitly agreed, standard language exists, 
‘good practice’ has usually decreed that that version of the national language should be used. 
Exceptions to that normal practice appear in verbatim renderings of direct speech, to the 
extent that an author finds that useful or necessary. To enliven the text he may resort to more 
colourful expressive, dialectal, obsolescent or obsolete, technical or otherwise narrowly 
focused elements (for example, slang expressions) of the national language. Such elements 
are, however, in a minority and never employed arbitrarily. Nor are they in any way 
objectionable from the perspective of the standard language: a literary word may become 
obsolescent, but remains ‘literary’; and words glossed as ‘expressive’ (as is common practice 
in Czech dictionaries) have their place in literary texts which without them would be deprived 
of some pith. However, expressions of these types stand at the periphery of a standard 
language. What is less clear is the status of slang or dialect expressions, and in the Czech 
case, that of expressions taken unequivocally from Common Czech. They are by definition 
outside the standard language, but they surely have their place in a text that is generally 
‘literary’ because of the individualizing force which they share with the other non-central 
devices of which a language can avail itself. K.M. Capek-Chod was a past master in the 
mixing of all such ingredients, as the chapter on his Turbina herein (pp.31ff.) seeks to show. 
4 See for example Jiff Kraus et al., ‘Soudasny stav a vyvojov6 perspektivy kodifikace 
spisovnd 5e§tiny’, Slovo a slovesnost, 42, 1981, pp.228-38; Petr Sgall, ‘K nSkterym otazkam 
na§f jazykov6 kultury’, ibid., pp.299-306. In the 1990s such authors continue to be at the 
forefront of the ‘fight’ for ‘progressive’ change to the standard language, cf. Petr Sgall and 
Jiff Hronek’s much discussed CeStina bez pfflcras, Prague, 1992. 
5 Prague, 1972. 
6 Columbus, Ohio, 1990, reviewed by the present writer in some detail in ‘Living Czech: 
the Language of the He(a)rd’, Slavonic and East European Review, 69, 1991, 3, pp.502-10. 
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The situation may, however, arise — as it has with increasing frequency in Czech 
literature in recent years — where an author may feel better served not by a standard 
language that runs off here and there into the sub-standard or peripheral sphere, but by a 
conspicuously non-literary (non-standard) form of language, or language relying primarily 
on devices from well beyond the centre of the standard norm, which occasionally runs off 
into language that is conspicuously literary. 
A relatively early example of a work where the balance is tipped that way7 was Vft 
Stuchly’s Mislc jde nahoru (The Moon is on the Up).8 It is a fairly typical product of its 
age, is of low literary merit and has had little critical attention paid to it.9 It is not intended 
to go here into either the plot or the morality or values that it can be deduced to convey; the 
main interest is the language, although certain points of contact between values and language 
could certainly be found. 
The following remarks are based pre-eminently on the novel’s opening chapter, since 
it is typical of the book as a whole and contains material enough for the kind of analysis 
contemplated. 
That the novel is written in a conspicuously non-literary language is in part motivated 
by the choice of the ich-form of narration, where the ‘ich’ is a young Praguer of average 
education and fairly earthy interests. In many respects he is a precursor of the hero of 
Frybort’s Veksldk. The non-standard qualities of his speech are, then, at least in part, a 
reflection of his normal idiom, as used in the sections in direct speech. (I ignore here the 
direct speech of the other characters as non-contributory to the narration.) 
The non-standard quality of the text, or, rather, the deliberate exploitation in it of the 
most peripheral elements present in the standard language, shows in the frequent resort to 
all the types of item referred to above: slang or jargon, dialect and regional expressions, 
colloquial and ‘coarse’ (zhruMly) expressions, but above all a vast range of features of 
Common Czech and expressions glossed in Slovnik spisovneho jazyka ceskeho as 
‘expressive’, or ‘expressive in Common Czech’. Other characteristics of elements of 
7 Before the balance shifted so far in favour of the sub-standard, one found no shortage 
of hybrid works, going back to, say, Josef Skvorecky’s ZbaMlci (The Cowards) of 1958. 
8 Prague, 1980. This was Stuchly’s only major work; the author met an unfortunate end 
in a possibly suspicious hit-and-run accident on the streets of Prague. 
9 One British critic, Robert B. Pynsent, has placed it firmly in the Czech literary context 
in a broadly based essay, ‘Social Criticism in Czech Literature of the 1970s and 1980s’, 
Bohemia, 27, 1986, 1 (hereafter ‘Social criticism’), pp.1-36, especially pp.12, 16, 21, 27 
and 28. 
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Stuchly’s lexis include ‘obsolescent’, ‘vulgar’, ‘relatively rare’, and ‘rare’.10 
The undemanding plot and the uncomplicated psychology and lack of imagination of 
the narrator (one might well hesitate to call him the ‘hero’) are the reasons why the rest of 
the language, with few exceptions, is extremely simple. It is riddled with clichds: zndt o 
nidem celi romdnv. a colloquialism for ‘have an encyclopedic knowledge of something; zivot 
bude iedna bdsed ‘life will be pure poetry’: it contains the most mundane of similes: pasovat 
jakop£st na oko ‘be an eye-sore’, although there is sometimes a little more invention here: 
mrkat fasami jako smetddky ‘to flash one’s eyelashes like little-brushes’. Where proverbs 
appear, they are again usually the most everyday ones, and the automatic epithet is at home 
here as well: chorobnd touha ‘morbid yearning’; nehorazne mnozstvf ‘a ridiculous amount 
(of)’; ne(mU) valne mindni ‘take a dim view of. Yet here too, there are occasional instances 
of the deconstruction of a clichd and its replacement by something slightly more innovative: 
the hackneyed utkvild predstava, of an idea one cannot get out of one’s mind, a fixation, 
becomes utkvdld chimera ‘a fixated chimera’. The net impression, however, is that a fairly 
simple chap in the mould of the narrator is served best by resort to off-the-peg language. It 
enhances the low, sub-standard, register of the whole text. 
Earlier, it was suggested that the narrator, Ctibor, occasionally runs off into a 
conspicuously literary mode. When this happens, it is either by resort to the distinctly 
pompous style of the journalism of the day, as when he refers to the stalice na kultumm nebi 
‘the fixed stars in the cultural firmament’, rozervany snoubenec muz ‘a tormented escort of 
the muses’ or osedldnihudebnflio Pegasa ‘saddling-up the Pegasus of music’, or by selection 
of expressions glossed in SSJ& as conspicuously literary (or bookish, or high-style): dluzno 
po vvtce ftci ‘it must be stated by and large’; the term mimikry ‘mimicry, protective 
colouring’, and others. Occasionally this creates some odd bedfellows, by juxtaposition of 
items from opposite poles of the language, and it is here that I perceive some of the 
‘insecurity’, the uncertainty about the use of modem Czech. The transitions between the 
extremes can be quite abrupt, for example: 
Pravidelni k ndm dochdzi za matkou a ‘He comes regularly to see my mother and 
na svidkovd rezy, jichz k me zdvisti enjoy her braised sirloin steaks, of which, to 
spofddd nehordzne mnozstvi. Kdyz se my great envy, he can down a ridiculous 
nadldbne, uSlechtile rozjtma o um#n( a quantity. Having stuffed his guts, he starts 
10 These stylistic etc. glosses are taken from the 4-volume Slovnik spisovneho jazyka 
deskiho, Prague, 1971 (hereafter SSJQ since it is more comprehensive than SSC; it makes 
no allowance for the shift in the language’s centre of gravity which SSC seeks to capture, and 
many expressions are simply missing from SSC owing to its much smaller size. At the same 
time, the extremeness of the language of M&sic jde nahoru is such that some of the 
expressions contained in it are missing even from SSJC. A case in point is the verb puSit 
‘reek’, not recorded even in any of the several more recent dictionaries of Czech slang. 
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vubec o vicech mezi nebem a zem(, jak 
rfkd trancedentnich. Md zvudny syty 
tembr, ktery mne drdzcM Spatni 
ztajovanou disonanci estitskd 
nadfazenosti a kluzce jtzlivym 
povySenectvfm. 
musing with nobility on the things that lie 
between heaven and earth, ‘transidental’ 
things, as he puts it. He has a full, resonant 
timbre, which irritates me with its poorly 
concealed dissonance of an aesthete’s sense of 
superiority and slippily caustic arrogance.’ 
A further, and different, type of insecurity for Czech, or the Czech-writing author of 
Misic jde nahoru (but not this alone), stems from morphology. What surprises most in this 
work, with its dominant non-literary tenor, is the conspicuously low incidence of Common 
Czech inflections, or other manifestations of the phonological features which distinguish this 
version of Czech from the standard language. For outside direct speech non-standard forms 
in the first chapter are limited practically to lidi for lid#1 and two instances of the 
instrumental plural in -ama, namely tdhlo to mne za klukama12 ‘I felt an urge to go and join 
the lads’ and brouzdali za holkama ‘they were chasing birds [= girls]’. The two phrases are, 
of course, closely linked semantically, and, within colloquial Czech, let alone in a text 
conspicuous for its non-standard (sub-standard) register overall, are probably fixed in these 
forms almost irrespective of the prevailing background style. The same arguments apply to 
the sole instance of a nominative singular masculine adjectival form in -ej, in the phrase jsem 
dobrej (but why not sem dobrejl) ‘I’m all right’, which, given the particular semantics of 
dobrej ‘good’ here, could barely be replaced by dobry. Thus while some kind of semantic 
justification for these isolated forms can be found, it remains odd that these most obtrusive 
of all Common Czech morphological features are not better represented when we consider 
the overall tenor. The effect is of a perverse, stubborn little boy who insists he will speak 
how he likes, with whatever coarse and colourful features that might bring with it, but as 
soon as it is to be written down the filter of habits inculcated at school does not let large 
quantities of sub-standard forms through, even if the words to which they might have been 
attached were maximally far removed from the literary standard. 
However, if it is the case that the contemporary native Czech reader of Stuchly’s text 
finds it in some way balanced (in the reverse case it would perhaps not even have been 
published — at least in its day, which is a little early for the more laissez-faire attitude to 
publishing that followed the fall of Communism), this would constitute a case for carrying 
11 lidi has since been sponsored quite earnestly for a place at least at the lower end of the 
scale within the standard language; it has long been strongly ‘upwardly mobile’ in the sense 
referred to earlier; see, among others, Sgall and Hronek: CeStina bez prfkras (Note 4), 
passim. 
12 Notice here too what might be thought by some to be the distinctly quaint (stylistically 
inept) juxtaposition of the Common Czech instrumental form and the moribund high-style 
non-enclitic pronoun mne used in an enclitic function (for mi). 
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out an analysis of its language and style (and that of writers using a similar patchwork of raw 
material) and finding a suitable label for it. It cannot be called ‘literary’, given the obvious 
effort put into its being non-standard; on the other hand only some of the aspects and 
elements involved are unequivocally Common Czech, probably because, as indicated, this 
is a written text. Nor do other available labels, such as ‘colloquial standard Czech’ or 
‘commonly spoken Czech’,13 fit exactly for this type of text. The principles by which such 
‘written Common Czech’ texts are governed need to be described recurrently; only in this 
way can one keep abreast of any changing norms (it is likely to change along with changing 
patterns in the various kinds of Czech that contribute to it). 
It is not the desire to see this work, or any similar work, or even any literary work 
at all, crammed into a strait-jacket. Even the terms ‘standard’ or ‘literary Czech’ and 
‘Common Czech’ have here been used without definition, as if they were in some sense 
understood as not requiring one. Yet neither formation of the language has firmly defined 
contours, nor is the opposition between them simply bipolar; to pretend otherwise would be 
an oversimplification. 
There are two further details which need to be mentioned in seeking to characterize 
this type of text. One is again concerned with the vocabulary used, specifically the alien 
(classical) intrusions, the incidence of which seems disproportionate to the general key in 
which the text is composed. We might concede that Pyrrhovo vtidzstvt ‘Pyrrhic victory’ has 
penetrated ‘ordinary’ Czech usage, but spiritus rector, payor noctumus and panta rhei seem 
improbable coming from the lips of one such as Ctibor — unless his confessed role as a 
poseur is from the outset more extreme than the reader had suspected. On the other hand, 
to the extent that the author’s objective was to exploit all the peripheral elements of Czech 
(from the upper and lower end of the scale), then such alien elements undoubtedly belong 
in it — on an experimental basis. But Ctibor would not seem to be an appropriate vehicle for 
such an experiment. One has to conclude with Pynsent that the language generally represents 
an ‘[ineffective combination of] the tough-kid style with the folksy and highly literary’.14 
The second detail relates to the external form of the text. Czech journalists (in 
particular) and some other writers habitually arm themselves against the accusation that they 
may have used a stylistically or otherwise inappropriate form by putting the offending 
expression in inverted commas. It follows from what has already been said that Ctibor 
employs an endless array of such expressions, though without the protective inverted commas 
— at least in most cases. Throughout the book there are, however, exceptions in which the 
inverted commas are employed with no apparent motivation. They are a handful of real slang 
13 These are translations of the Czech terms hovorovd spisovnd dedtina and bdznd mluvend 
dedtina. 
14 ‘Social Criticism’, p.16. 
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or expressive words, or words used expressively or metaphorically. Such inverted commas 
are at variance with the general linguistically provocative spirit of the book, and yet another 
indicator of the very sense of ‘insecurity’ of Czech and some of those who use it which led 
to these remarks. 

6 
LANGUAGE, PARALANGUAGE AND METALANGUAGE 
IN KAROL HORAK’S SUPIS DRAYCOV1 
Comic dialogue is humor plus anthropology 
Leo Rosten 
Karol Horak was bom in 1943 in Katarfnska Huta, Ludenec district, in south central 
Slovakia. He studied at the KoSice/PreSov university and now lectures on Slovak literature 
at the Arts Faculty in Presov. He is also active in the professional and amateur theatre in 
PreSov and has written or produced a number of plays. Some have been broadcast on radio. 
His prose output has been more slender, but no less successful. His first prose work 
was Cukor (Sugar), a novel which won the publishers’ annual prize. It is the story of a 
mother who undertakes something like a pilgrimage, northwards from where she lives, to 
barter tobacco for sugar. She has no sugar in the period immediately after the end of World 
War II, when the supply system is still chaotic, and so this ageing, almost saintly woman is 
reduced to hauling her sack of tobacco across the country on foot. The immediate motivation 
for the trip is the perhaps imagined craving of her pregnant daughter and any possible danger 
lack of sugar may present to the unborn child. On her journey she has to contend with the 
hostile conditions of the mountains in winter and encounters a mixture of kindness and 
hospitality, greed, hostility and bleak indifference from people she meets on the way. 
Since Cukor is not the main theme of this essay, I shall say nothing of its lyricality, 
its interpolated stories, its graphic portrayal of some of the characteristics and consequences 
of the war and the Slovak National Uprising for ‘independent’ Slovakia, or of the contrast 
presented between utter selfless good and ‘bourgeois materialist’ baseness. Suffice it to say 
that Cukor is an emotionally appealing story, economically told, which avoids the 
sentimentalization into which its subject might all too easily have led the narrator.2 
1 Reprinted, with some amendments and updating, from Robert B. Pynsent (ed.): Modem 
Slovak Prose: Fiction since 1954, London, 1990. 
2 Cukor was widely reviewed, but one of the most sensitive and thoughtful accounts of 
how it differs conspicuously from the mainstream of modem Slovak prose is Alexander 
Halvonfk’s ‘Slavnost* pohybu’, Romboid, 15, 1980, 7, pp.80-82. 
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Many critics have referred to experimental aspects of Cukor, but it is not surprising 
that even more is made of the experimental nature of Supis dravcov - ‘A list of predators [or 
‘raptors’]’ (Bratislava, 1979).3 Supis dravcov, for which the literal translation of the title is 
totally inadequate, is a short work consisting of two novelle, each with a title of its own, 
‘Zdnik dialektu’ (The Demise of a Dialect) and ‘Kurz jazyka’ (The Language Course). 
‘Zdnik dialektu’ is the beguiling story of the efforts of an ageing philologist to capture 
the last remnants of a particular, hitherto undescribed, local dialect in the mountains of 
Slovakia as evidence for the history of proto-Slovak migration. It is an acutely felt persona] 
mission to collect and collate material on the language, at all costs, before either he dies or 
the dialect is wiped out through interference from incomers once the network of main roads 
reaches the area. (There is an element of realism within the general theme in that the book 
appeared at a time when work was progressing apace on the Slovak national dialect atlas, 
though this background barely encroaches on the text beyond one passing reference to the 
needs of the Academy of Sciences [p.ll] and a couple of references to the atlas as such, for 
example on p.44.) The old dialectologist is accompanied on his wanderings by a local sixth- 
former who, by his age and background, finds the whole enterprise rather ludicrous. 
Nevertheless he does accompany him to the various poor cottages where speaker-informants 
thought to be good examples of the dialect live, though he declines to be fully involved in 
the interviews. He remains an observer not only of the linguist’s ‘follies’, but also of the 
environment, which is so backward that he, unlike the scholar, cannot wait for modernity to 
reach the area. The scholar eventually dies, abruptly, in the middle of a wake, which was 
almost an ideal setting for making notes on the dialect in which he is interested. He leaves 
behind him his tapes containing what the reader has seen as interpolated tales told by the 
informants. Their subsequent fate is left entirely open, though the reader is probably correct 
in surmising that all the work, and the tramping over the hills to do it, had been in vain. 
Dialect and dialectologist die together, and the wake is as much for the dialect as for the 
deceased. 
The second story, ‘Kurz jazyka’, describes a week spent by the central character at 
an intensive language course organized at his place of work — the kind of thing that did 
occasionally happen in late socialist Czechoslovakia. In other words, there is once more a 
background realism, but as with ‘Zdnik dialektu’ it has no direct bearing on the story. The 
action, such as it is, for it is even more underplayed than in the first piece, is in the 
narrator’s bewildered piecing together of what had happened after he had been on a pub- 
crawl with his friend. They had fought over a woman; he had bashed his friend’s head 
3 Halvonfk alone played down the experimental qualities of Supis dravcov: ‘It is probably 
pointless to emphasize the ‘‘experimental” nature since what is unconventional in it is 
organically tied in with its content and is unlikely to have any deliberate programmatic 
status.’ Ibid., p.81. 
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against a wall; he remembers the friend’s falling and banging his head again on a railway 
line: he recalls dragging him off to the school equipment room to recover, and finding him 
dead the next morning. He simply does not know whether he had killed him, or whether his 
friend had fatally injured himself. All this takes place against the background of, indeed 
merges with, the language course, which is conducted by a direct method, involving shutting 
out one’s native tongue and beginning the foreign language from the position of a 
languageless child who has to learn ab initio how to name things, form simple utterances and 
so on. As the main character’s mind is blanketed by post-alcohol amnesia, so the classroom 
is often blacked out, for the projection of slides and films. The story concerns not only 
language, but also conscience and consciousness, reality and illusion, cause and effect, and 
it also attempts, to adapt Halvonfk, a striking juxtaposition of the ontological situation and 
a situational model.4 
One theme of both pieces in Supis dravcov is, then, language in various 
manifestations.5 ‘Zanik dialektu’ concerns the conservation of a language, a dialect, on the 
brink of ‘death’, while ‘Kurz jazyka’, superficially at least, concerns the ‘birth’ of a user’s 
second language. What is at first sight remarkable is that there is more than a hint that both 
activities are of questionable long-term value, indeed are ends in themselves,6 at least as far 
as the main characters are concerned. What makes it so remarkable is the sheer breadth and 
depth of language-consciousness, found in Slovak writers in general, but in Karol Hordk in 
particular.7 The perceived demise of the dialect with the scholar’s own death,8 in other 
4 Ibid. 
5 Indeed Horak, in an interview with Rozhlas, 1980, 51, p.24, describes language as the 
work’s protagonist. 
6 In his review of the work, ‘Vizitka prozaickej vyspelosti’, Vedemik, 17 April 1980, 
p.5, Ivan Sulfk accepts as an entirely positive matter that the scholar is trying selflessly to 
retrieve the dying linguistic and folklore heritage of the village, which is itself indifferent to 
its cultural heritage. By contrast, Ladislav Cuzy, ‘Poetika a interpretadne moznosti (nad 
prdzami Karola Horaka)’, Romboid, 17, 1982, 4, pp.22-26, notes that doubt is cast on the 
value of such work. He believes the intent is purely satirical of collection-mania, unsupported 
by any positive results, and would doubtless agree that this is a portrayal of the type of 
‘intellectuals [who] place too high a premium on the sheer ingestion of data’ (Leo Rosten, 
The Return of Hyman Kaplan, London, 1959, p. 18). This too is not entirely fair, since we 
do know the kind of conclusions the scholar hopes to reach. 
7 Another modem example of transparent linguistic (as opposed to literary) language 
consciousness, but exploited to effect in literature, is Ivan Hudec’s ‘Sasky genitiv, vokdft a 
ja’ (The Saxon Genitive, Circumflex and I), which is an extended play on certain 
orthographic devices in English and Slovak, including a sideways look at the consequences 
of the conceit for dialect. The story is in the collection Zdhadny iismev Strbavdho anjela (The 
Mysterious Smile of a Gap-toothed Angel), Bratislava, 1987, pp. 132-39. 
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words, its (ultimate, probable) disappearance but for the artificial, sterile, form of his notes 
and tapes, together with the failure of the language course, which had little chance of success 
from the outset, indicates perhaps that language, real living language as speech, is what is 
paramount. In the surviving dialect-speakers the dialect is not dead, inconsequential to them 
though it be, and, for the students of the language course, their own language and the ability 
to express their needs and fears in it is the supreme — and an inevitable — necessity. All this 
underlines the truisms that speech has priority over writing and that we use our language 
faculties far more in oral communication than in other media. These underlying facts are 
quite proper to the domain of a writer otherwise associated with drama. Formally, ‘Kurz 
jazyka’ owes a great deal to the dramatic text,8 9 and in ‘Zdnik dialektu’ it is far more 
important to have the philologist’s informants talk to us direct, in the interpolated stories, 
than to be given any details of the kind of notes he makes or of how he intends to process 
his taped material. In short, Hor&k, while using a language researcher and a foreign-language 
student (and perforce a teacher) as his main props, characters from the realm of both pure, 
descriptive linguistics (dialectology) and applied linguistics, is not actually interested in 
linguistics as such. The uses of language here become a literary study, par excellence, far 
removed from the dryness of which Hordk would, presumably, accuse contemporary 
linguistics. 
It is perhaps interesting to note that in 1984-85, five years after the appearance of 
Supis dravcov, an open polemic was pursued between writers and linguists. It began when 
Befio Kapolka complained that the Slovak literary language was a burden and a mere status 
symbol. For the linguists Franti&ek Ko£i§ (Kultura slova, 18, 1984, pp.289-92) took up the 
cudgels against this view, arguing for a more imaginative use of language, particularly on 
the radio, and encouraging professional language-users to invite the co-operation of linguists 
more regularly. Most of issue 4 of Kultura slova, 19 (1985), was then self-defensively 
devoted to challenging the charges of the anti-linguistics brigade and seeking to demonstrate 
that Slovakia’s linguists had always sought to tread carefully between warranted 
standardization and the excesses of purism. This particular skirmish is one reflection of the 
constant disquiet over the language prescription and standardization that is so notorious in 
8 It is unfortunate that the scholar’s death was not mentioned by reviewers. Clearly to 
do so would be to deprive the readers they hope to encourage to turn to the book of the 
discovery of the denouement; but without mentioning it they deprive themselves of a whole 
line of reasoning which this essay will seek to follow. ‘LC’ in Move knihy, 27 November 
1980, p.l, came closest, but did not see how it contradicts his other claims for the book. 
A point noted by Cuzy, though in terms of the film scenario, and by the author of the 
entry on Honlk in Encyklopedia slovenskych spisovateVov (Bratislava, 1984), vol.l, pp.204- 
OS, who describes it as a scinickd montdz (scenic montage) and a work ‘more vocal than 
specifically literary and book-like’. This neatly encapsulates the irony of having to express 
in writing, which is permanent, that which is essentially transient. 
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societies (Slovak, Bulgarian, Czech, French, Russian, Spanish and so forth) which have 
official bodies to keep tabs on the state language.101 have found little direct reference to 
the function of the title Supis dravcov,n but it is tempting, among all the predators which 
one might discern in the work, to see the linguists or philologists, scavenging12 among the 
output of the literati, as fairly high on the list of possible interpretations. 
The two stories are not closely linked in plot or content, though Halvomk argues 
persuasively that the second offers a key to the first. They both, however, encompass a 
wealth of ideas on language, some more, some less explicit. Most of them can be distilled 
down into the overall idea that language, at all levels and viewed from whatever angle, is 
fraught with paradox. 
The first paradox is that between the total freedom of spoken language, speech, and 
the constraining effect of written language. This is not an original idea by any means. 
However, the evidence for the paradox is here presented with unusual subtlety. The difficulty 
for the writer is in getting it across using the only permanent method available to him, 
namely the written text, which involves a degree of unavoidable, rather than deliberate, self- 
irony, of which he is doubtless aware. In ‘Zanik dialektu’ the freedom of the spoken form 
can be seen in several ways, the main one of which is the very elusiveness of the dialect 
which the scholar is seeking to capture. Not for nothing is he described by the Ich as a lovec 
10 Ivan Sulfk’s review contains a foretaste of the debate, attacking the anti-linguists and 
using Horak as an example of what can be done by the linguistically sophisticated writer. I 
believe his view of Horak is thus far correct, but Horak is a ‘literary linguist’ with no 
pretensions to being a ‘linguist’ as such. I suspect the idea might horrify him. 
11 Sulik’s review mentions the dravci in inverted commas, but it is by no means clear 
who or what he thinks they are. Implicit in Halvonfk’s review is that dravost* (rapacity, 
impetuosity) is a ravenous, dynamic yearning for knowledge, closely associated with the 
pohyb (motion) of the review’s title (see Note 2): ‘a transformation of movement by means 
of artistic language, a testing of language’s capacity to capture that which is transitory, ever- 
changing and never standing still alongside that which is constant and unchanging, an 
investigative [also ‘reconnaissance’] shooting of the word at big-bellied banalities, suspected 
anaemias, relative voids and much-vaunted certainties’ (p.81). 
12 My image of scavenging is meant entirely non-technically. There is in any case no 
native Slovak term for ‘scavenger’, as opposed to dravec, except the loan-word saprofdg, 
which the common readership would not know, although there are species-specific terms 
suggesting in particular carrion-scavengers (cf. the Slovak translation of the first version of 
this paper in Romboid, March 1988). If my image were taken strictly, it would be an insult 
to literature in general and Hordk in particular. For scavengers haunt the dead and 
putrescent, while predators, dravci, prey on the living. If my interpretation of the title of 
Supis dravcov has any foundation, then it would also require acceptance of the view that 
literature, as well as language, is a living organism. 
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motyTov (butterfly hunter) or nahddad motyrov (beater, as in the hunt, of butterflies). The 
butterfly is not easy to catch; it flits from place to place, as do the scholar and his lethargic 
guide in their search for the dialect.13 Moreover, butterflies have only an ephemeral 
existence, as does any one, synchronically viewed, stage in a language. With the primacy of 
spoken language comes man’s freedom to name things, imitatively, or however he likes. In 
‘Zdnik dialektu’ this freedom is used to the fullest, Throughout, whether in the lcKs 
narration, or in the interpolated tales spoken by Palemdka or Jan Poljovka, there is copious 
paralinguistic invention in the shape of phonetic (rather than onomatopoeic) representation 
of sound. Some is conventional, such as bum, bum (p. 10) for knocking on a door, but open 
to development for a more determined, agitated hammering: bam-bum-bam-bum-bumdy-bum 
(p.ll); others are met in an already developed form, such as drindidrin (p.23) and 
drandadran (p.23-24) for the sound of a mandolin, pampardrampampam (p.71) for a funeral 
brass band, blingcingilililingicingiling (p.40) for a shop bell, ech, ech, ech - prt, prt, prt 
(p.35) for an old van staggering uphill, hfch, hfch (p.54) for a dog growling, hau-haf- 
auvuvid for a hesitant and auveuveuuuu (p.64) for a determined, desperate howl of another 
dog lamenting his master’s death, fufufu, dududu, zttt, cveng-beng and rach-rach-rach (p.33) 
for a motorbike proceeding up hill and down dale on a dirt road; and then the human sounds, 
from achichuchichft (p.20) for girls giggling in church to achrap (p.ll) for a businesslike 
spit, truut (p.ll) for nose-blowing, cvak-cvak-cvanky and cingi-cangi or cungi-cangi-cung 
(p.25) for the clatter of teeth and jaws during an epileptic fit — with the -ng- jocularly 
conveying the metallic clank of a single gold tooth, or acheichu (p. 16) for a cough. An 
extension of the same principles expresses various actions which may or may not be 
connected with sound, such as cupi-lupi (p.10) for a brisk walk, Stipi-lipi (p.10) for a goose 
pecking at the scholar’s trousers, zmur-zmur-zmuri (p.ll) for a cat blinking in the sunlight, 
klap-klip-klap (p.12) for footsteps on (presumably) a wooden floor, and mtadzgi-mVadzgi 
(p.16) for fallen apples crunching underfoot. A significant feature of all of these is that they 
function freely in syntax as verbs, adverbs, nouns or interjections; all that is already possible 
in Slovak with onomatopoeia, but usually to a much more limited degree. Little attention is 
paid to the device in grammar and relatively few instances are recorded (recordable) in 
dictionaries;14 such works are by nature constraining and at variance with the freedom I am 
concerned with. 
Some of the items in this class are developed morphologically to become ‘true’ verbs, 
as in brumbrumkd (p.42) for a mumbled aa with the lips closed, or guliguliguTala (p.23) for 
a metaphorical star rolling across the sky (actually the movement of a gold tooth during a 
song). 
13 The parallel with Don Quixote did not escape reviewers, for example, Halvonik or 
Cuzy, in their respective reviews, see Notes 2 and 5. 
14 One such is pif, occurring here and there in ‘Zanik dialektu’, and fmg (here fffng, 
p.58). 
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This freedom of noises and the linguistic freedom to (re-)create them as primary 
meaningful speech sounds is complemented by a folksy tendency to create other ricochet 
expressions, such as the standard Idry-fdry (here: ‘casually’, p.30), the Slovak-Hungarian 
rhyming synonym compound fuz-bajuz (whiskers, p.33) and kocurik-koSt’urik (tom-cat, 
P-24). 
Another area of free linguistic creativity is punning. The effectiveness of the puns 
varies. Among the effective are Sakovy mal figy, teraz md figu, figy mdm ja (p.37), based 
on ‘figs’ and a sense of ‘fig’ akin to the English ‘not care a fig’, and the double 
characterization of the teacher as Tavy bedok (left-back, dimin.) and Vavobodek (bastard) 
(p.53). 
Just as sounds and actions need to be named, so too do unique entities, in other words 
places and persons. In ‘Zdnik dialektu’ there is ample evidence of the ‘natural’, or 
obsolescent, patterns of giving personal names, the various devices for distinguishing among 
male members of the same family: ‘senior’ versus ‘junior’ versus ‘middle’ Ivanid Jdn\ Ivanid 
Jozef the I, II and II; nicknames based on alternative reduplicated consonants: Ivanid Nanaj, 
Ivanid Papaj and the scatological Ivanid Kakaj (pp.9-10);15 and the ‘free’ variation between 
nominative singular and genitive plural for adjectival surnames in the case of Poudruhy, -ych, 
the teacher. On top of that we have folksy surnames themselves, such as didpajsfk or 
Poljovka, which originate in nicknames. Toponyms are equally clearly folk-descriptive, but 
the only linguistic fun involving them is the name of the main village, Vyslanka, whose 
original, also scatological, name Vysranka would once not have mattered, but has been 
switched as sensitivities developed.16 At the same time this is a side-swipe at the politically 
motivated habit of changing place-names that had been perhaps more widespread in Slovakia 
than any other territory given to such practices.17 
In ‘Kurz jazyka’ the ‘freedom of the spoken language’ is manifested only marginally. 
The only elements of paralanguage are the quasi-verbal gagaga and kvakvakva (p.Ill) of 
empty, meaningless talk at the farewell party after the course (symbolic of the total lack of 
real communication throughout the enterprise), the graphemically inventive PfcltK (p.103) 
15 This type of name-giving had been another target for linguists in a variety of articles 
in issues of Onomasticky zpravodaj and Receuil linguistique de Bratislava, which adds to the 
topicality of Supis dravcov. 
16 One thinks of the English change from forms in piddle to forms in puddle in certain 
Dorset toponyms. 
17 Since the departure of the Communist regime and the acquisition of independence, 
Slovakia has continued to observe the practice on a grand scale, as, however, have many 
post-Communist societies in Central and Eastern Europe. 
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for the sound of a projector, and the pseudo-Magyar counting-out rhyme used by a child 
playing with a dog: dn, tdn, tabo kdn, ertek, bertek, baran, bokoS, cirik - pes (p.99). ‘Kurz 
jazyka’ also contains puns, including quite a complex pun involving hrbolec (heap, lump), 
hrob (grave), hrb (hump), chrbat (back) (p.90), which serves to concentrate attention on the 
importance of the hrbolec of soil stolen from a grave and its being the only usable (real, 
natural) soil for potting house-plants in the unnatural gravel, concrete and steel environment 
of the city. In the domain of names, the character who may or may not have been killed is 
V 
called Ciz (siskin), and some of the linguistic invention, including one cliche that is perhaps 
a pun, centres on the bird-world. Ciz itself is onomatopoeic, which is appropriate in a work 
of this nature, and, like other names, it can be played with: by diminutive-formation to 
dlzikn and by nick-name transfer to Cimdarara (a normal Slovak representation of 
twittering). This is used in answer to a subsidiary question under Question 13 in an oral 
exercise based on ‘an outdated textbook’ which looks increasingly like a police interrogation. 
When the Ich is presumably affected by his conscience, his clock dipdali (went tweet-tweet), 
and a quasi-witness’s quasi-statement about the night Cfz dies refers punningly to dvaja nodnl 
vtdci (two night-owls, literally ‘birds of the night’, p.100), that is Ciz and the narrator, 
whose name we do not know, but for whom Ciz is not unlike an alter ego. The other name 
which is played with in ‘Kurz jazyka’ is Ildika, the (living) girl over whom Cfz and the 
narrator had quarrelled, and the name on the grave where the soil was purloined. It is 
tempting, in the light of what we know of the narrator’s attitude to nature, the countryside, 
‘real’ soil and so forth, as opposed to the town, to see in Ildika also a near-anagram of idylka 
(cosy idyll); the cemetery with its rank grass and flowers is a cosy idyll in contrast to the 
brutality of life beyond its walls. 
The opposite of the freedom and primacy of spoken language is the contrasting effect 
of the written, which is invariably portrayed as ludicrous. The narrator of ‘Zdnik dialektu’ 
makes the scholar’s vocal renderings and annotations of stress, rhythm and intonation totally 
ridiculous — in his rendition of do vdm vdely ulli as tatdtatdtatdd, written down as do vdm 
- diara (dash), dely - obluk (arc) uSli - tdtarardd: vlnovka (wavy line); the irony is that the 
utterance he is recording was in any case do vdm dely (that is, colloquial vdely) uleteli (p. 15). 
His rarirard, rarureri and obludiky - vlnovky - diarky and so on become satirical refrains 
debunking Academe. The very descriptions of the scholar as he tries to ‘entrap’ the dialect 
18 If one wished to stretch the view that Hor&k is ‘having a go’ at the linguists, even this 
name is worthy of note: dlz is a dialect word for the siskin; dlzik, in full dlzik obydajny, is 
the well established name for the bird, but under (then) recent changes in the nomenclature 
it is now officially called stehllk dizavy. While the appliance of science has thus brought 
members of Carduelis together terminologically (for example, siskin and goldfinch — stehUk 
obydajny), it has also committed the double silliness of deliberately divorcing Slovak further 
from Czech, a ‘policy’ that caused raised eyebrows on both sides of the Carpathians when 
it was at its height, and of elevating an onomatopoeic (more or less) nonce-word, dizavy, 
which does not even figure in the dictionary, to the status of a species-defining adjective. 
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by his recordings and notes is also pejorative. He is a rather silly butterfly-catcher (an 
allusion to Lolita!), an incompetently predatory tom-cat, the whole proceeding is conducted 
as a mission — not a scholarly mission, but a military campaign: for he wears ex-army 
boots; he attacks (je v utoku, p.10) the village geese by kicking at them; he bellicosely 
(bojovne, ibid.) hurls stones at dogs; his fist is v akcii (in action, p.ll) on the school-house 
door; he is na pochode (marching up and down, p.12) as he explains things to the teacher; 
hearing that the destructive impact of the new roads is closer than he feared, he packs his bag 
and jedna, a dve, a tri, a styri, a pdf a sesf - cvak (one and two and three and four and 
five and six, click - his bag shutting, or heels clicking, p.13), before heading into the terdn 
(terrain, ibid.), and he callspopol a sfru (fire and brimstone) down upon those who would 
destroy the dialect he wishes to save. His militant approach to his work is not just a portrayal 
through the eyes of the Ich: for it is not by chance that his own account of the general dialect 
division of Slovak entails the word ndjazd (incursion, p. 18) to explain the separation of West 
from East Slovak by the more distinctive Central Slovak, or that modem interference 
between dialects is viewed as ndsilie (violence, p.14) perpetrated against an old language. 
Whether he is to be seen as a brusque, business-like soldier on campaign or a knight in 
shining armour, he is still as ridiculous as a would-be language-trapper. The irony is that his 
death means his efforts are brought to nought, but his is not the death of a tragic hero. 
In ‘Kurz jazyka’ there is a more open criticism of the unfreedom of written language, 
and other ‘unnatural’ registers of spoken language, chiefly the language of authority. The 
falseness of the textbook questions is an obvious case, and the criticism is all the more 
forceful because the textbook used so closely approaches a police interrogation. The text of 
a presumably internal circular concerning the reasons for the course’s being established is 
an exemplar of officialese; it is couched in automatic phrases like Pre potreby vzdeldvania 
(in the interest of education, p.79). The language of literature is shown to be debased in a 
parody of the Natureingang, the setting of time and place and the introduction to the hero 
in a detective novel, here masquerading as a ‘retelling in one’s own words’ of a story in the 
language class (p.96). The language of widespread injunctions is also shown up as of dubious 
merit: waxed-paper beer beakers are inscribed Popouzitiznidte (Destroy after use, p.ll 1); 
the authoritarian teacher does just that, but by throwing one on the ground and jumping on 
it. It is no accident that Horak has here worked into his text a superficially innocent and 
perfectly proper piece of advice, but one which is expressed in the imperative, involves the 
semantics of destruction and is then distorted in the observance by the main representative 
of authority in the story. 
The second paradox of language which Hor&k investigates is that of language as both 
living and dead, as an evolving organism and a fossil, as an instrument for the original writer 
as opposed to the laboratory specimen of the linguist, or language as the property of the 
individual as opposed to the collective. It is essentially an opposition of points of view, 
roughly collateral with the natural and the unnatural. 
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The linguist in ‘Zdnik dialektu’ is oveijoyed to find in the dialect of Vyslanka a relic 
of the state of Slovak five to seven centuries previously. It is not dead, but he is treating it 
at best as a living fossil, which he (foolishly) wants to petrify in his notebooks and tape- 
recorder. He is affected, however, by blindness to the fact that close inspection shows very 
little difference indeed between the language of his two main (aged) informants and that of 
his young guide. Furthermore he is tacitly portrayed as inhumane or anti-human, not only 
in his treatment of dogs and geese, but in his failure to realize that the dialect is only 
interesting (that is, archaic) because the village is so backward — electricity is a recent 
innovation, some cottages have only compacted earth floors, and people are still terrified of 
aeroplanes. (Using a concept close to them, one old villager inventively describes a biplane 
as ‘flying yokes’ \jarmd], p.46.) The most imposing building in the village is the school- 
house, which is served by a teacher who never completed his training course (he had been 
thrown out for failing dialectology) and who is also best known for his erstwhile prowess as 
a footballer. Even the new road is intended to serve the commercial interests of a nearby 
quarry and will benefit the villagers only secondarily. 
The opposite of the linguist’s ‘unnatural’ attitude to language is the more ‘natural’ 
attitude of the writer of literature, demonstrated (actually paradoxically) by the existence of 
the work itself. Features mentioned earlier — standard, poetic, dialectal, expressive and 
vulgar, can all be described as ‘natural’. Part of the paradox is that this is literary artifice 
and experiment with form, taking the language registers to places they have not been before. 
The victory of the ‘natural’ attitude is achieved in two ways. One is in the human 
approach to the character called (tellingly) Sakovy (almost ‘Everyman’), bearer of not only 
what the scholar could describe as a hnusny (disgusting) interdialect, but actually of the most 
amazing idiolect. There are far more linguistically fascinating elements in his speech than in 
that of any other character; that exemplifies the view that the individual is more important 
than the group; and it is the writer, through his narrator, who has given us this closely 
observed picture without learned commentary, not the scholar.19 The second way by which 
the victory of the ‘natural’ is achieved lies in the very fact that the scholar collapses and dies. 
The drunken local vet does try to revive him, but the chief irony is that he might have been 
saved had the road which he had so damned been already built. While the road might well 
‘destroy’ the purity of the dialect, it will serve the people. It will also probably create 
linguistically and otherwise more individual characters through the greater mobility it will 
facilitate, and so might become the salvation of even such dry-as-dust undesirables as 
dialectologists. Note also that the place from which the new road is to be built is called 
19 The speech of Sakovy, far more than of any of the other characters, has such linguistic 
distinctiveness that, in its creative (that is literary, not linguistic) transcription, it ‘seduce[s] 
the eye to reach the ear and [is] orchestrated in the brain’ (Rosten, The Return of Hyman 
Kaplan, p.14). 
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ZiaV (sorrow, grief, or ‘what a pity!). 
The ‘natural’ versus ‘unnatural’ theme in ‘Kurz jazyka’ is connected largely with the 
process of foreign-language learning, which is inherently an unnatural process. In the 
extreme method selected the learners are required to put their mother-tongue out of their 
minds, which demands an enormous, perhaps superhuman effort at pretence. For with it they 
are expected to blank out their minds and memories, which survive by nature in mother- 
tongue preconditioning. That this is a well-nigh impossible psychological exercise is 
underlined from the outset by the fact that the teacher, called a komentdtor, and having about 
him much of the policeman or ‘Big Brother’, is portrayed as a man in a white coat. This 
suggests that his charges are mentally deficient (which they would be if the method of tuition 
had a sound basic premise) and alienated. The idea of alienation becomes dehumanization 
where the students become variously predmety (objects; in ‘Zdnik dialektu’ the scholar’s 
informants are also occasionally so labelled) or just ciphers (numbered 1, 2, 3 as questions 
go round the classroom), and people in a picture become ‘animate nouns’. 
Moreover, much of the teaching is conducted in the dark; thus the only perceptible 
things in the environment are sounds and smells. It is not surprising that the unnamed central 
character is desperate to find himself, be himself, by dashing off to the natural world of the 
woods — vrutit’ sa do lesa: distinka - lysina - luka,10 which becomes a refrain, re- 
humanizing the girl-student, ‘No. 3’, to whom the self-searching narrator attaches the 
Hungarian name Ildika. 
A possible third paradox in this work lies in the conceptions of language as a prison 
and language as a free agent. It is perhaps better seen as part of the opposition of the first 
paradox (freedom of spoken language versus constraints of written language), but it has 
overtones which put it on an altogether different plane. More is made of it in ‘Kurz jazyka’ 
than in ‘Zdnik dialektu’. A connection also with the second paradox is that prison is an 
unnatural state, and the course is conducted in a prison-like atmosphere. It is compulsory; 
the komentdtor may be seen as much as a warder as any other kind of authority; the building 
where the course is held is in the country, but it represents not the freedom associated with 
the country as in ‘Zdnik dialektu’, but a miniature of the city as prison, an unnatural closed 
environment; through the teaching method employed, people become metaphorically locked 
in things and things in people, until there is no fundamental difference between them. The 
20 This is a good example of Hor&kian deftness with language. From les (forest) he 
switches to distinka (a forest clearing, bearing the semantics of disty - pure, clean), thence 
to the near-synonymous lysina, but referring to a treeless patch not necessarily in the forest, 
then to luka (meadow), a far larger open space, joined to lysina by alliteration. By a switch 
from the genitive lesa to the nominative of the other three expressions he has also achieved 
word-final assonance, a typical piece of the sound-consciousness so much more at home in 
‘Zdnik dialektu’, but rare in the world of ‘Kurz jazyka’. 
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pupils become locked in the (unnatural, constrained) fairy-tale world of the picture they are 
supposed to describe. In the dungeon-like classroom words lose, rather than gain, meaning: 
all that registers with the narrator at one point is the nezni trenie jazyka o pery (the gentle 
friction of tongue on lips [p.86]; the nearest we get to the illusion that language is being 
dispensed with as required, the organs of speech working on in their pre-linguistic way). The 
main image of words as a prison comes at the opening of chapter 5. Here words enter the 
mind subliminally, surreptitiously, now lulling the receiver to sleep, now jerking him awake, 
but they udrzuju stdle v zajati (keep one constantly captive, p.102). The old words (ideas, 
memories) have had to be put away, but the new words offer no security. They are so 
overwhelming you cannot hear yourself breathe; they deaden the senses and it is a struggle 
to crack their shell and enter their world. Liberation appears to come at the end, with the 
party held to mark the completion of the course, and for a moment the text reads almost like 
something out of ‘Zdnik dialektu’, with more paralanguage, more puns, more playing with 
names. Outside the classroom the Ich almost becomes himself again. The complication is that 
he is tied to the city, the elusive chimera Ildika likewise, and the new language which he has 
not adopted has somehow deprived him of meaningful speech. His mouth has grown over 
leaving nothing but a hyphen. And it was in the hostile city that Cfz’s still unresolved death 
took place, on which his memory remains blank, and neither language can help him. The 
irony of the situation is the belief of some students that possession of a language eo ipso 
offers another form of liberation. For the teacher, probably thanks to his linguistic 
knowledge, is being posted to Mexico as a diplomat and the students suspect that they too 
may now have better chances of travelling von (out, p.lll). This is the source of a triple 
pun, which ironizes the situation even further, given that puns have previously been used in 
a purely playful, non-destructive way. The semantics of von cover: a) ‘getting out of prison’, 
here present only tacitly, b) ‘going abroad’, which is how it is first used by the students in 
reference to their own chances of matching the teacher-diplomat’s future, and c) ‘leaving the 
classroom to go to the lavatory’, which is how the teacher-as-teacher interprets it in replying 
to the student’s question.21 All three meanings emphasize the position of authority and 
privilege of the ‘teacher’ as ruler of the microcosm and thus of rulers generally. The whole 
leaves us with the sense that there is no third paradox, that plainly and simply language is 
imprisoning; but the other side lies essentially in the freedom of the natural (first two 
paradoxes) and in the fact that it is language itself that has enabled the author to see a 
situation, make the point and, like the psychiatrist’s patient made to talk out his problem, be 
liberated. In this sense ‘Kurz jazyka’ ought to be optimistic, but it is only optimism tempered 
by the parallel, non-linguistic plot of post-alcohol amnesia and the outstanding problem of 
Cfz’s death. 
Language as a prison barely comes into ‘Zdnik dialektu’, but there are shades of it 
21 This is just one example of the vulgarization of language and the philosophy of 
language in which the teacher indulges. 
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when, during World War II, Sakovy had been labelled a Czech because of the quaint 
language patterns in which he is trapped, and the authorities tried to expel him to the German 
Protectorate of Bohemia and Moravia. His linguistic anarchy is mirrored by his refusal to 
be tied to any place of origin at all, or his insistence on being from where he happens to be 
at any given time. A man for all seasons and places. 
Horak is an outstanding observer of language in use. This is evident both in 
characterization and in the reproduction of individual speech. In ‘Zdnik dialektu’ the Ich is 
a schoolboy, and his language has not only the general richness of rural speech, but is also 
rich in the expression of irreverent schoolboy attitudes to teachers (the teacher is byvaty 
nepriatel’ [my former enemy, p. 12] and the school door is pekelnd brdna [the Gate to Hell, 
p. 10]) and authority generally, including the Church. We see this in his use of metaphors 
from sport, mostly athletics and football (the dialect-hunting trip itself is a put’, klus, atletika 
s prekdzkami [a hike, a trot, an obstacle race, p. 10]) and in the language of textbooks from 
a variety of lessons, entirely appropriate to his mock indulgence for learning in the presence 
of the scholar, the teacher and the school-house itself. His description of the village houses 
in un-Slovak Slovak as drevenokamennohlinaste (wooden-stone-mud, p.9) is redolent of the 
geography textbook. The village’s being deserted at harvest time reminds him that it would 
be a good opportunity for the Turks to attack and pillage (the Turkish period, obviously 
important in local history, has given rise to the nickname Bajazid for the teacher and once- 
renowned left-back, after Bayezid I, the Sultan who defeated the Hungarians). The high style 
of literature, in fact a parody of lines 3 and 4 of the opening stanza of Andrej Sladkovid’s 
(1820-72) Detvan, a classic with strong patriotic associations, surfaces in his introduction to 
the village itself: dedinka Vyslanka zvand, mat’ stara chymych ozranov (a village, Vyslanka 
by name, mother old of fabled drunks, p.9). And, inevitably, language lessons have left their 
mark: the Ich's attitude to language is neatly conveyed by a simple parsing exercise: pedagog 
sa s nami ludi podstatnym menom plus slovesom: na naredie - srat' (the teacher bade us 
farewell with a verb plus a noun: sod the dialect! p.14). (At this point we do not yet know 
why the teacher should have such strong feelings on the subject.) Although the language of 
the Ich is fundamentally the same as that of the older informants, some of his metaphors 
show him to be of the twentieth century, despite the backwardness of the village. Thus the 
sight of the cane reminds him of mapy detskeho zadku, podliate klobdsy poludnlkov a 
rovnobeziek (maps of a child’s bottom, swollen weals of longitudes and latitudes, p.13), and 
the priest (a character otherwise associated with sporting metaphors) is described as (ako) 
pdsdk, vlastne teda pdsddik do kopca t’ahd (like a [caterpillar] tractor, actually more a mini- 
tractor grinding up the hill, p.19). The switch to the diminutive (pdsddik) is typical of the 
language of the Ich, whose indulgent attitude to the strange ways of adults is largely 
conveyed through diminutive forms, a pattern set in the arresting opening paragraph, with 
its pinkllk (duffle bag), ruksaltek (rucksack), hatizddik (back-pack), bagandidky (boots), and 
the later ceruztidka (pencil), papierik (paper), obaldek (folder), magnet'ddik (tape-recorder) 
and countless others. It is also a manifestation of the liberation of language in that it is a 
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resort well beyond the normal measure to a device that is already present in it; it creates in 
the process a string of new nonce-words. The Ich’s destruction of cliches in, for example, 
his sedemmttove tenisky (seven-league trainers, p.19) is similarly liberating. 
For his part the scholar is characterized by his one-track-mindful dialectological 
researches. Most of the metalanguage, the language about language, appears in his speech, 
but unlike the Ich, who is aware of actual verbs and actual nouns, the scholar is concerned 
with abstractions that come to appear as unreal irrelevances: his zvysky cirkumflexu (remnants 
of the long falling tone) or his imperfect transcriptions of the rarirara type. This pompous 
scholarly discourse and the urgency of his getting back to process his material contribute to 
his portrayal as a quixotic figure. 
The teacher in ‘Kurz jazyka’ is also very simply characterized by the language he 
uses, from his formulaic opening Vazem priatelia (respected friends, p.80), to his long- 
winded sentences and individual lexical items such as kddry (personal files, ibid.), evidovat’ 
(register [misused], p.109) and najefekti'vnejsie (to greatest effect, p.80), and high incidence 
of imperatives. His discourse is hardly individual, but it is at least well observed, as a type, 
as some of the genuine individual speech patterns in ‘Zinik dialektu’, whether they are those 
of the informants specifically being studied by the scholar, or of the other characters whose 
speech is simply reproduced by the Ich. The variety of styles or registers in Supis dravcov 
is not just in the longer discourses or consistent speech patterns that characterize, but also 
in the register changes brought about by individual incident. Thus the dry-as-dust scholar 
becomes a normal, linguistically inventive Slovak when he is enraged by attacking geese, and 
he produces the expletive gundrisko gunariskove gunariskovite (approximately: ganderish 
gandery gander, p.10); at the party towards the end of ‘Kurz jazyka’ we have the well 
observed soppy emotionality of the tongue-tied drunken bureaucrat-teacher, including the 
possibly telling stutter sing-sing-signdlnych sustav (sing-sing-signalling systems, p. 111): how 
well Sing-Sing prison is know to the Slovaks I have no idea, but the stutter which matches 
its name stands adjacent and in apposition to redi (speech), which could underline the 
language-prison theme. If deliberate, this is the most sophisticated pun in the book.22 
Horak’s skill with language is not just in the observation and reproduction of patterns 
of speech, not just ‘linguistically literary’. He has his own purely literary skill as well. 
Suffice it to recall the description of, for example, Cuspajsik’s epileptic fit (pp.25-28), the 
scene at the funeral as everyone tries to pile into the hired bus-trailer (p.65), or any passage 
involving action, such as Sakovy’s motorbike or van proceeding across the country, the 
22 The description of the staccato noise made by a projector as PltltK (see p.75 above) 
is no less sophisticated if it contains a hint of the name of a well-known pistol, the Walther 
PPK (potentially familiar to the Slovak reader as the weapon of choice of James Bond); this 
would be an entirely appropriate image in the context of the teacher-as-prison-warder. 
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corpse bouncing in the coffin on the back of the lorry (p.67; corpses generally have a rough 
time in Supis dravcov), Poljovka’s expropriation of Sakovy’s groceries (a lesson in how 
things fall off the back of lorries; pp.36-37), or the bodily turning-over of Poljovka and many 
others. 
The two stories, while containing elements of both the natural and unnatural poles, 
are nevertheless fundamentally each representative of one. ‘Zdnik dialektu’ is rich and 
creative on a purely linguistic and stylistic level; language here explores its own nature by 
the hand of the writer, who endows it with a wealth of alliteration and assonance, rhyme and 
rhythm and enlivens it by inventive diminutive-formation and the incorporation in the text 
of the ‘given’, the linguistic heritage, not just of dialect, but also of proverbs, sayings, 
nursery rhymes and folk songs. It is dynamic and made more so by frequent use of 
asyndeton, by lists of especially graphic, often onomatopoeic verbs and verbal nouns and 
countless other devices. ‘Kurz jazyka’, in its ‘freer’ moments, also has all of these elements, 
but the free play is generally absent. What is left is an adventurous attempt to smash the 
rigidity of linguistic formality (officialese and highly artificial and regulated foreign-language 
learning). The variation of form: dialogue as in a play, or film, static film clips, ‘normal’ 
narrative, gives us just short jagged splinters of the larger picture. ‘Zdnik dialektu’ contains 
a warning, given that a dialect is a language too, that nothing should interfere with the 
freedom to create what an unfettered language offers; ‘Kurz jazyka’ is a depressing picture 
of the other extreme, a warning against regimentation, against setting a ‘course’ (kurz) for 
man or his language, against giving language a fixed (that is, limited) value (kurz). 
The work’s critical reception was largely positive, most writers appreciating that 
Hordk is using language to talk about language. I would agree with Sulik that in Hordk we 
have a rare and bold experimenter in a literature and at a time when few availed themselves 
of the spontaneously generative capacity of language.23 On the other hand I cannot agree 
with Truhldr that underlying the scholar’s dialect and folklore researches is the less symbolic, 
‘more solid’ search for the meaning of life and its mosaic quality.24 Truhldf also believes 
that ‘Kurz jazyka’ is too fragmentary, complicated, sophisticated and recherchd. Cuzy 
considers the fragmentation an asset, though he confines his assessment to method and 
content, saying nothing about language, either as vehicle or subject. Oddly, Cuzy consistently 
misquotes it as ‘Kurz jazykov’ (languages course). Jan Jurdo also gives the work a positive 
reception,25 concluding that the reader will gain a ‘powerful, ethical, cognitive and aesthetic 
experience from it’. On ‘Zdnik dialektu’ he refers to the style ‘charged with sub-text’ and 
23 Kapitoly o sudasnej proze, Bratislava, 1985, pp. 111-12. 
24 Bfetislav Truhl&r, reviewing Supis dravcov in Slovenske pohTady, 96, 1980, 10, 
pp. 119-20. 
25 ‘Prekvapujuci prfstup k zivotu’, Pravda, 61, 26 June 1980, 149, p.5. 
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on ‘Kurz jazyka’ to ‘a number of semantic zones and associations’, but refrains from spelling 
out what the subtext or associations are. Karol Tomi§26 singles out ‘Kurz jazyka’ as the sole 
exception in recent Slovak prose to ‘search for aspects of reality so far undiscovered by 
literature, for new means of expression and unconventional formal procedures’. The least 
positive view of the work is Peter AndruSka’s.27 It denies that the subjects are new and 
unknown and says they are simply not normally discussed, or are discussed in other terms. 
Then, having characterized the particular novelty of Hordk’s method, he denies him any 
primacy, though he does not say whom Hor£k is allegedly following. What is worse, he 
criticizes Hordk for burying man and reality beneath a welter of words, making his 
demonstration of what language can do an end in itself, unworthy of an above-average 
writer. One Czech reaction to the work, which appeared a year behind the early Slovak 
reviews,28 is unreservedly positive; it notes the formal elements of drama and originality 
of style and is unique in mentioning the linguist’s death. Otherwise it is restricted to retelling 
the ‘plots’ while appreciating that the language and style are unequivocally paramount, but 
as form and material, not subject. 
All the critics pick up the fact that Supis dravcov was written before Cukor, though 
published after. The suggests that it was perhaps a trial run for some of the modes of 
experimentation in which Hor£k indulges. Its shortness would then account for the widely 
perceived density, or intensity, of the role of language which bcomes somewhat reduced in 
Cukor. Thematically Cukor is also less controversial, and its success ‘eased the passage’ for 
Supis dravcov. 
All the critics have also agreed that Supis dravcov is a work of great humour, which 
is undoubtedly the case, but applying more to ‘Zanik dialektu’ than ‘Kurz jazyka’. Some 
writers have classed it as grotesque, which is only partly true;29 while there are undoubtedly 
grotesque elements in it, there is far more humour of other kinds — parody, slapstick, satire, 
not to mention the purely linguistic humour underlying some of the points discussed earlier. 
Throughout the book Hor&k is a literary and linguistic magician, and nothing better sums up 
the work than Rosten’s prescient observation that ‘there is magic in dialect which can liberate 
26 ‘Na ceste umeleckdho dozrdvania’, Slovensko pohTady, 100, 1984, 4, pp. 10-30, 
especially pp.29-30. 
27 ‘Prdza ako experiment’, Nove slovo, 2, 1980, 29, p.20. 
28 Zuzana B£linovd: ‘Phnos slovenske prdze’, Literdmf misidnflc, 10, 1981, 5, pp.117- 
18. 
29 For a detailed appraisal of the grotesque see R.B.Pynsent’s ‘Capek-Chod and the 
Grotesque’, in Pynsent (ed.): Karel Matij Capek-Chod: Proceedings of a Symposium, 
London, 1985, pp. 181-215. 
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us from the prisons of the familiar’ .30 
Postscript 
Supis dravcov was written during the period of ‘normalization’ which followed the attempted 
liberalization of socialism in Czechoslovakia in 1968. Since 1990 independent Slovakia has 
produced a variety of legislation intended to ensure the proper use of Slovak as the official 
language of the state (and provisions for the use of other languages) and/or to keep it pure. 
The targets have been Czechisms of various kinds as a token of official anti-Czech pique 
following the break-up of Czechoslovakia, and creeping Anglicisms. In 1995 French official 
attitudes, especially those directed against English,31 were being cited in support of the 
provisions of a proposed new ‘State Language Law’.32 This duly appeared on 15 November 
1995 and was widely perceived by the opposition and foreign press, and by some West 
European diplomatic circles, as crudely nationalistic. It upset the minorities, especially the 
Hungarians, triggering a diplomatic row between Budapest and Bratislava in consequence.33 
The Slovaks had already suffered a language-based diplomatic controversy with Germany, 
over the (re-)standardized Slovak name for Germany.34 The (intellectual) popular and 
(opposition) journalistic approach to the new legislation, even before it came into force, was 
to make it the inspiration for endless jokes, which suggests that the latterday dravci of 
officialdom might have benefited from a re-reading of Supis dravcov. At all events, the time 
is certainly ripe for it to be re-published. 
30 Rosten: The Return of Hyman Kaplan, p.15. 
31 This culminated in a fine levied in France on Body Shop (early 1996) for failure to 
include French-language product-labelling on goods marketed in France; such strict 
application of a language law in another country can only have fuelled the fervour of Slovak 
linguistic nationalists. It was already usual to find products which are on sale in both the 
Czech Republic and Slovakia having the text in both languages side by side; it does not 
require a genius to see that (unlike between French and English) the differences are usually 
minimal. 
32 The new law had had its precursors in, for example Statute 428/1990 of 25 October 
1990, on the Official Language in the Slovak Republic (which clarifies Article 6 of the 
Slovak Constitution) or Statute 191/1994 of 29 July 1994 on the use of vernacular names of 
towns and villages in areas inhabited by minorities. 
33 See Adam Lebor: ‘Slovak law builds the language barrier high’, The European, 14-20 
December 1995. 




THE TREATMENT OF THE CZECH ‘VERBS OF MOTION’ 
IN JUNGMANN’S CZECH-GERMAN DICTIONARY.1 
The intention of this chapter is to add to the history of interpretations of, above all, the non- 
prefixed verbs of motion in Czech. It is not my intention to extend the debate on aspect in 
the context of verbs of motion by offering a new theory.2 My discussion will remain within 
a slightly unorthodox and perhaps over-simplifying account which has, however, served well 
in oral descriptions (especially in the classroom) of this distinctive family of Czech verbs. 
In a nutshell, it is possible in practice to present the forms jde ‘he goes/is going’, Sel ‘he 
went/was going’, pujde ‘he will go’ and jit ‘to go’ and their counterparts in the rest of the 
series of primary determinate verbs of motion in Czech as biaspectual. The lack of 
uniformity in the aspectual labelling of the verbs of motion has a long tradition, but the part 
of that tradition which is of interest here is that which allows for the possibility of 
interpreting jit etc. as ‘also perfective’. The initial evidence is here restricted to a number 
of less well-known works, chiefly from the English-speaking world.3 
Thus, for example, W.R. Morfill, the first English student of the Czech language, 
gives the form pujdu as an example of the ‘present tense of perfective verbs’.4 If we ignore 
the obvious confusion of formal and semantic aspects, we may infer — and it follows also 
from remarks elsewhere in the book — that Morfill interprets any prefix as perfectivizing. 
1 This chapter is derived from a paper given at the Jungmann Symposium held in Cracow 
in November 1987; it is a slightly amended version of an article published in Rocznik 
slawisticzny, 48, 1992, 1, pp.31-40. 
2 There is no shortage of inspiring new theories. Certainly worthy of note is 
G.N.Cummins’s ‘On the Aspect of Motion Verbs in Czech and Russian’, Folia Slavica, 6, 
1983, 1-2, pp.7-52. No account is taken of this article here, since the present aspiration is 
much more modest, being originally inspired by the needs of teaching, and later by the 
considerable discrepancies among the various textbooks of Czech to be discussed below. 
3 The description given below was originally worked up by a postgraduate student at the 
School of Slavonic and East European Studies in the University of London, John McGinley, 
within a broader essay on descriptions of Czech verbal aspect in numerous textbooks aimed 
at the English-speaking learner. What follows is a selection of his findings. 
4 A Grammar of the Bohemian or Cech Language, Oxford, 1899, p.47. 
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In any event, his account of aspect is at best hazy and at worst erroneous. 
An inaccuracy of another kind is committed by Bohumil Mikula,5 a North-American 
native speaker of Czech with locally imperfect notions about his mother tongue. Among the 
verbs of motion he gives the forms pujdu/M as future/past and imperfective (p.274), but in 
essence sees as their perfective counterparts the forms odejdu/odesel and dojdu/dosel, 
distinguished by the feature ‘direction’. That this is so has to be inferred, on the one hand, 
from his tables on pp.273 and 274, and, on the other, from the terminological overlap (the 
use of the expression ‘parallel conjugations’) with the way in which the relationship between 
brdt and vzit is established (p.225). Not until p.479 does Mikula give odchdzet as the 
imperfective counterpart to odeji't, which leaves the relationship between pujdu and budu 
odchdzet and Sel and odchazel unaccounted for. What is interesting about this book is that 
the verbs of motion are used — quite properly — as examples of the difference between 
durative, iterative6 and frequentative,7 but the unique qualities of the group are not picked 
up, or if they are, then only tacitly in that for other verbs (he uses mluvit) only two, not 
three, forms are to be found: mluvtm - mluvtvdm. Mluvtvdm is alligned as a frequentative 
with Mhdvdm. 
Among the early English-language textbooks of Czech Milos Sova’s8 has the best 
account of verbal aspect. On the verbs of motion, however, he gives no unequivocal aspect 
label for their future-tense forms. Since he describes both the conjugated forms of any verbs 
with the prefix po- (poprosit, posnidat, poznat, pozdravit and others, p. 157, with a cross- 
reference to p. 148) and the forms pujdu, polertm, ponesu etc. as ‘present future’ (p. 158), it 
might be inferred that he would also put them in a common category under aspect. A similar 
ambiguity attaches to Sova’s later work,9 if we take into account his terminology 
(‘prepositional prefixes’ which perfectivize, among which he includes po-, pp. 150-51) and 
the absence of any aspectual label for the future-tense forms of the verbs of motion (p. 172); 
all he uses is labels according to Aktionsart (durative, iterative). 
5 Progressive Czech, Chicago, 1936. 
6 Because of their use in a variety of the works mentioned, including Jungmann’s Czech 
German dictionary (1834-39), the terms ‘durative’ and ‘iterative’ will be used throughout this 
essay instead of the alternative labels ‘determinate’ and ‘indeterminate’. 
7 He gives only six instances, p.452. 
8 A Modem Czech Grammar, London, 1944. 
9 Practical Czech Course for English-Speaking Students, Prague and London, 1962. 
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CeStina jazyk cizf, by Ivan Poldauf and Karel Sprunk,10 is the first book in which 
the aspectual description of the durative (determinate) verbs of motion interprets them fairly 
explicitly as bi-aspectual. However, on the one hand, it is said that the verbs jti, jet, Mtet, 
letit etc. have no corresponding perfective, ‘thus there is only Mzet, ..., jet, jit, let#f (here 
it is apparently just the formal aspect that is being considered), but this is immediately 
followed by the assertion that ‘in the past tense they are perfective and imperfective according 
to need’ (p.224).* 11 By means of examples the authors demonstrate how the validity of their 
claim, but the possibility of constructing analogous examples for the present tense and 
infinitive is passed over in silence. In §8.49 (pp. 180-82), where the future is dealt with, the 
question effectively remains open. 
Michael Heim’s Contemporary Czech contains the assertion that ‘verbs of motion have 
distinctive perfective forms in the future only. They are formed by prefixing po- to the 
present tense of the determinate verb’.12 Heim makes no allowance for any possible contexts 
interpretable as imperfective future, nor does he give any acknowledgement to the standard 
Czech interpretation of these verbs as only ever imperfective. 
Finally, while Elisabeth Billington in Czech in Three Months'2 delineates the 
durative/iterative (determinate/indeterminate) opposition essentially adequately (as the 
examples on pp. 142-43 reveal), she does so in terms of perfective/imperfective aspect. It 
necessarily follows that durative jdu etc. are invariably ‘perfective present’ (the author says: 
‘both aspects are used to express the present tense’, p.142), which is rather at variance with 
the very concept of durativity, and an anomaly which remains unexplained within the 
author’s view of aspect. 
This excursion has been merely to illustrate how in earlier practice, and even quite 
recently, aspect in the verbs of motion has proved to be an area in which grammarians, 
especially practitioners of the applied grammar of Czech (Czech as a foreign language), have 
consistently lacked a clear-cut view of the issue. 
Before I proceed to describe the evidence to be found in Jungmann’s dictionary, 
another digression is warranted — into the realm of more recent lexicographical practice. 
10 Prague, 1968. This book was not intended solely for English-speaking learners. 
11 While he was still alive, Professor Poldauf told me, in a conversation in Prague, that 
any such interpretation was quite impossible. His view then was that jit etc. can only ever 
be imperfective. 
12 Pilot edition: Ann Arbor, Michigan, 1976, p. Ill; definitive edition: Columbus, Ohio, 
1982 (and reprints), p.104 
13 Woodbridge, Suffolk, 1995. 
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In both Slovnflc spisovndho jazyka desk£hou and Slovnfk spisovnt destiny pro Skolu 
a vefejnost15, the two most recent general-purpose dictionaries for the native speaker and 
so the nearest thing to a twentieth-century equivalent to Jungmann’s dictionary, adhere 
consistently to the practice of giving aspectual doublets in the definition of entry words that 
are recognized as unequivocally, genuinely and demonstrably biaspectual, for example 
vtnovat: (SSC) ‘d£t, ddvat, pfipsat, pfipisovat, poskytnout, poskytovat’; abdikovat: (SSC) 
‘zffci se, znkat se [vlady aj.], odstoupit, odstupovat’ (a similar treatment applies to vast 
V 
numbers of loans and neologisms in the -ovat class); oMtovat: (SSJC) ‘prinaset, prinest; 
slibovat, slfbit, ze bude knSzem; ddvat, dit; vd&vat, vydat, vynakl£dat, vynalozit; pripouStSt, 
pfipustit, aby n£kdo, n£co podlehlo zkize pro n£co, vydavat, vydat na pospas; pfipisovat, 
pfipsat’; and many others. This doubtless good habit is less than economical and it is hard 
to see why the aspectual gloss which usually accompanies entries (that is ‘dok. i ned.’ or 
‘ned. i dok.’) might not have sufficed. Given that the order in which the aspects are given 
in the glosses is variable (and the defining verbs follow the same order), probably as a 
reflection of the statistical dominance of occurrences in one aspect over the other for a 
particular verb, it might then have sufficed if the defining verbs were given either in just the 
form corresponding to the statistically dominant aspect, or just in the imperfective as the 
unmarked member of an aspectual pair. However, the existing practice does have the merit 
of absolute accuracy; no such strategy or method occurred to Jungmann, apart from a few, 
probably accidental exceptions. 
Let us now turn, finally, to how Jungmann actually processes the verbs of motion. 
Looking first at the structure at a typical entry in Jungmann’s dictionary, we 
immediately register a number of features which, from the modem perspective, are at the 
very least unusual; either as a reflection of the period, or because Jungmann was aspiring to 
a comprehensiveness which would today, within one and the same work, be unthinkable or 
unviable: he attempts to embrace the whole of Czech both synchronically and diachronically. 
That comment is not meant as an anachronistic rebuke to Jungmann, who, in his day, was, 
not only with the dictionary, but through all his linguistic and philological works, a pinnacle 
that has rarely had an equal in times since. The assumptions, ideas and needs of the National 
Revival could not fail to affect this maximalistic attempt to capture the relevant linguistic 
data. Hence Jungmann’s great oeuvre is not primarily a bilingual, translating dictionary, as 
its title suggests, but above all an explanatory dictionary, with definitions and examples, and 
in addition an etymological dictionary with some features even of a comparative work. 
The first note to be made is a fairly trivial matter: in its external detail the dictionary 
14 Prague, 1971 (4 vols), re-issued in 8 vols. 1989. Hereafter SSJC. 
15 Prague, 1978 and later reprints; second revised edition 1994. Hereafter SSC. 
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is understandably marked by period orthography, which leads to the (for the modem user) 
uncustomary ordering in which entries appear. For example, jft appears under the letter G. 
Secondly, in line with the principles laid out in Jungmann’s own ‘Foreword’ certain 
verbal entries are ordered in the dictionary by their infinitives (at the time always ‘long’, i.e. 
ending in -ti), while others according to the first-person singular form. In essence this is 
associated with the congruency between the forms of the infinitive and present-tense stem — 
often absent in the case of verbs in -im (i-conjugation verbs). It is too late to discuss with 
Jungmann the appropriateness of the approach selected, hallowed for him by Dobrovsky, but 
within the verbs of motion (and not only there) there is at least one instance where the 
method serves the user ill. (In a translating dictionary, which Jungmann’s in part is, this is 
surely a failing, since, at least theoretically, potential users could include speakers of the 
target language, German.) That instance is the case of the lexeme hndt ‘chase’, in Jungmann 
hnati/zenu. Jungmann’s approach means that it is listed under zenu, far removed from the 
place where hndti might be sought — it is even in a different volume. Also less than 
convenient, though not so extreme spatially, is the relative location of the entries for jdu 
(gdu) ‘I am going’ and its infinitive jti (gjti). 
Thirdly, Jungmann uses a convention whereby between each entry word and the first 
German translation and examples of subsidiary meanings there is a complete inventory of 
verbs sharing a common stem, prefixed verbs after a prefixed entry word, non-prefixed after 
a non-prefixed entry. Thus, for example, among the verbs of motion (the same principle 
applies consistently elsewhere), Mzeti ‘to be running’ is followed not only by its own various 
finite and non-finite forms, but also the historical Mzati and the iterative b&hdm ‘I run’ and 
frequentative bihdvdm; letdm ‘I fly’ is followed by a mixture of stylistic and Aksionsart 
variants: letdvdm, let#ti, letfvdm, litnu, Utnu. The situation with prefixed verbs is somewhat 
more complex, thus provedu ‘I will lead through; I will carry out’ is followed by the 
formally and semantically mixedprovoditi, provdditi, provdzeti, provdzivdm, provozuji, with, 
nested later on in the entry, and somewhat exceptionally, further forms with an additional 
prefix: doprovoditi, vyprovoditi and vyprovdzeti. 
Two things in particular in Jungmann’s treatment are instructive: first, the priority 
given to one or other of the members of the nowadays customarily paired verbs of motion, 
or the relatively equivalent status of both members that follows from the fact that both are 
given the same, or approximately the same, weight by having the benefit of separate entries; 
and secondly, what is of direct relevance to this chapter, the aspectual labelling given to each 
item, or the consistency with which such labelling is maintained, or hinted at in the 
exemplification. 
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On the first point, let us take the basic repertoire of dibasic16 verbs of motion as they 
are customarily presented in modem treatments with an overview of their standing in 
Jungmann’s dictionary - see Table 1. Items accorded a separate entry by Jungmann are in 
bold; the forms are modernized orthographically, with the entry head-word which actually 
occurs in Jungmann placed in brackets. 
Table 1 
The modem inventory Jungmann’s handling 
1. jit chodit jfti (gdu) choditi 
2. jet jezdit jeti (gedu) jezditi (gezditi) 
3. vest vodit vesti (wedu) voditi (woditi) 
4. nest nosit n6sti (nesu) nositi 
5. vizi vozit v6zti (wezu) voziti (woziti) 
6. letit letat letfeti l£tati (ldtdm) 
7. bizet bihat bfczeti b£hati (b£hdm) 
8. hndt honit hndti (zenu) honiti 
9. tdhnout tahat t&hnouti (tahnu) tahati (tahdm) 
It applies in principle that any member not accorded a separate entry is properly 
worked out in the entry of its opposite member. What is noteworthy is that the material is 
handled in three different ways: a. both members are processed separately (1, 2, 4, 8); b. 
the iterative is ‘subordinated’ to the durative (3, 5, 7, 9); c. the durative is ‘subordinated’ 
to the iterative (6.). It is not the intention here to go beyond describing the state of affairs 
as it stands: it does, however, seem plain, that Jungmann did not have a clear idea of 
peculiarities of these verbs as a group.17 There are also certain other inconsistencies in 
Jungmann’s treatment: for example, in the separately treated jet and jezdit there is an explicit 
cross-reference from jedu to jezditi, but not vice versa; any relation between them can only 
be deduced implicitly. The position is similar with jdu and choditi, but with the additional 
inconsistency that against choditi in the heading of the jdu entry we find the gloss ‘contin.’, 
while in the choditi entry proper it is glossed ‘durat.’. Given the part-meanings of chodit, this 
has some justification, since chodit may act as a durative sui generis, as well as an iterative, 
but the same goes for, say, jezdit, and certainly did in Jungmann’s day; yet he does not 
record the fact. 
At this point it is worth considering what additional information can be gleaned from 
the mixed group of verbs which either elsewhere in Slavonic, or at some other time or in 
16 For the use of this term see the essay on patterns of aspectual derivation in Czech in 
this volume, pp.l29ff. 
17 The view of them is no less ambiguous in Josef Dobrovsky’s Lehrgebdude der 
bdhmischen Sprache, Prague, 1809, 1819. 
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some way also in Czech, have a close formal or semantic relationship to the basic Czech 
inventory of verbs of motion. Apart from the dialectal or colloquial usage of the first pair, 
the relationship between the pairings in Table 2 differs from that between the members of 
the core set. 
Table 2 
Today In Jungmann 
10. lezt lozit 16zti (lezu) lezati (ldztim) 
11. vied vlddeti vl6ci (wleku) wlaciti, wlddeti 
12. plout plavati plouti (plugi) pldwati (pldwdm) 
13. bfi'st brodit bnsti (bredu) broditi 
The way Jungmann works with these entries is similar to that employed in the main group. 
One point worth noting in particular is that the form loziti is completely unknown to him; 
that lezati as ‘iter.’ is described as rare and occurs, as he says, chiefly with composita 
(prefixed forms); and that plauti is essentially no more than one variant amongnumerous 
alternatives (free variants?), including, for example, plynauti. Thus here, as in the core group 
of verbs of motion, Jungmann’s approach is purely historical and etymological. For 
completeness let it be added that one verb which seems to have been attached to the core 
group only in relatively recent times, viz. the pair valit-vdlet,18 is similarly processed in 
Jungmann; waleti is given as the iterative to waliti. 
On the second main point made earlier, namely on the aspectual labelling given by 
Jungmann to the verbs of motion, another table (Table 3 overleaf) may suffice as a starting 
point. The labels are given either immediately after the entry word, or after any nested form 
within an entry, so that even where a separate entry is lacking, an aspectual characteristic 
can be found. The table overleaf reproduces all the relevant aspectual and Aktionsart 
annotations given by Jungmann. The verbs are here cited only in their modem form and the 
glosses in translation. 
The aspectual glosses contain no surprises, since they accord with the commonest 
characterization given in modem sources. What is more surprising is the lack of uniformity 
in the remaining glosses, including the ‘durat.’ of chodit referred to previously, and certain 
lesser terminological deviations, such as the occasions when Jungmann occasionally uses 
‘sloz.’ for ‘comp.’, as in the case of letdt (here reproduced as ‘comp.’). I shall return later 
to the gloss ‘in comp. pfv.’. 
18 In the new Mluvnice destiny, 2, Tvaroslovt, Prague, 1986, p.186. Yet the position of 
this pair is not fully analogous to the core set of verbs of motion: SSJC lists both, but also 
gives valit under the vdlet entry as its synonym, which cannot apply in any of the other 
verbs. 
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Table 3 
j<t impfv., in comp. pfv. chodit impfv., durat., comp. pfv. 
jet impfv., in comp. pfv. jezdit impfv., iter., comp. pfv. 
vdst impfv. vodit impfv., iter. 
vdzt impfv. vozit impfv., iter. 
nist impfv., comp. pfv. nosit impfv. 
letit impfv., comp. pfv. Idtat iter. 
Mzet impfv. bihat iter., impfv. 
hndt impfv. honit iter., impfv. comp. pfv. 
tdhnout impfv. tahat iter., impfv. 
valit impfv. vdlet iter., impfv. 
If we now accept Jungmann’s evaluation of the duratives (determinates) as 
imperfective, recalling at the same time that they have sometimes been described (by others, 
v.s.) as ‘also perfective’, we can now survey the relevant entries for what they may tell us. 
The most compendious entry among the verbs that are of interest here is gdu (i.e. jit). This 
is entirely understandable, as it is understandable that Jungmann should offer a wide range 
of defining synonyms. Not every example, or quotation, is accompanied by a synonymous 
defining verb, or even a German translation, but within the whole entry there are no less than 
seventy-six various ‘synonyms’ for the part-meanings of jit. Of these, twelve are perfective, 
namely: 
Table 4 
s nechuti do n£deho/k nedemu jfti podstoupit 
k sob£ jfti k rozumu zase pfijtii 
do n££eho jfti se uvoUti 
jfti k otcum umnti 
jfti = s uvahou odddliti se, odejiti 
pakliby nechtSl dobrovolnS v to jfti k tomu svoliti, se uvoliti 
jfti po 5em dychtiti, oddati se demu 
[H, 2] do jistiho stavu se dostati, prominu uzfti 
jfti s odporem nezdafiti se 
jfti v co ndlezeti k iemu, vhoditi v co 
jfti za muze vddti se20 
19 The abbreviations used in Jungmann are: nedok. = imperfective (here: impfv.); dok. 
= perfective (pfv.); comp, (and occasionally slot) = composita (comp., i.e. prefixed 
forms); durat. (= durative); iter. (= iterative). 
20 This is, however, illustrated as imperfective in a sentence with the synonym pojimd. 
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Against this set of examples it might be objected that they are mostly infinitival; 
examples for the past tense, if they were similarly glossed, might be even more instructive. 
Not without interest is the pair dychtiti, oddati se, which hints at both a stative (imperfective) 
and an inchoative (perfective) function of jit. 
If we next summarize the situation in the other verbs, we find relatively few examples 
relevant to the present account, i.e. the vast majority speak in favour of imperfectivity, but 
a few are to be found nonetheless: 
Table 5 
na kordb jeti na mizinu jiti, pfijfti 
b£zeti o pomoc k nikomu uteci 
hnati syn. tladiti, tisknouti, pridrzeti, pfivesti, nutkati... 
hnati koho pred soud pohnati 
hndti za penfze zvesti, zpenizovati 
vesti ddti smir 
vdsti na pravou cestu... ddti sm#r ukdzdnim 
vedl = navedl (premluvenim) 
vdsti = pfidinou byti ndjakdho skutku, pripravit, puditi, hndti, 
diniti, priciniti, aby co bylo 
tdhnouti koho k sob£ pohnati, povolati 
tahnouti zdlouziti napinati, prostriti 
tdhnouti tise odejiti 
tahne po svych vykrade se, ujde po tichu 
po svych tahnul (se sklopenou hlavou) odesel 
tahla odejdiz 
tdhnouti se z n&deho yyvoditi se, vyplyvati 
valiti poraziti, svaliti, povaliti, rozvaliti, poraziti, 
vyvrdtiti 
valiti vinu na koho strciti, strkati 
This corpus, then, contains attestations in which the body of defining verbs contains 
both perfective and imperfective items, including — which is of greatest significance to the 
discussion — two instances where to a single meaning both members of a the same aspectual 
pair are given, namely diniti, pridiniti under ‘vesti’ and strkati, strditi under ‘valiti’. This 
undoubtedly happened more or less by chance, not as a matter of principle, as in the case 
of SSC and SSJC (v.s.), but it is equally clear evidence that there is no major problem 
attached to the acceptance of the verbs of motion in Czech, then as now, as (at least 
potentially) biaspectual. It seems entirely tenable to view them in this light not merely in 
their infinitive forms, but also in the past and future tenses, in a manner already indicated, 
albeit to a limited extent, by Poldauf and Sprunk (v.s. and note 10). 
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When we come to look for the evidence in Jungmann as regards the future tense, it 
must be emphasized first that individual future-tense forms are apparently not felt as part of 
the various verbal lexemes; they are not found at the head (among the various glosses) of the 
basic entry forms, whether infinitival or first-person singular. Secondly, each verb of motion 
in the po-prefixed future is accorded a separate entry as if were a common-or-garden 
derivate. Jungmann was led to this by his historicizing approach, under which he uses as 
entry words any verb (or its infinitive) that existed, or had at some time existed, in Czech, 
irrespective of any narrowing of meaning or any particular complexity in the relationship 
between finite and non-finite forms in modem Czech (including, one assumes the Czech of 
his own period). This means that he links, for purely formal reasons, the forms pojdu (the 
entry word under which all the following are subsumed), poji'ti, posel, pojd* pod’, pojdiz, 
pojiti, pochoditi. Only immediately before the exposition does he give piijdu as an alternant 
to the defunct pojdu. The future tenses of the other verbs are processed analogously, mutatis 
mutandis. 
They are all, of course, composita, at least from Jungmann’s point of view, and as 
such are evaluated as aspectually perfective, whether the entry form is an infinitive or the 
respective first-person singular. Any relation to non-prefixed forms is established only more 
or less incidentally, as an exception, and that in the cases of pojdu/pudu and pojedu, the 
forms jdu and jedu being given as the corresponding imperfective forms. In other words, 
Jungmann was so hidebound by the formal side of things that he failed to appreciate the 
actual relationship between jit, jdu, pujdu and sel etc., or the matching foursomes from other 
verbs, and created instead two series: jit, jdu and Sel etc. on the one hand and pojiti, 
pojdu!pujdu, poSel etc. on the other. Apart from the exceptional (aspectual) association 
between pujdu/pojedu and jdu/jedu the dictionary offers very few flashes to suggest that 
matters are slightly other than Jungmann’s treatment would suggest. There is, however, the 
note under vezu, indicating, among the derived forms, that povezu is actually the ‘futurum 
simplex’, and an unexplained note at the very end of the jedu entry: ‘cf. pojedu’. While they 
would have been quite appropriate, not to say systematically desirable, no other such cross- 
references are to be found. 
To the extent that Jungmann thinks that prefixed forms are necessarily perfective, one 
ought to examine his accounts of them in a manner analogous to that conducted for the 
unprefixed forms above. In this case, and for perhaps obvious reasons, there are many fewer 
samples of contradictory usage, but note the following: 
Table 6 
pobShne 06 jednati se bude 06 
pujdu = jiti, krddeti 
pojiti dobfe, zle vSsti se. To mu dobfe pujde [surely undoubtedly imperfective] 
[pojiti] = jednati se nepujde tu o mdlo (continued overleaf) 
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pojedu... na koni voze se pryd brati 
poletSti = letlti 
ponesu trpiti, snaseti 
povedu = vesti 
povdsti se s kym jiti spolu veda se 
povezu = vezti 
These items are then at variance with Jungmann’s description of the future forms as 
perfective, though not with their current general evaluation as imperfective. 
More instructive for the alternative account, by which the future forms could be 
evaluated as perfective (as also perfective), are Jungmann’s examples which confirm the view 
that he adopts that they are in any case perfective. These include (omitting the transparently 
archaic material): 
Table 7 
pob£hnouti odpadnoati od koho [implies: poMhne = odpadne...] 
dolu poletf spadne 
povaliti poraziti, svaliti [implies: povalim = porazim] 
povaliti valid signif. perf. [!] 
povaliti se padnouti [implies: povalim se = padnu] 
povesti se podariti se, poMstiti se [N.B. the aspectual peculiarity of this use today 
— modal perfective] 
There is, then, relatively little evidence; most of the rest is embedded in archaic past 
tense forms with po-, and in any event Jungmann gives very few synonyms of either aspect 
in the expository part of the entries. However, if one were to ‘translate’ all the non-archaic 
examples by means of ‘synonyms’, some would certainly come out as perfective, just as 
Jungmann imagined. 
We have seen how Jungmann’s treatment of the verbs of motion in Czech is distorted 
in part by his consistent reliance on the absence or presence of prefixes as in some sense 
determining, and in part by a degree of inconsistency in his choice of candidates for separate 
entries and of subordinated, nested aspectual or Aktionsart counterparts to this or that form. 
Here we have discussed prefixed forms only to the extent that they enter into the area of 
aspectual debatability, i.e. determinates with po-. In the case of other prefixes, we would 
probably discover a state of affairs rather like today’s — the compound (prefixed) verbs of 
motion are aspectually non-controversial. 
As a final comment it is worth noting that, as in Table 3, in marking prefixed 
iteratives (indeterminates) as perfective Jungmann was consistent: not only in his pochoditi 
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and pojezditi, but also in verbs where he does not note aspect explicitly, whether in the case 
of others with po-, or any iteratives with the other available prefixes, such as pronositi or 
vchoditi, irrespective of whether such forms are alive, or merely conceivable, in late 
twentieth-century Czech or not. 
The po-prefixed iteratives are, however, of more significance to the present account 
than the others for the simple reason that Jungmann links them to the similarly marked 
duratives. But just as, according to Table 1, Jungmann was inconsistent in his treatment of 
the basic determinate-indeterminate pairs, there are inconsistencies here too. As in Table 1, 
the bold items in Table 8 are those listed separately in the dictionary; the remainder are 
handled merely within the entry for their opposite number. The added glosses for aspect and 
Aktionsart are translations of Jungmann’s. 
Table 8 
pob£hnu et pobfczeti pfv. 











pochoditi iter., pfv. 
pojezditi pfv. 
pohoniti semi-iter., pfv. 
polezam impfv. 
ponositi iter., pfv. 
povdleti iter., pfv. 
povoditi durat., pfv. 
povoziti iter., pfv. 
potiMm [sic] iter., pfv. 
There is here, again, variety in the direction of nesting, differences in the Aktionsart 
glosses, and a further example of Jungmann’s fixation over form — for him the suffix -nouti 
is associated with semelfactivity so strongly that he did not hesitate to give this as the sole 
characteristic of potdhnu. However, that is not contradictory with the otherwise consistent 
marking of the left-hand column — jw-prefixed futures — as perfective. It need hardly be 
pointed out that the final inconsistency of the table is Jungmann’s inclusion of ‘poldzdm 
impfv.’, though the problem really lies elsewhere. The slot should (?) be filled by poloziti, 
for which he may be presumed to have found no attestations, or left blank, as in the case of 
the (unaccountably) missing potetdm. Then poldzdm and poletdm could be jointly entered into 
a third column, not here worked out, but headed by ‘pobfhdm impfv.’. Jungmann has, 
however, partially succeeded in revealing the gappy paradigm in these forms which still 
applies today. 
In conclusion it may be said that Jungmann had not fully appreciated the peculiarities 
of the Czech verbs of motion as a group; his method — obviously — was not based on the 
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kind of tables set up here. However, his unconscious inconsistencies of method and its 
outcome has the ‘advantage’ that he was led along different routes to individual evaluations 
of the determinates as perfective, which has its place in the history of how this important 
group of verbs has been treated. 

8 
FRANTlSEK §EBEK’S £eska FRASEOLOGIE: 
A STUDY IN NINETEENTH-CENTURY CZECH PHILOLOGY1 
Each scholarly discipline is the outcome of a history of varying antiquity. The recent 
upsurge, within Czech lexicography, of interest in idiomatic phrasal units of various kinds, 
which culminated in the fairly comprehensive multi-volume dictionary, Slovnfk deski 
frazeologie a idiomatiky,2 inspired the following look-back at a work, FrantiSek Sebek’s 
(1831-73) deska fraseologie, whose very title suggests that it is one of the former’s direct 
ancestors. This essay seeks to describe and evaluate it, as a specimen of the genre generally, 
and as a product of the late wave of the Czech National Revival. 
What the Central Europeans call ‘phraseology’ is the study of idiomatic phrasal units, 
and it is this sense that it is used herein. (It is precisely not used in the sense of a speaker 
or writer’s particular ad hoc choice of words.) It is not an entirely new discipline, but has 
recently acquired respectability among the other disciplines within linguistics, and now has 
a more solid theoretical background than earlier works in the field. Within the modem Czech 
period, which includes the National Revival, ‘phraseology’ has evolved like any other branch 
of linguistics. Its key works now merit more detailed study, especially the first so-called 
phraseological dictionaries of the nineteenth century. The various brusy ‘whetstones’3 also 
played a not insignificant role, likewise general dictionaries, such as Jungmann’s (1773-1847) 
1 This is an English version of a paper given at a seminar in Cracow in November 1987, 
and later published published in Czech in Mieczyslaw Basaj and Danuta Rytel (eds): Z 
problemdw frazeologii polskiej i slowiahskiej VI, Warsaw, 1994, pp. 187-95. 
2Vol.l: Prirovn&m [similes], Prague, 1983; Vol.2: Vyrazy neslovesne [non-verbal 
expressions], Prague, 1988; Vols 3-4: Vyrazy slovesne [verbal expressions], Prague, 1994. 
The work was produced against the background of several major theoretical works: not only 
v 
the Foreword and conclusory essay in Vol.l, but also the monograph Ceskd lexikologie by 
Josef Filipec and FrantiSek Cermak (Prague, 1985) and Cermak’s Idiomatika a frazeologie 
destiny (Prague, 1982). Similar endeavours have been pursued in Slovak, Russian, Polish and 
Bulgarian linguistics, and there has been some attention to ‘comparative phraseology’, as in 
such works as Mieczyslaw Basaj and Danuta Rytel’s Slownik frazeologiczny czesko-polski 
(Katowice, 1981). 
3 These were puristic primers which sought to help the user ‘hone’ their language. 
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great Cesko-ndmecky slovnfk in five volumes (1834-39), where beneath many an entry lurks 
a wealth of grammatical as well as phrasal idioms. 
The nineteenth century saw the appearance of the very first Czech work containing 
the expression phraseology in its title, namely Mat£j Josef Sychra’s (1776-1830) Versuch 
einer bdhmischen Phraseologie of 1821-23. Sychra was curtly described by Flajshans4 (1866- 
1950) as a ‘thorough and conscientious honer’5 of the language. The Academy Ddjiny deske 
literatury6 maintains that Sychra had, with Jan Hybl (1786-1834), ‘relatively the highest 
ambitions in the shaping of popular literature’, the standard of which was at the time quite 
uneven. Sychra was chiefly concerned with ‘greater fluidity of expression in language’. Thus 
it would seem that he had an above-average sensitivity to language for the times, and it is 
not, therefore, surprising that he earns a pat on the back from later writers too, such as 
FrantiSek Curfn: ‘[his Versuch] is not a textbook of social phrases, as is sometimes thought, 
but an aid for those who, having studied at German schools, lost their understanding of 
Czech and its spirit, and whose breath stinks of German the minute they try to talk about less 
than everyday things in Czech.’7 Sychra was not particularly concerned with uprooting 
German words from Czech (the traditional core of Czech purism), but with supporting the 
true shape of Czech, the structure of which in some afflicted speakers had been permeated 
by clumsy Germanisms of all kinds. It is typical that Sychra brought to his aid not only the 
language of those mistakenly dismissed as common, the ordinary folk, but also the language 
of Daniel Adam z Veleslavma (Veleslavm, 1546-99) and other representatives of sixteenth- 
century ‘Humanist’ Czech. Given the recognition accorded to the qualities of older Czech 
literature, especially of the sixteenth century, during the National Revival and later, and 
given the authority enjoyed by Josef Dobrovsky’s (1753-1829) Lehrgebdude der Bdhmischen 
Sprache (1809, 1819), in which the ‘Humanist’ period served as a source of models of 
language usage as well, irrespective of the archaic quality of many of the features imitated 
(recreated), this tendency in Sychra is entirely understandable and coincides with the period 
efforts to remodel or fine-tune nineteenth-century Czech. (Other contributors in the same vein 
include Jungmann with his dictionary, and Jan Svatopluk Presl [1791-1849] and the other 
authors of new terminologies, whose creative contribution to the revived language was of a 
rather different order; the efforts of some, such as Josef Linda [1789-1834], proved to be too 
4 Pisemnictvi deski, Prague, 1901, p.509. 
5 The Czech word is brusid, from brousit ‘to whet, hone’, as on a brus ‘whetstone’ (cf. 
Note 3), a lexical family based by calquing on the Latin lima. 
6 Prague, 1959-61, Vol.2, pp.156, 207. 
7 Vyvoj spisovnd dedtiny, Prague, 1985, p.83. Hereafter Curfn. 
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outrageous in their innovations.)8 The important aspect of Sychra is, however, his attention 
to and use of the real, living Czech of his day, from which he culled some highly colourful 
material. 
The second Czech ‘phraseological dictionary’ was Jan Sach’s (dates unknown) Ceskd 
fraseologie. It appeared forty years after Sychra’s work, in 1862, at a time when the overt 
gravitation back to sixteenth-century language and practice should have become a thing of 
the past.9 Nevertheless, Sach still views Veleslavm and ‘Humanist’ Czech as ‘immortal’, 
dismissing any later departures from it as simply ‘wrong’. 
The next publication of the type was Ceskd fraseologie (Pfsek, 1864) by Franti§ek 
Sebek, a schoolmaster from Pfsek.10 This is a period when the National Revival underwent 
a protraction which saw the appearance of a number of linguistically idiosyncratic works, of 
V 
which Sebek’s is one. It comes as no surprise, against this background, that his relatively 
large work was republished in Prague in 1869 (424pp.),11 despite the fact that few (if any) 
writers living at the time were guided by the principles which he proclaimed, apart, that is, 
from the other enthusiastic amateurs and brus-writers who shared his enthusiasm for 
antiquated Czech. 
8 Curfn compares some of Linda’s excesses to those of Vdclav Jan Rosa (1620-89). He 
also quotes the attitude that had guided much of Linda’s endeavours: ‘in the period 1822-24 
he published articles on language in which he displayed his conviction that Czech is more 
consummate than, say, German, because it is unrestrictedly creative and can use one word 
where German needs several. Thus he claimed that the German sentence: Das Kind hat ein 
wenig langere Haare bekommen could be expressed concisely in Czech as DM popovlasa- 
tdlo' (Curfn, p.89). For a reappraisal of the work of Rosa see Jaroslav Porak, ‘Rosova 
mluvnice a vyvoj CeStiny a Ceskd lingvistiky v 17. stoletf’, in Studia Slavica Pragensia 
(Prague, 1973), pp.39-53, and Vdra PetraCkova, ‘Pojetf a vyznam Rosova slovnfku’, in 
Jaroslav Porak (ed.): Starsi deske, slovenske a slovanske mluvnice, Prdce z ddjin slavistiky 
X, Prague, 1985, pp. 155-66. 
9 It survived in fact right up to 1894 and the 3rd edition of the Matidni brus. 
10 As a youth Sebek translated from French and English (Poe’s The Gold Bug) for Lumir. 
He later translated, among others, the Finland-Swedish playwright Josef Julius Wecksell’s 
(1838-1907) ‘grand tragedy’ Daniel Hjort from Swedish (Pfsek, 1869; original first published 
in Finnish in Helsinki, 1862) and the first three cantos of the Iliad (Jindfichuv Hradec, 
1872). His own verse was published in Zlatd kniha divek deskych (Pfsek). He came from a 
poor background, barely able to afford to study. He graduated in classical philology in 1855, 
acted as a supply teacher for three years in Hradec Krdlovd and Pfsek, eventually becoming 
a full-time teacher in Pfsek (to 1871) and Jindfichuv Hradec (until his death). 
11 Page references herein are to this second edition. 
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Sebek’s main concerns are outlined in the Foreword, which begins with the words: 
‘It is an open secret that our language, through constant contact with German, has suffered 
immense internal damage, having been deflected far away from the purity and perfection 
which it had in Veleslavfn’s time.’ In other words, Veleslavm is still an unequivocal ideal 
and German is the sole named culprit for the ‘degeneration’ of Czech. This contains a denial 
that the language might have continued to evolve ‘internally’ since the days of Veleslavm 
even without the proximity to German, and the denial that one of the most natural and 
uninhibitable influences on the development of any language is contact with another language 
or languages. Only in 1873 did Josef Durdfk (1837-1902) recognize, in Kallilogie dili o 
vyslovnosti,12 that ‘language is a system of signs, that in that system there is constant 
tension, which is why language is constantly changing, improving and becoming richer’,13 
and a year later FrantiSek Otakar Mike§ (1836-?) conceded that ‘a living language must take 
in elements from foreign languages as well, new ideas demanding new words and 
constructions’.14 
Sebek continues by saying that ‘if we wish to write good Czech, the mere, or even 
most thorough, knowledge of grammatical forms is not enough; it is unavoidably necessary 
to study the older writers and the speech of the people’. Thus, like his predecessors, he will 
take account both of early sources (and ‘older’ and ‘early’ here mean ‘old’ and are unspoken 
synonyms of ‘good’) and living folk usage; we may infer that he is referring to lexical usage, 
since the right ‘grammatical forms’ would be more readily retrievable from such authoritative 
sources as Dobrovsky’s Lehrgebdude. There is almost pathos in Sebek’s lament that few 
people would have the time or the books available to take upon themselves the task of 
compiling ‘a handbook which would be compact, yet contain all the possible modes of 
expression and turns of speech drawn from writings of the classical age, and in which it 
would always be easy, in case of doubt, to find a good Czech phrase and so avoid 
Germanisms and other lapses of syntax.’15 He is apparently using the word ‘syntax’ more 
12 Durdfk was a philosopher interested in particular in aesthetics. His importance resides 
in part in his systematization of modem Czech philosophical terminology. For a brief 
biography of Durdfk, including due reference to the significance of his Kalilogie, see Lexikon 
deskd literatury, 1, A-G (Prague, 1985), pp.616-17. 
13 Quoted from Cuffn, p. 104. 
14 In Strdzce deskdho jazyka, quoted from Cuffn, p.105. In 1862-63 Mike§ edited Osvdta 
with Ferdinand Schulz, and after it folded he founded his own periodical Beseda (1864-66). 
After that he was a proof-reader at Narodni Listy and Ndrodni Pokrok and later taught French 
and Russian at a Pilsen commercial college. In 1870 he set up his own commercial college 
in Prague. His works include grammars of Czech and Russian and a book on accountancy. 
15 The ‘modes of expression and turns of phrase’ are in the original zpusoby a obraty 
mluvenf, which give every appearance of being themselves period Germanisms, calqued on 
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broadly than we would today to include not just higher grammatical units, but combinations 
of words into higher lexical, ‘phraseological’, units. 
The Foreword ends with the conviction that pupils at gymnasia and Realschule, ‘who 
above all others should have their mother tongue cultivated and refined and be accustomed 
early to correct and unadulterated language’, will, in Ceskd fraseologie, have at their disposal 
a work which will satisfy their most acute needs. 
In view of the time span and evolutionary distance between the age in which the 
intended users of the book lived and the age of Veleslavm, it would be something of a 
miracle if the pupils in question were able to surmount the tension between the two versions 
of the language to which they were exposed. Authors writing in Czech in the 1870s and 
1880s, that is, the generation that might have been exposed as pupils to the good intentions 
of Ceskd fraseologie, seem ultimately — and fortunately — not to have been influenced by 
it. In fact, the most typical feature common to Humanist Czech and the Czech of many 
nineteenth-century writers is the placing of the verb at the end of the clause (a feature shared, 
subject to a mixture of tendencies and rules, by Latin and German). Though declining, it 
lasted until the 1940s and later.16 Related forms, with word-orderings which would not now 
be viewed as neutral or normal, include Sebek’s own ... zkdzu vzal ‘suffered damage’ (from 
the first quotation above) or kniha ..., ... v nizto by snadno bylo ... ‘a book.in which it 
would be easy’ and countless others. 
Sebek’s Ceskd fraseologie is above all a dictionary of verbs, nouns and prepositions 
illustrated by quotation from numerous Czech Humanist sources and/or attested in Sychra’s 
Versuch, Jungmann’s dictionary and a number of more recent sources. The adjectival entries 
are best considered alongside the verbs, since both are included chiefly as predicates having 
a particular valency structure or structures. There are also some isolated entries for 
conjunctions and inteijections; a separate entry is dedicated to the conditional auxiliary by 
(P-18). 
Each entry or nested expression is followed by from one to nine (the average is five) 
examples, which in most cases are self-explanatory. Where additional explanation is called 
for, six types can be identified. 
The basic type of additional information is a statement on case use, indicated in the 
traditional, and still observed, Czech manner by the relevant case forms of the pronouns kdo 
and/or co, for example, vztahnout, vzlahovati se k demu (p.392), prepychati koho dim 
Redeweise and Redewendung. 
16 See Curfn, pp.91-92. 
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(p.238), obsdhnouti co dim (p. 148),pfetvdfeti se po kom (p.239). Where prepositional cases 
are required this is occasionally stated explicitly, as in vztahovati s pfedl. na (p.392), 
uklddati s pfedl. na (p.347). In this context it is interesting that in the case of verbs which 
form syntagms or idioms with the preposition na, the actual case required is not stated 
(unlike the pattern adopted for other prepositions), so it is only the examples which reveal 
that forms of, say, vztahovati na are followed by the accusative, while ukdzati na may 
require an accusative or locative. In the entry for na itself, as with other prepositions 
accorded separate entries, the variability of case is noted immediately following the entry 
word, but in each nested sub-section the illustrations are a hotchpotch of accusative and 
locative types. 
The second descriptive method is to state case use by naming the case, applicable pre¬ 
eminently to prepositions, for example, Z, pfedl. s gen. (p.392), Na, pfedl. s akkus. a 
lokdlem (p. 115). There are by contrast instances, such as pres, where neither the case nor 
even the word class is stated, and others where different case requirements are introduced 
gradually, for example s, where the entry states simply S, pfedl., followed by three nested 
sub-sections: s gen., s akkus. and s instr. 
The third device used in the account consists in semantic glosses, especially with 
prepositions. The need is particularly acute in the case of polysemic prepositions such as z 
or za. For example, the entry for z is structured as follows (pp. 392-93): 
Z, pfedl. s gen. 1. local meanings (four examples, of which only one could 
be seriously described as idiomatic, a phraseological unit: ze sedla koho 
vyhoditi); 2. temporal meanings (four examples, with again only one idiom: 
z rok [sic]11 do roka); 3. after verbs (eight examples based on infinitives, 
four in clauses); 4. indication of the whole of which a part is highlighted (four 
examples); 5. the substance from which something is made (four examples); 
6. about origin (six fairly heterogeneous examples); 7. causal meanings (seven 
examples); 8. expressions denoting purpose or motivation (two examples, both 
using z kratochvile); 9. expressions of condition, appurtenance or direction (a 
jumble of five varied, partly opaque and conspicuously archaic examples). 
The fourth and simplest method of glossing is use of the equals sign. It occurs usually 
directly after the relevant opaque example: on na se zprdvu vztahl = osvojil sobd (this under 
the sub-entry Vztahovati s pfedl na, p.392); pokutami na pomstu buh pfispeti racil = 
pfichvdtati (under the sub-entry Pfispdti na koho, na co, p.253); Zitu pfirdzi = jest drazsi 
(under Pfiraziti demu, p.252)\jeden druheho odbdhl = od druheho (under Odbdhnouti deho, 
koho, p.151). These examples suffice to show that the simple device of the equals sign is 
17 This is one of the few misprints which the book contains. 
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perhaps an admission (given that the items to its right are unobjectionable) that Czech had 
shifted so far since the sixteenth-century that some (in fact countless) expressions had become 
so opaque as to be unusable; at the same time it is evidence that any revival of them in the 
sense suggested in Sebek’s Foreword is a period lunatic-fringe pipe-dream. 
The same thing applies in essence to the fifth explicatory device employed, the most 
surprising one when we recall the strength of the antipathy against German as a deleterious 
agent. These glosses are pure German, often genuine translations, and often giving the 
impression that the Czech expressions are caiques of the German (oheti klasti, Feuer anlegen 
[p.91]). The glosses are of two types: either they are supplementary to glosses in Czech, for 
example: under A, conj. ... — 3. Slouzi k zvdtdem a vysvdtleni we find = k tomu, nad to, 
und zwar (p.l); or a German expression may appear as the sole gloss, for example: raditi 
se deho, koho, um Rath fragen (p.272); or (under Od predl. s gen.): 6. = wegen, auf 
Veranlassung, in Jemandes Namen. Laje mu od matky (pp. 150-51). The last example under 
klasti, illustrating klasti co z deho, shows how the German glosses may be imperfect, or of 
limited explanatory force: Druzi slovo z slova, jini rozum z rozumu kladou, einiger ubersetzen 
wortlich (p.92). Elsewhere, on the positive side, there are cases that reveal the genuine 
‘lexical distance’ between equivalent Czech and German expressions, as in polehditi mechyre, 
Wasser abschlagen (p.199). Such cases reveal a clear assumption that the intended user has 
a sound knowledge of German. 
The sixth feature of interest is normative in nature and consists of isolated injunctions. 
Thus under byti k demu (p. 19) we find: Nesprdvd [j/c, another obvious misprint] se pise: 
Neni k viddm; bylo k podivem mi'sto neni ho viddti, bylo se demu podiviti. 
Nouns are treated fairly simply, without glosses either on gender or, where it might 
have been relevant, valency. The entry word is followed by a string of examples, stretching 
sometimes to half a page. Within the whole, the user is then left not so much to deduce its 
meaning(s) as to form an idea of the distribution of the particular concept (collocations, 
semantic fields) and any relevant syntactic features. Nominal entries contain the highest 
percentage of phraseological units as we understand them today. 
Relatively few entries offer a complete catalogue of collocations, though some go a 
long way. Kniha (p.92) is an obvious candidate for thorough treatment: Knihu neb knihy 
sklddati, vymysleti, sepsati, spisovati, psdti, vydavati, na svdtlo vydati. ... Knihu ndkomu 
pfipsati, obdtovati, k ochrand poruditi (all taken from Veleslavm), Na knihach cisti (from 
Dalimil). This is, however, the sum total of the kniha entry. Similar lists can be found with 
verbal entries as well, for example, poboznost, ctnost, modlitbu, poselstvi konati (from 
Jungmann, under the entry konati co, p.93). 
The entry pfidina (pp.240-41) is a good example of a fairly thorough elaboration of 
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the syntactic particulars of a word. No less than twelve heterogeneous examples illustrate its 
use in the accusative, three for the instrumental, one for nominative plural, one for die + 
genitive, two for k + dative, two for pro + accusative, one for pri + locative, two for u 
(= v) + locative, four for v + locative, and one each for z 4- genitive, za + instrumental 
and za + accusative. Where there are sufficient numbers of examples, singular and plural 
possibilities are illustrated. In contrast to this laudable attempt at (syntactic, rather than truly 
idiomatic or ‘phraseological’) thoroughness, there are obvious elements in the layout and 
method which would, in a more modem author, invite criticism, for example, the location 
of certain examples: those under pridina include Za pridinou nabozenstvi do Jerusalema 
prijela, which would have been more appropriately listed under a section of a prijeti entry 
(which is missing anyway) illustrating the construction prijeti kam za kym neb dim (as Sebek 
would have introduced it). The similar case of the example bolesti se muditi (p.12), which 
is listed under bolest rather than muditi se (missing), perhaps tells us that, for the author, the 
semantics of collocations far outweighs syntactic considerations. This has led to the somewhat 
arbitrary choice of entry words with the consequent deficiency whereby the user may learn 
that ‘bolest is likely to co-occur with muditi se’, but he could not ascertain ‘what case or 
cases does muditi se require, if any?’. 
To return now to the author’s resort to German. Given the high incidence of German 
glosses and Sebek’s attitude to German, we are entitled to ask why he used them. He himself 
says nothing explicit on the subject. The charitable view is that the parallel German 
translations of examples contain a discreet warning that such-and-such an expression could, 
given the overall formal similarity between the equivalents, cause slippage in Czech. This 
applies particularly in the area of grammatical case, including the use of non-equivalent 
prepositions as extensions of the case systems, for example: Zpriznd soudili, sie haben nach 
Gunst gerichtet (p.257, under prized [my emphasis]); pro pamdt’ budouci, zum kiinftligen 
Andenken (p.257, under pro). 
There are other types of formal differences between otherwise like expressions, for 
example, verbal prefixation: jej od jeho zaloby pryd svedou, bringen ihn von der Klage ab, 
or contrasting spatial adverbs: vysoko svedl svou pychu, trieb zu weit seinem Stolz (both 
examples under svesti co, p.327). On the other hand, some German glosses ‘confirm’ that 
Czech and German really do have true parallels, whether just lexical: branna vdz, Wehrturm 
(under branny, p. 14), or lexical and syntactic: v odi ho bode, es sticht ihn in die Augen 
(under bodati, p.ll). 
When Latin is used as the comparator or explicans, it is almost always a literal 
equivalent, indeed probably the literal source, of the Czech expression, for example: nohama 
jiti v ndlez, pedibus ire in sententiam (p.125). This, like many of the legal and other 
archaisms which Sebek has elected to include, is an example of how hopeless his mission 
was: by the time of compilation, the Czech phrase (from Viktorin Komel ze VSehrd [1460- 
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1520]) must have become thoroughly opaque; the Latin does not help, and there is no 
indication of the expression which Sebek thinks it might be used to replace. 
Sebek is, then, selective when it comes to the effects of other languages on Czech. 
The touchstone for this is the way he handles concepts which he could not have found 
attested in the period of Humanist Czech. Ceskd fraseologie contains few such. However, 
under jit he gives, as a modem extension of the example Udedlnici jdou za prikladem mistra, 
a further possible use of jit za, namely veliky svit jde za modou (p.86). Of jit za as an 
imitation of German nachgehen it is difficult to say anything more definite than that it did 
not occur in Old Czech; and that veliky svdt is a caique on French grand monde is perhaps 
above discussion, whether or not it was mediated by grofie Welt; equally, there can be no 
doubt that calquing is not the only means by which Czech could have found zn expression 
for this particular social class. However, the author’s tolerance in this case was undoubtedly 
aided by the fact that both examples were borrowed from Jungmann, and the authority of 
Jungmann is a sufficient force to temper Sebek’s otherwise deep-seated purism. The authority 
of predecessors also accounts for the survival in Ceskd fraseologie of a number of pure 
Germanisms, merely adapted to Czech morphological and orthographic patterns; hallowed 
by the source, they need not be rejected or even justified. This is the case of, for example, 
the utterance: ale mysli, ze vsecko na nebi i na zemi ndjakou ndhodou a trefunkem stoji a 
jde, quoted from the Kralice Bible (under Mh, p.6), or Nebezpedte se tim, ze jste s okolnimi 
narody zprizndni a spuntovani (under bezpediti se neb koho dim, p.7). 
Sebek’s book may be fairly described as a linguistic curio, whose content only 
remotely matches modem ideas of a work having fraseologie in the title. It is less a 
predecessor of the more recent Czech dictionaries of idioms and more a fairly primitive 
prototype of works dealing with valency or the lexical semantics of polysemic words.18 It 
gains some colour (and superficial partial resemblance to, say, Slovnik deske frazeologie a 
idiomatiky), through the contrastive-comparative German glosses. And it is relatively poor 
in true idiomatic phrasal units. As follows from the examples quoted, these are not given in 
any infinitival form, nor, necessarily, under what might be deemed the obvious key word, 
but are merely authentic (no matter how archaic) examples to entry words which themselves 
have no particular idiomatic flavour. The reader attempting to use the book for reference 
purposes has to rely on a mixture of guesswork and serendipity. 
The contemporary scholar need not be concerned that Sebek’s aim was distinctly 
foolish; on the contrary, he may care to see in it a useful, if untypical, treatment of Humanist 
Czech material as such, with no systematic relation to the nineteenth century. The 
18 It is also a close cousin of works in the English-speking tradition that contain the word 
usage in the title, as my colleague R.B. Pynsent rightly points out. Such works indeed 
include many ‘phraseologisms’ in the Czech sense. 
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inconsistencies of the layout and the lack of any strict conception are to be regretted, but 
given the author’s aims, capacities and the time of writing, we are not entitled to demand 
them. 
However, even allowing for the inevitable failure of the work to achieve its objective, 
there are certain specific shortcomings which Sebek could have avoided, given the state of 
knowledge about Czech in his day. For example, under the entry Byti s gen., which is 
followed by a string of appropriate examples, we also find: befe coz jest skodliveho, a 
nechdvd coz jest dobreho (p.18), where the genitive depends syntactically not on byt. but on 
coz; similarly Pochybovali, aby co toho v pravd# bylo (p. 19). Within the otherwise 
necessarily long entry devoted to byti (pp. 18-22) the author missed the opportunity to explain 
the important dative + infinitive construction. This is a construction of venerable antiquity 
(therefore he should have relished it), but still to be found in K.H. Mdcha, and, perhaps for 
the last time, well after Sebek, in K.M. Capek-Chod.19 Moreover, there are numerous 
examples of it passim in Ceska fraseologie, but always within the account of some other 
syntagm. For example, under byti itself we find: pondvadz. jest vsechnim do prachu zem# 
slozenu byti (as an illustration of byti s injin., p.22); and elsewhere: ostnem slavy bodenu 
byti (under bodati koho, p. 11); boufimetdnu byti (under boufe, p. 12); or bremenem chudoby 
stizenu byti (under brim#, p. 18). 
If we were to look at Sebek’s assembled material merely as an idiosyncratic corpus 
of sixteenth-century Czech, we would miss one final point which needs to be mentioned 
Scattered within many of the entries there are illustrations glossed us., that is, valid in 
contemporary (nineteenth-century) usage. Neither in the annotations, nor in the Foreword 
does Sebek define the scope of the expression. But if it could be taken as evidence that the 
items so glossed were indeed current in the second half of the nineteenth century, then we 
would have at our disposal a body of genuine nineteenth-century idiomatic usages. For that 
is what such items in Ceskd fraseologie are, rather than being mere illustrations of 
collocations or valency patterns as in the case of the ‘historic’ examples. We may even glean 
from them an occasional hint of period realia — for what else but the actions of the Royal 
and Imperial Austrian secret police could have engendered the expression, cited as common 
usage: Vcera, kdyz jsme nejlepe spali, podali bouriti na dim20 (under boufiti, p. 12)? 
19 See p.24 herein. 
20 ‘Yesterday, while we were in our deepest sleep, they began hammering at the door.’ 
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DEVELOPMENTS IN THE INVENTORY OF THIRD-PERSON PLURAL FORMS 
OF THE CZECH PRESENT TENSE AS AN EXAMPLE OF CATEGORIZATION 
AND CHANGE BY ANALOGY1 
The most recent literature on developments in Czech morphology, which are often primarily 
concerned with the morphological analysis of those versions of the contemporary language 
known variously as Common Czech (obecnd destina), everyday spoken Czech (bdznd mluve- 
nd destina) and others, or its individual, identifiably distinct regional variants (i.e. the many 
works describing the everyday speech of all kinds of urban environments, but especially 
Prague), usually notes, among others, the strong tendency for the two forms of the third- 
person plural of the fourth class2 to merge in favour of one or the other. Within the current 
fourth class, and taking the more or less traditional examples of this variation, based on 
surface distinctions in the infinitive, the types involved are: 
III nosit trpdt sazet 
i_i 
and their corresponding third-person plural forms: 
121 nosi trpi sazejf 
i_i 
The other personal forms of all sub-types of class 4 are the same, i.e. -im, -ft, -ime, -ite. 
The forms of the third person plural show, as indicated above, a marked tendency to 
overcome this ‘redundant’ variation, but in two, opposite, directions. 
a) The latest Academy grammar states: 
While standard Czech still preserves the previous differences in the third 
person plural (pros!, trpi x sdzejf), with many verbs that have lost the 
1 Adapted from a paper prepared for the Linguistics Association of the Czech Academy 
of Sciences. 
2 The third person plural contains the sole surviving difference of once quite distinct 
conjugational classes. The shifts involved are illustrated in Table 9.22 (p.490) in B. Comrie 
and G.G. Corbett (eds): The Slavonic Languages, London, 1993. In what follows the 
remarks applied to sdzet also apply to umdt. 
Ill 
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connection with their original word-formational type, this form shows 
considerable fluctuation. Given the enhanced awareness of the stylistic 
differentiation of morphological variants (wnich is aided by the clearly felt 
non-literary [‘nespisovny’] quality of the Common Czech uniform -d(e)j as 
well as various other unified forms applied in the dialects), the formant -(is 
these days felt, against the background of overall developments within class 
4, as the more literary , witn the consequence that it is increasingly penetrating 
into verbs of the sazet type, especially in written texts.3 
The ensuing paragraphs in the same source then deal with the degree of fluctuation 
between and among various forms of verbs in all three sub-groups (prosit-trpdt, prosit-sdzet 
and trpdt-sdzet); detailed discussion of these is not here necessary. 
b) The above quotation contains a reference to the other solution to the formal disparity 
within the third-person plural of otherwise congruent conjugational types, viz the preference 
for uniform -dj(i/f), -ej(i/i) in Common Czech. The relevance of the ‘various other unified 
forms applied in the dialects’ alluded to is not very clear, since I believe none of them would 
be serious candidates to deputize for either of the two standard forms. I shall return briefly 
to the dialect forms later. 
It is instructive to proceed next with a look back to the early state of affairs in the 
third persons throughout Czech declension. 
The state of affairs in Old Czech: Old Czech had the following third person plural forms: 
/3/ vedu peku mru pnu mazu beru tisknu kryju kupuju etc. and 
prosie trpie and ddlaju sdzdju4 
If we then summarize the position after the main Old Czech sound changes, we find the 
corresponding set: 
/4/ vedou pekou mfou pnou mazi berou tisknou kryji kupuji and 
pros! trpi and ddlajf sazeji 
This, partly also thanks to changes elsewhere in the various conjugations, is what led 
to a re-evaluation of the degree of associatedness among the various sub-types. Thus mazi, 
3 Mluvnice destiny, II: Tvaroslovi, Prague, 1986, p.468. 
4 The ordering is here based on that in Lamprecht, Slosar and Bauer: Historicky vyvoj 
destiny, Prague, 1977. 
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kryji and kupuji (but not mrou, despite the ‘soft’ r, which came in via other personal forms) 
became more distanced from the other variants of the e-conjugation; sdzeji moved further 
away from dilajl and came closer to prosl/trpl. 
Later changes then brought about the current state of affairs in (average) Common 
Czech, whereby the matching inventory is: 
151 vedou peiou mrou pnou mazou berou tisknou krejou kupujou1 
prosej trpij and dilaj sdzej, now reassessed in fact as 
prosej trpij sdzej and dilaj 
Two commonly noted facts are relevant here: 
a. Many speakers who use for everyday purposes that still rather fuzzy version of Czech 
that stands on the borderline between (non-spoken and unequivocally) ‘literary’ (spisovnd) 
Czech and (always spoken and unequivocally) Common Czech exhibit greater misgivings 
about forms such as mazou, kryjou, kupujou and countless others than they do if driven to 
use the corresponding forms of the first-person singular;5 6 
b. All descriptions of the various versions of everyday spoken Czech allow for two or 
three variants in the forms of the third person plural of the fifth and fourth verb classes, viz 
i) forms corresponding to the literary standard: 
/6/ dilaj t, sdzeji, and with them prosejl and trpij( 
ii) forms with the final long -l shortened: 
111 dilaji a sdzeji/proseji/trpiji 
iii) forms in which the disyllabic ending is reduced to a monosyllable: 
/ 8/ dilaj a sdzej/prosej/trpij. 
51 ignore here such other matters as the changes which led from peku to peiou, or the 
low probability that such forms as pnou or mrou would ever occur in any spoken Czech, let 
alone Common Czech, utterance; it is sufficient that such compounds of them as zapnou or 
zemfou match the pattern given. 
6 Sec inter al. P. Sgall, J. Hronek, £estina bezprikras, Prague, 1992, p.58: ‘first-person 
singular forms (kupuju) penetrate more readily than the corresponding forms of the third 
person plural (kupujou)’; statistical evidence for this is given on pp. 105-06. 
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Let us now return to the regional dialects.7 
With the exception of the south-west dialects, all Bohemian dialects exhibit a state 
very similar to that given above for Common Czech. One contrasting pattern is in such 
south-west Bohemian forms as umi for the general Bohemian [umndji/umn£ji/umn£j]. 
In the Hana dialects of Moravia the dominant endings in the third-person plural for 
all verb classes are: -6, -ajd and -ijo; in the Moravian-Silesian -u, -aju, -a/-ja; in the 
Moravian-Slovak -u, -aju, -d or -u, -aju, -fja\ and in the Polish-Czech belt of mixed dialects 
-uni, -ajum a -um} The ending -(±C)i (C = any ‘soft’ consonant) has disappeared (or did 
not even evolve) almost everywhere,9 and a form corresponding to Old Czech -ie is 
preserved only in the Branice dialect.10 
The morphological significance of the forms of the third-person plural (and first- 
person singular) of Czech verbs resides in the fact that the diachronic view points to an area 
in which there have been many changes and reassessments in time, while the synchronic (or 
contrastive) view points to a consequent variety of forms that can be matched by few other 
Slavonic languages.* 11 The two sets of forms (first sg. -i, -u, -(d)m, -ch\ third pi. -ou, 
-{, -ej(/-dji, -aji, in the standard language) thus differ from all the other persons, where 
person is (and through history has been) expressed consistently irrespective of conjugational 
class (with the exception of -s- for the dominant -s in isolated forms of the second person 
7 The following data are taken from Belt’s Prehled ndredi deskeho jazyka (Prague 
1981), which explains why some data appear to be missing. This is merely because the third- 
person plural is simply not always interesting in this or that dialect. 
8 It is not the intention here to go into the actual distribution of the available endings 
among the conjugations in this or that dialect group; in part it will become apparent later 
In any case, it is assumed that the reader with a knowledge of Czech will be able to assume 
with reasonable certainty which ending belongs to which class or classes. 
9 However, according to B£li5 (Prehled, p.62), there is, in some of the Opava dialects, 
an ending -i, showing the regular shortening appropriate to that region. 
10 B£li£, p.63. Note that Branice lies within Poland. 
11 The forms of the first person singular have been studied in great detail by Laura Janda, 
beginning with her paper ‘Categorization and analogical change: the case of athematic 1 sg 
-m in the Slavic languages’ at the International Cognitive Linguistics Association conference 
in Louvain in 1993. In Back from the Brink (LINCOM Studies in Slavic Linguistics, Munich, 
1996) she investigates this and a number of other relic forms serve analogical change in 
Czech. She is, however, in her subject on rather safer ground than the present author, since 
she is dealing with a process that is complete, whereas the material discussed here is ‘living’, 
unstable, and points to merely possible future developments. 
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singular of the verb byt).n 
The current outcome is the product of a mixture of sound changes evidenced 
elsewhere in the language and changes wrought by the pressure commonly called analogy. 
The prototype of the joint action of the two principles in time is the evolutionary sequence 
mazu > mail > mazou. 
There is one possible way in which analogy may have been at work which is hardly 
ever (if at all) considered. If we look either back to the condition in Old Czech or across at 
the condition in any of the dialects of modem Czech we cannot fail to notice one very simple 
fact. With the exception of the south-west Bohemian dialects mentioned above and the 
currently codified standard (which is of course a dialect sui generis), the forms of the third- 
person plural of all conjugational classes differ from the corresponding third-person singular 
forms. For Old Czech this may be illustrated by the following schema (simplifying the 
inventory used in /3/-/51): 
191 sg. vede here tiskne kryje prosi trpi (Mid sdzie 
pi vedu beru tisknu kryju prosie trpie dilaju saziju 
‘Unhappily’, as a consequence of the second Old Czech umlaut (post-palatal -u > -i) and the 
monophthongization of ie > 1 a new schema arose instead: 
/10/ sg. vede here tiskne kryje prosi trpl (Mia sazi 
pi. vedou berou tisknou kryjl prosi trpi dilajl sazeji13 
This had two important consequences: 
i) prosit and trpit became atypical in that the difference between singular and plural in the 
third person was obliterated; 
ii) sdzi sounds the same, as far as the ending is concerned, as prosi and trpi. 
Given that the acoustic coincidence under ii) is replicated right through the 
conjugation of sdzet, prosit and trpit, with the exception of the third-person plural, the way 
is open to the possible ultimate fusion of the two paradigms, including, finally, their third- 
121 ignore here the familiar exception constituted by instances where the otherwise 
universal first person plural ending -me may be replaced by -m provided this would not lead 
to isomorphism with the first person singular. 
13 Any other changes to have occurred are again ignored here; they have no effect on the 
matter in hand or the processes being considered. 
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person plural. And to the extent that we may look at Czech conjugation as a system 
characterized prototypically by heteromorphism of all the personal forms, then, given the 
existence of a second possible expression for ‘third-person plural’ appropriate to an i-based 
conjugational class, it is entirely plausible tnat the non-prototypicai isomorphisms prosVprosl 
and trpi/trpi might suitably, by an abduction, be overcome precisely by the selection of that 
second possibility, namely the ending -ejt/-eji. 
However, until that comes about once and for all — and the indications are that 
developments are presently no more than naif-way there, though the process has begun (see 
the earlier quotation from the Academy grammar) — we still have the situation whereby the 
third-person plural of verbs of the prosit and trp£t types have the conspicuously ‘literary5 
(spisovny) ending -{. I believe this is sufficient to sustain that ending, irrespective of origin, 
to continue to be felt, by the operation of some remote analogy, highly appropriate in that 
(literary) function. Even, that is, in the case of, say, mail, where, as noted above, there are 
still certain stronger inhibitions at work in (non-substandard) spoken colloquial Czech against 
its replacement by mazou (the same applying even more strongly in the case of, for example, 
kupuji > kupujou), than is the case in the first-person singular forms mazu, kupuju, replacing 
mazi, kupuji (despite the fact that the two positions are essentially entirely parallel, both as 
regards the operation of the second Old Czech umlaut and the analogical pull of the 
corresponding hard paradigm). 
So much then for the possible, but easily imaginable and readily understandable 
process which could lead to the eventual adoption of the ending -eji/-iji in the third-person 
plural of all fourth class verbs. 
Within the current standard language there are still two third-person plural endings 
of a similar type, namely -aj{ and -eji/-dji, standing in opposition to the relevant singular 
forms in -d and -i. On top of that we know from numerous descriptions that these plural 
forms show a ready tendency to shorten, either by loss of length in the final syllable, i.e. to - 
aji and -ejH-dji, or by a whole syllable, i.e. to -aj a -ej/-#j. Note that neither of these 
alternatives infringes the principle whereby the singular and plural forms ‘ought’, according 
to the hypothetical prototype, to differ. This raises the question of whether there might not 
be some grounds according to which one or other of the plural versions might be the 
preferred one. 
One might here erect another hypothesis, based on the fact that several indicators 
suggest that the shortest version is the most likely candidate in the long run. 
First, it would introduce an extra parallel with other conjugational patterns, namely 
in that the third-person endings, singular and plural, would consist of one syllable; the 
current disyllabic endings are an anomaly, if not a kind of redundancy. The only exceptions 
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to this state of affairs would be a small group of verbs that have always been anomalous and 
on the morphological periphery (frequently occurring though they may be), namely ji'st (ji- 
jedf), vidit iyi-vMt) and chtit (chce-cht#j(). 
Secondly, the remaining third-person plural endings in Czech are the diphthongal -ou 
and the not yet disappeared long -i. Yet we have the evidence of Common Czech that -i in 
the first class variants is vulnerable and likely to be replaced by -ou. 
Thirdly, it is easy to imagine that if ever the monosyllabic variants -aj and -ej/-ij in 
the fifth and both (historic) versions of the fourth class win through, that is, if the still 
conspicuously ‘literary’ -( does disappear from the fourth class, that could trigger the final 
disappearance of -( from the soft variants of the first class and its definite replacement by - 
ou. 
Altogether this would create the situation in which any Czech verb (with the probable 
peripheral exceptions mentioned above) would have, in the third-person plural, a 
monosyllabic ending: -ou, -aj or -ej/ij. (Moreover, as we have noted, none would ever clash 
with its corresponding singular form.) 
The whole preceding argument is based on the assumption that the hypothetical 
levelling of forms, both in terms of syllable length of otherwise equivalent forms, and in 
terms of the abduction that it is appropriate that singular and plural forms should be different, 
would constitute a (desirable?) simplification of the system, and one which has the virtue of 
not entailing any new incongruities, at least not as far as conjugation itself is concerned. It 
is of course taken as axiomatic that any such development is neither necessary, nor 
inevitable, given the general uncertainty of evolution in language: the sample solutions in the 
living dialects demonstrate that this is so. Nevertheless, it provides an image of a possible 
development and one which has considerable attraction, especially given the number of 
indications that the process has already begun. 
It remains now to compare, or characterize the three third-person plural endings, -ou, 
-aj and -ej/-$j that might, under this scenario, evolve. 
All current accounts of Czech describe [ou], anywhere in the word, as a diphthong; 
V + [j] chains are not. Nevertheless, it would be worth considering whether they do not, 
after all, have something in common, that is whether [ou] and [aj]/[ej/6j] are not already 
tending towards some common characteristic. It seems to the writer not to be unthinkable that 
in fact both types represent either final diphthongs ([ou], [ai] and [ei]), or monophthongs 
accompanied by a glide: a labial glide in the case of [o] (which is marked ‘back’ and 
‘rounded’), and a palatal glide in the case of [e] (marked ‘front’ and ‘non-rounded’) and of 
[a], in which the front-back and rounded-unrounded oppositions are essentially neutralized, 
though the sound is, in articulatory terms, closer — perhaps — to [e]. The fact that the 
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incidence of such sounds, or sequences of sounds — characterized in the common terms 
suggested and having a common function (expression of 3rd pi.) — might be restricted to that 
very (morphonological, even categorizational) function would not be without precedent. 
Suffice it to recall the considerable constraints on the occurrence of long e in Czech (not to 
mention the even greater constraints on it m SiovaK).14 
As already noted, this imaginary evolution would not trigger any new imbalance 
within the conjugational system. On the contrary, it represents a considerable ‘tidying up’. 
However, a different imbalance would emerge elsewhere; after all, almost any change at one 
point in a system is apt to create problems elsewhere, and in essence this entire essay has 
been about one such case: if tnere had been no change ie > f, there would be no 
(undesirable) isomorphism of the third-person singular and plural of Czech class four verbs 
to be overcome). 
For one thing there would be a new relationship between the finite and non-fmite 
forms of the various verb classes, especially in the procedures for forming the imperative and 
the (present) active participle. As far as the imperative is concerned, suffice it to say that 
even in the present stage of development of the morphology of fourth class verbs there are 
many irregular patterns;15 and as for the active participle (or its fully adjectivalized 
equivalents, which are more likely to occur in spoken versions of Czech than the participles 
proper), the relationship is already broken, which may sometimes escape notice.16 Put 
simply, there would have to be a slightly more complex account of participle formation than 
is currently the case, and diachronic considerations would have to be brought in to a greater 
extent than is currently necessary (note 16 indicates an already existing need). 
14 The ending -ej, especially if characterized as a diphthong (and so as a vowel), would 
also serve in the adjectival category, in such forms as dobrej, should it ever assert itself 
successfully in the nominative singular masculine. The gains would be twofold: a) 
prototypically, nominative adjectival forms all end in a vowel; b) there would always be a 
difference, whatever the stem-final consonant, Detween nom. sg. ana nom. pi. in the 
masculine; admittedly, this would be, on the whole, a redundant distinction, given thai 
gender and case markers are important in the adjectives only secondarily. Endings -ej and 
-aj, as vocalic, would also sit well in the imperative system, where the base forms, the 
singular, have (prototypically?) either zero or (precisely) vocalic markers. 
15 See in particular the account in Mluvnice destiny, II: Morfologie, § 3.4.2.2.3.3, 
pp.483-84. 
16 For example, J.D. Naughton, in Colloquial Czech (London, 1987 and later editions), 
says that the active participle is formed ‘by adding cl to the 3rd pers. pi. present tense of 
imperfective verbs (this gives either -id or -ouci)’ (p. 156); yet this beginners’ course teaches 
only forms in -ou in the first class of verbs, which would then elicit such impossible forms 
as, say, *pisouci. Note also the commonly occurring alternatives souvisici and souvisejici 
from souviset, which point to a version of the same problem in a class four verb. 
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This chapter is not intended as an impertinence on the part of a non-Czech, but 
merely an attempt at a prognosis of evolutionary trends that are well within the ‘spirit’ of 
Czech and are already present embryonically. It is possible, if not probable, that conservative 
counter-pressures may ultimately prove stronger than in cases where analogy and 
recategorization have already done their work in long-past periods of the history of Czech. 
(Appendix overleaf) 
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Appendix (3rd sg. and pi. in the Czech dialects as distilled from Bdlid, op.cit.) 
3rd sg. 3rd pi. 










void volaji (-aji, -aj) 
N-E Bohemia nese nesou 
bije bijou 
prosi prosej (-eji, -eji) 
umi umndj (-dji, -dji) 
void volaj (-aji, -aji) 











Opava nese hesu 
prosi prosa/prosa/pros ’i 
vola volaju 
or nese hesu 
prosi prosu 
vola volaju 
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Branice prosi pros ’ie 




Moravian-Slovakia vede vedu 
Nth and Sth pije piju 
void volaju 
prosi prosa 





Kopanicarske prosi prosa 
dialects. lezi lezd 
umi umeju 
Nydek (S-E of Tesrn): always a nasal in 3rd pi.: hesg/hesg. More generally in the Polish- 
Czech mixed belt: hesum, prosum, unium, vowajum. 

10 
TRENDS IN THE EVOLUTION OF THE PAST TENSE IN CZECH1 
The non-native student of a language is sometimes, inevitably, struck by areas within the 
language studied that are patently in flux, that is, evolutionary change is actually visible. This 
may transpire from the view of changes as put across by the language’s own codifiers and 
other linguists, or from observation of the written evidence of change evinced in documents 
from — ideally — linguistically unsophisticated users. 
Relatively simple examples of evolution in the Czech verb in recent times include the 
demise — practically complete — of infinitives in -ti, the successful battle for acceptance by 
infinitives in -ct, or the great assertiveness of first-person forms in -ju, -jou alongside, for 
example, -su, -sou on the one hand and their own ‘predecessors’ -ji, -ji on the other.2 The 
state of affairs as presented in Slovnik spisovneho jazyka deskeho (SSJC) and Slovnik spisovne 
destiny pro skolu a vefejnost (SSC) provides a useful image of how things have developed.3 
Of particular interest is the situation of the /-participle (past tense), especially the masculine 
singular form of consonant-stem verbs, and the actual extent of formal variation illustrated 
not only in Czech ‘at all’,4 but also, and chiefly, in the perhaps unconscious manifestations 
of it in popular (consumer, trivial) literature. 
Prophesy in any age and in any field is tricky, but this particular area of 
contemporary Czech has its own allure to the would-be prophet. Accordingly, this chapter 
1 Revised version of a paper given in Czech at a conference on standard Czech held at 
Olomouc in 1992. 
2 It is well established that, despite the historical analogy underlying its emergence, the 
third-person plural ending -jou is still not as stable as the ‘matching’ first-person singular 
ending -ju. See, for example, Petr Sgall and Jin Hronek, Cestina bez prikras, Prague, 1992; 
hereafter Sgall, Hronek. 
3 Especially some paragraphs in the ‘Zdsady’ [Principles] in the first edition (1979) of 
SSC (pp.779ff). The equivalent section (pp.641ff.) in the second (1994) edition is less 
comprehensive. 
4 This is the destina vubec discussed, albeit from a different perspective, by Zden£k Stary 
in Psad soustavy a desky pravopis, Prague, 1992. 
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seeks in part to be no more than a musing on how the set of relevant forms may eventually 
come to be stabilized, even in the non-substandard registers of the language, i.e. at the lower 
end of a future accepted standard. 
With ever increasing frequency, the status of certain forms in Czech has been 
discussed from the point of view of their eventual inclusion within the codified standard 
language, present or future. The thoughts which follow will deal firstly with the masculine 
past-tense forms of consonant-stem verbs of both types, namely n&st or pect and others on 
the one hand, and tisknout etc on the other. It is usually claimed that wherever there are two 
competing forms, these are either stylistically equivalent doublets, or doublets of which either 
is selected on the basis of a range of stylistic, situational, generational or even, if indirectly, 
semantic and phonetic variables.5 The problem with these past-tense forms is compounded 
by the existence in part of the set of three competing forms. If we were to tabulate them 
along with the — real or potential — forms with which, according to various sources, they 
regularly co-occur, we would arrive at the following schema:6 
m.sg. fem.sg. masc.an.pl. 
1.1 (nes)l (nes)la (nes)li 
1.2 (nes)0 (nes)la (nes)li 
2.1 (tisk)l (tisk)la (tisk)li 
2.2 (tisk)0 (tisk)la (tisk)li 
2.3 (tisk)nul (tisk)la (tisk)li 
2.4 (tisk)nul (tisk)nula (tisk)nuli 
The two combinations of short masculine forms and extended non-masculine forms, i.e. 
2.5 (tisk)0 (tisk)nula (tisk)nuli 
2.6 (tisk)l (tisk)nula (tisk)nuli 
apparently lack any motivation and consequently are never discussed, and so here too they 
will be ignored. 
Lines 1.1 a 2.1 essentially correspond to the ‘most literary’ (or highest style) late 
5 Cf. Mluvnice destiny, II: Tvaroslovf, Prague, 1986, p.446. 
6 Nothing is to be gained by entering separately the neuter singular or the remaining 
plural forms; it is tacitly assumed that what applies to the feminine and masculine animate 
plural also applies to all forms having a morphological marker. In any case, only combina¬ 
tions occurring in currently codified Standard Czech would call for additional plural forms. 
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twentieth-century standard. Line 1.2 seems to reflect the most widespread usage at all 
stylistic levels apart from written texts governed by the requirements of the current standard 
usage.7 8 The sets in lines 2.2 and 2.3 are, for their part, conspicuously unstable, inconstant, 
‘group doublets’. Mluvnice destiny8 refers to the relatively more awkward pronunciation of 
forms ending in (syllabic) -/, and to the penetration of forms including -nu- based on an 
analogy with the infinitive as stylistically marked; in the case of verbs derived from 
interjections (probably including onomatopoeia) these forms are evaluated as ‘equivalent to 
the original forms’, while in verbs with an inherent colloquiality or ‘expressive’ quality, the 
forms with -nu- tend to predominate. Not until the footnote on p.447 is it stated that ‘in 
everyday speech analogical forms in -nu- are used in all forms of the past active participle 
[i.e. line 2.4 above]. In Common Czech the final consonantal cluster in the masculine 
singular is often also simplified by dropping the suffix i.e. as in the case of nes, pek 
[line 2.2 behaving like 1.2 above]. On this subject Sgall and Hronek state: ‘... in everyday 
speech forms such as, for example, tisknul, ustknul predominate not only over their opposite 
numbers tiskl, ustkl (exclusively literary in Bohemia), but also over the forms tisk, ustk and 
the like; if the stem does not end in a consonantal cluster, the opposite tends to apply: the 
position ofpribdh, spad is relatively secure in comparison with pribdhnul, spadnul. And even 
in Common Czech forms such as tiskla, tiskli are commoner than tisknula, tisknuli.’9 Even 
with the caution which informs these utterances (the use of such expressions as dasto ‘often’, 
asi ‘probably’ or spise ‘more likely’ in the original), they do indicate an general preference 
7 Several statements may be adduced in support of the 1.2 set, e.g.: ‘Some elements 
marked “colloquial” are shifting towards the position of stylistically neutral devices, as 
advancing, evolutionarily progressive, variants. What usually happens at the same time is that 
an item that was originally stylistically neutral shifts into the stratum of unequivocally literary 
devices, to become ultimately bookish, i.e. to join the group of those stylistically marked 
elements which, from the point of view of evolutionary dynamics, are receding and fulfil 
special functions within the standard written language’ {Mluvnice destiny: II, p.270); or: ‘... 
Common Czech forms such as nes, pek, moh, sed si ... (in Bohemia) have long been 
common even in discourse conducted in a generally standard form of the language, and also 
in, for example, poetry’ (Sgall, Hronek, p.57). In support of the status of these forms the 
authors, appealing to the undisputed (?) authority of Bohuslav Havrdnek, continue: ‘as early 
as the 1930s, B. Havrdnek described them as typical features of the colloquial version of the 
standard [spisovny] language5 (ibid.). The earlier reference to verse may serve as a reminder 
that line 2.2 need not be excluded from written Czech. Poetic usage, however, and the 
period(s) when such forms have flourished in verse, and how these forms may have been 
evaluated at different periods are matters beyond the immediate scope of this essay; any 
appeal to such poets as, say, Vrchlicky will probably help us less than observation of 
conditions in contemporary prose or in the prose of those poets who use(d) the relevant forms 
in their verse. 
8 Vol.II, pp.446-47. 
9 Sgall, Hronek, pp.57-58. 
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for the set in line 2.3 above in the case of verbs with a stem-final consonantal cluster, and 
line 2.2 in verbs having a single stem-final consonant, which would seem to be symptomatic 
of the overlap between the behaviour of this type and that of forms represented by line 1.2, 
where no instances of a stem-final consonantal cluster in the past tense are attested. 
It is imaginable that development — at least in Bohemia — will proceed, even in 
neutral standard Czech, to the final victory of the sets in lines 1.2 and 2.2, but 2.3 in the 
case of final consonantal clusters. No one (let alone a foreigner) can of course force it in this 
direction.10 However, at least in the case of lines 1.2 and 2.2 there is a systemic advantage 
in that, as in all other verbs in Czech, the masculine form is one syllable shorter than the 
other past tense forms, which the native speakers may abduce as the ‘proper’ state of affairs. 
And as for the phonological aspect, these series resolve the problem of alternating syllabic 
and non-syllabic l\l, which is present in the solutions in 1.1 and 2.1. This phenomenon of 
the alternation of the two types of III is what actually entails that matter of ‘more awkward 
pronunciation’, referred to in Mluvnice destiny. The alternation of syllabic and non-syllabic 
III has appeared on several occasions during the history of Czech, and each time it has been 
overcome, presumably by the same kind of abduction as to its undesirability.* 11 The set in 
2.3 also has the advantage of eliminating that alternation of the two types of III, but it does 
not resolve the (conceivable) abduction of the desirably consistent difference in the number 
of syllables between the masculine singular form and those with the various gender/number 
markers. Thus any verbs which would be governed by the ‘rule’ of line 2.3, would, as an 
independent type, find themselves at the periphery of the system of past-tense formation of 
consonant-stem verbs.12 And to the extent that this type could, yet need not be applied, viz 
in candidates for the solution in 2.2, space would be left for the ‘expressive’ mode. 
Were it to be objected that in this way even a quite ordinary verb like tisknout might 
find itself at the periphery of the system, the obvious rebuttal must be that peripherality and 
frequency need in no way be mutually contingent. After all, the group of verbs to which lines 
1.1 and 1.2 apply also includes jti, which is not ‘imperilled’ by the alternation of the two 
versions of III, nor is it then at risk of losing -/ from the masculine past tense; but in terms 
of the number of syllables in the various forms, it has them all equally long: sel, sla, sli (also 
10 ‘Voluntaristic pressure on a language is inexpedient; language is not shaped to the 
ideas of individuals, but according to its own internal laws.’ Du§an Slosar: Tislcileta, Prague, 
1990, p.75. 
11 See the separate chapter on the distribution of III in Czech on pp. 167ff in this volume. 
12 A solution matching that presented in line 2.4 would overcome this inconsistency too, 
but for the time being there is insufficient pressure in its favour for it to be generally adopted 
by any revised standard. Thus among the abductions that could be made, the hierarchically 
stronger is currently that by which the alternation of the two versions of III is to be 
overcome. But 200 years hence, who knows? 
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in all the compounds, e.g. pfisel, pfisla, pfisli). It is their very frequency which will sustain 
their given formal, expressly peripheral status. 
And if it were to be objected that the verbal system, or more precisely the 
morphology of the Czech verb, would, by the once-for-all adoption of the progressive 
masculine forms, say pfived, be impoverished by the loss of the previously available 
distinction between, say, pfivedl (past tense) and pfived (past transgressive), an adequate 
rebuttal might be that the past transgressive is in any case a rare (and bookish) form (and 
therefore rarely likely to conflict with the new past-tense pfived), not to mention its 
artificiality as a Revivalist re-creation; additionally, one might point to other, and more 
mundane, instances of homonymy in verb forms, such as poslete (second-person plural future 
indicative) and poflete (second-person plural imperative). 
As for a possible third objection that certain conspicuously literary verbs like stffci 
(which itself has yet to advance so far as to receive the relatively recently codified type of 
infinitive in -ct < ci), or chfadnout would resist adoption of masculine forms without the 
marker allowance would have to be made for the possibility that at the highest stylistic 
levels (or at this particular part of the periphery) the current state of affairs might survive 
much, if not infinitely, longer. There are precedents for this, namely in such clearly literary 
words as my si ‘mind’, which have successfully resisted earlier movements in the language 
when an alternation of syllabic and non-syllable III was being overcome, or the more 
ordinary word jablko ‘apple’ (with alternating /!/), which, while yielding largely to the form 
japko (without), has survived doubtless thanks to the form jablek (genitive plural), where the 
-/- does constitute more clearly part of the word’s structure and so inhibits any development 
into *japek.13 
Thus it is obviously necessary to allow for the partial survival of the currently 
standard forms in -/, but pushed onto a gradually higher stylistic plane in the literary standard 
language (as suggested in the first quotation in Note 6). 
To what extent Moravia (and Sgall and Hronek systematically, and Mluvnice destiny 
occasionally, indicate awareness of the distinctiveness of the situation in Moravia) will adopt 
a position of a ‘higher’, ‘historicizing’ standard, only time will tell. The oft-quoted Moravian 
assertion that Moravian Czech is relatively ‘better’, or of a higher standard, might gain an 
additional argument if Bohemian Czech does go the way described here, but that need not 
raise fears of fragmentation of the national language, nor need Moravian speakers be forced 
into a Bohemian straitjacket which could create the conditions for overt linguistic separatism. 
13 The (now unlikely) codification of the opposition of the forms japko, japkem etc. as 
‘standard’ alongside the form jablek would be entirely comparable to the analogous, but 
ancient, opposition tkalce-tkadlec; see the essay referred to in Note 10. 
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If a Scot or an Englishman writes or speaks in a language that he would, if he used Czech 
terminology, call spisovny, that language may not be the same, but that will not jeopardize 
any global notion of ‘standard’ English. 
Appendix 
One means of assessing the current condition of the past-tense forms discussed here is 
analysis of the language of works of literature.14 Intuitively, the purpose would be best 
served by works which give an impression of ‘naturalness’, unconstructed authenticity. Here, 
the foreign observer is at an unavoidable disadvantage, since, lacking native-speaker 
intuition, he cannot describe a work against this yardstick with one hundred per cent 
certainty. Despite this, I have made a start on such an analysis, working on the language of 
Pavel Frybort’s Veksldk}5 
As a text, Veksldk is remarkably rich in evidence of code switching. This consists not 
only of occurrences of different forms of one and the same verb, for example: 
prohUd0/prohledl/prohlidnul (pp.54/154/179); vsim0/vsiml/vsimnul (pp.45/108/184); 
vyvlekl/pfevUk0/prevUknul (pp.74/103/226); kyvl/kejvnul/prikyvnul/pfikyvl (pp.73/123/ 
261/187),16 but also of co-occurrences of the relevant forms of different verbs, as in the 
sequence: rozhUd0 jsem se - zahledl jsern - rozprahnul jsem se - skytnul - zatdhnul (jsem) - 
vchrstnul jsem - vyplaz0 (p.74); kouknul - seMhl - tdhl - vyMknul - blejsknul - nenabi'd0 - 
zabod0 - povzdechl - potfasl - nhl si (pp. 100-01).17 Clearly, it would be premature to draw 
any final conclusions at this stage, but in the second sequence the forms ending in -nul could 
well be explained by the good old Czech term ‘expressivity’, while the forms ending in -/ 
are appropriate to their verbs as lexical items within the literary language. Nenabi'd0 and 
zabod0 could be treated as representatives of the incoming middle road. On the other hand, 
14 Sgall and Hronek write compellingly on the need for such analyses. They are not alone 
in suggesting that the works of Josef Skvorecky would constitute appropriate material. 
However, Skvorecky’s work may not be the perfect object of study for this purpose, since 
many of them, including the linguistically most quirky, not to say self-conscious, Pribgh 
inzenyra lidskych dust (Toronto, 1977) were written abroad. They undoubtedly merit analysis 
for other ends. 
15 Prague, 1989. The first steps in the analysis are reported within a broader-based 
article: ‘Common Czech and Common literature: the case of Frybort’, The Slavonic and East 
European Review, 70, 1992, 2, pp.201-12. 
16 All the examples are quoted in the article referred to above; they are repeated here for 
simplicity. 
17 Intervening forms of verbs of other, non-relevant, verb classes have been omitted. 
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a neutral non-prefixed *bod0 is hard to imagine,18 thus this factor — a possible difference 
between prefixed and non-prefixed versions of the same verb — must be taken into account. 
While the analysis of the language of Veksldk is barely begun, it is already possible 
to confirm the scarcity of non-masculine singular forms with -nul-: they are quite absent, 
with the exception of occurrences of the peripheral verb typ rozepnout, where we find the 
feminine forms -pnula and -pjala, but not -pla. 
It is not yet possible to identify ‘what unifying principles determine the choice and 
organization of the linguistic means’19 (my emphasis) in the version(s) of colloquial Czech 
conveyed by Veksldk. 
18 Mluvnice destiny seems not to reckon with it either; see vol. II, p.446, which cites 
bodl/bbodnul (h = ‘colloquial’); it may, however, be tacitly embraced by the note on p.447: 
‘In everyday speech versions with -nu- are used in all forms of the active participle. In 
Common Czech the final consonantal cluster in the masc. sg. is often simplified also by 
removal of the suffix -/- (vytisk, zbled, zhub, nz se), i.e. as in type A in Class 1 (nes, pek); 
these forms are restricted regionally to the western area. ’ 
19 The discovery of these principles is a proper goal of full textual analysis, as formulated 
by M. Krdmovi, ‘Stile komunikativm faktory a moznosti jejich vyuziti pri deskripci stylu’, 
VSeobecne a Specificke otdzky jazykovej komunikdcie, Banska Bystrica, 1991, p.78. 
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A CLASSIFICATION FOR CERTAIN ASPECT-DERIVATIONAL 
CLASSES OF CZECH VERBS1 
This chapter offers a schematic account of a range of sub-sets of aspect pairings within the 
Czech verb system and entails some peripheral patterns of derivation.2 
The description is motivated by the intuitive (but classroom-verifiable; notion that 
verbal prefixes are, in comparison with suffixes, in some sense more obvious, since they are 
not only more readily recognized formally, but their meaning is usually more amenable to 
definition. To the learner ignorant of morphemic analysis and/or the history of the language, 
verbal (derivational) suffixes are often less easy to apprehend and certainly semantically 
empty, although some may have assigned to them a particular semantic value: for example 
-nout, as in, say, kopnout ‘kick’, carries the feature ‘semelfactive’; however, even this is not 
a once-for-all, unequivocal feature, given the prefix’s other appearances in verbs denoting 
‘change of state’, for example vadnout ‘wilt’. 
Most learners of Czech or other Slavonic languages do eventually come to grips with 
the category of verbal aspect, and so appreciate the contextual motivation for the appearance 
of this or that form met in use, and indeed will eventually use appropriate aspectual forms 
themselves. Eventually they merely need to be told what aspect a particular form has and the 
semantic and syntactic consequences that follow therefrom are more or less clear. They also 
grasp easily the basic principles of aspectual derivation, especially the basic ‘rule’ which says 
that prefixation of a simple (‘primary’, non-compound, non-derived) imperfective verb 
produces a perfective, whether the perfective counterpart of the basic verb, or a lexical 
1 Developed from a paper originally given at a Czech Studies symposium held in Prague 
in August 1979, and published as ‘Ndvrh klasifikace nSkterych vidovd derivadnfch tffd z 
hlediska nedeskeho studenta’ in Jaroslav Tax et al.: Materidly z II. sympozia o bohemistice 
v zahranifl, Prague, 1980, pp.49-54. 
2 The English-speaking student has notorious problems with the appreciation of even the 
main patterns of aspectual derivation. The description proposed is perceived as having some 
utility in Czech language pedagogy at the fringes of the system. The object would be to 
create, in the foreign learner, a proper awareness, ideally ultimately unconscious, on the 
formation and use of aspectually distinct forms of any (formal or semantic) type of verb. 
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perfective requiring the formation of an additional, ‘secondary’ imperfective by suffixation 
to cater for the additional lexical component, i.e.: 
psat > napsat3 ‘write’ 
popsat > popisovat ‘describe’ etc. 
krdst > ukrdst3 ‘steal’ 
okrdst > okradat ‘rob’ 
The student has to learn the right secondary imperfectivizing suffix appropriate to a 
particular verb, since there are many cases where no firm predictions can be made (or where 
the misapplication of analogy could produce non-forms). Thus for vyladit ‘tune’ the suffix 
would be -ova-, producing vylad’ovat, while zahladit ‘smooth off requires the same suffix, 
but with a change to the stem-final consonant, hence zahlazovat; other verbs may produce 
yet other solutions, for example uklidit > ukli'zet. Yet all three of these examples have not 
only the same stem-final consonant, but also the same infinitive marker -it and with it a 
common pattern of conjugation. On the purely synchronic evidence there is no clue that the 
learner can be given as to the right suffix to select for secondary imperfective-formation (and 
so conjugational affiliation of the derived imperfective). 
It is true that most bilingual dictionaries give imperfective equivalents (as the 
unmarked member of aspectual pairs) to English source verbs, and so the student need not 
be faced with the problem of selecting the right imperfectivizing prefix. He may still be 
faced, however, with the converse problem of the appropriate perfective counterpart to a 
particular imperfective form. This applies pre-eminently again to secondary prefixed forms: 
the verbs zmrazovat ‘freeze [trans.]’ and zahlazovat ‘smooth off have partners with different 
stem types: zmrazit and zahladit respectively. Knowledge of more basic underlying, 
motivating, words — the noun mrdz ‘frost’ or the adjective hladky ‘smooth’ — might offer 
a lead, but such lateral evidence need not always be available: zavirat ‘close’ and zaMrat 
‘take, take over’ have the even more unlike counterparts zavrit and zabrat, for which such 
expressions as zdvora ‘bolt’ or zabor ‘confiscation, occupation’ are, on the purely synchronic 
plane, of no obvious use (ignoring the aspect of their relative rareness). 
The difficulties associated with determining perfective counterparts to secondary 
prefixed imperfectives are compounded in the case of imperfective verbs which may, from 
the historical point of view, be derived (by suffixation), yet have no prefix, for example, the 
verbs hdzet ‘throw’, ddvat ‘give, put’, vracet ‘give/take back’, fikat ‘say, tell’ or hybat 
‘move’. Their actual derivedness is not immediately apparent owing to the fact that the suffix 
3 Subsidiary formal matters such as the vowel-shortening in napsat, popsat vis-a-vispsdt, 
or the change of conjugation between, say, krade and ukradne seem to be a lesser problem 
to the learner. 
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is not very conspicuous. This may lead the learner to interpret them, erroneously, as 
primary. 
In this respect the (aspectual) pairs ddvat<ddt, hazet<hodit are in a relation 
analogous to that of, say, sedat si>sednout si ‘sit down’ or the less perfect example 
padat>padnoutx ‘fall’ and others in which the direction of derivation is less opaque thanks 
to the previously mentioned suffix -nout, and of such more specialized types as 
kupovat<koupit ‘buy’, bacat/bacit ‘thump, swipe’, prdskat/prastit ‘strike, punch’ or the 
suppletive brdt/vzi't ‘take’. What unites them all is that neither member of any of the pairs 
is prefixed. 
Czech also has other types of pairs of non-prefixed verbs — ones that rre not in the 
standard imperfective-perfective aspectual opposition. They include, among others, the basic 
series of the verbs of motion,4 5 and such others as vladetj vlect ‘drag’ or lamat\lomit 
‘break, snap’, and perhaps such examples as vijet| vinout ‘wind, twist’, kotit\kdcet ‘fell’ and 
some others of which the standard dictionary6 gives both forms, though with the gloss ‘rare’ 
or ‘obsolescent’ against one or other member of the pair, or gives attestations from relatively 
older sources. 
In all the pairings mentioned, whether of the vracet/vrdtit, padat/padnout (aspectual 
pairings ± at least partially transparent suffix in at least one member) or the bdzet j bihat, 
tahat\tdhnout (non-aspectual pairings ditto) types, the underlying motivation for the 
establishment of the pairings is the obvious and necessary sharing of a high degree of 
semantic equivalence.7 They may, as sources for derivation, be described by the term 
4 The conventions adopted here are: the normal one for presenting aspectual pairs: 
imperfective first, perfective second; without reference to the direction of derivation, these 
are typically presented with a slash, in the form ddvat/ddt. However, wherever the direction 
of derivation — in aspectual pairings — is required to be indicated, the arrows > or < 
replace the slash. Other types of pairings will, where required, and usually without reference 
to direction of derivation, be marked by a vertical: j. 
5 i.e.jti\chodit ‘go, walk’ Jet \jezdit ‘go, ride, travel’, nest j nosit ‘take, carry’, vest \ vodit 
‘take, lead’, veztJvozit ‘take, convey [by vehicle]’, letit\letat ‘fly’, bizetjbihat ‘run’, 
hndt\honit ‘chase’, tdhnout\tahat ‘puli’; the order in which these are here given is 
‘determinate[indeterminate’, which is taken as conventional. 
6 i.e. Slovnflc spisovneho jazyka deskeho (SSJC), published by the Czechoslovak Academy 
of Sciences in the 1960s and re-issued without further editing in the 1980s. 
7 Ways of determining this include translation into foreign languages or verification by 
reference to cross-referencing within monolingual dictionaries; the equivalence must include 
not only lexical semantics, but also community of such features as transitivity, by which such 
items as the ‘pairs’ fedit\f(dnout ‘thin’ (= ‘dilute’ |‘become sparse’, i.e. transitive! in- 
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dibasic8 verbs (having two base forms), as opposed to the vast majority of primary non- 
prefixed monobasic verbs, such as dist ‘read’. It might occasionally be necessary to take 
account of tribasic verbs to cater for such anomalies as pudetjpukat jpuknout ‘split, burst’ 
or chytat/chytit\chytnout ‘catch’,9 but these are a truly rare phenomenon. 
Dibasic verbs, thanks to the high degree of shared meaning of their members, may 
be treated as a unit sui generis — two pans of a particular lexeme.10 The fact that the range 
of grammatical categories and shades of meaning carried by the two members of any one pair 
that constitutes a dibasic verb is of course acknowledged, but is irrelevant to the account that 
follows. 
For the learner of Czech it is important that s/he be aware of how many base forms 
a prefixless verb may have, the aspect of each member of dibasic pairs, and most particularly 
the aspect of any prefixed derivates of either member; the lexical semantic heterogeneity of 
such derivates is here left aside. 
It would not be surprising if a Russian learner of Czech were to attribute an aspectual 
opposition to vynosit j vynest ‘bring out, take out, carry out’, jointly derived by the prefix vy- 
from the dibasic nest \ nosit; he would simply be misled by what happens in his own 
language, where BHHOCHTb/BHHecTH truly is an aspectual pair derived by the parallel 
prefixation of hochtb j HecTH. Similarly, in practice, English learners sometimes reveal an 
abduction that if, say, dibasic ddvat/ddt or vracet/vrdtit produce — by parallel prefixation 
— further genuine aspectual pairs, such as vyddvat/vydat ‘publish; hand out’ or 
vyvracet/vyvrdtit ‘uproot; refute’, then hazet/hodit may (should?) produce an aspectual pair 
transitive) or plavat\plavit ‘swim j float [trans.]’ are excluded from the discussion that 
follows. Such apparently tribasic examples as demit j demit j demat ‘become | make | appear 
black’ are excluded for similar reasons. 
8 The term is based on the Czech dvojvychodny, itself imitative of the established 
expression trojvychodny (‘tribasic’), as applied to the ‘hard’ adjectives with their three base 
(nominative singular) forms in -y, -d, -d distinguishing gender, as opposed to the monobasic 
‘soft’ adjectives, in which historical processes have left the same ending -i in all genders. 
9 Nothing more will be said of these types here; suffice it to note that the first case 
quoted is probably excluded on the grounds that pudet\pukat have a semantic overlap that 
is more apparent than real (pudet being restricted collocationally to the bursting open of 
buds), leaving pukat/puknout as a more typical dibasic aspectual pair, while in the other, 
chytnout has evolved as a colloquial alternative to chytit with enhanced semelfactivity, 
expressed overtly by the suffix -nout. (A similar process applies to the two prefixed 
perfective forms available to the monobasic mizet/zmizet\zmiznout.) 
10 More narrowly, this is already commonly the case in treatments of aspectual pairs and 
follows, up to a point, from some treatment of at least the core verbs of motion. 
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such as *vyhdzet/vyhodit. The assumption is a false one, however well motivated. 
In order to capture the relationship between non-prefixed and prefixed pairs a simple 
matrix can be adopted with the lines carrying the non-prefixed and prefixed forms, the 
columns the two members of a dibasic pair, for example: 
III 1 2 
non-prefixed form davat dat 
prefixed form Pref + davat Pref + datn 
where for Pref any prefix may be inserted, provided the resultant combination is attested in 
Czech. Each foursome remains characterized by the core lexical meaning and may be 
described as a lexical nest. 
The components in a matrix of the pattern in III must each, as Czech verbs, be 
marked aspectually, either as imperfective (I) or perfective (P); theoretically, with four 
fields, there could be nine different mutations of /l/:12 
121 a) I - I b) 
I - I 
d) I - P e) 
I - I 
g) P - P h) 
I - I 
I - I c) I - I 
I - P P - P 
I - P f) I - P 
I - P P - P 
P - P i) P - P 
I - P P - P 
The empirical evidence suggests that only patterns b), c), e) and f) actually apply in 
Czech. Evidence of the other theoretical possibilities has yet to be found, but a hypothesis 
that non-prefixed pairs cannot be P - P and prefixed pairs cannot be I -1 seems extremely 
probable and corresponds generally to core patterns of aspect derivation in Czech. 
The following examples illustrate patterns e), f), c) and b) — re-ordered in 
recognition of their relative centrality or peripherality within the system: 
Class e): Dibasic verbs whose components are an aspectual pair, i.e. I - P, and from 
which prefixation produces another I - P pairing that is also aspectual: 
11 In practice allowance has to be made for certain other adjustments, as in this particular 
combination, where, with prefixation ddt > -dat. 
12 N.B.: The order of the columns is irrelevant, the order of the lines relevant. 













Class f): Dibasic verbs whose components are an aspectual pair, i.e. I - P, and from 











vykopat J vykopnout 
‘dig outjkick out’ 
The ‘missing’ secondary imperfectives of these types are formed by one or 
other of the normal patterns of suffixation, hence vyhazovat, vyskakovat and 
vykopdvat respectively. 
Class c): Dibasic verbs whose components do not constitute an aspectual pair (I -1) and 
which prefixation perfectivizes on both sides (P - P): 
Idarnat j lomit 
‘break’ 
zldmat | zlomit 
‘break [off]’ 
tdhnout j tahat 
‘pull’ 




najet J najezdit 
(various)13 
Class b): Rare cases of dibasic verbs whose components are not an aspectual pair (I -1) 
and from which prefixation produces a pairing that is aspectual: 
v(jet\vinout ‘wind, twist’ 
vyvijet/vyvinout ‘evolve [trans.]’ 
In the interest of completeness, the patterns may be supplemented by what happens 
with the main class of Czech verbs, which are monobasic: 
/3/ psdt ‘write’ krdst ‘steal’ d(st ‘read’ myt ‘wash’ I 
opsat ‘copy’ okrdst ‘rob’ vydi'st ‘rebuke’ smyt ‘wash off P 
13 The range of meanings of these derived forms are based on individual subsidiary 
meanings of the prefix and the underlying difference between the two source forms as 
specifically determinate and indeterminate members of the ‘verbs of motion’ category. What 
is important above all in the present discussion is their status as perfective verbs. 
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to which secondary imperfectives have to be provided by suffixation (the procedure replicated 
by class f) above): 
opisovat okrddat vyditat smyvat I14 
Classes /3/ and b) could be drawn together if monobasic verbs were presented as 
having a second component in the shape of the secondary imperfective form with the prefix 
removed, for example -krddat to krdst or -pisovat to psdt. Data on the available forms could 
be listed in dictionaries (not only bilingual, but also monolingual dictionaries), but not 
separately and without relation to the source verb, but at a point in entries where such extra 
details as the inventory of prefixes available to a particular verb, or the form of its 
frequentative etc., are given (as in SSJCZ). 
It might be suggested that frequentatives would always produce a second component 
to a particular verb, which would then become dibasic in the sense here suggested. However, 
they are omitted from the present discussion because, on the one hand, they can be derived 
more or less automatically from most verbs (primary or secondary imperfectives) subject to 
a small number of rules, and, on the other hand, they are always (for obvious semantic 
reasons) aspectually imperfective. Perhaps the only interesting feature they have is their 
formal equivalence or non-equivalence to secondary imperfectives, for example: 
ditatjdi'st > vyditat/vydi'st, dilavatjdilat > vydildvat/vyddlat ‘earn’, as opposed to 
psdvat\psat > vypsat/*vypsdvat (for I vypisovat). 
The suggested presentation of patterns of aspectual and other derivation is not deemed 
to be complete, although what it offers appears to work satisfactorily in practice (as a 
teaching device). There are many questions that call for further presentation, such as the 
anomalous verbs klast/polozit, h'bat/poli'bit, chdpat/pochopit15 and others in which 
perfectivization calls for more than mere prefixation; the suppletive dibasic brdt/vzft, and 
verbs which exist only in variously prefixed forms, such as po-, na-, vybi'zet/-bi'dnout; the 
defective quality of chdpat j chopit, Mzet i Mhat or letit j letat in which (generally) the left- 
hand member does not attract prefixes; verbs in which partial semantics play a part in 
determining the aspect of their compounds (the case of nkat/fict or padat\padnout, which 
may belong to classes e) or f) above); and the whole area of verbs derived from other than 
verbal base forms, illustrated chiefly by de-adjectival umozfiovat/umoznit ‘make possible’ (< 
mozny ‘possible’), vylepsovat/vylepsit ‘improve’ (< lepsi ‘better’) types. 
14 Subclasses of this type have to be defined morphologically according to the suffix 
appropriate to this or that verb. 
15 Not to mention chdpat \ chopit. 
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AN ALGORITHM FOR CZECH IMPERATIVE FORMATION 
Czech has five regularly recognized conjugational classes, most with a number of variants, 
where variation is based chiefly on different relationships between the present-tense and 
infinitive stems. Against this complexity, imperative formation is one of the simplest parts 
of Czech verbal morphology. 
The prototypical morphological imperative consists of a base-form ending in zero 
(2sg), to which personal suffixes are then added: -me (lpl) and -te (2pl or ‘polite’ sg). The 
main non-prototypical series consists of the endings -i, -eme/-eme, -ete/-ete, i.e. zero is 
replaced by -i, which then alternates with before the other personal markers. This latter 
set is used when the present-tense stem ends in two (rarely more) consonants. Learners’ 
textbooks typically describe a number of subsidiary features (processes) which accompany 
imperative formation, but all of these can be catered for in a simple algorithm. The following 
selection of randomly ordered verbs provides — total anomalies apart — the full range of 
classes and sub-classes which need to be drawn together to produce the prototypical end- 
product; the non-prototypical variant will be disposed of by a binary opposition early in the 
algorithm. Each verb is given in the infinitive, the 3sg form (traditionally indicative of 
conjugational allegiance) and 3pl form (in any description of imperative formation, the point 
of departure is the 3pl form of the present [imperfective] or future [perfective] tense): 
ddlat-ddld-ddlaji ‘do’, vest-vede-vedou ‘lead’, myslet-mysU-mysU ‘think’, navstmt-navstivi- 
navMvt ‘visit’, poslat-posle-poslou ‘send’, dist-dte-dtou ‘read’, vracet-vraci-vraceji ‘return 
[impfv]’, vrdtit-vrdtf-vrdti ‘return [pfv]’, ddt-dd-dajl ‘give’, rozpulit-rozputt-rozpuU ‘halve’, 
zout-zuje-zuji/-ou ‘remove [footwear]’, prominout-promine-prominou ‘forgive’, pochopit- 
pochop(-pochop{ ‘understand’, zajtt-zajde-zajdou ‘pop round to’, dovolit-dovoU-dovoli 
‘permit’, bit-bije-biji/-ou ‘beat’, zbdsnit-zbdsnf-zbdsni ‘put into verse’, koupit-koupi'-koupi 
‘buy’, spdt-spi-spi ‘sleep’, vyt-vyje-vyjl/-ou ‘howl’, zadi't-zadne-zadnou ‘begin’. 
The algorithm begins from the 3pl forms minus the final (long) vowel or diphthong, 
which is not necessarily coextensive with the actual 3pl desinence, hence: 
dilaj-, ved-, my si-, navsti'v-, posl-, dt-, vracej-, vrat-, daj-, rozpul-, zuj-, promin-, pochop-, 
zajd-, dovol-, bij-, zbdsn-, koup-, sp-, vyj-, zadn-. 
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Stage 2: Separate the items according to whether there is a) one consonant (the majority) or 
b) two exposed at the end of the stem; members of b) then adopt the non-prototypical endings 
described (standard orthographic and pronunciation rules apply regarding stems with final 
dentals or labials): 
a. 
d&laj-, ved-, navMv-, vracej-, vrdt-, day, 
rozpul-, zuj-, promin-, pochop-, dovol-, 
bij-, koup-, vyj- 
b. 
my si-, post-, 6t~, zajd-, zbdsn-, sp-, zadn-, 
hence: mysli! mysleme! myslete! 
posli! posieme! poSlete! 
6ti! Sterne! fctete! 
zajdi! zajd£me! zajdete! 
zbdsni! zbdsneme! zbdsn£te! 
spi! sp£me! sp£te! 
zafni! za£n£me! zacnete! 
Stage 3: Separate those which have aa) a short or ab) a long final syllable, and shorten the 
latter: 
aa. ab. 
dZlaj-, ved-, vracej-, daj-, zuj-, promin-, navMv- > navstiv-; vrdt- > vrat-; 
pochop-, dovol-, bij-, vyj- rozpul- > rozpul-; koup- > kup- 
Stage 4: Merge both sets and separate those ending in -j-, -t-, -d- or -n- (aaa) and those 
ending in other consonants (aab): 
aaa. aab. 
dilaj-, ved-, vracej-, daj-, zuj-, vrat-, pochop! navStiv! dovol! rozpul! kup! 
promin-, bij-, vyj- 
Stage 5: Among members of aaa separate those ending in -j- (aaaa) from those ending in -t>, 
-d- or -n- (aaab), and palatalize the latter: 
aaaa. aaab. 
dilaj-, vracej-, daj-, zuj-, bij-, vyj- ved- > ved’! vrat- > vraf! 
promin- > promin! 
Stage 6: Separate those ending in -aj- (aaaaa) from the remainder (aaaab): 
aaaaa. aaaab. 
d$laj-, daj- vracej! zuj! bij! vyj! 
Stage 7: Change -aj- into -ej: dSlej! dej! 
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Commentary: 
1. All end-forms, i.e. actual imperatives, are in bold. 
2. The examples ignore the improbability that some forms will actually occur in positive 
commands; the more probable negative forms have no effect on the morphological 
conditions described. 
3. The end-forms in aab, aaab, aaaab and after stage 7 are all 2sg, to which -me and -te 
must be added to produce Ipl and 2pl forms. 
4. Stage 3 has to follow stage 2 so that the long syllable in, for example, zbasnit 
remains long (a fact not generally catered for in learners’ textbooks). 
5. The patterns of vowel-shortening in stage 3 (under ab) represent some atypical 
morphonemic alternations. Elsewhere in Czech, indeed in other allomorphs of 
navsti'vit, a long i, if from -ie-, alternates with £, as in navstdvovat. Similarly, long 
u, outside this process in imperative formation, alternates with o, as in the allomorph 
pol(-ovina) and others. Shortening of the diphthong ou to u is a standard pattern. 
6. At aaab there is a mixture of verbs in which the palatalization in the imperative is 
innovative, as in ved and promin (also, for example, in plef), while in others, like 
the i-conjugation vraf (but also, say, nahracf or pin), it had been present in the 3pl 
form from the outset. The pattern adopted in the algorithm serves to show how forms 
of the imperative in modem Czech have cut right across older patterns, previously 
more closely dependent on conjugational class. 
Anomalous imperatives of various types 
There are several types of anomalies in Czech imperative formation, chiefly concerning 
doublets, of which one member will fit the algorithm, the other being in some sense 
exceptional. The nature and rates of deviation from the patterns catered for in the algorithm 
are summarized in a table in the Academy grammar:1 
Type of form zero only (i.e. 
the prototype) 
doublets only ending in -i 
(basically type b) 
verbs ending in consonant cluster isolates fairly rare very frequent 
verbs ending in a single consonant: 
after a short vowel or syllabic r, 1 always — — 
after a long vowel usually fairly rare isolates 
after the diphthong -ou- often often rarely 
1 Mluvnice destiny, Vol.2, Prague, 1986, p.471. 
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The full details are given on pp.470-73, but it is apparent that the algorithm will break down 
preeminently in the case of verbs containing the diphthong -ou-, especially those which 
produce doublet forms, such as loudit ‘coax’ (lucT jloudi!), pfimhoufit ‘squint’ 
(primhuf/primhouri!)2 and others, and some denominative which only allow for the non¬ 
prototypical imperative, such as dalounit ‘upholster’ (£alouni!) or zamoudit ‘dredge [with 
flour]’ (zamou£i!). The ‘fairly rare’ instances of doublets in verbs whose stems end in a 
consonantal cluster, such as umistit ‘site’ (umisf jumisti!)3, Set fit ‘save’ (§etr j Setri!) are 
in fact more or less limited to some (but not all) verbs containing -sf, -§f, -zcf, -zcf and 
-tr. The anomalous position of these items is enhanced by the fact that the doublets tend not 
to be used in all three forms of the morphological imperative, a point merely hinted at in the 
Academy grammar. It fails to quote verbs containing -vr, notably zavfit ‘close’, privrlt ‘half 
close’ and otevflt ‘open’, which can also be heard to display doublets, again in some forms 
only (zavri-zavr(e)te!, otevr(i)-otevr(e)te); such forms (presumably penetrating from a 
dialect — East Bohemia?) are not yet codified, though a morphemic equivalent of what would 
be the prototypical form (despite the double consonant) has long been around in a compound 
derivate, namely otevfhuba ‘loudmouth’. 
Some common verbs with individual anomalies 
byt ‘be’ 
This verb is unusual in having two conjugations, one for present tense, one for future. In a 
full account of imperative formation its present tense must be excluded, the imperative being 
formed from the future 3pl budou (ending at aaab: bucT!). 
m(t ‘have’ 
As entirely regular in its conjugation, this verb (3pl maji) should, by stage 7, produce *mej; 
however, the imperative shows an alternation shared with the past tense (and ultimately the 
infinitive) and has the form m£j! 
jit ‘go, come’ and priji't ‘come, arrive’ 
Jit also has two conjugated forms, for present and future, but here both forms produce 
imperatives. The 3pl form jdou produces (in line with b.) imperatives jdi-jd§me-jd£te (‘go’). 
The future 3pl form pujdou produces an anomaly: like zajdou (and pfejdou and most other 
prefixed forms) it too ought to be in group b., but by an historical weakening of the -j- it 
proceeds via ab (but shortening u to o) to produce pojcT-pojdme-pojcTte (‘come’), or, in 
2 Note how in these two verbs, if the non-prototypical solution is adopted — despite the 
single consonant — vowel-shortening does not take place. 
3 Here, if the prototypical solution is adopted — consonantal cluster notwithstanding — 
vowel-shortening applies; otherwise not, as in the example of zbdsnit. This is a mirror-image 
to the cases of loudit and pfimhoufit. 
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informal colloquial Czech, pocT-pocTme-pocrte. Further pressure in favour of this 
prototypical type of imperative comes from the danger of overlap with the regularly formed 
(but non-prototypical) imperative pojdi (from pojti-pojdou ‘die’ [of animals]). 
Most other determinate verbs of motion display similar semantic characteristics as regards 
the use of the two available stems (present and future), but none exhibit any such 
morphological peculiarities. The articulatory proximity of i and j has produced a similarly 
anomalous (but prototypical) imperative from prijdou, namely prycT! (for *prijdi). 
pujdit ‘lend’ 
This verb, with its 3pl form pujdi, should produce *puj£i. In fact the imperative is doubly 
anomalous in that while it ignores the presence of -j- to produced a prototypical (short) 
imperative, it fails, in standard Czech, to carry out stage 3 (vowel shortening) hence imp. 
pujd!, but colloquial pu£!. 
pomoct ‘help’ 
In its progressive (colloquial) conjugation, which has 3pl pomuzou, there is a regular 
imperative pomoz! However, the preferred imperative, from the higher style 3pl pomohou, 
is the anomalous pomoz! Note that no other verb (apart from other compounds of moct ‘can’, 
which, like other modal verbs has no imperative) has stem-final -h, but that support for the 
-z alternant selected comes from the verbs dat, ji'st and videt, descendants of multiply 
anomalous Slavonic athematic verbs. Ddt is now regular (see algorithm). 
jist ‘eat’ and vMet ‘know’ (and compounds) 
The (anomalous) 3pl forms of these two verbs are jedi and vMi. The respective imperatives 
are jez! and v6z!. The latter has little currency (‘know!’), but remains the base for the 
commoner povZd&t (imp. pov£z! ‘tell’) and the very frequent odpov#d$t (imp. odpov£z! 
‘answer!’). The dVz alternation also occurs with the imperative of vidit ‘see’, namely viz!, 
but its use is restricted to the language of footnote (as in ‘see p.49’). There is in any case 
little use for an imperative ‘see’, since willed use of the eyes is properly conveyed by ‘look’ 
— consistently more so in Czech than English. Positive imperatives (which seek to get an 
action performed) are typically associated in Czech with the perfective, yet the perfective 
uvidit produces no imperative at all. The compounds zdvidgt ‘envy’ (‘cast a covetous eye’) 
and nendvidit ‘hate’ (‘not bear to look at’) produce imperatives along regular lines (zavicfi 
and nendvicT!). 
stdt ‘stand’ 
The 3pl form stojf ought to give regularly *stoj, like other verbs ending in -oji {bdt se ‘fear’, 
3pl boji se, imp. boj se!). However, it represents an isolated reversal of the vowel-shortening 
rule in that here a short vowel lengthens, producing stuj!. There are analogues elsewhere in 
Czech where a monosyllable with u alternates with longer forms with o, as in muj-moje. 
Compounds postdt, vystdt also show this lengthening. 
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skdkat ‘jump’ 
A small number of verbs reveal a mixed allegianec to the c- and a-conjugations: while they 
follow the e-conjugation in the personal forms, their imperatives arc formed as if they were 
of the a-conjugation. Thus skdkat has 3pl skddou, but the imperative is not ’•'skat, but 
skrfkej! (as if from skdkajf, which is to be heard, though is not codified). Similarly stonat 
‘ail’ has 3pl stitiiou, but imperative stoncj! (not *stoii). Plakat ‘weep’, 3pl plddf or plddou, 
has both a regular imperative plaf! and an alternative plakej!.4 
zmizet ‘disappear’ 
A few i-conjugation verbs are codified as having doublets in 3pl, as if from either 
conjugational variant, hence, here, zmizejf/zmizf. This should predict alternative imperatives, 
but the longer *zinizej does not exist. The economy — in the use of just the short zmiz! — 
is appropriate for a verb of particularly peremptory meaning. 
nechat ‘leave’ 
A regular a-conj ugation verb, i.e. 3pl nechajf. This would predict imperative neeliej! In fact, 
the form is — in the writer’s experience — largely confined to Moravian speakers, Bohemian 
usage preferring the short (but still prototypical) anomalous form nceh!; the verb is again of 
particularly peremptory ‘flavour’, common in such phrases as Nech toho! ‘Stop it!’. 
4 For a complete and up-to-date account of current doublets in conjugation and/or 
imperatives of such verbs see Mluvnice destiny, Vol. 2, pp.439 and 491-92. 
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THE VOCATIVE CASE AND ITS MORPHOLOGY 
IN CZECH AND SLOVAK1 2 
The original impulse to write on the Czech vocative came with the appearance in recent years 
of monographs dealing with the instrumental7 and the locative.3 4 The vocative seemed ripe 
for similar treatment, not least of all because of a general intuition that the vocative has 
always been something of a Cinderella in discussions of the language, whethei in the realm 
of syntax or morphology. In the event a monograph on the vocative has now also appeared, 
although I became aware of its existence about a year later. 
Alena Svobodova’s Syntaktickd charakteristika imperativu a vokativu v deskych 
vyzvovych vdtach* consists of a fine analysis of the semantic and pragmatic aspects of the 
vocative, whether in terms of the morphologically distinct forms which the language 
possesses or of the numerous vocative-equivalent devices which equally mark or express the 
addressee. Her analysis culminates in a presentation of the role of vocative forms and their 
equivalents in functional sentence perspective, expressed largely in terms of the FSP theory 
worked out by Ale§ Svoboda in his Diatheme5 and later essays.6 
The present remarks will therefore not seek to plough the same furrow, but will 
1 Revised version of a paper originally published in Mojmfr Grygar (ed.): Ceske studie: 
literatura, jazyk, kultura, Amsterdam, Atlanta, 1990, pp.31-45. 
2 Oldrich Uli6ny: Instruments v struktufe deski vity: pfi'spevdk k popisu a metodice 
vykladu pddoveho systemu deStiny, Prague, 1984. 
3 Karel KamiS: Lokdl a jeho problematika v soudasne spisovne destind a slovenstind, 
Prague, 1986. 
4 Prague, 1987 (Spisy Pedagogicke fakulty v OstravS, vol.60). Hereafter Imp. a vok. 
5 Diatheme: a study in thematic elements, their contextual ties, thematic progressions and 
scene progressions based on a text from AZlfric, Spisy Univerzity J.E. Purkyn£ v Bm£, 
Filozoficka fakulta, No.229, Brno, 1981. 
6 E.g. ‘Ceske slovoslednd pozice z pohledu aktualniho dlenenf, Slovo a slovesnost, 45, 
1984, pp.22-34, 88-103. 
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instead be restricted, more or less, to morphological aspects of the vocative in Czech — and, 
where relevant, Slovak, with some reference to other considerations. 
There are a number of factors about the vocative which need to be clarified ahead of 
any discussion. These concern its status as a ‘case’. One view takes it right out of the case 
system altogether on the grounds that it denotes solely the address of an appeal and is not 
integrated into the sentence by any kind of syntactic relations.7 Uliiny’s view,8 however, 
that it can be seen as ‘expressing various relations to the whole sentence, at the very least 
the negation of the relation of “being syntactically dependent”’ goes some way to overcoming 
the difficulty. On the other hand this particular statement is fraught with all the problems of 
negative definition and is tantalizingly vague as to what the ‘various relations’ might be. In 
a later discussion of cadences and especially semi-cadences Ulicny also discusses the potential 
‘utterance-constitutivity’ (vypovMotvomost) of the vocative.9 On the one hand this suggests 
(as the simultaneous allusion to interjections confirms) a degree of syntactic independence 
of vocative forms, but they do have counterparts — sententemes — at the level of Ulicny’s 
semantic sentence structure. Ulicny further states: 
The vocative form is the means by which the hortatory (appeal) nature of an 
utterance is outwardly expressed. The vocative implies a final cadence and so 
serves to segment the discourse; however, even with the semi-cadence the 
vocative clearly stands out as a grammatical device that signals the closedness 
of an utterance or may signal that the way is clear for the commencement of 
another utterance.10 
While the foregoing are clearly functions and relations separate from (clause) syntax, 
they equally clearly have a bearing on the syntax of discourse, and it is on these grounds not 
inappropriate perhaps to refer to the vocative as a case, but applicable at the level of 
hypersyntax. In addition it clearly shares with the non-disputed cases the relation that exists 
between case-semes at the semantic level of sentence structure and a particular declensional 
formant.11 It remains improper to speak of case morphemes as such in inflecting languages, 
7 In, for example, J.I. Qvonje: Uber den Vokativ und die Vokativformen in den 
Balkansprachen und im europdischen Sprachareal, Modem Greek and Balkan Studies, 
Supplementary Volume 1, Copenhagen, 1986; see review by P. Asenova in 
C'bnocTaBHTejiHO e3HK03HaHne, 13, 1988, 1, pp.69-75. 
8 Ulidny, o.c., p.15. 
9 Ibid., pp.32-34. 
10 Ibid., p.37. 
Ibid., p.25. ii 
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such as Czech, since the relevant declensional formants also carry with them the semes of 
number and gender.12 
At this point it is worth recalling that by no means all the Slavonic languages have 
distinct declensional formants part of whose function is to express the vocative, and where 
they are lacking, as Qvonje points out, the equivalent role is performed by intonation. This 
is precisely the essential division between Czech and Slovak in the domain of the vocative, 
though as a typological opposition it is not supported by any other obvious typological trends 
of the kind described in Qvonje.13 
In Czech morphology (I shall return briefly to Slovak later) the representation of the 
vocative by inflections is itself incomplete. That is to say, there are numerous nominal 
paradigms which lack a distinctive nominal form. On the other hand, where distinctive 
vocative forms do exist, i.e. where there is a formant to act, with number and gender, as the 
expression of an address, we find a relatively low rate of case homonymy. Non-distinct 
vocatives are instances of case syncretism with the nominative. 
This situation is undoubtedly part of the process described by Skalicka14 as 
‘evolution towards simplicity’ {vyvoj k jednoduchosti). As he points out, simplicity is not 
necessarily a virtue, or is at least an ambiguous term. Quoting Russian BOJiHa ‘wool’ and 
BdJiHa ‘wave’ and Czech vlna ‘wool; wave’, he shows that the simplification represented by 
the economy of constant stress in Czech has given rise to homonymy; then ‘homonymy (...) 
serves not to simplify the language, but complicates it’ {homonymie [...] neslouzi 
jednoduchosti jazyka, nybrz jej komplikuje).15 Skali£ka’s subsequent discussion concerns 
chiefly the development, and in some cases losses, of declensional types through history. 
Commenting on Trubetzkoy’s views, he picks up the point that there are varying degrees of 
case homonymy in central and peripheral types (though without using these terms, which 
only gained currency later). On the one hand he notes the vastly mixed functions of -i (in fact 
HI), required at one point or another in quite disparate singular cases except the nominative 
and instrumental, hence Gsg kosy (of kosa [f.] ‘scythe’), D/Lsg medi (of med [m.] ‘sword’), 
A/D/Lsg dusi (of duse [f.] ‘soul’), V/D/Lsg orddi (of ordd [m.] ‘ploughman’), sometimes 
irrespective of gender, e.g. D/Lsg medi (m.), mofi ‘sea’ (n.), dusi (f.), while on the other 
hand he quotes instances where one paradigm does not distinguish between given cases, e.g. 
N/Asg mdsto, Gsg mdsta ‘town’; Nsg had, A/Gsg hada ‘snake’; but Nsg zena, Asg zenu, 
12 Ibid., p.25. 
13 See Asenova (Note 7), p.74. 
14 Vyvoj deske deklinace, Studie Prazskdho lingvistickdho krouzku, 4, Prague, 1941. 
15 Ibid., p.8. 
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Gsg zeny ‘woman’. In the plural the cases are better distinguished throughout than in the 
singular, as Trubetzkoy had pointed out on the basis of the type znamenl ‘sign’, but, as 
Skalidka argues, this is because gender is often the main distinguishing feature in the 
singular, while it is case that dominates in the plural, hence the great similarities we see 
across the paradigms in the plural, e.g. the datives hadiun, hradum, orddirn, medum, Jirim 
‘George’, mdstum, mo rim, znamenlm, hrdinum ‘hero’, zendm, duslm, plsnlm ‘song’, kostem 
‘bone’, not to mention ndm ‘we’, vdm ‘you [pi.]’, jim ‘they’, tdm ‘those’, krdsnym 
‘beautiful’, cizlm ‘alien’, etc., and similarly for the locative plural, and for the instrumental 
plural at least in Common Czech.16 
It will be noticed that SkaliSka had in this context very little to say about the vocative 
— even the reference to orddi is added almost as an afterthought in the relevant paragraph. 
In the section on declension in his Typ destiny17 he does have a reference to it, but only in 
the context of the case homonymy of Nsg/Vsg/Asg in the neuter paradigms znamenl, mdsto, 
mdsta (i.e. pi.), pole (sg.) and pole (pi.).18 This failure to pay attention to the vocative is 
probably connected with his adherence to the view that the vocative is not a true case. From 
the narrowly syntactic (intrasentential) point of view, this, as suggested earlier, is a quite 
widely held belief; vocative forms and their equivalents can then be simply viewed as deictic 
elements sui generis. However, in terms of the referential structure of an entire text and 
whether viewed as purely deictic or not (and many of Svobodova’s ‘evaluative’ [hodnotlcf] 
types would come into this, e.g. Ty darebdkul ‘You rascal!’), we may well wish to accept 
the vocative as a case, in those languages, including Czech, which generally have forms for 
it, since: a. it cannot normally be replaced by any other case form (cf. Uli£ny’s negative 
definition earlier); and b. it has a signalling role as the marker of the opening of a new 
potential cross-referential sequence, even if limited to other expressions of the second person. 
In short, almost any occurrence of a noun in the primary vocative function, whether 
possessing a morphologically distinctive form or not, could become an instaurator sui 
generis.19 
16 cf. Vyvoj, p.15. 
17 Prague, 1951. Republished in B.Palek (comp.): Lingvisticke dltanky 111, Typologie, 
sv.l, Prague, 1975, pp.55-108. 
18 Typ destiny, p.63. 
19 On ‘instaurators’ and the process of ‘instauration’ see B. Palek and D. Short: Vymezenl 
instaurdtoru a navrh klasifikace instaurdtoru (research report, Czechoslovak Academy of 
Sciences), Prague, 1971. A more accessible work entailing the concept is Bohumil Palek: 
‘The treatment of reference in linguistic description’ in J. Bogdan and I. Niiniuoto (eds): 
Logic, Language and Probability, Dordrecht, 1973, pp.237-44, esp. pp.241-44. Palek would 
probably decline to accept this view of occurrences of the vocative. In his terminology they 
would combine features of deictics and alterators. 
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Let us look now at the precise range and incidence of vocative markers in 
contemporary Czech, duly noting also any instances of the ‘simplification’ of the system 
brought about by case homonymy and/or syncretism. 
In the singular the available markers are:20 
-e: m. hade, hrade (< had ‘snake’, hrad ‘castle’); f. duse (‘soul’; = Nsg); m. sprdvce 
(‘caretaker’; = Nsg); n. more (‘sea’; = Nsg) 
-e + some other modification to the stem: 
a. otde, dlovede, Petfe (< otec ‘father’ [also all other words ending in -ec\, dlovdk 
‘man, person’, Petr ‘Peter’ [also all other masc. nouns ending in -Cr], in which the 
stem-final consonant is unique to the vocative); 
b. vole, chlebe (< vul ‘ox’, chleb ‘bread’, in which the root vowel shortening is 
consistent with all the oblique cases and all plural cases of the items affected); 
c. Boze, vdtre (< Buh ‘god’, vitr ‘wind’, combining both stem-final consonant 
change unique to the vocative and root vowel shortening as in the rest of the 
paradigm); 
d. pane (< pdn ‘gentleman’, with root-vowel shortening unique to the vocative and 
coinciding with that of pan ‘Sir, Mr’); 
-o: f. zeno] m. hrdino, lingvisto (< zena ‘woman’, hrdina, ‘hero’, lingvista ‘linguist’); 
n. mdsto (‘town’; = Nsg) 
m. synu, zdku (< syn ‘son’, zdk ‘pupil’) 
-i: m. muzi (< muz ‘man’; = D/Lsg); f. kosti (< kost; = G/D/Lsg), pfsni (< pfsefi 
‘song’; = D/Lsg) 
-t m. Jiff (‘George’; = Nsg), n. nddrazi (‘station’; = N/G/D/A/Lsg [and N/A/Gpl]) 
panf (‘lady, woman, Mrs’; = N/G/D/A/I/Lsg [and N/A/Gpl]) 
-d/-e\ n. dUd (‘child’; = N/Asg), doupd (‘den, lair’; = N/Asg); m. 
knfze (‘prince’; = Nsg); f. zidle (‘chair’; = N/Gsg [and N/V/Apl]) 
In the plural it applies universally that there is no distinctive form, since V = N. The 
endings available to N/Vpl are: 
-HI: hrady, zeny, lididky 
-HI: some modification to the stem: hadi (stem-final consonant change unique to N/Vpl; 
applies to masculine animate nouns with stem-final dental): kluci (stem-final 
20 The key-words selected in the following two tables are not necessarily those which are 
customarily given in descriptive grammars of Czech, indeed the former outnumber the latter. 
The present selection is motivated in part by intuition as to their relative familiarity as lexical 
items to the foreign user of Czech and in part as representatives of sub-classes not normally 
accorded separate attention. 
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consonant change common to N/V/Lpl; applies to masculine animate nouns with 
stem-final velar); kosti (stem-final consonant change shared with almost all cases, 
singular and plural, of feminine i-declension nouns where an -i appears in the ending, 
i.e. not D/L/Ipl. and where Nsg ends in -t or -d) 
-ove: pdnove, synovd, sprdvcove, hrdinovd 
-e: uditeld, lingvistf, obdane (+ a small number of isolates) 
-e + internal flection: pfdtele (an isolate with this form of the 
stem consistent throughout the plural [sg. = pfftel-]) 
-e/-e\ more, dude, pfsnd, kond, rodide 
-a: mdsta, kufata, knfzata, doupata 
-f: pant, nddrazf, Jiff. 
The V = N equivalence in the singular applies to all neuters {more, mdsto, di'td, kure, 
doupd, nddrazf), two feminine types {dude, pant, but NOT zena, pfseh and host), and three 
masculine types {knfze, sprdvce, Jiff). In the neuters this is not very surprising in that most 
of the lexical items involved are inanimate, therefore unlikely, outside the realm of the ode, 
to be the subject of an address or appeal. The rest {dftd, ddvde, kufe) are, though animate, 
marked semantically as ‘the young of an animal’, the denotates of which again, while 
possibly more readily addressable, are nevertheless, with few exceptions, unlikely to be the 
objects of appeals to act dynamically. The fact that the group include sundry ‘young of the 
human animal’ — the neutral dftd ‘child’ (an oddity in that its plural is feminine), batole 
‘toddler’, dvojde ‘twin’, trojde ‘triplet’ (etc.), the word pdze ‘page’ (occasionally also 
masculine by natural gender assignment [?] and as part of the class that contains such other 
feudal terms as knfze ‘prince’ and hrabd ‘count’), and the common ddvde ‘lass’, formally the 
‘young’ of dfvka ‘girl’ — may be assumed to be merely an extension of the ‘young living 
creature’ principle. The main feature concerning the neuters remains, however, that the vast 
majority denote ‘things’ and are therefore peripheral to patterns of address. 
In the feminines we are again in the realm of the peripheral to the extent that of the 
dude type the vast majority denotes inanimates (but not the handful in -ynd and the group of 
animates in -ice). Panf ‘lady, Mrs.’ is an accident of history and the sole survivor of its 
original class, i.e. a quintessential^ peripheral item despite its statistical frequency. 
In the masculines there is once more no doubting the peripheral status of the knfze and 
Jiff types, either on the grounds, for knfze, of general semantics and register restriction 
(feudal history or fairy tales), or simply minimal representation of the class at all in the 
modem language {Jiff). The peripherally of knfze is further reinforced by the anomaly of 
its retaining in the plural the neuter gender that dominates its morphological class. It is 
instructive that the statistically more widely represented type sprdvce has V = N only in the 
(conservative) standard language, while in Common Czech, where all its other cases match, 
for example, otec, it too acquires a distinctive vocative in the form sprdvde. This then adds 
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to the sporadic instances of internal flection occurring elsewhere in the language21 and 
noted, as regards the vocative, in the tables above. 
To summarize: if a noun-type has no distinctive formant to denote the vocative, it will 
either be morphologically or lexically peripheral, or it will denote an inanimate, or be 
grammatically neuter. On the other hand, if a noun or noun-type is morphologically 
peripheral it does not automatically follow that there will no distinctive vocative form. Thus 
most of the masculine or feminine paradigms deemed peripheral (non-central) in the modem 
language do evince distinct vocative forms, hence hrdino, lingvisto, pisni. The tendency for 
the masculine animate sprdvce type to move, at least in one version of the language, to a 
more central type (including a new nominative sprdvec) and so to (re-)acquire a distinct 
vocative has already been noted. 
Equally, lexical peripherality in itself does not qualify a noun to dispense with a 
distinctive vocative. 
So far we have discussed the extent to which the different Modem Czech paradigms 
contain V = N or V £ N. 
Given the extent to which the history of sound changes and changes brought about by 
analogy has produced a wide range of types of case homonymy and syncretism, it is perhaps 
worthwhile to note the extent to which this occurs between the vocative and other non¬ 
nominative cases. In the interests of completeness of the observation, and at the risk of being 
accused of stating the obvious, I begin with the neuters. Here it invariably holds that A = N, 
therefore since V = N, as we have seen, then V also = A, singular or plural. There is, 
however, no other instance of case homonymy involving neuters, except the nddrazi class, 
which, as is well known, has lost all the morphology of case except in those inflections 
which include a consonant,22 and the V/A/Gsg homonymy of pole. 
Similarly with (peripheral) panf, V = all other singular cases and Npl, Vpl, Apl and 
Gpl, i.e., again, cases whose desinences do not involve consonants. 
Of the other feminines: 
zeno coincides with NO other cases 
duse coincides with Gsg (and N/V/Apl) 
21 Cf. Skalidka, Typ destiny, p.93. 
22 This fact can make for a variety of difficulties in description and interpretation of the 
data, as Skali£ka points out: does Gen pi. nddrazi have a zero ending, like mist, vajec, or 
-i, like poli; cf. Typ deStiny, p.63. 
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kosti coincides with G/D/Lsg (and N/V/Apl) 
pfsni coincides with D/Lsg 
Among the masculines: 







synu (strictly) coincides with NO other case 
zdku (potentially) coincides with D/Lsg 
lift coincides with NO other sg. case (but with N/V/Apl) 
sprdvce coincides with A/Gsg (and Apl) 
while 
muzi coincides with D/Lsg (and N/V/Ipl). 
It follows from this that the vocative is, morphologically speaking, by no means in 
jeopardy as a distinctive form, since although all members of the vocative repertoire can have 
other case functions, these are largely in other paradigms. The main exceptions are the 
coincidences with the dative and locative, a product of historical sound changes and analogy 
among the ‘soft’ declensions, which all evince above-average case homonymy anyway, and 
of a redistribution of endings within the true vocative repertoire {zdku and other velar stems 
in the masculines, with -u from the old u-declension) introduced essentially to avoid further 
instances of internal flection (*zdde).23 
To express matters once more in terms of periphery and centre, classes where there 
is homonymy between the vocative and other non-nominative cases are further away from 
the centre. Gn the other hand, absence of such homonymy is not of itself a denial of 
peripherality; plenty of peripheral types still evince no such homonymy: hrdino, Jiff. 
This is perhaps the point at which it should be mentioned that distinctive vocative 
morphology is confined to the nouns of Czech — with the limitations by homonymy already 
noted. Although there is general complete morphology of case and number in the adjectives 
in the plural, and of case, number and gender in their singular forms, the expression of them 
23 The survival and (re-)distribution of the masculine (historical) u-stem ending -u, in 
contrast to the now generally preferred (historical) o-stem ending -e, is fully discussed, as 
is the plural ending -ove (below), by Laura Janda in the context of the fate of all u-declension 
endings in Back from the Brink, LINCOM Studies in Slavic Linguistics, Munich, 1996. 
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is always secondary, by agreement with a given noun. And no distinctive vocative forms 
have evolved in the adjective. This could be described as the avoidance of a redundant 
secondary expression of the signal already carried by a noun in the vocative. The fact that 
the vocative alone, of all the cases (always accepting that it can be fairly described as one), 
is adequately expressed once and need not be reiterated even in circumstances that would 
‘normally’ require it, is reinforced by the increase in the incidence of masculine appositional 
constructions of the type pane Novdk ‘Mr Novdk’, vojtne PavUdek ‘Private Pavlf£ek’ (?).24 
On the other hand no similar event occurs in the feminine, nor even in such combinations 
involving masculine a-stems as soudruhupfedsedo ‘Comrade Chairman’, suggesting that the 
potential for non-agreement is still largely limited to proper names. Another explanation may 
lie in Svobodovd’s suggestion (admittedly made in a different context) that this could be a 
product of a reduction in the component of address in the vocative phrase, and a growth in 
the purely phatic component.25 In turn this would hardly account for other instances of the 
penetration of the nominative into the vocative, such as in Svobodova’s examples Tak 
nebldzndte, Pdnidka ‘Don’t be crazy, PSnidka’ and Jen podej stdsti ruku, Josef ‘Just count 
your blessings, Joseph’, which she interprets as one type of ‘evaluative’ vocative and a 
product of the ‘communicative situation at the moment of utterance’.26 
References to the penetration of the nominative into the vocative function among 
feminines are few and far between. Perhaps the most comprehensive is in Travmcek’s 
grammar, where a nominative form, holka ‘girl’, is incorporated as a variant in the relevant 
declensional table.27 The subsequent gloss on the issue is at best ambiguous, apparently 
suggesting that holka, kmotra ‘godmother’ and tetka ‘auntie’ are the forms for these words 
in popular and colloquial speech, and likewise pant kmotra and Anna, ‘rarely’ also Anno, in 
the standard language. My own experience is restricted to holka and tetka, which, in the 
circumstances in which they were used, were very strongly phatic, and very weakly 
concerned with address. Expressions involving kmotra are probably no longer alive and 
24 It is not easy for the outsider to vouch for the extent of such as this second example, 
which is from the military sphere. However, non-agreement among nouns in apposition in 
military parlance is a feature occasionally mentioned, and even outside the vocative, as 
witness such distortions as the formulaic Vojlnu PavUdek Stdpdnovi se uddluje pochvala (from 
a private communication, but see also Peftaz, ‘Poznamky k 5e§tin6 ve vojenskem prostredf, 
NaJe fed, 70, 1987, pp. 131-40, esp. p.137, footnote 51). 
25 See Svobodovd, Imp. a vok., p.92. 
26 Ibid., pp.81-82. 
27 FrantiSek TrdvnfCek: Mluvnice spisovne destiny, Prague, 1951, p.501. The dictionary 
Slovnfk spisovneho jazyka deskeho (Prague, 1971), gives holka as the only vocative of this 
word. In practice, it can be observed to be used solely in the phatic function, rather like the 
true formal (if in its way unique) vocative form dlovdde ‘man’, used chiefly among males. 
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therefore not amenable to testing. It would seem likely, however, that these too were largely 
phatic. The only other widely quoted nominative in the vocative, truly vocative, function is 
the Old Czech instance of lidka in liska, co to neses, from O Used a dbdnu, a text otherwise 
full of formally distinct vocative occurrences. 
One other instance I have come across is a cry that will be familiar to many who 
knew the canteen at Prague’s Faculty of Arts in the Sixties and Seventies. The cry was: Ta 
sledna, ten pdrekl, and would be used to announce that a previously ordered frankfurter was 
ready. The features of the ‘communicative situation’ which led to the switch from vocative 
to nominative in sledna include anonymity of the addressee (who surely is being addressed, 
even summoned, and not merely being named), and the fact that she was no longer visible 
from the counter. The need to identify the one individual labelled sledna, a common noun, 
by resort to the demonstrative pronoun ta, would seem to be a device which militates 
strongly against the use of the true vocative. At all events, this type of occurrence is far 
removed from the only other nominative discussed in the vocative context, namely 
Trdvnfdek’s ‘emotive nominative’.28 
The reverse penetration, of the vocative into the nominative, seems to be restricted 
to such instances as the masculine proper names and kinship terms Jurko, Jano, stryko, dedo 
etc. of Eastern Moravia and Slovakia,29 and the now defunct secondary nominatives of the 
type choti, smrti to be found in Old Czech.30 
The situation of the vocative in Slovak is quite different from that in Czech. The 
normal view is that the case system has six members, unlike Czech’s seven, and that the 
vocative is absent, at least from the standard language. Within it, however, there is a small 
number of survivals, including bratku ‘brother’, kmotre ‘godfather’, otde ‘father’, synku 
‘son’, priateVu ‘friend’ (but only priateV if accompanied by a qualifying adjective), Boze 
‘God’, Hospodine ‘Lord’, Kriste ‘Christ’, Jezisu ‘Jesus’, i.e. loosely kinship and religious 
terms.31 One problem with Slovak is, however, that the standard is still very fluid and there 
28 Ibid., II, p.1229. 
29 cf. for example, Vdclav Vdzny: Historickd mluvnice destiny 2, Tvaroslovi 1, 2nd edn, 
Prague, 1963, p. 13; Jdn Stanislav: Dejiny slovenskdho jazyka, II, Tvaroslovie, 2nd rev. edn, 
Bratislava 1967, p.26. 
30 Vdzny, Historickd mluvnice, p.75. 
31 J. Oravec, E. Bajzfkova, J. Furdfk: Sudasny slovensky spisovny jazyk: Morfoldgia, 
Bratislava, 1984, p.54. Interestingly, bratku is presumably so completely reduced to a phatic 
item that this former vocative form is all that survives of the word. It is its own entry-word 
in Krdtky slovntk slovenskeho jazyka, Bratislava, 1989, p.52, which, however, in the gloss 
that precedes the definition, also indicates its plural, bratkovia, a standard Voc = Nom type. 
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is much scope for interference both from dialect speakers (in some of the dialects vocative 
forms survive more widely, or even systematically) and from Czech. Only in the last two 
decades has the vocative been left quite out of account in descriptions of the language, apart 
from the necessary gloss on the recognized survivals just mentioned, while before then the 
most authoritative work provided a place for vocative forms in the paradigms of all nominal 
classes, including pronouns, adjectives and numerals.32 Interestingly those slots were only 
filled when the representative noun denoted an animate being, and all the non-noun 
paradigms contained a blank, with the exception of ty! and vy!, the second person pronouns. 
More surprisingly still, the masculine animate example, chlap, lists V chlape, despite the fact 
that the gloss on this type, and the entire discussion of the vocative generally make it plain 
that this is a peripheral feature, not the standard form.33 
It seems unlikely that there will be any further attrition in the area of the vocative in 
Czech; it is too well grounded in the major paradigms and is showing great resilience even 
in some of the peripheral types. Equally, whatever the evidence of literature, urban speech, 
and the hybridized version of Slovak to be heard among young people, in the army and in 
various sub-cultures, it is unlikely that the vocative will reassert itself to become again part 
of standard Slovak. The present remarks have remained more or less within the framework 
of the two standard languages, with only passing reference to deviations. Quite a different 
picture could be expected to emerge from a close, more sociolinguistic study of the languages 
in their various spoken guises. 
32 E. Pauliny, J. Ruzidka, J. Stoic: Slovenskd gramatika, 5th rev. edn, Bratislava, 1968, 
pp. 173-231. 
33 Ibid., pp. 171-73. 

14 
THE GRAMMATICAL STATUS OF oba IN CZECH (AND SLOVAK)1 
The Indo-European languages generally have available a word, or set of words, loosely 
equivalent to English both. Czech oba/obd, Slovak obaja/oba/obe, Spanish ambos/ambas, 
Romanian amindoi/amtndoua, German beide, Bengali ubhay, all have a special status as one 
of the members of a pair of expressions used to convey the notion of ‘two’. The other 
member is the respective form of the cardinal numeral ‘two’. 
The Czech system for the expression of the quantity two consists of the numeral dva 
(masc.), dve (fern, and neut.), the expression oba/obe (with matching gender distribution), 
and certain other forms (dvoje/oboje, dvoji/oboji) which it is proposed here to ignore, since 
they are merely formal variants of dva/oba used either with special nominal sub-categories, 
or in the more specialized sense of ‘two/both kinds of. What we have here are some of the 
remnants of the earlier tripartite number system consisting of singular, dual and plural. There 
are other morphological remnants of the dual still surviving in Czech,2 rather fewer in 
Slovak,3 but they are properly described as anomalous plural forms. The Czech or Slovak 
1 Reprinted with minor revisions from The Slavonic and East European Review, Vol. 61, 
1983, 2, pp. 161-68. 
2 These are certain case forms of the plural of the words for parts of the body — 
nominative/accusative and instrumental of odi ‘eyes’ and usi ‘ears’; nominative/accusative, 
genitive/locative and instrumental of ruce ‘arms,legs’; genitive/locative and instrumental of 
nohy Tegs, feet’; nominative/accusativeand genitive/locative of prsa ‘chest’ (from ‘breasts’); 
and rarely more than the locative of ramena ‘shoulders’ and kolena ‘knees’. Until fairly 
recently, some forms of rty Tips’ and kh'dla ‘wings’ also retained traces of the dual. There 
is also a dual remnant in the special form std ‘hundreds’ in the numeral dvd std ‘two 
hundred’. The neuter plural (plurale tantum) zdda ‘back’ was probably once a masculine 
dual. 
3 Slovak was codified at a much later date than Czech, by which time a greater number 
of dual remnants had been lost and replaced by plural forms. The survivors in Slovak are the 
anomalous nominative plurals odi ‘eyes’ and usi ‘ears’ and the instrumental case of dva, oba 
(dvoma, oboma) and, by analogy, one of the alternative instrumental forms of tri (troma, 
alongside tromi) ‘three’. The present notes are concerned primarily with the situation in 
Czech, which will be the language of the examples quoted. Nevertheless the same general 
argument may be held to apply to Slovak, not out of any desire to see it as a mere appendage 
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in the street, and especially the Czech or Slovak in the school, is, however, more aware of 
the concept of duality than is, for instance, his English counterpart. The standard grammars 
will have taught him about tvary dvojne or dualove, which an introduction to number in 
English does not entail. On the other hand English does have a small inventory of items 
relating to duality (e.g. either) in addition to both, the expression which is of interest to us 
here. 
From the foregoing it should be apparent that I have avoided giving any grammatical 
label to oba/both, etc. In most nineteenth and twentieth-century Czech and Slovak grammars, 
oba is described as a numeral. Thus for example: 
Vaclav Zikmund in Skladba jazyka deskeho (Litomysl, Prague, 1863) explicitly includes oba 
among the cardinal numerals;* * 4 
an anonymous school texbook, Ctvrta mluvnice ceska spolu s naukou o sklddam listu a 
pisemnosti jednadch pro obecne skoly (Prague, 1882), plainly implies that oba is a 
cardinal numeral;5 
Jan Gebauer, in an early version of his Kratkd mluvnice deskd (3rd rev. ed., Prague, 1902), 
while discussing numeral morphology, is almost as explicit on the subject;6 
Bohuslav Havranek and Alois Jedlicka’s standard post-war Ceska mluvnice refers to ‘the 
numerals dva, oba’, but only in the section on morphology.7 
of Czech, which would be ill-conceived for a variety of reasons, but because of the high 
degree of similarity of presentation of dva and oba in grammars of the two languages. 
4 ‘Cardinal numerals: jeden, dva, tfi, dtyfi, oba, obadva...’, p.331, §174, section 1. 
5 ‘dva and oba are declined...’, p.51, §98, section 2 (on the declension of ‘cardinal 
numerals’). 
6 ‘The cardinal numerals dva, dvd, dvd and likewise oba, -d, -£...’, p.70, §153. The 
wording is unchanged in later mutations of Gebauer’s textbook, such as his own slightly 
larger Mluvnice deskd pro skoly stredni a ustavy uditelske, 4th edn, Prague, 1905, p.95, 
§166; Vaclav Ertl’s Gebauerova mluvnice deskd pro skoly stredm ustavy uditelske, Vol. I, 
6th edn, Prague, 1918, p.186, §361; Frantisek Travnicek’s Gebauerova prfrucm mluvnice 
jazyka deskeho pro uditele a studium soukrome, 5th edn, Prague, 1936, p.150, §173; or 
indeed the interwar Slovak grammars that owe an explicit debt to Gebauer, such as Anton 
Macht’s Sustavna mluvnica slovenska pre uditel’ov a sukromne studium, Trebechovice pod 
Orebem, 1938, p. 115, §195; that the last-named work appeared during the First 
Czechoslovak Republic, which maintained a policy of a common Czechoslovak language in 
two local variants, that it was published by a major school-book publisher in East Bohemia 
and that it was printed in Prague make the great similarity to Czech textbooks of the period 
less than surprising. 
7 1st edn, Prague, 1960, p.186, §114, section 2; 4th rev. edn, Prague, 1981, p.217, 
§114, section 3. Both versions also link dvoji and oboji without further discriminatory 
comment, p.186 and p.216 respectively. 
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Other works avoid giving oba any label, but could be viewed as including it implicitly under 
the cardinal numerals. Thus: 
V 
F.J.R.Polehradsky, Mluvnice s pravopisem pro deskou mlddez (Prague, 1849), under 
‘Cardinal numerals, answering the question kolik? (How many?)’, includes a 
reference to oba under dva, but explicitly only on morphological grounds (pp.40, 42); 
FrantiSek TravmSek, Strudna mluvnice deska (Prague, 1941), has much to say on the 
semantics of all sub-types of numerals, but includes oba merely with dva in the 
section on anomalous numeral declensions (p.86, §79);8 
the Slovak Samuel Czambel, Rukovtif spisovnej red slovenskej, 3rd edn (Turciansky svaty 
Martin, 1919), makes no mention of oba in his discussion of cardinal numerals 
(p.149), while under the declension of dva we read: 'oba, obidva (obaja, obidvaja), 
obe, obidve are declined in exactly the same way’ (§137, p.83); 
Bohuslav Havranek and Alois Jedlicka, Strucnd mluvnice ceska pro stredm skoly (Prague, 
1950) is equally vague (pp.67-69); 
Eugen Pauliny, Jozef Ruzidka and Jozef Stoic, Slovenska gramatika, 5th rev. edn (Bratislava, 
1968), explain the functional difference between dva and oba, calling both sets merely 
‘numerals’ within the section on cardinal numerals (pp.229-30, §298); 
Eugen Pauliny, Slovenska gramatika (Bratislava, 1981), refers to oba etc. as ‘forms’, 
explains their cross-referential function, but nevertheless includes them in the section 
on cardinal numerals (p.140, §3.412); 
Yet others make no mention of oba at all, such as Eugen Pauliny’s Kratka gramatika 
slovenska (Bratislava, 1965, pp.90ff.). 
This treatment of oba as a numeral — apparently solely on the grounds that it 
expresses, in its undeniable way, an identifiable quantity — is quite unsatisfactory. Another 
problem is that, despite a large measure of similarity between Czech (and Slovak) and 
English in their usage, there are nevertheless certain differences which merit investigation 
and description. 
To deal first with the terminological problem, let us take a trivial example and 
develop it: 
III Byl jednou jeden krdl a ten md syna. Postal ho do svdta hledat stdstl. 
/la/ There was once a king and he had a son. He sent him out into the world to seek his 
fortune. 
There is no question as to the interpretation of ho as a pronoun cross-referring 
8 Travm£ek’s much more comprehensive, two-volume Mluvnice spisovne destiny, 3rd 
edn, Prague, 1951, is no more explicit on this subject; see Vol.l, p.562, §396. 
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unambiguously to the king’s son in the previous sentence.9 
121 Byl jednou jeden krdl a ten mil tri (pit) syny (synu). Vsechny (vsechny tri/vsech pit) 
poslal do svita hledat Msti. 
/2a/ There was once a king and he had three (five) sons. He sent them all (all three/all 
five) out into the world to seek their fortune. 
According to all the standard Czech grammars (and their Slovak counterparts, for there is 
little but morphological differences between the two languages in these areas generally), there 
is no doubt that vsechny contains a clear aggregative reference back to the sons, irrespective 
of their number. The difference between the second sentence of 121 and 
/3/ Poslal je (= them) do svita hledat Msti. 
is merely one of emphasis. The Czech grammars describe vsechny as a pronoun. 
The problem begins, however with, 
/4/ Byl jednou jeden krdl and ten mil dva syny. Oba (obadva) poslal do svita hledat 
Msti. 
Here the grammars traditionally no longer talked in terms of pronouns, despite the fact that 
oba functions in a manner exactly analogous to ho and vsechny in III and 121. Why? The 
answer presumably lies in statements like: ‘The cardinal numbers simply express quantity in 
answer to the question “How many?”’, which are typically made in the context of the 
cardinal numbers including oba. Yet quantity may be definite and indefinite, and indefinite 
quantitative answers are perfectly natural in response to ‘how many?’: 
15/ Kolik lidi bylo na schuzi? Hodne. (or: Malo, etc.) 
/5a/ How many people were at the meeting? Lots. (Only a few, etc.) 
To the objection that we could scarcely expect the answer oba to the question in 151 
and that discussion of indefinite quantification is irrelevant, let us consider the situation 
where the person asking and the person asked both know that the meeting was to have been 
attended by fifty-seven people. If the answer to 151 is vsichni ‘all’, the word acquires a quite 
definite value, namely ‘57’. Yet no one would doubt its status as a pronoun and interpret it 
9 Even disregarding the formulaic, fairy-tale pattern of the example, the operation of 
functional sentence perspective in Czech disallows any claim for the ambiguity of III with 
an alternative referential structure: Byl jednou jeden krdl2 a ten2 mil syna2. Poslal2 hOj do 
svita hledat Msti. 
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as some special kind of numeral. Similarly, then, if from the situation both questioner and 
respondent know that the number of people, days, hands or whatever that is embraced by the 
question ‘How many?’ cannot be more than two, one possible answer might again be a form 
of vsechny, except that for this case a special device is available, namely oba. Thus just as 
vsechny may express a known and exhaustive number equivalent, say, to fifty-seven, so oba 
expresses a known and exhaustive number of two. Thus the ‘totality and completeness’ 
referred to by Havranek and Jedliika in connection with the pronoun vSechen, vsichni, etc.10 
applies equally to oba. It is worth noting that these authors are among those who, unlike 
Zikmund, Travnfdek, Poldauf,* 11 Pauliny and others, do not describe oba explicitly as a 
numeral; nor do they define it in any other way, merely introducing it, after dva, under 
morphology. Such caution is no more satisfactory than Pauliny’s definition: ‘The numerals 
obaja, oba, obe and obidvaja, obidva, obidve express the simple sum of two individuals as 
a homogeneous indivisible whole.’12 Assuming that there is indeed little difference in usage 
between Czech and Slovak, it can only be that Pauliny is ignoring completely the cross- 
referential function, or ‘exhausting’ function of oba. Moreover his definition is much more 
suited to the nominal expression dvojica, and could be expanded to take in trojica, etc. 
Another reason why it seems inappropriate to treat oba as a cardinal (zdkladnf) 
numeral is that true cardinal numbers are used, typically in mathematics, as names for 
themselves; dva + tri = pet surprises no one, but oba + tri = pet is an impossibility and 
cannot be rewritten in digital notation. In other words, in addition to conveying the exact 
quantity of two, oba necessarily contains another element — its function as an indicator in 
hyper-syntactic relations.13 
The situation in general statements is also interesting. We may say: 
16/ Vsichni Ivi samci maji hustou hnvu. 
/6a/ All male lions have a thick mane. 
where vsichni is definitely an indefinite numeral and it is impossible to say how many lions 
there are. In this function vsichni may stand for any numeral, including zero, as in the 
referentially empty expression vsichni obyvatele misice (all the inhabitants of the moon). On 
10 B. Havranek and A. Jedliika, Ceskd mluvnice, 4th revised edn, Prague, 1981, p.201. 
11 Ivan Poldauf and Karel Sprunk: CeMna jazyk cizi, Prague, 1968, ‘the numerals dva 
and oba', p.126. 
12 Pauliny, Ruzidka and Stoic: Slovenskd gramatika, 5th edn, Bratislava, 1968, p.230. 
13 The terminology of hyper-syntax is taken from B.Palek: Cross-Reference: A Study from 
Hyper-Syntax, Prague, 1968. 
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the other hand, where it does have a cross-referential function, as in 121, in which it 
functions in a way analogous to oba in !M, vsichni is a pronoun which, in addition to its 
pronominal (indicating) function, also expresses number, but inexactly. The relevant number 
can be made exact, deduced, from the context. The same goes for oba, except that the 
‘allness’ of it is already stated as equal to exactly two by the word itself. In Czech it is not 
of course unusual for the exact quantity of vsichni to be carried along with it without the 
need for deduction from the previous context, as in the versions of 121 using vsechny tfi or 
vsech pit. These expressions are in effect compound pronouns retaining the exact expression 
of quantity in the same manner as oba. 
There are of course general statements in which vSichni can also occur, inexact though 
it be, and yet be made exact, namely in the case of closed sets. I may not know, but there 
are certainly those who do know, how many people are meant by vsichni ilenove americkeho 
sendtu ‘all the members of the American senate’ if they figure in some general statement. 
My addressee may not know how many people are involved if I tell him vsichni ilenove me 
rodiny jsou blondyni ‘all the members of my family are blond’, but I can tell him if he asks. 
What differs between the last two examples and 16/ is the degree of generality. But in 
111 Vsechny udy opice jsou uzpusobeny k zivotu ve stromech. 
/7a/ All the limbs of the monkey are adapted to life in the trees. 
we have a sentence that is at least as general as 161, yet we — anyone — can say how many 
vsechny represents. 
The same kind of situation applies equally where all equals two. We would not 
normally say: 
/8/ Vsichni moji rodiie se narodili na Moravi. 
/8a/ All mv parents were bom in Moravia. 
in view of the availability of the special device oba — both. 
The key difference between the functions of vsichni as an indefinite numeral and 
vsichni and oba as pronouns with number expressed is really only in the spheres in which 
they are used. In the first case it is the sphere of open systems, and in the second that of 
closed systems. The use of vsichni/oba in closed systems is not governed merely by their 
hyper-syntactic, cross-referential function, but is conditioned by the definiteness entailed in 
such systems, and as such offers comparison with one use of the definite article in English. 
The primary use of the English definite article is the expression of identity of two 
denotates, i.e. in the second occurrence it indicates that the same object is meant as in the 
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first (John saw a book. ... He picked the book up). Very commonly, however, we find the 
definite article with the first occurrence of a denotate as in: 
191 He came home, unlocked the door, switched on the light, sat down by the fire ... 
This is not to say that there is only one possible door, light, fire, etc.; these notions 
are simply and regularly understood as conveying the one such and such object that is to be 
found in each like situation. The room (house, town, etc.) constitutes a kind of closed 
system, hence the typical reference to window, table, door, etc. with the definite article. 
Even where there is more than one door, we would say ‘one of the doors’, since all the 
relevant doors are likewise determined by the closed system that is the room. And when there 
are two items of a kind within such a closed system we would of course express the quantity 
and the definiteness by the available device both, as in: 
/10/ He went into the study, closed both windows and began typing. 
/10a/ Sel do pracovny, zavfel obd okna a zadal psat na stroji. 
Before concluding this section mention must be made of the numeral ‘one’, which so 
far has been ignored.14 The king’s five sons and the limbs of the monkey of the earlier 
examples were closed systems established randomly and generally respectively. But had we 
taken the example: 
/11/ Ocas opice je uzpusoben k zivotu ve stromech. 
/11a/ The tail of the monkey is adapted to life in the trees. 
we do not ask ‘how many (tails)?’; the number is known and is not given further 
consideration. This is a case of a generally determined closed system of one member. But 
if we say: 
/12/ Krai postal syna do svdta hledat stdsti. 
/12a/ The king sent his son out into the world to seek his fortune. 
there is no absolute guarantee that this was an only son (although the English wording may 
suggest this is the case; the Czech version is much less certain). But if the king did have just 
one son and this is to be stated unequivocally, we would have to say: 
/13/ Krdlposlal (sveho) jedineho syna ... 
14 For a detailed analysis of the expression of the quantity one in Czech see M.Dokulil: 
‘O vyjadrovdm jedinosti a jedinednosti v 5eskem jazyce’, Nose fed, 53, 1970, 1, pp.1-15. 
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/13a/ The king sent his only son ... 
and all further discussion of the number of sons is precluded. The system is closed, but has 
been determined randomly. With the quantity two, /12/ and /13/ would give: 
/14/ Krdlposlal dva syny do svita .... 
and 
/15/ Krdl poslal oba syny do svita ... 
Thus we may bring into consideration the expression jediny. Its status is not so firmly fixed 
as that of oba, but it does perform a closely analogous function.15 
It is now possible to set up two systems in Czech (or, mutatis mutandis, Slovak) for 
the expression of quantity. They are linked by a set of cross correspondences, but they 





tn ityri pit vsichni 
(non-determinable) 
jediny oba (dva) vsichni tfi viichni ityri vsech pit vsichni 
(determinable) 
It is not intended to discuss here the circumstances under which the numerals tfi and 
above occur in their determinate uses with and without the support of vsichni', that would 
entail a much broader analysis of determinacy in Czech, a language which differs very 
greatly from English in this area, most obviously in its lack of the definite article.16 
15 The difference in the linguistic status of jediny as opposed to the other expressions 
discussed here is partly manifest in its having evolved as an adjective, rather than as a 
numeral or pronoun, in its morphological characteristics. In combination with a noun it can 
stand, like other adjective-noun combinations, in contexts which might variously require 
translation into English with the aid of indicators or alterators (see again Palek, Cross- 
Reference). I am not concerned here with its use as an alterator, as in sentences like Je jedine 
mlsto na sviti, kde bych chtil... ‘There is only one place in the world where I would like 
to...’, in which for a greater number dvi or other cardinals or the reinforced jedina dvi, etc. 
could be used, but never obi. 
161 refer of course to literary or standard Czech or Slovak. The high incidence of the 
demonstrative pronoun ten, ta, to with nouns or noun phrases in Common Czech (obecnd 
ieitina), although partially explicable in terms of German influence, may indicate a growing 
need for a definite article in Czech. This matter of contrasting uses of demonstratives is not 
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The English equivalents to the foregoing are: 
Indeterminate 
one two three four five all 
Determinate 
the only both all three all four all five all 
So much for the simple inventory of devices in Czech and English for the expression 
of quantity in simple situations. The indeterminate system serves alterational functions and 
the determinate system indicational functions of various kinds. 
It was hinted above that there is not in fact a one-to-one relationship between the 
Czech and English inventories. This is largely due to the existence in English of a third 
system which has no direct counterpart in Czech, namely the one, the two, the three, etc. 
Generally speaking, they would translate into Czech as jediny, oba, tri, etc., the numerals 
tri and above being indeterminate (indicational) contexts. What is interesting is that the 
numeral dva is not usually used in Czech in a comparable determinate context,17 although 
like all the numerals it may combine in emphatic determinate contexts with the demonstrative 
pronoun, hence ti dva analogously with ti tri, phrases more closely equivalent to ‘the 
two/three of them’. 
Czech and Slovak oba thus regularly have two translation counterparts in English: 
both and the two. The semantics of English which determines whether one requires to use 
both or the two in a given context, or whether, as seems to be the case increasingly, either 
will do as well as the other, not to mention those occasions when either enters the fray (as 
in the previous clause!), is beyond the intended scope of the present remarks. However, a 
few examples will serve to show that the dearth of information on oba in Czech-English and 
Slovak-English dictionaries, with one notable exception,18 can be misleading and may well 
such an acute issue in Slovak, which, while having colloquial registers, lacks the dichotomy 
of the Czech language situation. 
17 Occasionally, however, it is encountered, apparently as a contamination of the alien 
system in a translation, in which case it is possible to meet, say, mezi dv#ma valkami for 
mezi oMma vdlkami ‘between the two wars’. 
18 Most of the dictionaries simply offer both as the translation of oba. The exception is 
Poldauf s Czech-English dictionary, which does at least offer a selection of alternatives - the 
two, either, but neither the examples nor the semantic glosses are totally satisfactory: I. 
Poldauf: Cesko-anglicky slovnflc, 4th edn, Prague, 1973. Poldauf s more comprehensive later 
dictionary, produced with the collaboration of Robert B. Pynsent (Prague, 1986), seeks to 
explain the English options: ‘jeden i druhy both, ti dva the two’ (p.440), but the examples 
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explain some of the odd-sounding translations involving the quantity two that emanate from 
Czech or Slovak sources. The main point of the examples below is, however, to underline 
the pronominal status of oba as a more important functional characteristic than that of 
numeral. For the sake of economy I do not always give the full context, but in each case it 
is clear that oba has a truly pronominal, indicational, function.19 
Examples 
Uz nds ani nezajfmd, jak se na takovou vdc zatvdfili oba kumpdni. 
‘We are no longer even interested in how the two pals viewed a thing like that’ {both is 
perhaps a possible alternative here). 
Rozdtt mezi oMma zprdvami je pfttiS jasny. 
‘The difference between the two reports is all too clear’ (after between the use of both seems 
to be increasing in English, despite the fact that the fundamental nature of both is to indicate 
that what is said of either member of a given pair applies equally to both of them; and a 
‘difference between one’ of them would in fact be a nonsense). 
Asi za hodinu potkali se oba, St'astny vyherce i nedt'astny banker. 
‘About an hour later the two met, the lucky winner and the unlucky banker’ (with reciprocity 
both is highly unlikely; again, it is not possible to say of either one of them that they ‘met’). 
Oba sli jinym smirem. 
‘They each went a different way’ (with ways in the plural both becomes more acceptable: 
They both went a different way suggests, however, that the two in question went a different 
way from some third party). 
Zajistili rovnovdhu obou stran. 
‘They ensured an equilibrium between (literally of) the two sides’ 
below show that substitution of such would-be synonymous glosses will not always work. 
19 Since these notes were first drawn up there has been a move in Czech circles towards 
granting oba its pronominal status. The dictionary Slovnflc spisovnd destiny pro skolu a 
vefejnost (eds J. Filipec and F. DaneS, Prague, 1978), while still, like its predecessors, 
describing oba as a cardinal numeral, does at least, and unlike its predecessors, include as 
part of the definition the remark that the relevant denotates must already have been 
mentioned — which is as much as to say that it is a pronoun. Pauliny’s descriptive Slovenskd 
gramatika (Bratislava, 1981, p.140) makes a similar point; obaja is here included within the 
section on numerals, but it is not characterized as anything but a form (tvar), although the 
system of paragraph numbering does suggest that here too it is deemed to be a cardinal. 
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Nuze, muzeme obi tato mista ztotoznit. 
‘So, we can identify these two {both these!) places as one.’ 
Vystavili jej s velikou pedl a ndkladem, ale oboji se vyplatilo. 
‘They set it up with great care and at great expense, but both paid off. ’ 
Vchody obou sdlu byly umlstiny na ndrozl, tdsnd vedle sebe. 
‘The entrances to the two halls were situated at the comer, close together. ’ (Here both would 
add an unwarranted, unnecessary, degree of emphasis, meaning ‘not just one, as someone 
might suppose’.) 
Starttt z obou zen poznal hned. 
‘He recognized the elder of the two women at once’ {both is here impossible, again since 
what is said of both must apply equally to each, and ‘the older of one’ is a nonsense). 
....dva zpusoby. Kazdy z obou zpusobu ... 
‘...two methods. Each/either of the two methods...’ {both is likewise impossible on the 
grounds that ‘each of one method’ is impossible). 
Finally, there is nothing about Czech or Slovak as specifically Slavonic languages that 
makes their uses of oba broader than those of both. Even superficial observation shows that 
Russian tends to use 06a where English has both, using nsa for both English two and the 
two. Spanish on the other hand tends to use ambos, like Czech oba, for most English 
instances of both and the two, keeping the cardinal numeral dos for the English two. It would 
require much further study to establish just how close the Russian and English or Czech and 
Spanish distribution of these items is, and this would go beyond the scope of the present 
notes. 
Afterword 
Some years after the first version of this essay appeared, the Czechoslovak Academy of 
Sciences published a new, comprehensive and authoritative descriptive grammar of Czech. 
It was not received with universal acclaim, chiefly because different sections by different 
authors were sometimes couched in heterogeneous theoretical terms. From the point of view 
of my main theme, however, it contains an important paragraph that introduces, within 
‘numerals’, the category of quantitative pronominalia, exemplified by tolik ‘so many/much’, 
nikolik ‘several’, kolikdty ‘the how many-eth?’ and oba.20 Oba is later described as having, 
in addition to its numerical value, ‘a semantic feature of the totality of the numerical fact, 
the exhaustion of the quantity of the elements in a set consisting of two elements’. It is 
illustrated by the example: Zdjezdu se zudastnil predseda druzstva s obima ddtmi ‘The 
20 Mluvnice destiny 2: Tvaroslovl, Prague, 1986, p. 106. 
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chairman of the co-operative went on the excursion with his two (lit. ‘both’) children’ 
(p.lll). In explanation, it is said that if the word dv#ma ‘two’ had been used, it would not 
preclude the interpretation that these were merely two children from a larger family. (Nor 
would it — in fact — suggest that they were necessarily the chairman’s own children.) The 
example is a complex one when it comes to all the possible interpretations of versions of the 
sentence with dva and their possible translations into English, if only because ‘child’ is not 
such a ‘family-specific’ kinship term as ‘son’; because English and Czech use different 
syntax in marking kinship relations (English uses possessive pronouns, Czech on the whole 
does not); and the English definite article, though generally the main device to express 
‘definiteness’, is frequently subsumed under other devices, notably possessives. 
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THE EXPRESSION OF ‘TOO’ AND ‘VERY’ IN CZECH AND SLOVAK 
The following notes were inspired by Robert Austerlitz’s compelling paper1 on the 
underlying semantics of expressions for ‘very’ in Slovene, Serbo-Croat, Hungarian, 
Romanian, Slovak and Czech and the isoglosses that make up some quite defensible 
Sprachbunde among them. My present aim is to supplement Austerlitz’s observations 
regarding Czech in particular, then to expand the discussion to the contiguous area of the 
expression of ‘too’, which is directly relevant in the light of the facts of Hungarian,2 and to 
‘much/many’. I shall follow this with a contrastive discussion of the situation in Slovak and 
conclude with a remark on negation. 
The Czech inventory for ‘very’, duly listed by Austerlitz,3 contains no less than five 
items: velmi, velice, tuze, moc and hodn£. Of these, the last three concatenate with verbs as 
well as adjectives, in the sense of ‘a lot’, stylistically the most neutral in this function being 
hodni. Tuze, as Austerlitz notes (describing it as ‘archaic’), is peripheral, being either 
regional or a feature of the speech of the older generation; its markedness even there, 
however, is often further enhanced by first-syllable lengthening {tuze). 
An important distinction within the Czech inventory is how the available items for 
‘very’ feature at the extremes of the contemporary Czech language situation, with its 
dichotomy between standard (‘literary’, though not solely written) Czech and Common 
(Common Colloquial) Czech {obecna destina) or (variants of) its less ‘uncouth’ sister, the 
largely urban, commonly spoken Czech (bdznd mluvend deStina) used by most speakers 
informally,4 a situation often described, though not universally acknowledged, as diglossia.5 
1 ‘Circum-Pannonian isoglosses: the absolute superlative’, Slovene Studies, 9, 1987, 1-2, 
pp.25-32 (hereafter Austerlitz). 
2 Ibid., p.28. 
3 Ibid., passim and Table I, p.27. 
4 See, inter alia, F. Cermak, ‘Relations of spoken and written Czech’, Wiener 
Slawistischer Almanack, 20, 1987, pp. 133-50, and Charles E. Townsend, A Description of 
Prague Spoken Czech, Columbus, Ohio, 1990, reviewed by the writer as ‘Living Czech: the 
language of the he(a)rd’, SEER, 69, 1991, 3, pp.502-10. 
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Standard Czech employs all five expressions, though moc is unequivocally at the 
bottom of the stylistic scale and is unlikely to appear in writing with any claim to ‘style’ or 
precision. It follows therefrom that moc is the expression for ‘very’ in Common Czech (etc.); 
some competition comes from hodni, but relatively little from velmi or velice.5 6 
The great deficiency of moc (though equally one might say the great economy which 
it affords) is that in addition to expressing ‘very’, it also expresses ‘too’, hence 
III Je moc stary ‘He’s very old’ 
121 Je (na to) moc stary ‘He’s too old (for that)’ 
The number and nature of the accompanying constituents, actual or implied in a real 
utterance (as in 121 where na to is present only implicitly), are such that there will rarely be 
any scope for true ambiguity, although despite this fact the ‘better’ (explicitly unambiguous) 
stylization of these utterances would require distinctive expressions: 
/la/ Je velmi stary and 
/2a/ Je (na to) prttiS stary 
To make matters worse, moc has also, in the colloquial and sub-standard registers, 
taken on the function of an indefinite quantifier, followed, as is customary with this word 
class in Czech, by the genitive case, for example: 
/3/ Md moc dasu/peniz/sourozencu/starych knih 
‘He has plenty of time/money/siblings/old books’ 
/4/ Md to moc vyhod/nevyhod 
‘It has plenty of advantages/disadvantages’ 
That is to sry, it is largely equivalent to mnoho ‘much, many’ in the standard language, 
although its probably more accurate equivalent should be seen in velmi mnoho ‘very 
much/many’. Two reasons support this: 
a) it would be highly unusual, if not impossible to use the locution *velmi moc 4- GEN (let 
alone *moc moc + GEN), hence moc in this function must be deemed to include velmi; and 
5 For a fairly comprehensive bibliography of relevant literature see Adela Grygar- 
Rechziegel, ‘On Czech diglossia’ in MojmiT Grygar (ed.): Ceske studie: literatura, jazyk, 
kultura, Amsterdam, Atlanta, 1990, pp.9-29. 
6 Notwithstanding the writer’s observation that velice does appear to act in some way as 
a near-hypercorrection when a speaker seeks to distance him or herself from the ‘excesses’ 
of Common Czech. 
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b) knowing that moc (ADVB) conveys both ‘very’ and ‘too’, we are not surprised that 
moc + GEN can also stand in forprilis mnoho ‘too much/many’. An untidiness here is that 
a (fairly uneducated?, merely hyper-colloquial?) hybrid locution prilis moc is to be heard. 
Because of the duality (‘very many’ vs ‘too many’) in moc + GEN, a number of the 
variants in /3/ and /4/ above are genuinely ambiguous in real contexts, for example: 
/3a/ moc pengz 
/4a/ moc nevyhod 
velmi mnoho pen#z ‘a lot of money’ (lit. ‘very much money’) 
prilis mnoho peniz ‘too much money’ 
velmi mnoho nevyhod ‘very many disadvantages’ 
prilis mnoho nevyhod ‘too many disadvantages’ 
while in others any ambiguity is largely theoretical and would be resolved by some such 
force as semantic probability, for example: 
/3b/ moc sourozencu ‘(very) many brothers and sisters’ 
/4b/ moc vyhod ‘(very) many advantages’ 
As Austerlitz points out,7 the moc morpheme has to do with power, though, oddly, 
he does not include among the lexical items involving it the noun moc ‘power, might’ itself. 
The only reason for mentioning it here is to pursue further the scope for ambiguity which 
bedevils moc when followed by the genitive, especially genitive plural. In fact, between 
151 Moc feministic ho fascinuje/desi/tisi/pfivadi do rozpaku 
(a) ‘The power of [the] feminists fascinates/horrifies/reassures/embarrasses him’ and 
(b) ‘Many feminists fascinate/horrify/reassure/embarrass him’ 
there subsists a mixed web of genuinely and theoretically possible ambiguities. The dangers 
of (inherently undesirable) ambiguity are not to be exaggerated, however, given that for 
reasons of register-appropriateness the colloquial moc ‘too/very much/many’ is unlikely to 
compete frequently with moc ‘power, might’, which is more an item of higher style. 
Relatively much simpler patterns obtain in Slovak. Standard Slovak knows only vefni 
for ‘very’. Unlike Czech, it readily extends the use of this ad-adjectival adverb to ad-verbal 
functions, as in 
161 VeVmi cestuje ‘He travels a lot’ {vel’a and mnoho are alternatives in this function) 
i.e. for the Czech hodn# or (velmi) mnoho. The ad-adjectival ‘too’ is prilis, cf. Czech prilis. 
7 Austerlitz, pp.25, 29. 
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(In Austerlitz’s terms, both expressions are, within their respective languages, OPAQUE, the 
etymon ‘odd, unpaired’, as in lichy, not being felt and any chance association with Us-, as 
in od-lis-it ‘distinguish’ and others being misplaced.)8 The Slovak counterparts to Czech 
moc/hodn#/(velmi) mnoho as quantifiers (+ GEN) are mnoho, hodne and vela (+ GEN), 
while Czech moc as ‘too’ may, in addition to Slovak prilis, be expressed by vela. 
Thus vel'a has some of the potential of Czech moc to be ambiguous, though only 
between ‘too much/many’ and ‘very much/many’. But unlike Czech, which cannot normally 
disambiguate by further specification (Ipfflis moc, *velmi moc), Slovak does so readily, as 
in the examples9 
111 (vel’mi) vel’a Tudi ‘(very) many people’ and 
/8/ (prilis) vel’a prdce ‘(too) much work’. 
Where Slovak does go awry is in the series of compound expressions with the 
productive prefix pri-. Not only do, say, the adjectives priskory and privehementny mean 
‘very early’ or ‘too early’ and ‘very vehement’ or ‘over-vehement’, but the adverb vel’a may 
also attract the prefix, hence privel’a, to give the meanings ‘too much’, ‘very much’, or as 
quantifier ‘too many’, ‘very many’. By contrast the adverb priveVmi only means — on the 
evidence of the dictionary10 — ‘too’, i.e. it becomes a synonym of prilis, rather than a 
refinement of veXmi. This is bom out by its equivalence, in bilingual dictionaries, to Czech 
V V/J • V 11 prespruis. 
Another fairly productive prefix, pre-, reveals a similar non-uniform effect: prevel’a 
means vel’mi vel’a or prilis mnoho, i.e. ‘very much/many’ or ‘too much/many’, while 
prevel’mi is an augmentative of vel’mi with none of the semantics of prilis.12 Elsewhere the 
apparent semantics of the prefix pre- remains variable according to function: ad-adjectivally, 
as in presladky, it amounts to ‘very’ (‘very sweet’), while ad-verbally, as in presladit, it is 
closer to ‘too’ (‘over-sweeten’), which indicates that, as far as English equivalents are 
concerned, part of the problem lies in the type of concatenated morphemes or word-classes. 
8 cf. V.Machek: Etymologicky slovnik jazyka ceskeho, 3rd edn, Prague, 1971, p.333. 
9 Taken from the standard dictionary, Slovnik slovenskeho jazyka, Vol.5, Bratislava, 
1965, p.48. 
10 Ibid., Vol.3, Bratislava, 1963, p.612. 
11 See, for example, Cesko-slovensky slovnik, Bratislava, 1979, p.417; Z.Gasparfkovaand 
A.Kamis, however, in Slovensko-cesky slovnik, 3rd edn, Prague, 1986, under privel’mi, 
merely give prilis. 
12 Ibid., p.521. 
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Co-occurrence of negation with many of the expressions discussed demonstrates 
further how the two ideas of ‘large degree’ (‘very’) and ‘excess’ (‘too’), already quite 
jumbled on Czecho-Slovak soil, may merge even beyond discriminability. 
Czech, it is safe to say, never uses the chain 
191 *ne velmi dobry 
unless there is emphasis on velmi (i.e., ‘not very good’, [subtext: ‘only fairly’]). Instead, to 
the intonationally neutral English ‘not very good’ Czech always uses 
/10/ ne prilis dobry 
Slovak will usually use here 
/11/ nie vel'mi dobry 
The English (intonationally neutral) ‘not too good’ seems to me to be synonymous with ‘not 
very good’, and likely to be used at best with slightly greater emphasis, or as a feature 
typifying regional or individual usage.13 
In other negative contexts we may find there are fewer cases of doubt (rather than 
ambiguity) as to how the English translation equivalents might be established. Thus 
Slovak:14 
1121 Isli, dokiaV since priveVmi nepalilo. 
‘They kept going as long as the sun was not too hot [while the sun was not very/too 
hot]’ 
/13/ Mat'ko veVmi nepoduva ujdekove redi 
‘Mat does not pay much attention to what his uncle says’ 
I HI Sykora se veVmi neobzerd o syna 
‘Sykora does not take much care of his son’ 
13 Experience shows that there is even a vague US/UK isogloss between ‘too’ and ‘very’ 
in this type of expression, which, given this use of Czech prilis or German zu and possibly 
similar ‘too’ words in languages of other Central European immigrants to the USA, may 
therefore be identified as one of the numerous Central-Europeanisms by which US English 
has diverged from British. 
14 All examples taken from the standard dictionary. 
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The Czech equivalents to these sentences might be: 
/12aJ 8li, dokud slunce prttis nepdlilo 
/13a/ Mat’ko prttis neposlouchd stryckovy redi 
/14a/ Sykora se prttis nestara o syna 
What the sentences do show, however, is that with clause negation, as with constituent (ad- 
adjectival) negation, it does not greatly matter whether a high or super-high degree of an 
activity is negated; Slovak has selected as the preferred device veTmi, Czech, on the contrary 
prttis. English prefers ‘not very’ in ad-adjectival negation, and ‘not [too/very] much’ in 
clause negation. This is confirmed by inspection of the negative versions of the earliest 
examples herein. Thus 
/lb/ Je moc/velmi stary becomes 
/15/ Nent moc/prttis stary ‘He’s not very old’ 
and 
/2b/ Je (na to) moc /prttis stary becomes 
/16/ New (na to) moc/pnlis stary ‘He’s not too old [for it]’15 
of which the Slovak equivalents are: 
/17/ Je vel’mi stary 
/15aJ Nie je vel'mi stary (Or Je nie vel’mi stary) 
/18/ Je (na to) priveVa/priveVmi/prttis stary 
/16a/ Nie je (na to) privel’mi/veFmi stary. 
15 This confirms that ‘to be old for something’ is a predicate of a different order from 
‘to be old’. 
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THE DISTRIBUTION OF IV IN CZECH — 
WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO BUTTERFLIES1 
(with contrastive notes on Slovak) 
The feature described below is essentially a diachronic matter, but what appears interesting 
about it is the synchronic view of the resultant state. The point at issue is the distribution of 
syllabic III in contemporary Czech. The basic material for the diachronic part of the 
discussion comes solely from Lamprecht, Slosar and Bauer, Historicky vyvoj destiny.2 The 
description of the one relevant slice of Czech phonological development will be followed by 
some general conclusions arising from observation of the present state of the language, the 
argument resting in large part on a description of one particular group of words with a 
common derivational suffix. 
The starting-point is proto-Slavonic /l/, hard or soft, as it occurred in the sequences 
known conventionally as ThlT and ThlT. Both gradually evolved into the modem Czech 
sequences TluT, with the exception of cases where III was soft and the first consonant was 
a labial, which produced TIT, hence the difference between, for example, mluvit (< ThlT) 
or zluty (< ThlT) and vlk (< TjblTy. T1 = labial). The emergence and continued survival 
of syllabic III as a precedent for the development of others later is what is important here.3 
A more interesting matter is the evolution of the semi-syllables containing III, namely 
those that came about in consequence of the loss of the jers in weak positions; this was just 
one of the by-products of the loss of the jers.4 
An III of this origin could appear in the following positions: 
1 Republished with revisions and additions from Phonetica Pragensia VII (Philologica 
3, 1985), Prague, 1988, pp.35-41. 
2 A. Lamprecht, D. Slosar and J. Bauer: Historicky vyvoj destiny, Prague, 1977. 
Hereafter HVC. 
3 For a detailed account of these developments see HVC, pp.29-30 and 62-64. 
4 Ibid., pp.64-65. 
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a) word-ini tially, e.g. Old Czech Ihdti, Ipieti, lstivy\ 
b) post-initially, e.g. slza, plvdti, hltati, klnu; 
c) medially, e.g. sedlka, jablko, tkadlcd, zrcadlko, bidlko, remeslnfk, spravedlnost; 
d) word-finally, e.g. my si, vedl, modi. 
In the sequel, these newly emerged clusters involving l\l evolved in a variety of 
different ways, which are given here in random, unmotivated order and without direct 
reference to contemporary literary, dialect or colloquial usage (they represent a mixture of 
such forms): 
1. /I/ becomes fully syllabic: slza, hltat, klnu, jablko, remeslnfk, spravedlnost, my si, 
vedl, 
2. the potential of III to become syllabic is not exploited: Ihdti, Ipieti, Istivy (this is the 
general case for word-initial position; if such a III acquired the quantity to be syllabic, 
it would also attract the stress, which is never the case initially: the modem Czech 
forms Ihdt and Ipit are monosyllables); 
3. a medial consonantal cluster may simplify: 
a) by the loss of III itself: zrcatko, remesnfk, japko; 
b) by the loss of some other consonant: selka, tkalce; 
4. a fill-vowel develops, thereby depriving III of even potential syllabicity: bidelko, 
mdselnfk, model, bidel; also such local dialect forms as nesil, neslu or nesel (for 
nesl), and perhaps, as according to one account, the Old Czech listivg; 
5. final III may disappear: ved, nes, pek; 
6. isolated instances of metathesis: zlidka (for Izidka). 
It follows from the above that more than one solution may apply in one and the same 
environment (jablko-japko, nesl-nes-nesel), representing in part geographic variation, and in 
part variation on the vertical scale from Common Colloquial Czech to Standard Literary 
Czech, where the roots of the variation lie in chronology of codification (v.i.). Some pairs 
of alternatives exist side by side in free variation, e.g. mdselnfk-masnfk,5 while some have 
evolved towards a degree of independent lexicalization within the same (standard) form of 
the language, e.g. zrcdtko-zrcadelko (see SSJC). 
Each of the above processes appears to point firmly in the direction of either rein¬ 
forcing the potential of III to become syllabic after the loss of an adjacent jer, by which the 
5 See Slovnfk spisovneho jazyka deskeho, the standard Czech dictionary, originally 
published 1971, republished without change 1989. Hereafter SSJC. 
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III becomes fully syllabic, or of specifically preventing any such development. The tendency 
for III to become fully syllabic appears strongest in circumstances where it is unlikely to 
alternate (in declension, derivation, etc.) with non-syllabic III, the case of group b. above. 
Note, however, that although this is the general case with words of type b., two of those 
quoted have not survived intact: plvdti, conjugatingpTuju, etc., has evolved into plivat and 
has changed its conjugational allegiance; and klnu, which had the infinitive kleti, has since 
evolved into kUt, conjugating kleji, etc., that is, in both cases there had been alternation 
between syllabic and non-syllabic l\l and this has been overcome. The majority of words of 
type b., with syllabic /l/ surviving, are those for which original syllabic III (as in vlk, piny, 
etc.) acts pre-eminently as a precedent. In group a. there is also no alternation with non- 
syllabic /l/, but in this initial position there is no support from a precedent, which may help 
to account for the non-syllabic nature of the initial III in such items as Ihdt or 1st ivy in 
modem Czech. Some of the other evidence from different times and places also suggests, if 
inconclusively, a tendency against initial syllabic III, hence Old Czech listivd (allowing for 
the ambiguity in the interpretation of the spelling), or the dialectal zlidka. 
Elsewhere III evolves as fully syllabic in the first instance, but in all cases it will 
alternate (in morphology or derivation) with non-syllabic III, cf. such pairs as jablko-jablek, 
remeslnik-femeslo, spravedlnost-spravedlivy, mysl-mysli, vedl-vedla. The argument which 
follows is based on the inference that such an alternation between syllabic and non-syllabic 
III has, by some kind of abduction, been felt undesirable; although it is fully sustained in the 
standard literary form of the language, both the dialects and Common Colloquial Czech show 
moves away from this state of affairs. Forms such as japko, remesnik or ved are from outside 
the literary language. The case of my si probably differs from that of standard vedl v. collo¬ 
quial (or dialect) ved in that in my si, like for example spravedlnost, is rather unlikely to 
occur in the kind of discourse where one might encounter such forms as japko or ved (that 
is, if it did so occur it would retain its higher-style attributes), and in the perhaps more 
general (not register-specific) oblique-case form, found in the common phrase mit na mysli, 
the question of syllabicity or otherwise does not arise. 
In all the other types of change, i.e. where III does not become syllabic, the resultant 
state amounts to ‘not syllabic III’, i.e. zero, or a non-syllabic III with or without the support 
of an inserted vowel, e.g. zrcdtko, vedel or tkalce respectively. 
Let us now move to a brief outline of some of the derivational processes alive in 
Modem Czech, namely those in which III has a role to play in certain critical positions. 
1. Adjectives formed from simple nouns usually contain a suffix of more than one 
phoneme, e.g. the expressive -aty as in hlavaty, hubaty, nohaty, zubaty (from hlav-a, hub-a, 
noh-a, zub respectively), also in the technical kfidlaty (from kridl-o), the very common -ovy 
as in krfdlovy, mydlovy (from kfidl-o, mydl-o), or the common suffixes -ny, -ni, as in diselny, 
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sddelny, kfidelni (from disl-o, sddl-o, kridl-o). Most of these examples have been selected 
for the /l/ that is present, but note that it is invariably non-syllabic. The same applies 
essentially to the adjective-forming single-phoneme suffix -y, which occurs typically in 
adjectives derived from two-word expressions, as in dvouhlavy (from dv$ hlavy), ostrozuby 
(from ostre zuby), dlouhonohy (from dlouhe nohy) and many others, including blanokfidly 
(from bldna + kridl-o with stem-final /). It is to the last type I shall return. 
2. Another process of derivation which is relevant to the discussion is the adjectivaliza- 
tion of the /-participle (past tense) in Czech, e.g. znal-znaly, but also leskl-leskly, The 
significant factor is the presence of a vowel or, what matters here, a consonant before the 
/I /. 
3. One link between the two types is the process of nominalization based on them and 
using the suffix -ec, analogously to, for example, znalec. Primarily this relates to a whole 
range of specialist derived nouns such as srpo-, zlato-, skelno-, pestrokridlec (this list is far 
from exhaustive) and the isolated kovolesklec.6 They are all names of butterflies and moths. 
The same suffix occurs elsewhere in the naming of species of lepidoptera, e.g. pestrobarvec 
(e.g. Panthea sp.), but unlike these, and unlike practically all other words ending in the 
suffix -ec, the types srpokfidlec and kovolesklec alone do not lose the -e- in declension and 
derivation; i.e. although we have pestrobarvec, gen. sg. pestrobarvce, we do not find 
*srpokridlce or, in derivation, *srpokridlcoviti, in which the l\l could not avoid being 
syllabic. Instead we have the suffix in the constant form -ec, as in genitive singular 
srpokridlece or the generic name srpokridlecoviti, and eo ipso the l\l is non-syllabic.7 In 
other words, just as centuries ago the (apparently) undesirable alternation of syllabic and non- 
syllabic III of the type tkadlec/tladlci, plvdtilpTuju, bidlo/bidlko or the later jablek/jablko 
was overcome by various procedures (in favour of the forms tkalce, plivat, bidelko and japko 
6 The names are all descriptive, the first element based on shape, colour or appearance, 
hence srpokfidlec (Drepana sp., Trisateles sp.) ‘sickle-wing’, zlatokridlec (Cirrhia sp., 
Pyrrhia sp.) ‘gold-wing’, skelnokridlec (Nudaria sp.) ‘glass-wing’, pestrokridlec (Zerynthia 
sp.) ‘gaudy-wing’ (the festoon family); kovolesklec (Abrostola, Plusia, Autographa, 
Polychrisia, Chrysaspidia, Syngrapha sp.) implies something having a metallic sheen. 
71 was not to know at the time of writing the original version of this essay (January 
1985) that part of this same issue was being picked up by Dusan Slosar, in ‘Pestrokridlec’, 
a chapter in his Jazydnik, Prague, 1985, pp.47-50. His comments on the -kfidlec type made 
passing contrasts and comparisons to tkadlec and pestrec in particular. The book appeared 
on 29 August 1985 (see Nove knihy), but did not reach me until late November of the same 
year. Slosar’s title picks up one item, pestrokridlec, which had not appeared in my own 
original repertoire of these interesting butterfly and moth names, and which in its oblique 
case forms is listed in SSJC as having gen. -kfidlce, as Slosar points out. None of the other 
names which I quote has made its way into that dictionary, thus there is no guidance if the 
user does not know that pestrokfidlec is to serve as the model for all. However, despite the 
guidance of the dictionary, the norm among lepidopterists (as revealed in books by them) is 
that which I have described, i.e. with the constant stem: -kridlecl-kfidlece. 
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respectively — let it be said here that only the first three types have penetrated the standard 
language), the same kind of alternation, potentially present in this particular area of modem 
terminology, is likewise overcome, albeit by yet another, different process. (I am not in a 
position to suggest that this came about spontaneously in the usage of entomologists 
themselves, or to see in it the outcome of linguistic counselling; what matters here is that the 
‘problem’ of alternation arose and that present usage shows it resolved.) 
Outside the world of butterflies there are few words in Czech where the same problem 
appears. There is, however, the word koniklec (Pulsatilla sp.), which is resolved in the same 
manner as the butterfly names (indeed it may have served as a model for them). The fact that 
koniklec is essentially anomalous may have come about through contamination with the word 
klec (actually from an entirely different paradigm; moreover -ec here is not a suffix), or 
through loss of the connection with the motivating verb poniknout once the initial p had 
assimilated to the k of the third syllable {poniknout, ponikly, poniklec, koniklec). Then there 
is the word podlec, where -ec is a nominalizing suffix from the adjective podly, in which, 
according to SSJC, alternation of syllabic and non-syllabic l\l in declension is the only 
possibility. This makes podlec practically unique, although one or two toponyms, such as 
Sedlec, continue to exhibit the same feature (SSJ&). 
Further space for similar ‘conflict’ through alternation might conceivably be sought 
in connection with the other liquid r, which in Czech shares much of the history of III and 
can be both syllabic and non-syllabic. The peculiarities of the situation described above for 
/l/ are, however, barely replicated at all for r, and the suffix -ec added to a stem-final cluster 
of consonant + r occurs only in the word pestrec (Scleroderma sp.),8 with the additional 
complication of the change r > f. The oblique-case forms of pestrec are eloquent testimony 
to the word’s unresolved unique stem-form alternation: SSJC gives pestrce, i.e. trisyllabic 
with (syllabic) r the carrier of the second syllable, pestrce, i.e. disyllabic with the normal 
loss of the vocalized jer, -e-, from the suffix, and pesterce, trisyllabic and with a fill vowel 
to support the r and perhaps inhibit syllabicity in the sense discussed with regard to /l/. 
The main factor with regard to III does seem to be a kind of undesirability about its 
alternating in syllabic and non-syllabic guise. In developments outside the most strictly 
literary stratum of the language we have seen a variety of ways in which this duality is 
overcome. The results of these processes have penetrated only partially into the literary 
language — cases like bidelko, zrcatko, tkalce and some others. Within the literary standard 
language the alternation survives: a) wherever the actual structure of a morpheme does not 
permit it to be resolved — the case of my si; b) where the literary standard adheres to more 
conservative forms (applying as the norm in the sixteenth century, hence adopted in the 
National Revival), distinct from other alternatives that have evolved, e.g. literary vedl,jablko 
8 Likewise referred to by Slosar; see Note 6. 
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as opposed to colloquial or dialect ved, japko; or c) in words that belong par excellence to 
the literary lexis, such as spravedlnost, where the III will not drop even if the word is used 
out of register and so inevitably alternates with the non-syllabic /I/ in related words such as 
spravedlivy. The case of pohodlny/pohodU, words by no means confined to high literary use, 
must be seen as an exception to the picture I have tried to present, though an explanation 
could be found in the random transfer of given lexical items across register boundaries; the 
argument, for which no claims are made here, would then suggest that words of this kind 
have acquired wider currency than was theirs originally, but their form, or phonological 
peculiarity in respect of the alternating types of /I/, would betray their origins. 
Forms such as ved (as opposed to vedla) or japko (as opposed to jablek) are, by 
contrast, evaluated as non-literary.9 10 It could be said that they represent a kind of progress 
in having eliminated the /-alternation successfully, as in other cases that preceded them, but 
that they came too late to be accepted into the literary form of the language. Given the 
variety of ways in which elimination of the alternation has been achieved, it seems irrelevant 
to consider the virtues of each or any particular method. In the case of vedla/ved it would 
appear that the alternation of /\I with zero is preferable to the alternation of non-syllabic and 
syllabic /l/. Let it be added that such past-tense forms as ved, pek or nes are just as 
masculine as the nouns hrad, rok or pes, i.e. what matters is consonantality, which is not a 
property peculiar to /l/. The counter-argument that the standard literary forms of vedl, vedla, 
vedlo are somehow more acceptable since all are disyllabic and therefore survive despite the 
alternation of the two types of III is not entirely satisfactory, since the language is no stranger 
to paradigmatically related forms containing different numbers of syllables, cf. dilam-delaji, 
otcuv-otcova, sed-sedsi and others. Moreover, in all other than consonantal-stem verbs the 
masculine singular is systematically one syllable shorter than the others, by which token the 
pattern ved-vedla-vedlo-vedli is more ‘regular’ in terms of syllable length than standard vedl- 
vedla-vedlo-vedli. 
To return to the butterflies: it seems that the patterns of declension and derivation 
followed by this class of nouns, i.e. without syllabic /l/, is entirely in the spirit of the 
development of Czech. This tendency to eliminate the alternation of syllabic and non-syllabic 
l\l seems to be stronger than that of a paradigmatically uniform alternation of forms of the 
suffix, i.e. -ec/-ce.10 Terminology is of course only a peripheral area of the standard lexis, 
9 However, nineteenth-century writers, especially poets, had no qualms about using such 
forms as ved, usually indicating the lost l by an apostrophe. On the chances of their eventual 
acceptance in the standard language, see the essay in this volume on developments in the 
Czech past tense. 
10 Indeed Slosar (see Note 7) tolerantly suggests that elimination of the alternation ‘would 
not offend our [linguistic] consciousness’ were it to come about and explains why it would 
be feasible (the generally observed tendency for stem alternation within a paradigm to be 
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but this is not intended to contradict the recent repeated observations of a shift in the centre 
of gravity of the literary language towards the more technical (see the Foreword to Slovnfk 
spisovne destiny pro skolu a verejnost, Prague, 1978, p.5, and various articles in the journals 
Slovo a slovesnost and Nase fed around the time of the dictionary’s appearance). It is not 
therefore surprising that technical terminology does not share entirely the conservatism of the 
most literary stratum of the language. Just as one might consider the (possible) presence or 
absence of prothetic v- as a mark of the non-literary or literary respectively in Czech, one 
could perhaps claim that non-alternation and alternation of the two types of III are at least 
partially characteristic of the less and more literary variants of the phonological system of 
Czech. It might also be said that either terminology is not fully integrated into the core of 
the language or that, at least in the case of one partial feature of certain recent terminological 
units, it is pointing the way to a phonological development which corresponds to a general, 
and repeated, tendency in Czech, despite the fact that in most other cases the (essentially 
stable) literary language is capable of tolerating simultaneously instances of alternation and 
non-alternation of the two kinds of /l/. Slosar’s closing comment,* 11 in which he points out 
that no further taxonomic items of the essentially awkward structure described have been 
formed for a long time (‘the suffix -ec ... in the derivation of names of bearers of attributes 
[which is precisely what such descriptive butterfly names as those cited are, D.S.] from bases 
ending in consonantal clusters has long been unproductive’), perhaps reflects the taxonomers’ 
conscious decision to avoid re-creating situations of a type to which, as I maintain, the 
language has consistently shown its own inherent resistance. 
The limiting of further proliferation of alternation is shown not only by the butterfly 
names, but also by another, rather isolated, case of a quite different kind. The perfective 
aspect of the verb Ihostejndt is formed, as in others of the same class (denoting a change of 
state), by the prefix z-. Everything suggests that the perfective form has the same number 
of syllables as the imperfective, i.e. at the beginning there is a consonantal cluster zlh- with 
non-syllabic /l/, and the stress remains on the o. With but one other exception /l/ between 
consonants is syllabic, so it may not be too bold to suggest that even the most literary 
stratum of the language is marginally involved in the evolutionary process described — the 
gradual removal, or at least inhibition, of alternation between syllabic and non-syllabic /l/.12 
overcome in favour of one constant stem form). Could this be a hint that the norm apparently 
suggested by SSJC under ‘pestrokridlec ’ is due for revision? 
11 ‘Pestrokffdlec’, p.48. 
12 The other exception referred to is the word pfedlhutni. What makes this and zlhostejndt 
different from all others with interconsonantal l is really the fact that the morpheme boundary 
between the prefix (z- and pred- respectively) and the source words, Ihostejny and Ihuta, 
remains transparent; both words begin with the old word-initial semi-syllable, which, as 
noted early in this essay, never developed into a fully-fledged syllable. 
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In contrast to Czech, the much more recently codified Slovak has behaved, in its 
solution to formerly interconsonantal or word-final postconsonantal or word-initial 
preconsonantal occurrences of III, remarkably consistently.13 
The word-initial position (where Czech has neither lost III, nor evolved a syllable) 
reveals in Slovak several instances which are analogous to the the situation in Czech, with 
items such as I'pief, Xnuf, Ikdf, but I would describe these as peripheral in Slovak, since 
they are all glossed as ‘bookish’ or ‘poetic’ in the dictionary; in contrast to Czech they are 
nevertheless interesting in the preservation of the old distinction between hard III and soft 
/r/. Related words with a prefix, such as pril'navosf, pril’nuf, or those with a different 
degree of ablaut (having a full vowel) in the stem, such as lipnuf, lose any ‘bookish’ 
attribute. In most neutral cases, however, the situation has been resolved by a variety of 
inserted vowels: luhaf (Cz. that), lehota (Cz. Ihuta), z-lyhaf (Cz. se-lhat), Xahostajny (Cz. 
Ihostejny).14 These solutions have been adopted merely as simplifications of consonantal 
clusters, not to inhibit any alternation of varieties of III, which barely threatens in word- 
initial position. The same applies within certain declensional types, where two analogous 
patterns emerge: the less typical for Slovak is the type loz-lzi, lest'-Xsti, which preserves 
alternating forms of the stem (also frequent elsewhere in the language: pes-psa, deh-dha 
etc.), while more typical of the language as a whole, though statistically under-represented 
in the area of word-initial /-, is the evolution of stem-morpheme consistency, overruling the 
ancient outcome of the loss and vocalization of the jers, hence words such as lev-leva, Xad- 
Vadu. Even in the case of lest' the standard dictionary offers oblique-case doublets Xsti/lesti, 
of which the latter may be safely presumed to be the progressive form. The derived adjective 
and noun Xstivy, Tstivosf remain at this point isolated; they are not, of course, part of the 
paradigm of lest'. 
Thus in word-initial position, Slovak, unlike Czech, had two interconnected problems 
to solve with IT-: non-preferred consonantal clusters, and alternation of allomorphs within 
a paradigm. 
13 This section summarizes a seminar paper given to the Slovak Linguistics Association 
in Bratislava, 17 April 1990; a brief resume was published in Zapisnik slovenskeho 
jazykovedca, 9, 1990, 4, pp. 14-15. 
14 While Czech has been tolerant of word-initial semi-syllables involving a variety of 
consonants in many different consonantal clusters, as in Ihdt, Izlce, jmell, jsem, rvdt, mse, 
mzourat, Slovak has generally eliminated them by one of five devices, hence luhaf, lyzica, 
ruvaf (vowel inserted), imelo (effective vocalization of ancient initial jb-), som (loss of 
initial j-),omsa (emergence of prothetic vowel), zmurif (metathesis). Even in Slovak there 
are some high-style survivals equivalent to the Czech pattern, as in rmut or Izivy and other 
items with initial IT- or VT- mentioned (T = any consonant). 
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The second type of situation, where syllabic /l/ occurs post-initially and generally 
survives — in Czech — where no alternation of with non-syllabic III could occur, is 
replicated in Slovak; indeed it is so well integrated as a syllabic feature that it may occur in 
both long and short syllables, like any other carrier of the syllable, hence slza-slz, hltaf-hlce, 
and, in derivation, vlk/vlda, prehltat'/prehltdvaf. In the case of two items which had had 
possible alternation of syllabic and non-syllabic /l/, Slovak has eliminated the problem: for 
the old plvdti it now has pTuvaf, which conforms to the personal forms of the verb, and for 
the old klnu-kleti two different solutions have arisen in klnuf-klnie and kliaf-kl'aje, both 
indicating the trend towards solutions showing morphemic consistency. 
For the third group, with medial III and the possibility of alternation of its syllabic 
and non-syllabic variants, Slovak has adopted a number of solutions. The jcblko type is 
A 
integrated in the same way as the case of post-initial /l/, hence its genitive plural jablk, 
leaving aside just jablod.15 The Czech type sedlak-selka has been resolved in Slovak by 
adoption of a common stem with minimal morphonological alternation, hence sedliak- 
sedliadka. The diminutives in *-dlko have been resolved by means of a fill-vowel, for 
example bidielko, zrkadielko, that is, unlike the Czech type zrcadlo-zrcatko, mdridlo-mdntko, 
the /l/ has survived, but in a way that avoids alternation of its syllabic and non-syllabic 
variants. Mathematical terms such as rovmtko, delitko and also pravitko remain an oddity; 
either they represent a solution parallel to the Czech, or they represent systematic borrowings 
(from Czech) into this narrow semantic field.16 The fill-vowel solution also applies to such 
words as remeselnfk, which rertains the III of the underlying remeslo, but without the 
complication of alternating types of l\l. Finally the tkadlec type: in Slovak this particular item 
possibly survives solely as a surname, but the type is also represented by such expressions 
as zvrhlec, spustlec and svetbehlec,17 and by poniklec/koniklec.n Here, unlike other Slovak 
15 As a type of dendronym this is fairly isolated in Slovak, in contrast to Czech, which 
has, for example, jablod, vised, tresed, mandlod, smokvod, hrused, kdoulod, broskvod; 
compare Slovak jablod, visda, deresda, mandVovnik, figovnik, hruska, dula, broskyda, in 
which the name of the tree and that of the fruit often simply coincide (as they may do in 
Czech with some others: merudka, Slovak marhul'a). Thus from the point of view of the 
discussion jablod is a peripheral item on all counts. 
16 During the discussion following the seminar at which this paper was originally given, 
it was pointed out that other similar items are also to be heard in Slovak (though not yet 
attested in any dictionary), such as krmUko, used increasingly alongside the form krmidlo, 
which is given as the Slovak translation of both Czech krrmtko and krmelec. The semantic 
independence of krmitko as ‘bird-table’, as opposed to the primary, technical meaning of 
kfmidlo as ‘feeder’ will doubtless sustain it as a loan-word, historically divorced from 
patterns of diminutive formation. 
17 All three of these expressions have (progressively preferred?) synonyms containing 
other morphemic attributes which take them right out of this problem area, namely spustUk. 
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nouns ending in -Tec (and in all other instances there is only one consonant before the suffix 
-ec), the -e- is not dropped, that is, the stem has remained constant and no alternation of 
syllabic and non-syllabic III occurs; this is the same solution as found, as late as the 
nineteenth century, for the Czech names of butterflies and moths. 
Word-final III in Slovak is invariably separated from a preceding consonant by a fill- 
vowel: in past tense forms (always -o-: viedol-viedla, tisol-tisla, and the unusual zohol- 
zohla), and in nouns of a variety of declensions (-e- as the new fill-vowel19 in the 
nominative singular: mysel’, smirgel', zmysel\ usually -ie- in the genitive plural: modla- 
modiel, skridla-skridiel). Alternation of two types of III simply does not occur. In the area 
of nouns the treatment of loan-words alone reveals two strata: the earlier ones, even down 
to quite recent times, are integrated by the use of the fill-vowel: handel, brajgel, simeT, 
fenikel, motocykel, but the most recent one (possibly to be viewed as a ‘Czechoslovakism’, 
or Bohemianism) remains non-integrated by retaining final -77 and the consequent alternation 
of syllabic and non-syllabic III: singl. (The word is peripheral not only phonologically, but 
also lexically; it has so far failed to be included in dictionaries, perhaps on the grounds that 
it counts as a jargon item.) 
The names of butterflies (the original inspiration for this essay) are not a problem in 
Slovak, since they are derived using non-problematic suffixes, chiefly -ovec. This continues 
the broader Slovak tendency to have employed progressive patterns which not only avoid the 
alternation of syllabic and non-syllabic III, but also, unlike so many of the Czech solutions, 
entail no losses, hence Slk sedliadka to Cz. selka, Slk zrkadielka to Cz. zrcatko and others. 
The few exceptions which nevertheless continue to survive in Slovak may be described as 
peripheral within the native stock (jabloh-jablko, pohodlie-pohodlny), or peripheral as alien 
(Czech?), which, like the case of singl, lack any internal relationship to semantically close 
native expressions; this would apply to pravi'tko, divorced from pravidlo — the III from 
pravi'tko was lost by Czech, not Slovak (the native Slovak would, in the manner of 
zrkadielko, h we been *pravidielko). In a third type, the expressions affected are semantically 
sufficiently remote from each other for the (historically motivated) alternation of the two 
types of III not to be an obstacle; this is the case of spravodlivost’-ospravedlnovat’.20 
zvrhUk and svetobezec or svetobeznik. 
18 Unlike the previous three examples, this is derivationally thoroughly opaque and has 
become, in effect, a semantically unmotivated morphonological isolate. 
19 As distinct from -o- or -e- as reflexes of either jer: osol, gen. osla, kel, gen. kla; in 
this case, in neither Slovak nor Czech did the issue of alternating types of III arise. 
20 Czech preserves two lexical items spravedlny (‘just’, ‘fair’ of abstracts) and 
spravedlivy ‘fair’, just’, of persons), a high-style distinction, hence the survival of syllabic 
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In sum, Czech is still burdened by a degree of conservatism in how it has coped with 
recurring patterns of alternating syllabic and non-syllabic III, and I would describe the 
tendency to overcome such alternation, by whatever means, as progressive in each successive 
period in the the language’s development. On the other hand, standard Slovak has more 
thoroughly and more consistently overcome the ‘danger’ of the emergent alternation of 
syllabic and non-syllabic /l/ (or /l’/ too, in its case) than Czech, preferring on the whole 
solutions that preserve the morpheme structure of the lexical items involved.21 Departures 
involving fill-vowels are consistent with similar patterns in syllables containing clusters 
involving other consonants than III. In other words, Slovak has always adopted the 
progressive solution, but without loss: where Czech has resolved the issue of alternating 
types of III by loss of the III itself in some forms, standard Slovak has preserved it. It is true 
that in some Slovak dialects the opposite solution may be observed, as in the Zahorie 
treatment of jablko, which shows jabko-jabiek, but this loss of III from all forms, in its own 
way, confirms the general trend. 
and non-syllabic III respectively in them. Slovak uses only spravodlivy in both senses. Slk 
ospravedMovat' ‘excuse’, ospravedlhovat' sa ‘apologize’ owe their origin to the defunct 
*spravodlny\ Cz. ospravedlnit ‘justify’ remains semantically closer to the surviving 
spravedlny. 
21 This trend is entirely within the spirit of Slovak, precisely in contrast to Czech, and 
accounts for such morphemically consistent patterns as snaha-snahe (nominative v. dative 
singular of ‘hard’ feminine nouns; contrast Czech snaha-snaze), anglicky-anglicki(nominative 
singular v. nominative plural of adjectives, contrast Czech anglicky-anglidtf), vyhodif- 
vyhodeny (infinitive v. passive participle, contrast Czech vyhodit-vyhozeny) orpomozu-pomoz 
(third person plural v. imperative, contrast Czech pomohou/pomuzou-pomoz). 

17 
SPEECH THERAPY AND PHONETICS AS LITERARY THEMES1 
In Logopedicky zbomfk 2-3 Karel Ohnesorg gave a fascinating and fairly comprehensive 
survey of a number of familiar and less familiar works, from various literatures, in which 
matters relating to phonetics or one of its practical applications, speech therapy, play some 
part.2 The author’s aim was to show the importance of such matters throughout (European) 
cultural history. These notes merely seek to supplement Ohnesorg’s survey. 
It is not surprising that writers, people who work with language, are actively aware 
of the peculiarities of speech of individuals, including features classifiable as defects. It is 
natural that not only such features as dialect, but also speech defects enter literature as 
elements in characterization. What is conspicuous in many of the cases discussed by 
Ohnesorg is the seriousness with which writers handle the speech patterns of people with 
linguistic impairments. Some of their texts, such as Musset’s tale ‘Pierre et Camille’, might 
almost have come from the professional linguist or phonetician. 
From the literary point of view, the incidence of elements that might interest the 
speech therapist or phonetician may be divided into at least three basic types: 
a) works where literary form is subordinated to a speech-therapy or phonetic objective; 
b) works in which speech therapy or phonetics as themes are central to a particular work, 
much as any other subject, such as love, courtly honour or the building of socialism; 
c) works in which speech therapy or phonetics are largely incidental to the main theme of 
a work and of more or less significance to it. 
1 Adapted from a version originally published in Jozef LiSka et al.: Red, ditanie a ich 
poruchy, Logopedicky zbomfk 6, KoSice, 1978, pp.317-21. 
2 ‘Logopedicka problematika v beletrii’, in Jozef LiSka (ed.): Z logopedickeho vyskumu, 
Ko§ice, 1974, pp.243-51. He refers to the following individuals or works: Demosthenes; 
Aristophanes (The Wasps); Moli&re (Le bourgeois gentilhomme); de Musset (‘Pierre et 
Camille’); de Vigny (Journal d’un podte); Auguste von Kotzebue (in a third-hand Czech 
rendering by Norbert Vanek as the play Hluchondmy aneb Abbe VEpee); G.B. Shaw 
(Pygmalion, Captain Brassbound’s Conversion); Henri Perruchot (La vie de Toulouse- 
Lautrec); Jan Neruda (Povidky malostranske); Georges Feydeau (La puce a Toreille); 
Pitigrilli (‘Stammering’ in Mammiferi di lusso); and Komei Chukovskii (Od dvukh dopiati). 
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The first group, which really stands only at the periphery of literature, includes 
Vesely’s narrative treatment of stammering in his story of little Viera.3 The didactic aspect 
is paramount, which comes out clearly from the systematic presentation of the education, 
upbrining and treatment of the young heroine. The strength of their didactic element would 
place the works by Musset and Pitigrilli,4 discussed by Ohnesorg, in this same group, 
though their literary claims are of a higher order, given their authors’ profession. Within the 
group speech therapy is represented more than phonetics. 
The second group is more interesting and constitutes a transition to the third. In such 
works the author is investigating above all the social impact of defective (or other) 
pronunciation irrespective of whether the case is one of speech therapy or orthophony. Two 
examples will suffice in illustration. The most obvious candidate is Shaw’s Pygmalion, duly 
mentioned by Ohesorg. Here the problem of orthophony, or the then orthoepic standard (as 
perceived by Professor Higgins) is analysed against the background of a dialect which is 
socially ‘undesirable’. The professional phonetician seeks to demonstrate his theory and 
method on the raw material of Liza Doolittle, a Cockney flower-girl, who is to be introduced 
to higher society solely by the medium of ‘better’ English. It is a serious comedy with some 
satirical intent: criticism of dubious social values by which one may become a social outcast 
simply on the grounds of unpolished speech patterns. The element of didacticism carried by 
the satire is not rooted in the ‘speech therapeutic’ (elocutional) problem itself; Professor 
Higgins’s work is merely a means to his particular end — a piece of early social engineering, 
but at the same time it is a reflection of the period interest in phonetics as a relatively new 
science.5 The technical side of things is intended more to amuse than to instruct. 
My second example of the social impact of deviant speech patterns in literature is 
Wolfgang Borchert’s posthumously published short story ‘Schischyphusch, oder Der Kellner 
meines Onkels’.6 As the title indicates, the subject here is lisping. There is nothing either 
satirical or didactic in the author’s intention; it is merely a good example of how defective 
speech may serve as the core component of a literary work. The social impact of lisping is 
3 Eduard Vesely: ‘Vera koktala’, in Jozef Li Ska et al.: Logopedicke problemy, 
Logopedicky zbornfk 4-5, Kosice, 1976, pp. 129-96. 
4 Pitigrilli, pen-name of Dino Segre (1893-1975), was by profession a doctor, but also 
a humorist with a fine sense for the foibles and absurdity of his fellow-men. 
5 As propagated in particular by one of the science’s early exponents, Henry Sweet 
(1845-1912), especially in The Sounds of English. 
6 Borchert (1921-1947) was not a prolific writer. The text of ‘Schischyphusch’ is to be 
found in his Gesamtwerk (Hamburg, 1977) on pp. 285-97. There is also an English edition 
of the collected works, The Man Outside. The Prose Works of Wolfgang Borchert (London, 
1952), translated by David Porter. 
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observed from two angles: the attitude of the milieu to the lisping individual, and the 
interrelationship of two people with a lisp who happen to meet. Out of the conflict situation 
in which each lisper thinks that the other is making fun of him comes an unusual bond of 
friendship. One was a pitiful individual who had lisped all his life. At work (he is a waiter) 
he is the target of the humiliating attention of his environment, much as he had been at 
school, which is where he had acquired the nickname ‘Schischyphusch’. The other had begun 
to lisp after a wartime injury — he had lost the tip of his tongue. He had never allowed his 
newly defective speech to stand in the way of his success. But since he had personal 
experience of life with and without a lisp, he was sympathetic to the predicament of fellow- 
sufferers. 
No less interesting from the literary point of view are works where speech therapy 
or phonetics slip in far less conspicuously, no more emphasized than any other plot-forming 
or background element. All three of the following examples come from authors of 
acknowledged standing in the history of Czech literatrue. 
In Karel Capek’s (1890-1938) War with the Newts7 we learn that ‘although the 
Salamanders learned foreign languages with relative ease and with enthusiasm, their linguistic 
faculties revealed certain peculiar shortcomings, partly because of how their speech organs 
were fashioned, and partly for more psychological reasons; thus they found long, polysyllabic 
words hard to pronounce and tried to reduce them to a single syllable, which they uttered 
abruptly and rather raucously; they would pronounce l instead of r and had rather lisping 
sibillants...’.7 8 It is not important that this describes an unreal, science-fiction situation; the 
phonetic and logopedic problem is technically well introduced (as much of Capek’s technical, 
semi-technical or quasi-technical input in his literary works) and contributes to the overall 
characterization of the salamanders and the broad description of the whole salamander realm. 
The Czechs’ ‘national’ novelist Alois Jirasek (1851-1930) introduces a case of 
dumbness in his novel F.L. Vtk.9 In it the young Paula Butteauova is first described as ‘just 
deep in thought’. Then, in the family circle, she ‘nods’ to questions, and is ‘evidently 
pleased’ to receive a present; in short she responds to stimuli, but never speaks (vol.l, 
7 Vdlka s mloky, published in instalments in Lidove noviny, 1935-36; in book form Brno, 
1936 (six editions in that year; full publishing history in Boris M&hlek et al.: Bibliografia 
Karla Capka: soupis jeho dfla, Prague, 1990, pp.310, 410-12; English translations ibid., 
p.468). 
8 6th edition (Brno, 1936), pp.207-08. 
9 Published in five parts (1888-1905). Quotations will be from the collected works edition 
published in Prague, 1953. The novel was turned into a television serial, sometimes 
compared for its success to the television version of The Forsyte Saga. 
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pp.93-94). Once, when V6k arrives and tries to engage her in conversation, it finally 
transpires than she actually cannot speak. ‘At that point he [V&k] broke off involuntarily, 
watching the girl, who with a slight shrug smiled sadly, placed her right index finger on her 
lips and glanced towards the next room’ (p.102). The reader’s suspicion that she may be 
dumb is at once confirmed by her mother: ‘Poor thing, she can’t speak, you see. She lost 
her speech when she was ten’ (ibid.). 
The psychological effect of Paula’s condition on her milieu, especially its effect on 
V6k, is also hinted at by the author. Vek pities her and naturally wants to know how she lost 
her speech, but cannot bring himself to ask. Later, alone with her mother, he does. At first 
he is given just a brief summary: ‘She had a fright. She was so terribly frightened that she 
couldn’t utter a word, and hasn’t uttered one since’ (p.122). Finally V6k and reader learn 
what exactly had happened: ‘Mrs Butteauova continued talking, at great length, saying how 
good Paula had been at school, industrious, even ambitious, but she had had a dreadfully 
strict teacher, so nasty that the children trembled in fear of him and his cane. “He was 
always hitting them, and if he didn’t have his cane or birch to hand and if the culprits were 
sitting somewhere in the middle, then this teacher would even jump up on the desk and 
running up and down it dish out cuffs left and right, even with his big ring or tobacco pouch, 
and would pull the pupils’ hair. One day, without reason, he set about Paula, who had never 
been beaten and never even been cuffed around the ears. But the teacher, angered by others, 
flew into such a rage and was so blind that, ignoring Paula’s tears and her frightened face, 
jumped in fury onto her desk, since she was sitting in the middle, and went for her without 
even calling on her to leave the room. And he gave her such a beating that she has never 
spoken since. If she tries to speak, she is siezed with a convulsion,” Mrs Butteauova 
explained, “and it’s the most awful stuttering, and you can’t make head or tail of it. So the 
poor thing doesn’t even try to speak’” (pp. 122-23). 
Thus the problem is gently incorporated into a long and complex narrative, without 
analysis or commentary. Yet the approach to describing the nature and origin of the problem 
is not unlike that of Vesely’s purely didactic tale about Viera. As the novel progresses, the 
paths of Jirasek and Vesely diverge. In Viera we observe the whole process of the return to 
health and the influences that contribute to it. In Paula we merely hear that nothing could be 
done about her condition (which at the time was probably true): ‘We saw lots of [doctors], 
but to no avail. None of them knew what to do. It’s because of some terrible fright, they 
would say sagely and earnestly. We knew that much anyway. There’s no way of helping her, 
said others.’...‘Others said it would correct itself in time...’ (p.123). But Paula’s fate was 
not so fortunate as Viera’s. And yet her speech was restored — as she gave birth to a son. 
Within the novel it was a mixed blessing, but it does provide a literary example of the 
spontaneous psycho-physiological relief of a speech defect. ‘Our arts are no good. But it is 
possible. Thdmovd (Paula) lost her speech thanks to a serious mental disturbance, while she 
was still a child, and now, in childbed, another surge of emotion has brought it back,’ says 
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the doctor (vol.3, p.6). 
In all the works mentioned so far, matters of interest to speech therapists or 
phoneticians have been relevant to the stories in which they occur, whatever the reason or 
reality behind them. They all contain several well observed and substantiated facts familiar 
to specialists in the relevant fields. My final remarks relate to a work where some of the 
assertions made are rather less than substantiated, reflecting as they do the ignorance or 
innocence of an earlier period. 
Josef Jungmann (1773-1847), who was at school at a period only slightly later than 
the real Paula Butteauovd,10 reports in one short memoir that he used to stammer.* 11 
Interestingly, he blame it on the school regime, a possibility that we might readily concede 
in that ‘Victorian’ era, given the additional evidence of Jirasek’s essentially biographical 
novel. It is also apparent in Jungmann’s ‘note’ that in addition to the brutality of some 
teachers there could have been another influence that contributed to the deterioration of his 
speech, namely the period competition between two languages, Czech and German. 
Jungmann’s own conclusion is formulated in somewhat surprising terms: ‘If my teachers at 
the time had punished me, kept telling me off or at least just rebuked me for such an obvious 
failing, I would surely have mastered the habit of speaking slowly and intelligibly, but they 
would praise me just for gabbling through a given task quickly. With a clear conscience I 
can say that later, when a teacher myself, I would not put up with (netrpdl) such gabbling 
from my pupils. For much later, as an adult, I still felt sometimes the awful consequence of 
this habit.’12 He does not record the method of correction which he applied, but it is to be 
hoped his pupils were not made to suffer by any excess of punishment; guidance in the 
direction of having his pupils try to slow down would be the right line to have followed (and 
he does appear to attribute the problem chiefly to speed of delivery), but that would hardly 
constitute the ‘punishment’ which he implies he meted out. 
10 For F.L. V&k is based on the life and times of the ‘awakener’ Frantisek Vladislav Hek 
(1769-1847), a merchant of Dobruska and author of a book of memoirs (in German). 
11 ‘Koktdnf, from Zdpisky (Notes), first complete publication in two parts in Casopis 
Musea Krdlovstvi Ceskeho, 1871 (pp.260-86, 335-58; with an editorial note on the pre¬ 
history of the ‘Notes’ on pp.258-59); Koktinf’ is on pp.342-43. Zdpisky later appeared in 
book form (Prague, 1907), with ‘Koktdnf on pp.68-69, and was then reissued to coincide 
with the bicentenary of Jungmann’s birth (Prague, 1973); in this edition ‘Koktanf is on 
pp. 19-21. It is not known for certain whether Jungmann’s koktdni really means stammering, 
the normal modem translation of the word (= balbuties), or gabbling (= tumultus sermonis), 
though the latter perhaps accords better with his own opening description of the condition: 
kvapne zajikave mluvenf, koktdni (praecipitatio). 
12 p.21 in the 1973 edition. 
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THE WESTERNIZATION OF CZECH AND ESTONIAN IN COMMERCE AND 
ADVERTISING SINCE THE “VELVET” AND “SINGING” REVOLUTIONS1 
(with Ulle Mannart, University of Tartu). 
The economic policy of the Czechoslovak federal government (and now of the government 
of the Czech Republic), and of the post-revolutionary Estonian government, has, in a 
nutshell, been to switch, as rapidly as practicable, from a socialist command t;onomy to a 
free-market capitalist economy. Among the more striking aspects of this to the British 
observer is the great faith in the ‘Thatcherite model’: the name of Mrs Thatcher often crops 
up, usually in tones of hushed respect, in conversation with private individuals (so many of 
whom class themselves as ‘businessmen’, ‘entrepreneurs’ \podnikatelelettevdtjad]2, even if 
they are no more so than the British one-man ‘company director’), and even from the lips 
of such as Czech Prime Minister Vdclav Klaus and, when in office, his opposite number, 
Mart Laar.3 The idea of the ‘iron lady’, still often perceived in Eastern and Central Europe 
as the one person who put the British economy to rights — almost once for all, quite ignoring 
subsequent difficulties — carries almost more than anything else the promise of the future 
prosperity of all who believe in her. Later, and possibly even more visibly, the physiognomy 
and ideas of a young Czech economist who made claims to a Harvard background and who 
was therefore also trusted as an oracle of economic wellbeing, came to the fore, frequently 
expounding his views on Czech television. 
We are not economists and therefore make no attempt to analyse the evolutionary 
details of the two countries’ economic policy, but it must already be clear that Czech and 
1 This preliminary study originated in a seminar paper given at SSEES, limited at the 
time to the evidence of Czech; it was then expanded in order to verify the hypothesis that 
languages developing and changing under similar historical circumstances would reveal 
certain parallels. This version has been slightly amended here from the article published in 
Slovo, Vol.7, 2 (October 1994), pp.9-22. 
2 Unless indicated otherwise, such pairs of expressions are given in the order 
Czech/Estonian. 
3 Mr Laar made one such allusion at a lecture given at the Royal Society of Arts on 10 
May 1994; the lecture was sponsored by the Centre for Policy Studies and was chaired by 
Mrs Thatcher herself. 
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Estonian have necessarily become permeated with a new range of proper names, reflecting 
the 180° change of direction. There is nothing surprising in this, but for the fullness of the 
statement it is worth mentioning. In sum, Marx, Engels, Lenin and the Soviet Union 
disappeared; Thatcher, Harvard, Wall Street, Keynes and others replaced them. Equally 
obviously, there can be no current reference to obsolete organizations, such as Varsavskd 
smlouva/Varssavi pakt ‘Warsaw Pact’ or RVHP/VMN ‘Comecon’; they were effectively 
replaced, in general terms, by Nato and Evropa/Euroopa, meaning Western Europe 
generally, the European Union in particular; the extra load that the latter word has come to 
carry is that which it acquired in Western Europe itself first — a particular set of trading and 
quality standards. ‘Europe’ in this sense is like heaven, a place you move ‘up’ to,4 or at 
least a desirable goal. 
The languages at the same time saw the obviously necessary departure of such once 
common expressions as, say, soudruh/seltsimees ‘comrade’ and their replacement by 
expressions commensurate with the new society, in this case pan/Mrra ‘Mr’ and pani/proua 
‘Mrs’. Similarly, the older, though essentially neutral, words podnik!ettevote ‘enterprise’ 
were replaced by akciova spolecnost and aktsiaselts ‘(joint-stock) company’ or Cz./Est. 
firma. With private enterprise there was also a rise in banking, stockbroking, etc., and in this 
area it might be fairest to speak of ‘internal Westernization’, since much of the newly needed 
terminology in these spheres is that which was in use in the respective pre-war Republics, 
which, in their day, were as ‘western’ as the term was meaningful then. More conspicuously 
in Estonian than Czech, the inter-war terminology in these spheres, often of German origin, 
or with German as the mediator, is being replaced by (often unaltered) English terms, such 
as discount for rabatt, or broker (but estonianized in its pronunciation) for maakler (Cz. 
makler survives). These are some of the most visible changes and are not very illuminating, 
since similar things have happened elsewhere in the East European languages. 
Many of the signs of westernization are, as in the areas already mentioned, merely 
words, largely nouns, needed to convey new realities. Of these, large numbers are direct 
borrowings. One that is central to new methods of commercial activity, necessarily involving 
Western companies, is that splendid general term joint-venture, in some situations commoner 
than its literal translations (spoledny podnikluhisettevdte); others are the very names of those 
foreign companies which are held in awe for their sheer economic might, and assumed 
quality, and for the good that their input might do for host economies: Volkswagen, 
Mercedes, Ford, Siemens, Tetrapak, Electrolux, MacDonald, Avon and all the Japanese and 
other computer firms. Not so much talked about, but very much in evidence, are 
multinationals of other sorts: Coca-Cola, Pepsi-Cola and (in the Czech Republic) Herbalife, 
4 Hence such slogans as Cz. Vzhuru do Evropyl ‘Upwards to Europe!’, or Est. Oleme 
teel Euroopasse ‘We’re on the way to Europe’, also Olgem eestlased, aga saagem 
eurooplasteks ‘Let’s be Estonians, but let’s become Europeans’. 
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BP or Benetton. Benetton is conspicuous for keeping its sole slogan in English on its posters, 
wherever they might be posted (United Colours of Benetton), while Ford, Avon Cosmetics, 
Whiskas and Coca-Cola trade on literal translations of their current slogans. Some company 
names (especially cars and drinks) have become coextensive with the brands of goods they 
represent; others have penetrated the general awareness along with their product names, e.g. 
Sterling Health, Procter and Gamble side by side with their respective brands of headache 
pills, toothpastes or washing powders. 
Procter and Gamble became particularly heavily represented in Czech TV 
commercials (they are known to have paid out most, and for the longest advertising slots at 
peak times), but as a genre such commercials retained a novelty value for quite some time, 
so people would, in the early years, watch them, but largely to make fun of them — in part 
they were (and perhaps still are) badly translated (commercials being often no more than 
dubbed versions of British, German or Austrian, or Finnish or Swedish commercials), in part 
the claims made for products, to which people in the West are now perhaps inured, can still 
raise a smile or grimace on Czech lips. The very phrase Procter & Gamble, like Wash-’n-go 
or Whiskas (and anything else with a well-imitated w — an alien sound in Czech and 
Estonian) could be heard in conversation all over the place, being quoted in every mood from 
amusement to scorn. In Estonia, with its relatively smaller market, the multinationals are less 
in evidence overall, but TV commercials for pet-foods, which are relatively expensive to the 
locals, are a source of some bitterness among the older generation and considerable 
amusement among the young — and journalists, who have made them the source of numerous 
jokes.5 In both countries the products are, however, bought, so the advertising agencies can 
be pleased that a mark was made, if not solely to the intended effect. Another feature of 
Estonia is the strength of smaller, more local ‘Westemizers’: Statoil and Neste (the 
Norwegian and Finnish petrol companies), Sandvik and Swedeco from Sweden and all 
manner of Finnish and Swedish exporters of coffee, cosmetics, electrical tools, machinery, 
sweets and chewing gum. 
People in both countries freely absorb commercial novelties — and the language that 
5 One Estonian petfood-inspired joke concerns an infamous clergyman-politician. He is 
a shareholder in the Moe distillery, a wealthy man with eight children, and a renowned 
philanderer. A 1993 cartoon showing him and a well-known female TV presenter had the 
caption: Hallaste jaAunaste sdidavad koos Kanaari saartele. Hallaste hoolitseb Aunaste eest 
viiel erineval moel ‘(Rev.) Hallaste and (Ms) Aunaste are going together to the Canary 
Islands. H. looks after A. in five different ways’, i.e. as Chappi looks after your pet. Some 
products and their names became targets for more innocent comparison and even symbols 
of supposed absolute quality, hence the LibuS meat-processing company in Prague advertised 
hamburgery jako od MacDonalda ‘Hamburgers like from MacDonald’s’. In a different area, 
the claims made for some of the many competing feminine hygiene products early proved 
an ‘easy’ source of jokes for the Czechs; the Estonians were about eighteen months behind. 
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goes with them — through the hugely popular cable and satellite TV channels, in addition 
to the local national media. 
The type of language used in advertising, while so familiar in English, still has an air 
of novelty, in fact unreality, in Czech and Estonian — it had not been used for the purpose 
before; a whole new language register emerged and simply sounded quaint. It is difficult to 
convey this beyond inviting the reader to strip himself of a lifetime’s experience of exposure 
to advertising and imagine what this sudden immersion must be like. But, to take one 
extreme Czech example: imagine you are suddenly expected to pay for a present (as its 
recipient); you would probably find it an odd notion, ‘pay for’ and ‘present’ being basically 
incompatible notions; yet we have long lived with the notion of the ‘free gift’ that 
accompanies a paid-for product, the incongruity of which has become lost on us. However, 
as an advertising ploy the ddrek zdarma ‘free gift’ sometimes to be seen offered in Czech 
newspaper advertisements could not fail to strike the reader with the full force of that 
incongruity. 
Remaining in the realm of brand-names and advertising, it is interesting to see what 
various multinationals (the Westemizers par excellence) do about their slogans. We have 
noted that Benetton keeps its slogan unchanged, perhaps because any translation would 
probably produce a nonsense, whatever candidate for ‘united’ one might use. On the other 
hand, some slogans work very well, even if not quite in the same way as their English 
counterparts (we ignore here the influence of German sources, though it is probably true to 
say that many recent ‘Anglicisms’ are actually entering Czech and/or Estonian via German, 
and in German mutations of the English). Thus Ford’s ‘Everything we do is driven by you’, 
one of many punning slogans, comes out successfully in Czech as Vsechno, co dilame, ndtie 
Vy, with perhaps a slight shift from ‘do’ to ‘make’, and from ‘drive’ to ‘control’ or ‘govern’, 
in other words the pun is still there, but the dominant meaning in English becomes — 
possibly — the secondary one in Czech and vice versa. Volkswagen produced an even more 
telling pun in Estonian, based on sdidurddm, merging, through vdidurddm, the ideas of 
‘driving’ and ‘triumph’. On the other hand the punning Have a break, have a Kitkat, which 
the English shopper knows is a pun from the snapping of the bar, turns up lamely in Czech 
as Dej si pauzu, dej si Kitkat, which preserves only the pause-from-activity meaning of 
‘break’. Similarly, Est. Avon hoolitseb ‘Avon cares’ lacks the ambiguity of the English 
source (it ignores the company’s charitable activities). Wordplay itself was initially not a 
conspicuous feature of Czech or Estonian linguistic invention, but a start has been made: 
Gambrinus beer of Pilsen has traded on the slogan Nikdo to rad horke (‘Some like it bitter’), 
which has only one diacritic separating it from the Czech title of Some like it hot (‘Nekdo 
to r&d horkd’).6 Most people will have got the allusion, while the same probably cannot be 
6 Another Czech beer slogan surfaced slightly later, the product being described as 
Smetana me vlasti ‘The cream of my homeland’, which neatly stands ‘Smetana’s Md vlast’ 
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said of the allusive name of one Ndchod language school, Gate, despite the fact that the 
allusive force is undoubtedly to a Czech source, namely the seventeenth-century Comenius’ 
Brdna jazyku otevrend (‘The Gate of Languages Opened’). Such overt intellectualizing is a 
rare phenomenon. Other language schools, like many other types of organization, rely on 
plain English, such as the London School in Prague. Interlingual punning of a different order 
can also be found, as in Toyota’s Czech slogan: Toyota, to jo, roughly ‘Toyota, you bet!’, 
while Mitsubishi seems to have appreciated the potential for associating the company name 
with the Czech superlative, ending in -ejSL There is some invention also in native Estonian 
advertising, but one 1993 example may be taken to illustrate the simultaneous use of 
graphics: the (astronomical) Milky Way is called linnatee ‘bird way’, so birds feature in the 
graphics of a relevant advert. Decomposition of the name of a butter-substitute spread, 
Vdideks, provided (1995) a punning, if rather meaningless, slogan, Sa ju vdid, eks?! ‘You 
can, can’t you?’. The brand name itself hints at the word for butter (vdi) and possibly carries 
an echo of a popular Finnish competitor, Voimix. 
When it comes to naming new items in simple terms the lexicon of receiving 
languages can be a bit of a letdown. Mars, as the reader knows, is a ‘bar’. Short stubby bars, 
like gold bars, would in Czech be prut, but the primary meaning of prut is ‘rod’, as in the 
steel rods of reinforced concrete or the water-diviner’s rod — in essence very hard or longish 
things. A word that does for other rod-like things is tyd, though that covers fence stakes as 
well; a derivative of it, which actually is used for relatively delicate rod-like things, notably 
cheese-straws (and twiglets etc.), and the stamen of flowers, is tydinka, and it is this word 
which has come to be applied to Mars bars, which are neither tiny or flimsy. Thus an 
innocent Czech word has gained a quite new dimension firstly through the exigencies of 
translating foreign adverts. It is an attempt at calquing, and, like the ‘free gift’, is not 
entirely successful; yet it has undoubtedly assured the increased breadth of the word from 
now on, if only because there are now so many similar bars on the Czech market, including 
Czech-made products of a similar kind, such as the delicious, and delightfully named, muesli 
bar Twiggy (a name with its own long-thin reference). Estonian bars have had to make do 
with the relatively rare batoon or the common-or-garden non-shape-specific dokolaad. 
At least there is a new denotate for tydinka to apply to, but other words, though 
potentially existing, are totally redundant and their occurrence is then an example of the 
voluntarily slavish attitude to ‘all things foreign’ that is replacing the earlier subservience to 
‘all things Russian/ Soviet’; a case in point is the Czech word industridlni, which has nothing 
to offer that is not fully catered for by the older, innocent (i.e. non-Communist) word 
prumyslovy. Its emergence is, however, probably due to laziness in calquing from German, 
full of its compounds with Industrie-. Similar remarks apply to personalni in persondlni 
poditad, since osobni is entirely adequate; the extra failing is that while industridlni does 
on its head. 
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mean ‘industrial’, persondlni ought to be to do with ‘personnel’. Another word that 
mushroomed in the early 1990s is prezentace: it had long been around (even before as a 
redundant loan) to denote ‘registration’ (i.e. presenting oneself, registering one’s presence), 
especially at conferences. Now, with endless Western companies giving ‘presentations’ of 
themselves and their products there was a problem of what to call them. It appears that 
prezentace has won, but that in-built resistance in some speakers led to happier, if not ideal 
alternatives, such as predvdddcf akce, actually closer to, and probably including, 
‘demonstration’. In Estonian, the same solution has been adopted, with presentatsioon, 
though here it is an entirely new word; it co-exists with the native esitus/esitlus, calqued onto 
the native verb meaning ‘to present’. Other words and phrases of a similar order include: Cz. 
komerce (but not Est. kommerts, which is long established in a range of predictable 
meanings) and komerdnd atraktivm (also Est. atraktiivne), Cz. ceredlnf (as describing the 
Twiggy tydinka), lukrativm (applied to all manner of activities, but also lukrativm jazyky 
‘ lucrative languages ’!). 
Calquing, which is the process of imitation which bore tydinka, is everywhere, 
sometimes totally literal and producing some ugly, not to say cumbersome neologisms: Cz. 
samoopalovaci krem for ‘self-tanning creme’ (actually more meaningful, less nonsensical than 
the English). The ‘self notion in Estonian is sometimes conveyed by the prefix ise-, when 
the function is truly reflexive; otherwise many items rely on the alien elements auto- (also 
in Cz.) or selve-. Owing to general word-formation structures in Estonian, none of these are 
felt cumbersome. In the (actually pre-1990) Cz. caique lov na mozky, for ‘head-hunting’, the 
punning allusion to certain primitive societies has been dropped, the over-material word 
hlava ‘head’ has been replaced by ‘brain’, and the whole at least has some semantic reference 
internal to Czech through the earlier, though actually less happy caique unikam mozku ‘brain 
drain’ (lit. ‘leak’). ‘Head-hunting’ in Estonian has not turned up yet, but inimjaht ‘manhunt’, 
or ajudejaht ‘brains hunt’ would be good candidates (if one were to dare to make such 
predictions); ‘brain-drain’ is more literally ajude dravool. 
In Czech, some calquing leads to the many kinds of innovation (or mushrooming of 
rare though existing patterns) in word-formation that have been widely written about (mostly 
to attack), and this is not the place to go into all of them — they do not all turn up in 
commerce and advertising. However, there are a few gems, such as mnozstevm slevy or 
rabaty ‘discount on bulk purchases’, literally ‘quantity reductions’,7 in which the innovation 
is the combination of the particular adjective-forming suffix -nl and the underlying noun to 
which it has been attached, marked by the suffix -stvl. The prototype for this formation is 
a noun that happens to be from a large family of words ending in the suffix -stvo, only one 
7 This type of reduction was slower to appear in Estonia, but by 1994 Coca-Cola was 
offering ten per cent discounts for four-packs; the expression of the idea is linguistically 
unexceptionable: nelikpakend soodsamalt ‘four-pack 10% more advantageous’. 
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of which shows this type of adjective formation, namely druzstvo and its compounds; the 
irony is that druzstvo is, not entirely fairly, strongly associated with the previous, pre-1990 
social order. A related, though formally different, problem relates to the word domdcnostni 
in combination with zdpalky, giving ‘household matches’. (Another instance of infelicitous 
word-formation of the same kind is pozomostni hodnota 1. stranky obalky dasopisu ‘the 
attention value of the first page of a magazine cover’.) The matches phrase has been around 
at least since the 1970s, but it still strikes some users as an unnatural formation; it exists as 
the adjectivalization of domacnost ‘household’. Their necessity is what is called into question. 
Might not domdd zdpalky do? Should Czech make do with the more complex, though more 
traditional, type of phrase zdpalky pro domdcnost (unobjectionable), slevy za vdtsizakoupene 
mnozstvi (distinctly wordy), i.e. prepositional phrases? That question is wrongly put. It is not 
for linguists or others to dictate how far a language may or should not imitate foreign 
models; arguments should rather be found in defence of novelties (or against them), 
explaining their assets or shortcomings, or, despite fears of linguistic anarchy, things should 
be allowed to take their course and live or die as the language evolves. Czech linguists 
dismiss at least the two types quoted here as ill-formed, or plain bad. A happier innovation, 
preshranidm (obchod) ‘cross-border (trade)’, at least has an analogue in the very old 
prespoM, lit. ‘cross-field’, referring to people from another parish. Estonian, a language in 
which compounding is in any case highly developed, does not seem to have produced many 
particular objectionable neologisms of this order. What it is expanding in is portmanteau 
compounds or phrases, such as full-service trukikoda ‘printing house offering all services’, 
softifirma ‘software firm’ (using the remarkably economical softi for the earlier software or 
tarkvara), lemmikloomade hotell (‘pet hotel’), autopesula topless-show’ga (or, more 
economically, topless-autopesula) ‘car-wash serviced by underclad young women’, diskreetne 
boutique (< old internationalism -I- French), charterreis (English -I- old German loan) 
‘charter trip’, turismibisnis ‘tourism, the travel business’, dumpinghinnad ‘dumping prices’ 
or sandwichi saiad ‘filled roll’, some of which also have Czech equivalents (dumpingove 
ceny). Unchanged borrowings are fully and easily integrated morphologically, hence Avon 
lady’d ‘Avon ladies’, creating portmanteaux of a different order. 
Interference from outside, through commercial, diplomatic and so linguistic contact, 
has always been a fact of life of languages; overstrong rulings from academies have not 
always worked, though rational, calm advice often has. Since the revolutions in Eastern and 
Central Europe, so much is new that all manner of formal and lexical innovations are 
springing up. The expression cash-flow is a good example. For a while it stayed in that alien 
form in Czech — as a string of sounds which had meaning only to those who needed to use 
the expression. Then along came a literal translation — pendznl tok, which like the case of 
tydinka above extended the semantics or metaphorical loading to the word tok, hitherto used 
for water or electrons or speech, and closer in fact to ‘stream’. But ‘flow’ is a little like 
‘tide’: there is an incoming and an outgoing to it, so in the fullness of time the new Czech 
expression developed a plural, pendzni toky. Estonian cash-flow seemed at first to be more 
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resilient, while the caique kassavoog (sg.), kassavood (pi.) was largely confined to a narrow 
circle of specialists (for example, accountants); it has not, in the end, survived. But once an 
neologism does assert itself, it may serve as a model, hence we now have the expressions 
zbozovi toky/kaubavood ‘the flow of goods’. Any objections here on the Czech side are not 
to the metaphor in toky, but to yet another innovatory type of adjective formation from yet 
another awkward class of neuter nouns. What this particular adjective does is use the most 
neutral adjective suffix -ovy to replace the previously used -nf, which in the past gave zbozn(, 
which was always a little problematic because of its close similarity to, and occasional 
potential overlap with, zbozny ‘pious’!8 The all-present adjective suffix -ovy also turns up 
in other caiques: a glance at the television page in some Czech papers will reveal programovy 
pruvodce ‘programme guide’. This is really new: pruvodce hitherto was a two-legged guide 
or a guide-book, so this is another word whose meaning is expanding: programovy had been 
the adjective that went with the noun program in its meanings of a political party’s 
programme, or platform, or to do with computer programmes. In the latter sense the 
recommended phrase programove vybaveni, literal ‘programme equipment, furnishing’ has 
almost been expelled by the alien softver/software, while from the sense of fitting in with a 
programme, or set of party political measures, beliefs, etc., programovy became a general 
word roughly equivalent to ‘programmatic’, which could be negative or positive according 
to context. Given that programovy will also be the adjective from program = ‘(TV) channel’ 
we can see that its original meaning(s) are not only broadened at a general level, but actually 
added to. 
The direct interference of a particular foreign language turns up in more obvious ways 
than borrowing, calquing or extending the meanings of existing words to match similar 
extensions in parallel foreign contexts. One type noticeably on the increase is the inclusion 
of brand-names ahead of the phrase describing the product, which in Czech is odd; normally 
Czech has to have such items following, since that is the established place for what are in 
effect ‘citation forms’. Thus program MicroStation or nanukove dorty Mrazik ‘Frosty ice¬ 
cream gateaux’ are unobjectionable, while Vevay samoopalovad krem is alien. However, 
there is perhaps a body of Czech speakers to whom this enhanced foreignness in an 
advertisement for a foreign product has a primitive appeal; certainly some advertisers think 
they will do better by going even further and actually adding foreign-language text to their 
adverts thus producing multilingual copy: Nakup pnmo u vyrobce!VEinkauf direkt beim 
8 The adverb derived from zbozni and zbozny, namely zboznwas exactly the same, and 
the old Communist economic term zbozn& pengznf vztahy (quoted in the standard Czech 
dictionary) could hardly fail to elicit an interpretation along the lines ‘piously pecuniary 
attitudes’, more appropriate to misers than economists. In other words, there is 
understandable internal pressure within Czech that favours the new zbozovy even despite its 
unusual formation. The formation is not actually without precedent, since Czech has long had 
poschod’ovy ‘double-deck’, ‘two-storey’ and several compounds of it, as well as one or two 
other derivates from nouns in -{. 
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Hersteller//Concerning the purchase contact directly the producer {sic) — this in a small 
regional free newspaper, likely to be seen by no English-speaking would-be purchaser of 
grand pianos. A particularly extreme example of how ‘important’ foreign-language texts seem 
to be is the packet, illustrated below, that once held a flea-collar. 
Completely or almost unaltered Anglicisms abound, some in new company names 
(Cz. Hobit, Est. Finest Fashions, Makarov Muusik Management, Ekspress Hotline), others 
for items where their use can only be — again — to appeal to the less sophisticated: Cz./Est. 
shops, Cz. gifts, last minute, Est. service, lifestyle, college/kolledzh, Cz./Est. secondhand. 
Two main items are currently sold secondhand in a big way in both countries, namely cars 
and clothes, but the English word applies only to clothes in Czech. In Estonian it may apply 
to all manner of things, but for clothes a native expression has taken over: kasutatud (‘used’) 
riided. 
Some areas of trade are entirely new, for example, estate agencies, and this needs 
some new expressions for which foreign sources do not necessarily offer much help. Hence, 
for example, for the simple ‘sole agency discount’ of English, Czech is still groping badly. 
One attempt is odmina za kompletni obstardrd prodeje. Unlike other items discussed here, 
this one really needs to be seen in context for a full appreciation of what it seeks to say. It 
is certainly very Czech in the use of the word obstarani (notoriously difficult to translate; 
here perhaps ‘handling’), very ‘modem’ in the use of the word kompletni, but very peculiar 
in the use of the word odmina, which means ‘reward’, ‘remuneration’: the person to be 
rewarded is the house-seller, not the agency, yet as it stands the ‘reward’ is for what the 
agency will have done, i.e. the sale. 
Banking is another new sphere which has bred new language needs, though many are 
merely pre-war terms revived. The cash-dispenser was obviously not known before the war 
and needed a name. Cz. bankomat was an easy borrowing (though not from English) and at 
least has a predecessor in automat, the whole of which appears in Est. pangaautomaat or 
sularahaautomaat (described as ripe for truncation). Estonian has also introduced teller and 
treasury. Of the various new platebni karty ‘payment cards’, the kreditkartalkrediitkaart is 
the best known. This is only the informal name in Czech — slightly too Germanic perhaps, 
so kreditni karta is the formal term. Estonians may carry an automaadikaart for the cash 
dispenser. 
The organization of companies may similarly survive terminologically with native 
words, but some represent expansions of existing words (Cz. skupina ‘group’, divize 
‘division’, fuze ‘merger’; contrast Est. grupp!group), while others are borrowed because of 
new methods and a new ethos; this applies to the language of marketing (Cz./Est.) and most 
especially management (Cz./Est.). The latter word has quickly gone from the abstract sense 
(how to manage) to the meaning of a body of people (the management, managers) to uses 
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outside the original domain (as when a certain engine oil helps Czechs with management 
vaseho motoru — apparently a German extension of the English word). Many types of 
managers keep their English names, at least in job advertisements and on visiting cards. 
Of the various new means of advertising, some are very conspicuous: the sides of 
Czech buses and trams are widely used to advertise cigarettes and computers; in Estonia the 
emphasis is on soft drinks; Czech matchboxes and telephone cards are a popular source of 
soft-pom ads for gentlemen’s reading matter, clubs or sexshopy (Est. seks-shopid). Hoardings 
managed by agencies are all over the place. Personalized car numbers employable 
theoretically to advertise are as yet unknown (the system of registration would make it very 
difficult), but at least one Czech plane registration is used for a commercial purpose, namely 
OK-GEO, which belongs to GEOS (a firm of surveyors). 
It has been said of the language of totalitarian society that it was heavily dependent 
on sporting, technical and military metaphor, built into countless cliches, which by their 
frequent repetition reinforced conformity. It was also known for what have been called 
fallacious euphemisms (Cz. vstup spfdtelenych vojsk ‘entry of fraternal troops’, madtarske 
uddlosti ‘the Hungarian events’, nds velky pritel ‘our great friend (= USSR)’; Est. sdbralik 
vennasrahvas ‘friendlybrother-nation(= Russians)’, 1968. aastasiindmusedtSehhoslovakkias 
‘the 1968 events in Czechoslovakia’, vabastajad ‘liberators’ (= Russians in 1944). Some of 
the sporting and other metaphors survive, either from momentum, or because they were, and 
are, not in fact the sole preserve of totalitarian regimes. One new Czech metaphor, widely 
used in debates surrounding the privatization process, is rodinne stnbro ‘the family silver’. 
Other new cliches, also much repeated, now serve to reinforce the sense of the desirability 
of the new society and economy (Cz. filozofie trhu, Est. turufilosoofia ‘market philosophy’, 
Cz./Est. know-how). Fallacious euphemisms are also still to be found, if in new contexts: Cz. 
uprava cen ‘price adjustment’ = zdrazenf ‘price increase’ (reductions are properly called 
zlevndnl); export specidM techniky ‘the export of special technology’ for vyvoz zbrant a 
vyzbroje ‘export of arms and [military] equipment’; Est. strateegilised kaubad ‘strategic 
goods’ = ‘metals’). And if in the past there were buzzwords and buzz-expressions like 
‘democracy’, ‘socialism’, ‘building socialist society’ and so forth, now we have 
podnikdm/mul on oma dri ‘I’m in business’, podnikatel/ettevdtja ‘entrepreneur’, Cz. 
recyklace/recycling, ekologicky nezdvadne/okoloogiliselt ohutu/puhas ‘ecologically harmless’ 
or ‘clean’ = ‘environmentally friendly’ (for which Estonian also has a new literal equivalent 
[caique]: keskkonnasdbraliky, evropsky/euroopa- ‘European’, trim!turn- ‘market’. 
The language of advertising in particular has adopted every version of Western 
hyperbole: more and more things are unikdtnl, exkluzivni, specidlnl or just special or super 
in Czech, originaalne or eksklusiivne in Estonian, or, using the native lexicon, Cz. nejlepSi 
‘best’, Est. ainulaadne ‘unique’, kuum ‘hot’, tipptasemel ‘top-level’, vdrratu ‘incomparable’. 
Cz. super gives rise to a range of new portmanteau words (supemabidka). 
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The general picture of the Czech and Estonian of commerce and advertising is one 
of lazy and/or anarchic, but certainly brisk borrowing and imitation, with extra anarchy in 
Czech phraseology and word-formation. This is in part to do with the social reality that many 
unskilled writers have found their way into both commercial journalism and advertising and 
that translation of foreign advertising material has not proved easy; the translators themselves 
have sometimes been seduced by the language of their (foreign) clients. Many of the factors 
involved apply equally to areas of language outside commerce and advertising, most notably 
provincial journalism. To summarize and characterize the languages broadly we would have 
to note at least the following: 
a) Replacement of Russianisms by Westemisms of all kinds; 
b) Increase in hyperbole; 
c) Imitative product labelling (non-linguistic communication through pictures, the type 
of information conveyed and so on); 
d) Import of genuine new words and phrases for new realities: Cz./Est. leasing, Est. 
factoring, Cz./Est. dealer (motor trade, computers; banking; also Estonianized as 
diiler), Cz./Est. snack-bar (or Est. -boar), Cz./Est. image (later Est. imidz), Cz. 
blistr ‘blister pack’, replacing the infinitely more complexpruhlednaplastovd vanidka 
na kartonu); digitdlni paging-, helioport’, Cz./Est. portfolio, clearing/kliiring, Est. 
holding company (since replaced by holdingfirma and calqued as katusfirma ‘roof 
firm’), portfolio, off-shore firma, showbusiness, lifestyle, pleier (= ‘player’, i.e. 
personal stereo); 
e) Extension of existing meanings: 
Cz. origindlnb, aktudlm, as in aktudM nabtdka ‘current offer’; servis = after-sales 
service; televiznl hra (hra = game/play); graficke periferie; oceninf ‘valuation’ (e.g. 
land, property); autorizovany, as in a. dealer (possibly = smluvnt prodejce); Est. 
originaalne, and others quoted passim; 
f) Totally redundant borrowings (an old sin, and not all the examples are necessarily 
from the first three post-revolutionary years): Cz. TV home shopping; komponenty 
(TV etc. parts); kompleini, as in kompletniopticke sluzby ‘complete optical services’; 
perfektnl (p. ubytovdni ‘perfect accommodation’ for pensioners in a private rest 
home); destinace (as in sluzebm cesty do vsech evropskych destinaci' ‘business trips 
to all European destinations’); and some redundant innovations, like vkladovd knizka 
for the old vkladni knizka; logisticke studie; Est. authorised dealer (now largely 
replaced by the caique ametlikmaaletooja or a. esindaja); office (replacing the earlier 
import kontor; consider also the spread of btiroo, and its inessive biiroos, replacing 
tddjuures, ‘at work’); security; success story,9 bdnd (‘pop group’, for the earlier 
ansambel), producer; 
9 As in the remarkable expression: Ameerika disaini success-story’d ‘success stories of 
American design’. 
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g) New compounds of various kinds, often portmanteau words: 
Cz. videoprogram, videorekorder; databanka; bankomat; supemabldka; Est. 
reklaamipakett ‘advertising package’; softipakett ‘softwarepackage’, laserplaat ‘CD’; 
Est. paketiauto/pakiauto ‘van’ (from Finnish, replacing the earlier furgoonauto, 
pirukaauto or kaubaauto), moeshow ‘fashion show’, charter-reisid ‘charter flights’; 
demoverze/demoversioon ‘demo-version’, T-stirk ‘T-shirt’; 
h) Other dubious intrusions: 
Cz. agentdznldinnost ‘(lit. =) agency activity’; sex-shop, erotic shop, teleshopping’, 
secondhand’, Est. lobby baar, tour operatoorid’, diskreetne boutique, and many 
Fennicisms: tossud ‘trainers’, ale ‘sale’; pusa ‘sweater’, telkar ‘telly’. Cz. up and 
Cz./Est. in ‘in [fashion]’ certainly belong in this category; 
i) New types of Czech verbs based on 
a. nouns: Cz. depytlovat brambor (‘unbag potatoes’; also the hybrid parallel noun 
depytlace);premierovat (operu) ‘topremiere’; rozkUdovat (udaj) ‘decipher (adatum)’; 
manazovat < management etc.; dokladovat ‘to back up with documents (< 
doklady)', vyukovat ‘to tutor’ (< vyuka ‘tuition’); obchodovat (cenne pap fry) ‘to trade 
in (securities)’, i.e. this is a transitive verb; 
b. double prefixation (usually redundant, and not usually attributable to 
‘Westernisation’): vydodat ‘supply, deliver’, rozposlat ‘distribute’ (such types are 
found everywhere in the language: vypostfehnout ‘register, spot’, donapravit ‘rectify 
[completely]’, rozpohybovat [tUo] ‘get [the body] moving’); 
j) Increasing numbers of derived abstract nouns in Czech: 
shlednutelnost TV programu ‘ratings’; prosycenost informacemi ‘glut [saturatedness] 
of [with] information’; 
k) The beginnings of non-sexist job adverts (not applicable in Estonian, which does not 
discriminate he/she anyway): 
prijmeme hlavm(ho) tide tm (ho); 
l) Innovative truncations in Estonian: soft(i~) ‘software’,10 polo ‘polo-neck(-ed 
garment)’, mess ‘message (as left on an answering machine), klipp (also Cz. clip), 
imitating a truncation also present in the probable donor language; 
m) Trendily archaic spellings in Estonian, whereby z > zh, s > sh, e.g. dzhdss ‘jazz’ 
n) The obvious universally held faith that ‘if it’s foreign (Western) it must be good’, 
whether the ‘it’ is a product, a name (Color-car - a Czech Nissan dealership), or a 
word, noun or adjective, to describe any product. In both languages this underlies 
such expressions as Cz. svitovd (or evropskd) kvalita za deske penfze ‘world (or 
‘European’) quality for Czech money’, Est. Maailmatasemel, eesti hindadega ‘world 
standards at Estonian prices’, Rootsi kvaliteet, eesti hinnad ‘Swedish [high] quality, 
10 This widespread Estonian expression stands in contrast to its opposite - raud 
‘hard(ware)’, lit. ‘iron’, replicating (coincidentally?) the earlier association between English 
‘hardware’ and ‘ironmongery’. 
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Estonian prices’. 
And at a more abstract level: 
1. A striking increase in words ending in -ing, through such ultimately English 
borrowings as Cz. dealing, paging, leasing, consulting, added to the previously 
adopted marketing; Est. factoring', also the growth in Est. -atsioon: realisatsioon, 
presentatsioon (while Cz. -ace has long been well established); 
2. Vast increase in words in which there is no relationship between spelling and 
pronunciation (almost any of the Czech examples quoted will do, though there are 
some fully Czechicized forms: byznysmen, dips [‘crisps’], manazer); Estonian, by a 
strong twentieth-century tradition, domesticates spellings quite early, e.g.faks, teleks 
and others already noted; many new imports still carry their full alien quality, but 
often side by side with Estonianized spellings: bisnesman, manedzer, mdnedzment, 
imidz (later replaced by rimago), baarmen, reiting (‘rating’), diiler. 
3. An increase in the range of indeclinable nouns in Czech {cash-flow, know-how)', by 
contrast Estonian readily adapts any loan to existing patterns of inflection (tsipsid 
‘crisps’, [shortlived] cash-flow’d ‘cash-flows’); acronyms may resist declension: Est. 
PR (pron. [pi: er], not [pee err]; competes with caique avalikud suhted). 
4. Increases in the general semantics and actual polysemy of new, or newly used items 
(Cz. management, exkluzivm, design, tydinka; Est. pakett, projekt, disain). 
5. Vacillation and/or ambiguity as new terms take time to settle in. The relationships 
between Cz. dealer, prodejce, obchodnik, byznysmen and podnikatel, Est. diiler, 
bisnesm&n and ettevdtja and the English words ‘dealer’, ‘trader’, ‘businessman’ are 
a study in themselves, further compounded by the use of dealing (a term in banking 
and the stockmarket, but not the motor trade), the attrition of Cz. prodavad, and the 
intrusion of byznys/biznes as both a countable and non-countable noun. 
6. Increasing numbers of masculine nouns in Czech which do not (yet?) lend themselves 
to feminization: dealer, prodejce', there have long been some, such as lakomec, 
sirotek, though the tendency for this to happen in Czech is strong enough to have 
produced some already even in the less recent past {designerka). 
7. The increase in Czech of the formant -cional-, where most West-European languages 
would not predict it: komercionalizace, provincionalismus. 
8. The different density of Western language interference in different spheres (maximum 
in computers and electronics generally, considerable in trading, language schools and 
the travel business, marginal in, say, estate agency work and almost absent from 
building materials [except for trade-names] or agriculture). The relative contribution 
of English or French via German in Czech and Estonian and of the Finnish element 
in Estonian would be topics for more detailed analysis. 
Of the two languages Estonian seems to wear its new clothes more easily. This is 
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probably due to a longstanding in-built flexibility in both borrowing and neologizing. 
Morphologically it has so many more potential models than Czech for new forms to adapt 
to that few new items are linguistically problematic, apart from the obvious difficulty for the 
man in the street to whom the new concepts may remain opaque longer. Estonian also has 
the asset, not available to Czech, of the Finnish contribution to its deepening 
‘westernisation’. This process is comparable, if at all, to the early 19th-century expansion 
of the Czech lexicon where it drew on other Slavonic languages. No Slavonic-speaking 
neighbouring country had the appropriate capitalist background to perform this function again 
for Czech. 
This preliminary study cannot be any more than surface-scratching and the authors 
acknowledge that a full appraisal of the subject will require much more systematic gathering 
and analysis of a broader swathe of data. We believe we have captured at least some of the 





FINANCE © BU5INE&S DEVELOPMENT INC 
Tele junt maksuvabas maaiimas 
off-shore firmad & 
anomiiimne pangandus 




- sularahaautomaadist raha valja votta 
panga lahtiolekuaegadest soltumata 
- saada intormatsiooni arveseisu ja 
seal toimunud liikumiste kohta 
Two banking advertisements One (above), 
apparently an American company, offers 
‘anonymous banking’ and a home to ‘off¬ 
shore companies’; the other (right), trading 
on Estonia’s old Hanseatic associations, 
chants the virtues of a cash-card and gives 
the two relevant locations in Tartu. 
Automaadikaardi saab igauks, 
- kellel on meie pangas arvelduskonto 
- kellele on tooandja avanud palgakonto 
Tartus on paigaidatud sularahaautomaadid 
Kesklinna kontoris 
Tartu Kaubahalli hoones, Kuiini 7, tel. 27/441 107 
Karlova kontoris 
E-Kaubamaja hoones, Tehase 16, tel. 27/473 077 
SOETAGE HANSAPANGA AUTOMAADIKAART! 
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Czech game-card for a television lottery, based on active recognition of logos (native, foreign 
or multinational) 
Super logo loto was the brain-child of a Prague-based German businessman, Martin 
Jakubowski; it was a mini-game show and was launched in no less than nine Central and 
Eastern European countries ‘where companies are still stepping into the market’ and ‘brand 
loyalty has yet to take root’. (Source: Prague Post, 23 April-3 May 1994, p.10.) 
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TERE TULEMAST ILU MAAILMA! 
AVOIl'i kosmeetikat on nrnid juba aasta mihidud Eestis. 
Ehk on see joudnud juba ka Sinuni. Kui ei, siis niiiid on Sul 
hea voimalus sellega lahemalt tutvuda. Otsime aktiivseid 
muiigiga tegelevaid inimesi, keda kutsutakse Avon lady 'deks. 
Ka sinust voib saada Avon lady 
Sul on voimalus olla pidevalt hea kosmeetika keskel, kohata 
uusi inimesi, veeta meeldivalt ja kasulikult vaba aega ja ka 
veidi teenida. 
TULE 
AVOIl lady ks 
*76e Seauty &iacCuct& 
Kui oled huvitatud meie pakkumisest, siis hehsta juba tana 
ASTRA VON 
Tallinn (8-26) 312070 
Tartu (8-25) 240425 
Kuressaare(8-25) 240427 
Paide (8-25) 240426 
Pamu (8-244) 40237 
Avon 
HOOLITSEB 
Estonian recruitment ad for Avon cosmetics 
Note how the alien elements are integrated morphologically, in the forms AVON’i (genitive 
case), AVON lady’ks (translative singular), Avon lady’deks (translative plural). Note also the 
abbreviation AS (aktsiaselts), the fact that the potential ladies are addressed throughout in the 
familiar second-person singular, and even the fact that the phone numbers are mostly on the 
national mobile exchange. 
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Czech tourist-trinket chopping board 
This item, with its Upwards to Europe slogan, was at least meant in irony. 
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Olen jalginud suure siimpaatiaga Isamaa ja tema valimisliitlaste meele- 
kindlust ja julgust viia Eesti Vabariik turumajanduse ja demokraatia 
teele. Ma tean, et see ei ole olnud kerge, kuid nagu on oelnud Mart 
Laar, pidi seda keegi ju tegema. 
Ma pean Eestit uheks koige edukamaks riigiks Ida- ja Kesk-Euroopas. 
Eesti saavutused toestavad eduka ulemineku voimalikkust teistes riiki- 
des meeleheitel olevatele inimestele. 
Ma loodan, et reformid Eestis jatkuvad. Euroopa tulevik on vabaturu- 
majanduse ja demokraatlike institutsioonide paralt, mitte tagasi- 
poordumises sotsialismi, mille parast Eesti ju nii palju kannatanud on. 
Need on pohjused, miks ma soovin Isamaale ja tema liitlastele 
parimaid valimistulemusi. 
MARGARET THATCHER 
Briti Teeneteordeni kavaler, Riigindunik 
Pre-election advertisement for Mr Mart Laar 
Mrs Thatcher acts as an ideological asset; she is identified as a Chevalier of the British Order 
of Merit and a Privy Councillor. 
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PLACEK & CO. 
ANTIPARASITICAI COLLAR 
VAiem zaktznici. 
pr»o*t»v\ji*m« vam novy vyrobek lirmv Placek 
CO- Je urcen oro osy. kocky a daiii zvirata. 
puaotx oroti vneisim parazitum Iblecham. j klittitum aooa.i. 
OBal yyrobku otevreie az oezorostredne ored 
oouzmm. Na krk zyirate umiatete ODoiek lak. aby 
prIMhal. 
1 Armoarazrtm acnoonost obotku trva mintmalne 
i po aoou 5 mesicu. 
Styaam a vocou se pusoonost oooiku nanaru- 
suic Ja urcen k vneisimu DOUZJti. 
Neoouzivetta u nemocnvcn zyirat. 
i Chrarite prad dktmi 
Spofcofanoat a naaim vyrobkem 
Vam preia brma 
PLftCEK & CO. 
OSFR 290 01 Podabrafly. Na Ostenda 756 
tal- tu: 0042/324/45 36 
Dear customers. 
we would Ilka to oresem vou new oroouct of the 
firm Platak and CO.. It Is tor dog*. cats and other 
animals. This one function* lor ertermmation 
of flea*. ticks and otnar outer parasites. 
The cover ol product vou ooen immediately 
before using. You locate tne collar on the neck 
of animal so that it wouio be fitting. 
The anttoarasited ability of collar lasts mm. 
during 5 months. The activity of collar is not 
canceled wrtn the contact with water, it is deter¬ 
mine only tor outer using. 
Do not use tor ill animats. 
Protect ft from children. 
The satisfaction wim our product 
wish you the firm 
PtACEK A CO. 
CSFR. 290 01 Podeoraoy. Na Ostende 756 
teL, tu: 0042/324/45 36 
Packet from a Czech flea-collar 
Here note, in particular, the unbelievably inept ‘English’ translation, including the bizarrely 
outdated address to Dear customers, which can only be there out of a misguided urge to 
impress, and the unwarranted use of & CO. (and and CO.). Also the joint phone/fax number, 
a widespread irritant, since many businesses invested in cheap machines that could not 
identify the nature of an incoming call: possession of a fax machine became a must, but 
sending a fax to such a dual-purpose machine has remained a problem, since owners of them 
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Trilingual advert for an Estonian dating 
agency 
The Russian and Estonian slogans match 
(‘tenderness’); the English is simply 
bizarre. 
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